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COVER PHOTO : HOMINKA RIVER VALLEY

Valley bottoms are composed of very poorly drained mineral soils from
the McGregor Association (MG8) and organic soils from the Chief and Moxley Associations .
Gleysols and Fibrisols are the dominant soil development respectively .

Forested side slopes are composed dominantly of shallow colluvium derived
from metamorphic bedrock, mainly schists . Humo-Ferric and Ferro-Humic Podzols are
the dominant soil development . Lower slope soils, in the Subboreal white spruce -
alpine fir zone, belong to the Barton Association. Upper slope soils, in the
Subalpine Engelmann spruce - alpine fir zone, belong to the Dezaiko Association .
Soils in the Krummholz subzone belong to the Misinchinka Association, while soils in
the Alpine tundra zone (shown in the distance) belong to the Gable Mountain Association .
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Province of Ministry of the
British Columbia Environment

Resources Analysis Branch
Parliament Buildings
Victoria
British Columbia
V8V iX4

April 25, 1978

Dr. Jon 0'Riordan, Chairman
Environment and Land Use Sub-Committee

on Northeast Coal Development
E.L .U .C . Secretariat
Buildings

Dear Dr . 0'Riordan :

I hereby submit to you the report entitled "Biophysical
Soil Resources and Land Evaluation of the Northeast Coal Study Area
1976-1977, Volume Two", which has been prepared by my staff for the
Northeast Coal Study . You have already received Volume One of this
report .

In the longer term, it is planned that a report on the soil
resources of the area south and east of the 1976-1977 Study Area will
also be submitted to you . However, this report is not scheduled for
completion until 1979 .

Yours sincerely

W . Arthur Benson
Director

Resource Analysis Branch
WAB/da
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INTRODUCTION

This volume (Volume Two) is intended for those resource managers and planners who are

interested in more detailed information concerning the biophysical soil resources of the Northeast

Coal Study Area . Volume One must be used in conjunction with this volume .

Resource specialists who have some familiarity with soils are encouraged to use Appendices

A and B . Appendix A contains the biophysical soils legend for the study area . This legend can

also be used as a key to soil identification for on-site investigations . Appendix B contains rela-

tively detailed descriptions for each of the study area's 75 soil associations . Schematic cross-

sectional diagrams, soil profile diagrams, soil association component legends, and generalized

interpretations for use are provided for each association . A brief discussion of soil development

is also provided as an introduction to Appendix B . Detailed soil profile descriptions with additional

chemical and physical data are available for each soil association upon request from the Resource

Analysis Branch .

Land use interpretations for forestry, wildlife, recreation and engineering are provided

for each soil association component which can be used in conjunction with the 1 :50,000 scale soils

maps . One example map is provided in the back pocket ; maps for the remainder of the study area

can be obtained from the Resource Analysis Branch (Map Librarian) .

The methods by which the interpretations were made are explained in Chapter Four of

Volume One . The limitations associated with using these interpretations are also stressed in this

chapter and must be understood . For example, the interpretations provide an indication of

limitations or capabilities for use ; they do not eliminate the need for on-site evaluation by

qualified professionals .



Province of Ministry of the
British Columbia Environment

Dear Sir or Madam :

Resources Analysis Branch
Parliament Buildings
Victoria
British Columbia
V8V 1X4

August 16, 1978

Enclosed is Volume Two of the report entitled Biophysical
Soil Resources and Land Evaluation of the Northeast coal Stud
Area, 1976-1977 . Volume One should already have been sent to
you at this time . Most of you are also being sent a complete
set of our 1 :50,000 scale soil maps and terrain (landform)
maps . If you have not been sent these maps and desire them,
please contact our Map Librarian .

As I mentioned previously, those interested in a short
office and/or field workshop on the report area should contact
me .

Sincerely,

Terje Vold
387-5281

TV/db
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A1

INTRODUCTION

The biophysical soils legend used in the study area is presented in this appendix .

This legend can be used with the 1 :50,000 scale soil maps in order to get expanded information

on mapping units in tabular form . More descriptive information is provided in Appendix B .

A generalized legend of biophysical soil associations and biophysical soil groups

is first presented . This legend indicates the relationship between biophysical groups, which

are described and interpreted for land use in Volume One, and the associations, which are

described and interpreted in this volume .

A detailed legend of biophysical soil associations and components is then presented

for each vegetation zone . The explanatory notes at the back of this legend (pp . A13-A14) must

be used to understand the symbols in the legend .

The introduction to Appendix B provides a discussion of soil development and the

numbering system used for soil association components .



A2

GENERALIZED BIOPHYSICAL SOIL ASSOCIATION LEGEND

VEGETATION PHYSIOGRAPHIC SURFICIAL MATERIAL MODAL SOIL BIOPHYSICAL
SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

BIOPHYSICAL
SOIL GROUPS

ZONE REGIONS (Soil Parent Material) DEVELOPMENT

- Name Symbol

BOREAL Atberta Morainal fine-textured Orthic Gray Luvisol Edson ED 1

Pleteau Brunisolic Gray Luvizol Fellers FE
to
Rooky [ediue-textured Brvnisolic Gray Luvisol ebberly MU

Mountain medium-textured Brunisolia Gray Luvisol Lodge LG
Fee thills Mth sandy capping _ _

varieble-texture, Orthic Gleysol~ Smpky SY 3
g

poorly drained

Laoustrine fine-textured Dark Gray Luvisol Devereeu 011
a

'run!
solic Gray Luvisol

Orthic Gray Luvisol
Dickebusch DB
Tri Creek TC

fine-textured . Orthie Luvic Gleysol Snipe SN
poorly dreined

Colluvial vartable-texture Orthic Regosol Septivus SS
De9raded Dystric Bronisol

ed Eutric BrunisolegradD
S9uaw Mountain SO
2onnebecke 28

Active calcareous

__

CueWlip Regosol Oetca OE

non-calcareous Cumilic Regosal Meikle Creek ME G
(Floadplain)

non-celcareous fans Cum lit Regosol Windfall Creek WF

Ina<tive gravelly ~ Brunisolic Gray Luvisol Jarvis JR

Fluvial OegadedEutric Brunisol portage Creel PT 7
Deqraded Dystric Brunisol Neumenn NE

sandy Bruntsolic Gray Luvisoi Sundance so

poorly drained Orthic Gleysol Gunderson GN 3

Organic bo9 Mesisoi Kenzte K2 8

fen Mesisol Eaglesham EG

SIIBBOREAL Rocky Morainal fine-textured, Brunisolic Gray Luvisol Imperial Creek IC
Mountain shallou till over
Foothills wcathered siltstone 9
to aedium-textured Brunisolic Gray Luvisal Bu11ey BL
Rocky Degraded Eutric Brunisol ,rum Mountain CM
Mountains Degraded Dystric Brunisol Lean-to LT

Lacustrine fine-textured Brunisolic Gray Luvisol Dokken DK 10

Cotluviel niedium-to-eoarse Degraded Oystric 8runisol Spieker Mountain SP 11
testured Degraded Eutrie Drunisol Suprenant Mountain ST

Active calcareous Laaalia Regasol Nonkman Creek MK
12

Fluvial n-aalcareous Cumulic Re9asol - Dullmoose BM

Inactive sandy or gravelly Orthic Hiwo-Ferria Podzol Triad Creek TD

i l De9raded Eutric Brunisol Kinuseo KO
13

Rocky
Fluv a

moderate-textvred Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol Abbl Mountain AB
Meontains gravelly with deep Orthic Hum-Ferric Podzol Toneko TO
to
Rocky sandy oapping

Mountain 9ravelly OrtMC Nuan-Ferric POdxol Ramsey RM
Trench Morainal medimn-tex tured Podzolic Gray Luvisol Dominion DO 1!

Lacustrine fine-textured Podzalic Gray Luvisol Bednesti BD is

Colluvtal oedium-textured Orthic Ferric-Hunic Podzol Barton BT I

Active sendy ' Cumulip Regosol Mokus Creek YIJ 17
Fluvial silty Gleyed Orthic Regosol McGregor MG

Foothills Orgenics bo9 Nesisol Mitska M1

to fen Mesisol Whatley YH B
Trench

bog Ftbrisot Moxtey MX

fen Fibrizol Chief CF

SUBALPINE, Rocky Wralnal fin - textured Bronisolic Gray Luvisol Hambrook MB

FORESTED
Moontain

:

sancepping Grunisolic Gray Lovlsol Footprint FT

SU820NE
FootNi115
to medium-textured Bruntsolic Gray Luvisol Onion Creek ON

Rocky sNallow, aoerse- Brunisolic Gray Luvlsol Thunder Mountain TH 18
Mountains textured

coarse-textured Degraded Eutric Brunisol Robb ITS
Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol Turning Mountain TM

iredium-textured Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol eauregard Mountain BGB

Lacustrine fine-textured Orthic Huq-Ferric Pod :ol

_

Dudzio DC

Colluvial derived fron ltmeston# Degraded Eutric Brunisol We: .dt Mountain WT
and dploeite Melanic Brunisol

Orthi
Myhon MW

Orthic Huro-Ferric Podzolc Hedrick HK

derived from Degraded Dystric Brunisol puintette OT 20cogloaxer"',

d i"d
f-

r
Orthic

`-Ferric Re 201
Herrick K

s ndt.ne and: shale tric Orun isolDegraded Dys Horseshoe HS

derived from Brunisolic Gray Luvisol Blue Lake OE
siltstone

derived from Orthic Hum-Ferric Podzol Oezaiko DZ
netamorphic bedrock

Active Fluvial -r-textured Cwnulie Regosol Knudsen Creek KN 21

Organic bog Ftbrisol Honinke HA 8

Inacttve coarse-textured Brvnisolic Gray Luvisol Five Cebin Creek FC
22

Fluvial
De9raded Dystric Brunisol Holtslender HO
Orthic Hum-Ferric Podzol Ovington Creek OV

KRUM7MOL2 Morainal coarse-teztured Orthic Hum-Ferric Podzol Paxton Mountain PX

SUBZONE Colluvtal derived fram sandstone' Orthia SaMric Brunisol I Reesor RR
and shale

derived from limestone Lithic Orthic Melanic Brunisol Sheba Mountain SB
and dolomite Z3

derived from aetamorphic Orthic Huro-Ferric Podzol Mistnchinka MS
bedrock

ALPINE Rocky Co1luvia1 derived fran sandstone Turbic Orthic Regosol Palsson PL
Mountain and shale
Foothills derived from limestone Lithic Orthic Regosol Tsahunga TS
to
Rocky

and dolaoite 24
Mountains derived fron metarorphic Ltthic Orthic Regasol Gable MounGin GM

bedrock

SUBALPINE Rocky Colluvial rubbly, derived froem Orthic Regosol Becker Mountain BC

D Moanteins (talus) lia~estone and dolaitte 25

rubbly, derived fran Orthic Regosol Tlooki 00
ALPINE netamorphie
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BIOPHYSICAL SOIL ASSOCIATION LEGEND
FOR

NORTHEAST B,C, COAL AREA

Associations Page Associations Page

AB Abbl Mountain A8 MH Myhon A10

BC Becker Mountain All MK Monkman Creek A7

BD Bednesti A7 MO Moberly A4

BE Blue Lake A10 MS Misinchinka All

BG Beauregard Mountain A9 MT Mitska A7

BL Bulley A6 MU Mokus Creek A8

BM Bullmoose A7 MX Moxley A7

BT Barton A7 NE Neumann A6

CF Chief A7 OE Oetca A5

CM Crum Mountain A6 ON Onion Creek A9

DB Dickebusch A4 00 Tlooki All

DC Dudzic A10 OV Ovington Creek A12

DK Dokken A7 PL Palsson A12

DO Dominion A6 PT Portage Creek A6

DU Devereau A4 PX Paxton Mountain A9

DZ Dezaiko A10 QT Quintette A10

ED Edson A4 RB Robb A9

EG Eaglesham A4 RM Ramsey A8

FC Five Cabin Creek All RR Reesor All

FE Fellers A4 SB Sheba Mountain All

FT Footprint A9 SN Snipe A5

GM Gable Mountain A12 SP Spieker Mountain A7

GN Gundersen A5 SO Squaw Mountain A5

HA Hominka A10 SS Septimus A5
HB Hambrook A9 ST Suprenant Mountain A7
HK Hedrick A10 SU Sundance A6
HO Holtslander A12 SY Smoky A4

HS Horseshoe A10 TC Tri Creek A5

IC Imperial Creek A6 TD Triad Creek A8
JR Jarvis A5 TH Thunder Mountain A9

KN Knudsen Creek All TM Turning Mountain A9
KO Kinuseo A7 00 Tlooki All
KZ Kenzie A4 TO Toneko A8
LG Lodge A4 TS Tsahunga A12

LT Lean-to A6 WF Windfall Creek A5

MC Merrick A10 WH Whatley A7

ME Meikle Creek A5 WT Wendt Mountain All

MG McGregor A8 ZB Zonnebecke A5

Bedrock Map Units (RK) A12 Expl anatory Footnotes

Footnotes 1 and 2 A13
Footnotes 3 to 8 A14
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NORTHEAST B,C, COAL AREA : SOIL LEGEND
SOIL ASSOCIATIONS OF THE BOREAL WHITE SPRUCE ZONE

1SOI

5 -
'

- --
L

2
~DAL 2ASSO 4CDA

COARSE
FRAD

6 DEPTM COMMON COM40!7
8

SURFICIA COMp .
. 7 -

'
DRAIN- TO SLOPE ELEVATION PII4SI0

L
MATERIAL

SOIL
ASSOCIATION SY1LiOt

SOIL
DEV'L

SOIL
DEV'L

TERRAIN
SYMBOL

TEXTURE

(<2mm)
MENfS
(by vol .)

ACE
CLASS

BEDROCK
(cm)

RANGE
(S)

RANGE
(feet)

GRAFMIC
REGION(S) REMARKS

Moralnal Edsan EDI O .CL fib. cl o 0-~ MWD >100 2-30 2000-2500 Plain, Continew al t111 ;'

ED3 O .GL BR .Gi . Mb. cl or 0-S MWD >100 2-30 2000-2500
calcaruous

l

00L
m.

Cownanly under culti-

ED5 O .CL L .0 CL Mbv r1 ur 0-1 MWD 10-100f 9-30 2000-250U
vacion . Seral zspen
"a.

also
OrCur .

EDI O .GL CL .O .(1 Mb. cl 0 0-9 MWD-ID >100 2-IS 2000-2500

EDR O .CL .C 116m cl or 0-9, -D-PD >100 2-15 2000-2500

Fellers FEI BR .CL Mb sicl-cl 0-10 MWD >I00 2-30 1400-3700 Henchlanda Cordillernn 1111 ;

CL .O .OL calcereoua >IOOcm .
FE4 BR .GL

O .GL
Mbv cl o 0-5', MWD-ID >50 2-9 2400-3700 Seral . .pan -ad.

FE7 . . .GL L.BR .CL Mb aicl-.1 0-lP Mwe-ID >100 2-15 2400-3700
omvon.

F- 1 0
Lodge LGI BR .GL Mbm c-1 0-3 t61D-WD >100 2-30 2000-4000 Plain,, Continen[al o or-

-
fl-1.1L F- ®1 0 n till ; 15-50cm

IL2 HR .CL
DG,EB Mhm c-1

.
0-3 MWD-WD

>100 2-30 2000-4000 Benchlands, sandy loam
capping . Vegetation

LC3 BR .GL P .GL Mbm c-1 0-3 ~~ >100 2-30 3000-4000 Poothills Similar 10 Moberly .

LC4 BR .CL F
Mbm
-

11c-
TO-5
0-3

~ >100 2-30 3000-3500

LC7 BR .GL CL .BR .CL F= sl 0
79n c1 0-3 MWD-ID >100 2-30 2000-4000

LOB BR .CL .C F=
Mb.

sl
c-1

0
O-3

P6,D-PD >I00 2-30 2000-4000

Moberly M01 BR .GL Mb cl-1 5-3Q WD-MWD >I00 2-30 2000-4000 Benchlandn, Cordilleran till ;

M02 BR .CL DG .EB Mb t1-1 5-3d WD-MWD >100 2-30 2000-2500 Foothills
calcareaus <100cm .
Seral lodr,epOle pine

i
M03 BR,CL P .GL Mb c1-1 5-30 WD-lIWO >100 2-30 3000-4000

thstands are Coimn, w
aspen and regenerating
hi bl k

DG .EB
te

or
w ac Spruce .

M04 BR .GL
O .EB ~ 1.1-cl 5-30 WD-MWD >100 2-30 2000-4000 Clinex stands are rare .

Earl ser illl d
M05 BR .CL L .BR .GL Nbv cl-1 5-30 WD-IIWD 10-100f 2-30 2000-4000

y a w ow an
aspen shrub coinnunities
an occur after severe

M06 L .BR .GL BR .GL Mv cl-1 5-301 WD-MWD 10-I00 2-30 2000-4000
c
burning .

M07 BR .GL CL .BR .GL Mb c1-1 5-3Q MWD-ID >100 2-30 2000-4000

MOB BR .GL .C Mb cl-1 5-3d MWD-PD >100 2-30 2000-4000

Smoky SY1 O .G Mb c-1 0-3q PD >100 2-I5 2000-4000 Plains, Concinentel a

SY3 O .G O.IIG Mb c-1 0-3d PD >I00 2-15 2000-4000 Benchlands

c ar
dilleren t111 .

Black spruce, will . ..

SY10 O .G
0 .0 Pee
Phase fib c-1 0-30, PD >I00 2-15 2000-4000 Foothills

omson.

Organic Eagleshan EC1 .M OF, -- -- VPD >300 0-2 2000-4000 Plains, Non-forested . Willows,
Benthlands, eadgea, and other
Foath111e shruba .

Kenaie KZI .M OBI -- -- VPD >100 0-2 2000-4000 Plains, Black spruce, tamarack,

KZ3 .M .F OBI
-- -- VPD >100 0-2 2000-4000 Benchlsnde,

ephagnum and ocher
ma... dominant .

KZ4 .M T .M OBI -- -- VPD >100 0-2 2000-4000 Foothill,

KZ6 L .M .M 0 BV -- -- VPD 10-100 0-5 3000-3500

Lacustrin Daveresu DUl D .GL Lm sicl-c 0-2 MWD >100 0-5 2000-2500 Ple1ns, ...all, under-
i

DU3 D .CL
l11-0"G1

BR .GL L. s1c1-c 0-2 MWD >I00 0-5 2000-2500 Renchlands
t oR

DUE D .GL .G Lm eicl-c 0-2 MIiD-PD >100 0-5 2000-2500

Dickebuach D5l BR .CL Lmcb c or sic 0-2 MWD >I00 0-5 2000-3500 Benchilada, Occasionally under
l

O .EB
cultivation . Bers

Dal BR .GL ~ .EB Lmtb or sic 0-2 MWD >100 0-5 2000-3500 Foothills aspen stands comman .

o
Susceptible to gully-

BR .GL Lath Is~~i 0-2 WD-M'D >100 0-5 2000-35G0 ing .

DB7 BR .CL CL .BR .G1. Lmt6 or sic 0-2 MWD >I00 0-5 2000-3500

DEB BR .GL .G Lntb r sic 0-2 lIWD-PD >100 0-5 2000-3500
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NORTHEAST B,C, COAL AREA : SOIL LEGEND
SOIL ASSOCIATIONS OF THE BOREAL WHITE SPRUCE ZONE

URFICIAL
MATERIAL

OIL
ASSOCIATION

SOILI

ASSO .

COMP-SYMBOL

MODAL'
SOIL
DEV'L

ASSO ?
SOIL
DEV'L

~
TERRAIlr
SYMBOL

CDA4
1EXFIIRE
(<2mm)

(z)5
COARSE
FRAG-
RENTS
(by val .)

DRAIN6
AGE
CLASS

DE 711
TO

BEDROCK
(em)

COMMON,
SLOPE
RANCE
(X)

COlP10N
ELEVATION
RANGE
(feet)

PHYSIO 8CRAPHICREGION(S) EMARKS

Lawstrln(to- .) Trf Creek TC1 O.GL Lmtb 0-2 NWD >100 0-5 2000-3500 Benchlenda Se-1 aspen stands

TC3 O.CL eR .GL lath 0-2 MWD >100 0-5 2000-3500 Foothills
c.man . Susceptible
to gullylng .

TC7 O .GL GL .O .GL i.mtb 0-2 NWD-ID >100 O-5 2000-3500

Snipe SNI O .LG Lmtb r aid 0-2 PD >100 0-5 2000-3500 1'lsine, W111awa, shrubn, black

BN2 O .LC R .G Lm[b r e1 0.2 PD >1 00 0-5 2000-3500 Benchlands
prucc domlnant .

,

SN3 O .LG
O.NG
HU.LG L,tb or ei t 0-2 PD >100 0-5 2000-3500 Foothills

Coliuvial Septimwe SSI O .R Us v ariabl e variable WD-RD 50-100t >60 1900-4000 Benchlnnde, Greaees dominant a

SS3 O .R O .Eg Us erfebl variable WD-RD 50-100f >60 1900-4000 Foothill,
south aspecte ; lodga-
pole pin ., aSpen, and
shrubs on other aspects .

SquawMounts
in

SQ1 DG .DYB Cbv 1
or

sl 20-50 WD 5.-~O- 15-60f 2500-4000 Foothill . Overlies aendstone or

SQ2 DG .DYB O .DYB Cbv 1 or el 20-50 WD 50-100t 15-6oF 2500-4000
shale.. Pine-Spruce
stand . common .

SQ3 DG .DYB O.HFP Cbv 1 or el 20-50 WD 50-100+~ 15-6ot 3000-4000
52 : Coamonly on eouth
aepecte where graases,

SQ4 DG,DYH BR .GL Cbv s11 or 1 20-40 WD 50-100+ 15-60F 2500-4000
shrubs, pine dominant .

SQ5 DG .DYB L .DC .DYB Cbv 1 or s1 20-50 WD 10-100t 15-6ot 2500-4000 '

SQ6 L .DG .DYB DC .DYB Cb 1 or al 20-50 WD 10-I00 15-60f 2500-4000

SQ7 DG.DYB GL.DG .DYB Cb 1 or el 20-50 WD 50-100+ 15-60f 2500-4000

Zonnebecke ZB1 DC .EB Cbv slcl-1 10-40 WD 50-IOOf 116. 2000-4000 Benehlande Ovarllte aandatane
or

2B2 DG,eB O .EH Cbv elcl-1 10-40 WD 50-100f 30-60f 2000-4000 Foothill,
shalea . ®ine-spruce
stande e n . with -5'e

Z05 DG .EB

.DO

.EB Cbv Acl-al 10-40 WD 10-100f 30-60t 2000-4000
ZB2 : Commonly on south
aspect. where lodge-

Zg6 L .DG .Eg DG .EB Cv sil-a1 10-40 WD 10-100 30-60t 2000-4000
pala pin ., shrubs,
graesee occur.

ZH11 L.O.EH 0'~
O,ES

Cv eil-a1 10-40 WD 10-100 30-60t 2000-4000
:11 : OVCUre on south6
pecu here grsases

shrub e predom anta_ r at.

Fluvial Oetea OE1 CU .R FA1 el or Is 0-30 WD-MWD >100 0-5 1900-3500 Foothills Calcareoua to turfaoe,

OE2 CU .R
O . EH
DG .eH

F'`lt al or Is 0-10 WD-MWD >100 0-5 1900-3500
gubdeet to flooding .
White spruce stands with

oE7 CU,R GL.CU.x FA1 s1 or le 0-10 MWD-ID >100 0-2 1900-3500
cottonwood common .
OE11 : Non-forested,

ORB CU .R R.C IA1 al or le 0-10 NWD-PD >100 0-2 1900-3500
atTve fl uvlal sand end
gravel bars ; may have

OE11 O.R GL .O.R iA1 le or el 0-50 MWD-ID >100 0-2 1900-3500
willo. thickets

Hefkla
Creek

!E1 CU.R lAl .1-1 . 0-30 WD-MWD >100 0-5 2000-4000 Benchland; Non-calcareoua .

!E2 CU .R O.EB FAlt sl or 1s 0-30 WD-MWD >100 0-5 2000-4000 Foothills
Subject to flooding,
Vegetation similar to

!E7 CU .R CL .CILR Pal el at ls 0-30 MWD-ID >100 0-2 2000-4000
OetCa .

tfE8 CU .R R.G FA1 al or Is 0-30 MPD-PD >100 0-2 2000-4000

1 Windfall
Creek

WF1 CU .R lAf al or 1 . 0-70 WD-MWD >100 0-15 2000-3500 eenchland a, -aelcareous .
No-WF2 CU .R

no
.EB

O,ER k'tf sl or ls 0-70 WD-HWD >100 0-15 2000-3500 Foothills
Subject to flooding .
Texture varies from fan

WF7 CU .R GL,CU.R Of al at 1e 0-70 MWD-ID >100 0-15 2000-3500
apron to apex and wlth
depth from surface .

Gundereoa GN1 O.C R .G 1,PC,Pt sl or la 0-30 PD >100 0-5 2000-4000 genchlende Willows, shrubs, black

GN3 O .C .NG F1,FC,Ft al or 1 . 0-30 PD >300 0-5 2000-4000 Foothill.
spruce dominant ;
occasionally eobject

GN4 OX .HC ,Ft,Ft sil-eic 0-5 PD >100 0-5 2000-2800
to flooding .

Jarvla JR1 BR.GL FGt,Ftf sl or Is 20-80 WD >100 0-5 2000-3500 genchlanda Natal lodgepole pine

JR2 BR,GL DG.EH FGt,Ftf al or Is 20-80 WD >100 0-5 2000-3500 Foothills
stands

dominant .
0-SD

cm eandy fluv1a1
JR3 HR .CL P .CL PGC,Ftf el or Is 20-80 WD >100 0-5 3000-3500

capping .

L

JR5 BR .GL L .HR .GL Fvb,FVb sl - 1. 20-80 WD 10-100f 0-5 3000-3500

I I JR6 IL.BR .GL ~ BR .GL I Fv,FV I s1 - 1. I 20-80 I WD 10-100 0-5 3000-3500
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NORTHEAST BsC . COAL AREA : SOIL LEGEND

SOIL ASSOCIATIONS OF THE BOREAL WHITE SPRUCE ZONE

u)5
SOIL1 COARSE DEPTN

7

COMMON' COMMON
ASSO . 2MODAL 2ASSO .

4
CDA FRAG-

b
DRAI .N- TO SLOPE ELEVATION

8
PHYSIO-

SURFICIAL SOIL COMP . SOIL 50IL TERRAIN' TERTURE !0?NTS' AGE BEDROCK RANGE RANGE GRAPHIC
MATERIAL ASSOCIATION SYMBOL DEV'L DEV'L SYMBOL (- 2m.) (by vol.) CLASS (cm) (X) (feet) REGION(S) REMARKS

Fluvlal
J l JR7 CLBR CL RA CL FGC PCf al or ls 20-80~ WD-ID >100 0-5 2000-3500

(cont .) arv s . . . ,
(cono)

INS OR.CL .f. FGt,Ft( sl or is 20-BO WD-PD -100 0-5 2000-3500

Portage PT 1 DG.EB FC[,FGt 1-ls 20-80 WD >100 0-5 2000-4000 Fooeh111s Berel lodgepolc pine
atend . dominent 0-50Creek

PT3 DG .EB BR .GL Ftf,FGt 1-Is 20-80~ WD >100 0-5 2000-3000
.

ondy fluvtal
ca in

PT7 DG .¢e GL .DG .ED FCf,FGt 1-ls 20-80 WD-ID >100 0-5 2000-4000
pp g.

Neueann NEI DG .DYB Ftf,FCt al or Is 20-80 WD >100 0-5 2000-4000 Foothill. Sera l lodgepole pine
tend . dominant 0-50

NE7 DG .DYg O .HFP Ft f,FGt al or Is , 20-80 WD >100 0-5 3000-4000
.

sandy fluviel
a lnpp g .

Sundence SUI BR .GL Ftf,FGt al or la 0-20 WD >100 0-9 2000-4000 Benchlands ~Sere1 lodgepole pine
and espen stends

SU2 BR .GL DG .EB Fcf,FGt sl or le 0-20, WD >300 0-9 2000-4000 Foothill . dominant . Sandy
fl vial material at

SU3 HR .GL P .GL Fcf,PGt al or Is 0-20 WD >300 0-9 3000-4000
u

least 50cm in depth .

SU7 BR GL GL .BR .GL Ftf,PGt si or le 0-20 WD-ID >100 0-5 2000-4000

SUB BR .CL .C F[f,FGt .l or ls 0-20 . WD-PD >L00

NORTHEAST B .C . COAL AREA : SOIL LEGEND

SOIL ASSOCIATIONS OF THE SUBBOREAL WHITE SPRUCE-ALPINE FIR ZONE

ORfICIAL
MATRAIAL

OIL
ASSOCIATION

SOIL'
ASSO .
COMP .
SilOOL

MODAL2
SOIL
DRV'L

ASSO ?
SOIL
DBV'L

ERRAIN'
SYMBOL

CDA4TgRTURE(<2as!) (S)5
COARSE
FRAG-
MBNTS
(by vo~ .)

DRAIN-
AGE
CLASS

DEPTH

TO

BEDROCK

(cm)

COMMON

SLOPE

RANGE

(S)

COMMON
ELEVATION

RANGE
(feet)

PNYSIO-8
GRAPHIC
RRGION(S) DMARKS

Moralnel Bulley DL1 BR,GL Kbv cl-1 5-40 WD-MWD > 50 5-30 2000-4000 Foothills, East side continental
divide

BL3 BR .GL DG 'EBDG .OYB !(bv cl-I 5-40 WD-MWD > 50 5-30 3000-4000 Rocky
Mountains

.
LL 4 : 15-SOts sandy
fluvial capping over

BL4 BR .GL P.GL v sllli 5-40
WD-MWD > 50 5-30 3000-4000 till .

BL5 BR .GL L .BR.GL Kbv el-1 5-40 WD-MWD 10-100t 5-30 2000-4000

BL7 BA .G1. GL .BR .GL Kbv cl-1 5-40 i1ND-ID > 50 5-30 2000-4000

gL8 BR .GL .G Kbv cl-1 5-40 lIWD-PD > 50 5-30 2000-4000

Cru.
M i

CHI DG .EB Mbv cl-1 5-30 ' YD >50 5-30 2000-3500 Rocky
Mountain*

East side continental
divide.ounta n

CM2 DG .EB 0 .® Mb, cl-1 5-30 WD >50 5-30 2000-3500

CM5 DG .EB .DG .EB Mbv c. 5-30 WD 10-100h 5-30 2000-3500

Lean-to LT1 DG .DYB Ml- 1-1 5-30 WD >50 5-30 2000-3500 Rocky
Nountnins, East

side continental
dlvlde .

LTS DC .DYg L .DC .DYB Mbv 1-al 5-30 WD IO-I00t 5-30 2000-3500 Foothille

LT7 DG .DYB L .DC .DYB Kbv 1-e1 5-30 WD-ID >50 5-30 2000-3500

Ieperlal
C k

ICI BR .GL Mbv cl-sicl 5-20 MWD >50 0-15 2500-3500 Rocky
Mountain .

East side continental
dlvld

,
hallov tillree

ICS gR .CL L.gA .GL Mbv cl-eitl 5-20 WD 10-100t 0-15 2500-3500 var hered s11t-%_
etonee claystones

IC6 .BR .GL BR.GL Mv cl-e1c1 5-20 MWD 10-100 0-15 2500-3500
, ,

end /or ahelee .

IC7 DR .GL GL .eR . l`fbv cl-s1c1 5-20 1MD-ID >50 0-15 2500-3500

Dominion 00l P .GL Mbv 1-el 5-30 WD-. >50 2-30 2450-3500 Trench,
Rocky

We., eide continental
divide .

D03 P .GL
.HFPLU

O .HFP
Mbv 1-1 5-30 WD-WD >50 2-30 2450-3500 Mountains

D05 P .GL L .O .HPP Mbv 1-sl 5-30 WD-11WD 10-I00t 2-30 2450-3500

007 P .GL
GL
CL .P

.O
..CL
NPP ~v 1-1 5-30 MWD-ID >50 2-30 2450-3500

DOB P .GL .G Mbv 1-sl 5-30 MWD-PD >50 2-30 2450-3500
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NORTHEAST B,CL COAL AREA : SOIL LEGEND
SOIL ASSOCIATIONS OF THE SUBBOREAL WHITE SPRUCE-ALPINE FIR ZONE

---- ----
(z)5

SOILI
ASSO

2
MODAL 2ASSO 4

GOA
COARSE
FRAG-

6
DRAIN

DEPTU
TO

CO14fOt~ GOMION
8

SURPICIAL SOIL
.

COMP .
Co"

SOIL
.

SOIL TERRAIN' TEXTURE NEWTS
-

BEDROCK

SLOPE
RANGE

HLEVATION
RANGE

PHYSIO
GRAPNIC

MAiERIAt. ASSOCIATION * DEV'L DEV'L SYMBOL (<2~) (by vol .) AtCLASS (a) ( ;) (feet) REGION(S) REMARKS

Organic Chief CFI .F OF1 -- -- VPD >100 0-2 2400-3000 Trench, Westside contSnentel

CF4 .F SP .F OF1 -- -- VPD >100 0-2 2400-3000 Rocky Sedges, villova .
Mountains CF4 : Fen/Bag trensi-

elon vith sedges and
sphegnum ---

Moxley MR1 .F Oel -- -- VPD >I00 0-2 2400-300 Trench, Westside continental
Rocky dlvlde . Blnck spruce,
Mountain meeee domlnant .

Mitska MTI .M Oel -- -- VPD >I00 0-2 2000-4000 Foothills, E at side continental
Rocky divide. Black spruce,
mountain . e dominant- .

Whacley WH1 .M OF1 -- -- VPD >100 0-2 2000-4000 Foothille, East side continental
Rocky divide. Non-forested
Mountains vith sedges, villovs

and ehruba dominant .

Lacustrin Bednesti BD1 P .GL Lmtb
eicl r 0-2 WD >100 0-15 2400-3500 Trench, West aid . continental

divide Comeonly
g07 P .GL R L

Ltb r 0-2 !ND-PD >100 0-5 2400-3500 Rocky
.

gullied .
GL .P GL slcl Mountains

gDg P CL C lath
sll or

0-2 MWD-PD >100 0-5 2400-3500 '. . sicl

Dokken IACI gR .GL Lmtb icl-fel 0-2 MWD >100 0-5 3000-4000 Foothills, East eide continental I
Commonldlvide

DK2 HR .GL DG .EB Lmtb fsl 0-2 MWD >100 0-5 3000-4000 Rocky
y.

Sullied .
Mountains

pC4 BR .GL O. GL Lmtb slcl-sl 0.2 WD >100 0-5 3000-4000

DK7 BR .CL GL .BR .GL Lmtb sicl-sic 0-2 MWD-ID >100 0-5 3000-4000

Colluvial Barton BTI O .FHP Cbv sil-1 IO-40 WD > 50 >30 2450-3500 Trench, W eat side continentel
Overl ies fine-d1vide

BT2 O .FHP O .HFP Cbv sil-1 10-40 WD > 50 >30 2450-3500 Rocky
..

grained metamorphic
Mount

.,_
bedrock (S .e . echiat) .

BTS O .FHP
.O .FHP

LL .O .HFP Cbv eil-1 10-40 WD 10-100f >30 2450-3500 I

BT6 L .O .FHP O .FHP Cv sil-1 10-40 WD 10-100 >30 2450-3500

I

BTil O .FHP
GL .O.FHP

Cbv-A eil-1 10-40 WD-ID > 50 >30 2450-3500

Spleker
M i

SPI DG .oCE Cbv el-1 20-40 WD > 5o 15-60t 2000-4000 Foothills, East elde continental
di id O liounta n

SP2 DG .DYB O .DYB Cbv el-1 20-40 WD > 50 15-60+F 2000-4000 Rocky
v e . ver ee
endstones and ehalea .

Mountains SP2 : Usually
on

south
SP3 DC .DYB O .HFP Cbv sl-1 20-40 WD > 50 15-60+ 3000-4000 especte ; eparsecreee,

b t
SP5 oG .DYe L .DG .DYB Cbv s1-1 20-40 WD 30-I0Df 15-60t 2000-4000

gruses, e ru e .

I

SP6 L.DG DYB
L.O .HFP

Cv sl-1 20-40 WD 10-100 15-60t 2000-4000.
DC .DYB

SP7 DG .DYB

_

L .DG .DY Cbv sl-1 20-40 WD > 50 15-60 2000-4000

Suprenant STI DG .EB Cbv sl-1 20-40 WD > 50 15-60t 2000-4000 Foothills, East side conclnental
di id llOMountain

ST3 DG .EB
pG .DYB Cbv sl-1 20-40 WD > 50 15-60t 3000-4000 Rocky

v e . ver ce
sendetone, ahales,O.H~

Mountains llmestones or dolomite .
ST5 DG .EB L .DC .EB Cbv sl-1 20-40 WD 10-100f 15-60t 2000-4000

ST6 DG .EB DG .EB Cv el-1 20-40 WD 10-100 15-60+ 2000-4000

Fluvial Bullmoose EMI CU .R FAlf

~

el-ls 0-20 MWD >100 0-5 2000-4000 Foothills East side continental
bject todi id S

0M2 CU .R DG .EB
O .EB ~lft

el-ls 0-20 MIiD >100 0-5 2000-4000
v e . u

flooding . No n-
ereo sl

gM7 CV .R CL.CU .R FAlf sl-ls 0-20 MWD-ID >I00 0-2 2000-4000
.ca c u

EMS CU .R .G FAlf sl-le 0-2 MWD-PD >100 0-2 2000-4000

Monk
.-

1K1 CU .R PAlf Is-sl 10-60 MWD >100 0-9 2000-3500 Rocky E-11 continental
Creek Hounreine, divide . Subject to

MK2 CU .R DG .EB FAlft 15-s1 10-60 MWD >100 0-9 2000-3500 Foothills flooding . Calcareous
ac surface I

l8C7 CU .R GL .CU .R FAlf ls-sl 10-60 MWD-ID >100 0-2 2000-3500
.

'.

!M8 CU . R .G bAlf ls-s1 10-60 MWD-PD >100 0-2 2000-3500

Kin . . . . KO1 DG .EB FEh,Ft Is-sl 20-80 WD-RD >100 0-5 2000-4000 Foothills Sorel lodgepole pine
stands co®on

O .HFP
2

.
%03 DG .EB

DG .DYe
F h,Ft Is-el 20-80 WD-RD >100 0-5 3000-4000

K04 DG .EB BR'G~'L
P .

F2h,Ft sl- 20-80 WD >300 0-5 2000-3500

K05 DG .EB L .DG .EH Fvh,FVbt 1s-s1 20-80 WD 30-100F 0-5 2000-4000

K07 DG .RB q . .DG .EB F~h,Ft ls-sl 20-80 WD-ID >100 0-5 2000-4000
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NORTHEAST B,CC COAL AREA : SOIL LEGEND

SOIL ASSOCIATIONS OF THE SUBBOREAL WHITE SPRUCE-ALPINE FIR ZONE

(2) 1i
COARSE DEPTN COMMON' COMMON

ASSO .
2

MODAL
2 2 4

CDA FRAG}
6

DNAIN- TO SLOPE ELEVATION
g

PIIYSI0-

SIIBFICIAL SOIL CnMF' . SOIL SOIL
7

TERRAIN TEXTIIRE FIENT$ ACE BEDROCK RANCE RANGE GRAPHIC

MATERIAL ASSOCIATION SYMBOL DEV'L DEV'L SYMpL (<2m) (by vol .) CLASS (cu) (X) (feet) REGION(S) REMARKS

FaiFl d CreekT i TDI IIFPO Ft FCt ls-sl 0-7p WD-RD >100 0-5 2500-3500 Rocky Eest alde contlnental
uv

n )
r a . ,

Mount afns, divide . Serai lodge-
(co t . _

TD2 O .HFP DG .DYB Fr,FGt ls-sl 0-7D WD-RD >100 0-5 2500-3000 Foothill . Pole ptne stands
oonron .

TD4 O .HFP BP :~~ Ft,FGg sl-1 0-70 WD-FWD >100 0-5 2500-3500

TD7 O .IIFP
GL OJ
GL : BR!G1.

Ft,FGg ls-sl 0-7p MWD-ID >100 0-5 2500-3500

GL O R CL CU R FA1 sil-fal 0-lp IU >100 0-1 2400-2500 Tranch Non-calcercous .
McGregor FIC1 . . . .

!CB GL.O .R R .C FA1 sil-fsl 0-10 ID-PD >100 0-1 2400-2500

R FAlf el-ls 0-40 MdD >100 0-15 2400-3500 Trench, West aide continental
Mokus Croek Mtll CU .

dlvfde. Nn-

W.12 CU .R DG .DYB Fflft @I-ls 0-4(7 FWD-WD >100 0-15 2400-3500 RockyMountains celcarceus .

MU7 CU .R
CL .O .R
GL .CU .R

FTlf e1-1e 0-4~1 MWD-ID >100 0-15 2400-3500

Abbl ABI O .HFP Ff sil-sl 0-2p MWD-WD >100 2-15 2400-1000 Rocky West aide continental

mountain
.ounteine, divide . Material

AB2 O .HFP LU .HFP Ff eil-.1 0-2(t MWD-WD >I00 2-15 2400-3000 Trench usually derived from
fine-grained

AB7 O .HFP GL .O .HFP Pf e11-s1 0-2p M.'D-1D >100 2-15 2400-3000 metamorphic beorock .

FP FG[h Ft sl-1s 20-80 WD >I00 0-5 2400-3000 Trench, West side continental
Rausey RMI O .H ,

dlvide . 0-15 t.
RM7 O .HFP CL .O.HFP FGth,Ft el-ls 20-~0 WD-1D >I00 0-5 2400-3000 Rocky

Mountains
esndy capping .

T01 O HFP FGCh FC el-ls ~ A WD >100 0-5 2400-3000 Trench, West side continental
Toneko . , 2

dlvide . Greater than

T07 FiFPO HFPGL O FGth Ft el-ls o-g WD-ID >100 0-5 2400-3000 Rocky 15 cm sandy mnterlsl
. . . , 2

Moun[eins
.. . lying Bra_

lly
material .
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NORTHEAST B,C, COAL AREA ; SOIL LEGEND
SOIL ASSOCIATIONS OF THE SUBALPINE ENGELMANN SPRUCE-ALPINE FIR ZONE

IHtFICIAL
MATERIAL

OIL
ASSOCIATION

SOIL'

AS SO .

COME .

SYMBOL

2
MODAL

SOIL

DEV'L

2
ASSO .

SOIL

DEV'L

ERRAIN'
SYMBOL

4
CDATEXTURE

(<2mm)

_ . .(X)5

.
._

COARSE
FRAG-
MENTS
(by vol .)

6
DRAIN-
AGE
CLASS

DEPTH
TO

BEDAOCK
(em)

'

COMMON
SLOPE
RANGE
(X)

ELEVATIONCOMM"
RANGE
(feet)

PHYSIO-8GRAPHICREGION(S) ,

EMARKS

Morainal Poo[prin[ FT I

FT7
-

BR .GL

BR .GL GL .BR .

Mb,
F=

_ Mb_, . .

cllsl
sl

cl-.1

5-40
0
5-40

WD-MWD

MWo-ID

> 50

> SO

5-30

5-30

3500-5000

3500-5000

Benchlanda,
Foothill .v,
Rocky
Nouncains

East elde cuntinentel
divide. Simller to
LodSe, but in
dffferent vegetation

e 15-50 cm sandy
nin .

Hembrook HBl BR .GL MbV cl-1 5-40 WD-MWD > 50 5-30 3500-5000 Benchlonds, Similar to Moherly,
diffb i

HB4 BR .GL DG .DYB Mbv 1-ls 5-40 WD-MdD > 50 5-30 3500-5000 Foothills
n arentut

Vegetation zone .

HB5 BR .GL L .BR.GL Mbv cl-1 5-40 WD-MWD 10-100F 5-30 3500-5000

HB7 BR .GL GL .BR .fY t£bv cl-1 5-40 MWD-ID > 50 5-30 3500-5000

H88 BR .GL .C Mbv cl-1 5-40 MWD-PD > 50 2-30 3500-5000

Onion
C k

Ovl OR .GL Mbv 1-sil 5-40 W... > 50 5-30 3500-5000 Foothills, Easc slde continencal
il tdi id SSree

ONi BR .CL
P .GL

LD .HFP
Ffbv 1-sil 5-40 WD-MWD > 50 5-30 3500-5000 Rocky

Mountains

m ar ov e .
Bull.,, but Sn
different vegetetian

ON5 BR .GL L .BR .GL
L.P .GL ~°v 1-sll 5-40 WD-MWD 10-100r 5-30 3500-5000 mnne .

ON7 BR .GL CL .BR .tl Mbv 1-eil 5-40 MWIr-ID > 50 5-30 3500-5000

ON8 BR .CL .G Mbv 1-eil 5-40 MWD-PD > 50 2-30 3500-5000

Robb RBI DC .EB Mbv sl-1 5-40 WD > 50 5-30 3500-5000 Foothills, East side contfnentel
i O li

RB3 DG .EB DG .DYB Mbv el-1 5-40 WD > 50 5-30 3500-5000 Rocky
Mountains

div ver esde .
andstones and ehelee .
RB4 : Comnonly over-

RB4 DG .eB
BA .GL
pG~DYB Mhv

.,I _1
5-40 WD-MdD > 50 5-30 3500-5000 lies ehalea .

R85 DG .EB L .DG.EB Mbv sl-1 5-40 WD 10-100f 5-30 3500-5000

R06 L.DG.EB DG .EB Mv al-1 5-40 WD 10-I00 5-30 3500-5000

RB7 DG .EB GL .DG .EB Mbv s1-1 5-40 WD-ID > 50 5-30 3500-5000

RIB DG .EB .G Mbv s1-1 5-40 WD-PD > 50 2-30 3500-5000

Thunder

M t i

TH1 BR.GL Mbv s1-1 10-40 WD > 50 5-30 3500-4000
1
Benchlands,

1
Sh ellov till over

oun a n
TH4 BR .GL IIG .DYB Mbv sl 10-40 WD > 50 5-30 3500-4000 Foothills

.
eechered sandstone .

THS BR.GL L .BR.GL Mbv s1-1 10-40 WD 10-100h 5-30 3500-4000

7H6 L .BR .GL

- __

BR .GL

- -

MV s1-1 10-40 WD 10-100 5-30 3500-4000

r_1rE

BR.GL CL .BR .CL Mbv el-1 10-40 WD-ID > 50 5-30 3500-4000

Tgg

_ .

BR .GL .G Fibv
__

el-1
-

10-40 WD-PD > 50 2-30 J500-4000
I

Turning
M t i

TH1 O.HFP MbV XI-1 20-60 WD > 50 5-30 3500-5500 Foothills, East aide continental
I oun a n

TM2 O.HFP DG .DYB Mbv el-1 20-60 WD > 50 5-30 3500-4500 Rocky
Mountains

divide .
TM3 : Borders with
kruamhols eubsone .

~i TM3 O.HFP SM .HFP Mbv sl-1 20-60 WD > 50 5-30 5000-5500

TM4 O.HFP
LUHFP
BR.GL

1'D'v eil-1 20-60 WD > 50 5-30 3500-5000

TM5 O.HFP L.O .HFP Mbv s1-1 20-60 WD 10-300r 5-30 3500-5500

TM7 O.HFP CL.O .HFP Mbv el-1 20-60 WD-ID > 50 5-30 3500-5000

Beauregard
Mountain

BGI O.HFP O.FHP Mbv eil-sl 10-40 WD > 50 5-30 3500-5500 Rocky
Mountains

West side continental
divide . Overlies fine "

BG4 O .HFP LU.HFP Mbv ail 30-40 WD-MWD > 50 5-30 3500-5500 grained metamorphlc

BG5 O.HFP L .O .HFP Mbv sil-el 10-40 WD l0-lODt 5-30 3500-5500
bedrock (i .e . at hiec) .

BG6 L .0 .HFP O.HFP MV eil-s1 10-40 WD 10-100 5-30 3500-5500

BC7 O .HFP GL .O .HFP Mbv ail- .1 10-40 WD-ID > 50 5-30 3500-5500

Paxton
M t i

PXI O .HFP Mbv el-1 20-50 WD-MWD > 50 5-30 5000-6000 Foothills, Generally occurs in
oun a n

PX5 O .HFP L .O .HFP Mbv el-1 20-50 WD-MWD 10-100h 5-30 5000-6000 Rocky
Mounceins

krummhols subaane .
PX11 : Unvegetated,
rec ently degl,clated

PX6 L .O .HFP O .HFP Mv s1-1 20-50 WD-!7vlD 10-100 5-30 5000-6000 calcareous to '

PX11 O.R Mbv sl-1 20-50 WD-MWD > 50 5-30 5000-fi000
surfeca .
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NORTHEAST B,C, COAL AREA : SOIL LEGEND
SOIL ASSOCIATIONS OF THE SUBALPINE ENGELMANN SPRUCE-ALPINE FIR ZONE

S', SOIL'
ASSO ~

2
MODAL

2
ASSO

4
CDA

C EFR 6
DRA

DEPTH
TO

COMMON, COMMON B

SURFICIAL SOIL
.

C,MP . SOIL
.

SOIL
7

TERRAIN TE%TURE

G
-

1Q;~T'S
IN-

AGE BEDROCK
SLOPE
RANGE

ELEVATION
RANGE

PHYSIO-
GRAPHIC

MATERIAL ASSOCIATION SYMBOL DEV'L DEV'L SYMBOL (<2®) (by vol .) CLASS (cm) (X) (feet) REGION(S) REMARKS

Organic Hominka IIA1 .F O'1
-- -F VPD >100 0-5 3500-6000 Foothills, Sphagnum mosses c I

~ith a -flbri lh, n
HA4 .F T :M

011
-- -~ VPD >l00 0-5 3500-6000 Rocky

p . gno ao
enila.

Mountains

Lacustrine Dudzic DC . O .HFP Latb fel-e1 0-6 MWD-WD >I00 2-9 3500-5500 Rocky Prone to guilylng .
Mountains

DC2 O .HFP BPR
.GL
.GL Lmtb fsl-si 0-~ MWO-WD >100 2-9 3500-5500

DC3 O .HFP O .FHP Lmtb fel-si 0-$ MWD-WD ~100 2-9 3500-5500

Colluvlal Blue Lake BEI BR.GL Cbv si or
10-40 WD > 50 >15 3500-5000 Rocky Eaet eide af

sic Mountaina continental dlvlde .
BE3 BR GL P GL Cbv elcl or 10-w0 WD > 50 >15 4000-5000 Generelly overlies. . c

ne bedrockiltsr
BE5 BR .GL L .BR .GL Cbv

slcl or
sic

10-40 WD 10-IOOt >15 3500-5000
.s o

BE6 I. .BR .GL BR.GL Cv sioi o° 10-40 WD 10-I00 >15 3500-5000 I

BE7 BR .GL GL .BR .G Cbv s1oicor 10-40 WD-ID > 50 >15 3500-5000

Dezalko DZI O .HFP Cbv s11-.1 20-~0 WD > 50 >15 3500-5500 Rocky West side contlnenta1
Mounteina divide, Overlies fine-

DZ3 XPPO
BM .HFP

Cbv ell-el 20-~0 WD > 50 >15 5000-5500 grained eetmorphic.
SM .PNP drock (1 e sch1at)b

D25 O .HFP L .O .xFP Cbv eil-.1 20-~0 WD 10-I00+ >l5 3500-5500
. . .e

DZ3 : Borders with
,mih btonek- l

DZ6 L .O .HPP O .HFP Cv a11-sl 20-#0 WD 10-100 >15 3500-5500
.rv o t su

DZI1 : Non-forested,
evalanche chutes

L .O .R
.

DZII 0 "HFP
SM .O .HFP

Cvb-A s11-sl 20-§0 11D 10-100t >15 3500-5500

Hedrick NKI O .NFP Cbv s1-1 20-{0 WD > 50 >l5 3500-5500 Rocky Generally overlies
Mountalna 1lmeetone aM dolomite;

x%3 O .xFP
SM .NFP
SM.~ Cbv al-1 20-$0 WD > 50 >IS 5000-5500 occeafunally 9ueratite

rders vithHK3 : B
HK4 HPPO

P'GL
Cbv sil-1 20-f0 WD > 50 >IS 3500-5500

o
krummholz subzone .. PPLU H:

BR GL

NK5 O .HFP L .O .NFP Cbv sl-1 20-~0 WD ID-100f >15 3500-5500

HK6 L .O .HFP O .HFP Cb el-1 20-$0 WD 10-100 >l5 3500-5500

HK7 O .HFP GL .O .HFP Cbv el-1 20+50 WD-ID > 50 >15 3500-5500 I

Horseshoe HS1 DC .tltB Cbv al-1 20i50 WD > 50 >15 3500-5500 Foothills, East aid . continental ~'
di id O li

NS2 DG .DYB O .DYB Cbv sl-1 20+50 WD > 50 >15 3500-5000 Rocky
v ver e .e .
and

at
ones and shales,

Mountain., HS2 : Generally o
NS3 DG .DYB O .NPP Cbv sl-1 10150 WD > 50 >15 5000-5500 Benchlanda south espects vith

b dh ru s, gnases, ene
HS4 DC .DYB p ;m,B Cbv e1-le 20+50 RD-ND > 50 >50 3500-5000 v1dely ap"ted traee .

lHS3 hd
HS5 DG .DYB L .DG .DY Lbv al-1 20150 WD 10-I00F >15 3500-5500

er. v t: Bor
kruueholz subzone .

HS6 L.DG .DYB OG .OYB Cv sl-1 20,50 WD 10-100 >l5 3500-5500

HS7 DG .IIYB .DG .OFB Cbv sl-1 20+50 WD-ID > 50 >l5 3500-5500

kerrick MCI O .NFP Cbv al-1 20~50 WD > 50 >15 3500-5500 Foothills,
"It

d
not,Ov rlladl id

SM .NFP
v e ae .

MC3 O .HPP
SM .PHP

Cbv sl-1 20~.50 WD > 50 >IS 5000-5500 Rocky
Mountains

undatone and shales .
MC3 : Borders with

NC4 O.HPP
P . GL
BR .GL Cbv til-1 20" 150 WD > 50 >15 3500-5500 kru®holz subtone .

MC4 : G rall
MC5 O .NFP L .O .HFP Cbv e1-1 20-i50 WD 10-100 " >15 3500-5500

yene
wcrlies sbales .

Myhon MHI O .MB Cbv al 20,50 WD > 50 >15 3500-6000 Rocky Generally o erlies
Mountelns limestone and

MH4 O .MB
LOnRR

Cbv-A a1 20150 WD-RD 10-100 >15 3500-6000 dolosite .
Mlt : A l he a

N117 O .Mg GL .O .MB Cbv sl 20-y50 WD-ID > 50 >15 3500-6000
n va anc are ;

n on-forested .
I

Quintette QTI DG .DYB Cbv sl-1s 30-00 WD-RD > 50 >15 3500-5500 1-hill ., Cenerally o erllas

wlthl t

QU3 DC .DYB O .HFP Cbv .1-Is 30y70 WD > 50 >15 4000-5500 Rocky
ong omera e,

Snterbedded shQes
Mountain, " nd sandstones .

QT4 DC .OYe BR .GL Cbv ail-1 30~I0 W > 50 >IS 3500-5000 _QT4 : Generally ove -
lie . shale bedrock . r

QT5 oG.DYB L .DG .OY Cbv sl-le 30-~
i
70 WD-RD 10-100+ >15 3500-5500

I QT6 .DG .DYB DG .DYB Go sl-le 30-00 WD-RD 10-100 >IS 3500-5500
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NORTHEAST B,C, COAL AREA : SOIL LEGEND
SOIL ASSOCIATIONS OF THE SUBALPINE ENGELMANN SPRUCE-ALPINE FIR ZONE

(X)5
---

SOILI
ASBO

2
MODAL

2
ASSO

4
CDA

COARSE
FRAC-

6
DRAIN

DEPTH
TO

COM10N7
P

COMMON
8

SURFICIAL SOIL
.

COMP . SOIL
.

SOIL
~

TERRAIIT TEXTURE MENTS
-

AGE BEDROCK
SLO E
RANGE

ELEVATION
RANGE

PHYSIO
GRAPHIC

MATERIAL ASSOCIATION SYMBOL DEV'L DEV'L SYMBOL (<2®) (by vol .) CLASS (Cm) (S) (feet) REGION(S) REMARKS

Colluvisl
(COn[ .)

Wendt
M t i

WTI DG .EB Cbv C1-sl 20-60 WD > 50 >15 3500-5000 Rocky Faet side conlinencal
oun a n

WT2 DG .EB O .EB Cbv cl-sl 20-60 WD > 50 >15 3500-5000
Mountain, divide . OverlIes

dolomites nad lime-

WT3 DG .EB O .HFP
~~DYB

Cbv .1-1 20-60 WD > 50 >15 4000-5000
stones, and s
and stones, ehales .

WT4 DC .EB BR .GL Cbv cl-sicl 20-60 WD-MWD > 50 >15 3500-5000
WT2 : Generallyy o
ateep, south-facing

WT5 DG .EB L .DC EB Chv cl-sl 20-60 WD 10-100+ >15 3500-5000
slopee .
WT4 : Gencrally over-

WT6 L .DG .EB O .EB
~ HE Cv cl-.1 20-60 WD 10-100 >15 3500-5000

lies shaeecs ond
siltston .

Backer. n
tei

BC1 O .R Cat ls > 90 RD > 50 >30 3500-6000 Rocky Talus slope material
a

n L .O .R ountains derived frnm It mescona
BC5 O .R

L .O .EB Cevb-A le > 50 RD 10-100 >30 3500-6000 and dolomites ; non-

BC6 L .O .R O .R Cv-A Ie > 50 RD 10-75 >30 3500-6000
forested .
BC5 : Prone to an ..
velenching .

BC6 : Pvone to snov
elenchin .

Tlooki 001 O .R Cat sl-le > 70 RD > 50 >30 3500-6000 Rocky West side continental
unteins divide . Tnlue slope

006

--

L.O .R O.R Cv sl-le > 70 BD 10-75 >30 3500-6000 material derived from
metenorphte bedrock .
006: Prone to an..
valanchin .

Reeeor RR1 O .SB DG .DYR Cbv .1-eil 20-50 MWD > 50 > 9 5500-6500 Foothill .,

_

Mainly o
c

e in

RR2 O .SB ,~ ;R Cbv-C .1-eil 20-50 lfiD > 50 > 9 6000-6500 Rocky
krummholzeubzone .
Overlies .sandscone

RR5 O .SB L .O .SB Cbv s1-eil 20-50 MWD 10-100 > 9

_.

5500-6000
Mountain . end shales . East side

of concinental vivide .

RRII D .SB
O .R

TO
*
R

CIV-1

20-50 MWD 10-100 > 9 6000-6500

i
RR2 :

Sow
att

~r-y-rb .titn .

Litnie RRII : C -11, 11
b
g,

.up
-

:
are . . ~i th .

ctiv

r ot rb tic y u a on near
Inine .

Sheba
Mountain

Ill L .O .MB DG
EB

L'DC'EB Cv .1-il 20-50 HWD 10-100 > 9 50OG-6500 Rocky Mainly occurs InL O..O, HIP Mountains kruonvholz eubzone .
SB3 L .O .t~ :

L.DC .Eg sl-eil 20-50 MWD 10-50 > 9 5000-6000 Overlies limeetonea,
dolomites, and ca1C .
sandetones and ehelee .

S84 L .O .t~
,01,'URtI~ Cv-C al-sit 20-50 WD 10-100 > 9 5500-6500 SBF: Complex eoil

SB6

--

L .O.MB Cv .1-ail 20-50 MWD 10-50 > 9 5000-6000
ereas vith

ectneecryoturbation r
r I alpine .

Misinchinke MSI O .HFP Cbv e1-eil 20-50 MWD > 50 > 9 5000-6000 Rocky Mainly
a .

r. in
Mounteine krummholz eubzone .

M54 O .HPP ,1,~ :0 R Cbv-C .1-ail 20-50 MWD > 50 > 9 5000-6000 Overlies metarorphiC

MSS O.NFP L .O.HFP
L.SM .HFP ~v e1-ail 20-50 MWD 10-100 > 9 5000-6000

bedrock . Weet side
ontinnntal divide .

L .SM.FHP MS4 : Some ective

M56 L O NFP L .TU .O .R
C -C l

cryoturbetfon .
. .

L .0 .R v e -sil 20-50 MWD 10-50 > 9 5000-6000 M56 : Sam active
cryoturbatfan occur.
in upper krunioholz
near alpine

zFluvial Knudeen
Creek

KN1 CU .R F'Alf sl-le 10-70 MWD >100 0-5 3500-5500 Foothills, East side of divide .

IW2 CU R
.EB~

FA f
Subject to flooding.

. ~
DYE

l t el-le IO-70 MWD >100 0-5 3500-5500 Rocky

KN7 CU .R CL .CU .R FA1£ sl-le IO-70 MWD-ID >I00 0-5 3500-5500
Mounteins

KN8 CU .R R .G FAlf el-le 10-70 MWD-PD >100 0-5 3500-5500

Five Cabin FC1 BR .GL Frtb,Ftb sl-le 0-60 WD-MWD >100 0-5 3500-5500 Rocky East aide of divide .
Creek

i
Mounteins,

FC3 BR " GL
LU .HFP

F tb,Ftb sl-le 0-60 WD-MWD >100 0-5 3500-5500 Foothills,

FC4 BR .GL ~

:

~B Frtb,Ftb sl-ls 20-60 WD-MWD >100 0-5 3500-5500 Benchlands

O .HFP

FCS BR.GL L .BR .GL Fbv ;FGbv el-ls 0-60 WD-MWD 10-100+ 0-5 3500-5500

FC7 BR .GL CL.BR . FGtb,Ftb e1-1s 0-60 MWD-ID >100 0-5 3500-5500 ,

I FCB 7 BR .GL .C PGtb,Frb sl-ls 0-60 MWD-PD >I00 0-5 3500-5500
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NORTHEAST B,Ct COAL AREA ; SOIL LEGEND
SOIL ASSOCIATIONS OF THE SUBALPINE ENGELMANN SPRUCE-ALPINE FIR ZONE

SOIL'
(_)

COARSE DEPTH
7

COMMON COMMON
ASSO . MODAL' ASSO? FRAC- DRAIN6 TO SLOPE ELEVATION PHYSIO-8

SURFICIAL SOIL MEMBER SOIL SOIL
p

TERRAIN' TEXTURETEXTURE ME NT9 ACE BEDROCK RANGE RANCE GRAPHIC
MATERIAL ASSOCIATION SYMBOL DEV'L DEV'L SYMOL (<2ovo) (by voll .) CLASS (cm) (I) (feet) RECION(S) REMARKS

Fluvial Holtslander H01 DG .DYB FCrbt,Fb sl-Is 10-5Q WD >100 0-5 3500-5000 Foothills, East side of divide .

(cont .)
H02 DG .DYB OC .EB FGrbc,Fb el-le 10-Sp WD >I00 0.5 3500-5000 Rocky

Mounteine
H04 DG DYB BR GL FGrbt Fbt sil 10-4¢ WD >100 0-5 3500-5000. . ,

H07 DG .DYB .DG.DY FGrbq pbt sl-le 10-5a WD-ID >100 0-5 3500-5000

Ovlngton Ovl O .HFP FGtb,Ftb sl-ls 0-76 WD-RD >100 0-5 3500-5500 Rocky
Creek Mountain.

OV2 O .HFP
DG,OYB
~

ER
G
P [b,Ftb sl-ls 0-7Q WD-RD >100 0-S 7500-5500

OV3 O .HFP 0'~P
SM .FHP

PCtb,Ftb al-ls 0-7¢ WD >100 0-5 3500-5500

OV4 O .HFP
L

PO .GL
.N FP

FGtb,Ftb sl-1s 0-34 WD-MWD >100 0-5 3500-5500

OVB O .HFP .C FGtb,Ptb al-ln -70 WD-PDWD-PD >100 0-5 7500-5500' I~~

t I ~ I 1 . .

/

NORTHEAST BtC, COAL AREA ; SOIL LEGEND
SOIL ASSOCIATIONS OF THE ALPINE ZONE

(x)5
SOIL' COARS~ DEPTH COMMON? COMMON
ASSO, MODAL' ASSO ? CDA4 FRAG- DRAIN- TO SLOPE ELEVATION PHYSIO-8

SURFICIAL SOIL M81DIEg SOIL SOIL
7

TERRAIlF TEXTURE MENFS ACE BEDROCK RANGE RANGE GRAPHIC
MATERIAL ASSOCIATION SYMBOL DEV'L DEV'L SYMBOL (<2as) (by voi .) CLASS (-) ( ;) (feet) REGION(S) REMARKS

Co13uv1a1 Palaeon PL1 TU .O .R Cbv-C al-sll 20-80 MWD > 50 > 9 >5500 Foothills, 0,,,11e, aendetones
d h

PL3 TH .O .R TU .O .SB Cbv-C .1-ail 20-80 MWD > 50 > 9 >5500 Rocky
alee . Eauten s

side of divide.
Mountains Cryoturbation end

PL6 L.TU .O .R TU .O .R Cv-C .1-ail 20-80 MWD 10-100 > 9 >5500 other perlglacisl
i, processes a re act ve .

Taahunga TSI L .O .R .TU .O .R Cv-C s1-sll 20-BO MWD IO-50 > 9 >5500 Rocky Overlies lixstona,
Mountains dolosltes, eos

T54 N,O .R .TU .O .R
0 .0 .~ Cbv-C .1-11 20-80 MWD IO-300 > 9 >5500 celc . and

.
tons,

ongloaerete .
Cryoturbation and
other periglerial
roc.. e ere

Cable CHI L .O .R L .T11 .0 . N-C sl-all 20-80 MWD 10-50 > 9 >5500 Rocky Overlies uetaoarphicMountain
Mountains bedrock . West mid.

GML L .TU .O . TO .O.R Cv-C sl-e11 20-80 !ND 10-100 > 9 >5500 of divide . Cryotur-
hbetion and ot er

par, glacia1 processes
ere active .

BEDROCK MAP UNITS

Bedrock RK1 Generally non-calc . sandstones and shales Foothills, Benchlands .

RK2 Limestones, dolomites, calc . sahdstones and shales . Rocky Mountains.
Minors of siltstone, quartzite.

RK3 Conglomerates. Foothills, Rocky Mountains .

RK4 Metamorphics . . Rocky Mountains (west side divide).
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EXPLANATORY FOOTNOTES

1, SOIL ASSOCIATION MEMBER SYMBOLS

1 . Modal* soil development with insignificant inclusions of other soils e .g . DG .DYB
(SQ1) .

2 . Modal soil development with other soils derived from a drier environment e .g . DG .DYB
plus O .DYB (SQ2) .

3 . Modal soil development with other soils derived from a wetter environment e .g . DG .DYB
plus O .HFP (SQ3) .

4, Phase modification of modal soil due to textural difference and possibly different
soil development e.g . finer texture and development of Bt horizon to give a Luvisol
(SQ4) .

5 . Modal soil development with minor lithic subgroups e .g . DG .DYB plus L .DG .DYB (SQ5) .

6 . Modal soil development with major lithic subgroups e.g . L .DG.DYB plus DG .DYB (SQ6) .

7 . Modal soil development with gleyed subgroups e.g . DG.DYB plus GL .DG .DYB (SQ7) .

8 . Modal soil development with minor inclusions of Gleysolic soils (ED8) .

10 . Gleysolic soils with minor inclusions of peaty phases (SY10) .

11 . Other variations in soil as specified on soil legend (ZB11) .

*Modal soil development refers to that soil development which is most frequently found
within a soil association . The modal soil development is generally the major soil in
areal extent for each soil association member .

2, LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS FOR SOIL CLASSIFICATION

SUBGROUP & GREAT GROUP are separated by a period when written together, e .g . DG.DYB-DG
is the subgroup and DYB the great group . When there are two or more subgroup modifiers,
they are also separated by a period.

SUBGROUP GREAT GROUP & ORDER

BR BRUNISOLIC .BR BRUNISOL

CU CUMULO, CUMULIC .DYB DYSTRIC BRUNISOL

D DARK .EB EUTRIC BRUNISOL
DG DEGRADED ,F FIBRISOL
FI FIBRIC .FHP FERRO HUMIC PODZOL

GL GLEYED .G GLEYSOL
.GL GRAY LUVISOL

L LITHIC
LU LUVIC .HFP HUMO FERRIC PODZOL

0 ORTHIC .HG HUMIC GLEYSOL

P PODZOLIC .LG LUVIC GLEYSOL

R REGO .M MESISOL
, .MB MELANIC BRUNISOL

SM SOMBRIC R REGOSOLSP SPHAGNO .

T TERRIC .SB S0MBRIC BRUNISOL
TU TURBIC
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3, TERRAIN SYMBOLS*

- Genetic Materials : - Surface Expressions :

C Col luvial a apron
F Fluvial b blanket (>1 meter over bedrock)
L Lacustrine f fan
M Morainal h hummocky
0 Organic 1 level
U Undifferentiated m rolling/undulating

s steep
t terrace
v veneer (<1 meter over rock)

- Qualifying Descriptors :

A active
B bog - Process Modifiers :
F fen
G glacio- A snow avalanching

C cryoturbation

Examples :

FGt - glaciofluvial terrace
Cv-C - colluvial veneer undergoing cryoturbation .

*For more detail, please refer to : Terrain Classification . 1976 . E.L .U .C . Secretariat,
Resource Analysis Unit (,now Resource Analysis Branc , ictoria, B .C .

4, TEXTURE*

c clay sil silt loam
cl clay loam 1 loam
sic silty clay fsl fine sandy loam
sicl silty clay loam sl sandy loam
si silt ls loamy sand

*For more detail refer to : Canada Department of Agriculture. 1974 . System of Soil
Classification for Canada , Ottawa, Ontario .

5, COARSE FRAGMENTS

% Coarse
Fragments
by_vol .) CDA Texture Modifier

0 - 20 (no modifier used)
20 - 50 gravelly (i .e . gsl, gsil)
50 - 90 very gravelly (i .e . vgls, vgs)
>90 gravels (no CDA Texture used)

6, DRAINAGE CLASSES

RD Rapidly Drained ID Imperfectly drained
WD Well Drained PD Poorly Drained
MWD Moderately Well Drained VPD Very Poorly Drained
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7, SLOPE

Slope Range(%) Topographic Classes (on soil maps)
0 _ z Simple Slope Complex Slope

2-2 A
B

a
b2-5 C c5-9

D d9 - 15
15-30 E

F
e
f30-60

>60 H
9
h

8, PHYSIOGRAPHIC REGIONS*

Plains Alberta Plateau Plains
Benchlands Alberta Plateau Benchlands
Foothills Rocky Mountain Foothills
Rocky Mountains Rocky Mountains
Trench Rocky Mountain Trench

*For more detail, refer to : Holland, S. 1976 . Landforms of British Columbia : A
Physiographic Outline , B .C . Department of Mines, Victoria, B .C . Bu11 .No .48 .
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INTRODUCTION

Biophysical soil associations and components are described in this appendix .

Schematic cross-sectional diagrams are provided that indicate typical examples of where

associations and components are found in the landscape . The associations, however, can also

be found in several other landscape positions . Soil profile diagrams are also provided for

a representative component of the association, usually the modal component (1) which has

been sampled in detail . More detailed soil profile descriptions are available, as previously

mentioned, from the Resource Analysis Branch upon request ; these descriptions include physical

and chemical data concerning major soil horizons and parent material .

By way of introduction, soil development in the study area is discussed with a

generalized map indicating the distribution of soil orders provided . The soil association

component numbering system is also discussed . Each number has a special meaning which aids

in the understanding of the soils maps .
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SOIL DEVELOPMENT

Major types of soil development and their distribution in the study area are discussed

in this section . Some knowledge of The System of Soil Classification for Canada (Canada Dept . Agric .

1974) is assumed ; also, for a more in-depth understanding of soil development and classification,

refer to this publication .

Factors of soil formation can be summarized in a familiar equation stating that soil is

a function of climate, biota, topography, parent material, and time . Thus, soils reflect a number

of biophysical parameters which affect their development . In this sense, soil development is an

integral part of the biophysical soil inventory program since it synthesizes a number of environ-

mental factors .

Soil development is also important insofar as it has a direct effect on land use inter-

pretations . For instance, soils with a relatively impervious horizon can restrict rooting depth

and permeability, which in turn can lower forest productivity and trafficability .

Six soil orders occur in the study area ; these are the Luvisolic, Brunisolic, Podzolic,

Regosolic, Gleysolic, and Organic orders . Their distribution is shown on the map on the opposite

page .

LUVISOLIC SOILS

Luvisolic soils are characterized by a horizon of clay accumulation . This horizon

(designated as Bt) tends to inhibit both downward water movement and root penetration in the soil .

Luvisolic soil development is dominant in the Alberta Plateau, Rocky Mountain Foothills, and

Rocky Mountain Trench, usually below 4000' elevation, and on till or lacustrine parent material .

A few fluvial (e .g . Sundance and Jarvis soils) and colluvial (e .g . Blue Lake soils) deposits

also have Luvisolic development .

Most soils have Brunisolic Gray Luvisol development, with a clay accumulation horizon
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occurring at approximately 30 cm in depth . In the extreme northeast portion of the study area,

in the Alberta Plateau Plains, some Dark Gray Luvisols and Orthic Gray Luvisols occur . These

soils generally have a Bt horizon nearer the surface, at approximately 20 cm depth . Podzolic

Gray Luvisols are dominant in the Rocky Mountain Trench area ; these soils have a horizon of iron

and aluminum accumulation (Bf) overlying the Bt horizon which usually occurs between 40 to 70 cm

below the surface .

BRUNISOLIC SOILS

Brunisolic soils have weakly expressed soil horizonation . These soils are dominant

in the Rocky Mountains east of the Continental Divide, and on colluvial deposits in the Rocky

Mountain Foothills and Alberta Plateau . Some high elevation tills in the foothills also have

Brunisolic development (e .g . Robb soils) .

In the study area, soils are generally Degraded Eutric Brunisols or Degraded Dystric

Brunisols . Both of these subgroups have an eluvial horizon designated as Ae . Eutric and Dystric

Brunisols are differentiated on the basis of pH, with the latter soils being more acidic . Degraded

Eutric Brunisols are usually transitional to Luvisolic soils, while the Dystric Brunisols are

transitional to Podzolic soils . Dystric Brunisols, compared to Eutric Brunisols, often occur in

a wetter, colder environment and are more likely to be associated with a coniferous forest .

PODZOLIC SOILS

Podzolic soils are characterized by the accumulation of iron and aluminum in soil horizons

through leaching . These are the dominant soils in the Rocky Mountains west of the Continental

Divide . Podzolic soil development is usually associated with areas of high rainfall . As a con-

sequence, these soils do not occur in the Alberta Plateau region and are usually restricted to

high elevation areas (above 4500' elevation) in the Rocky Mountain Foothills .

In the study area, Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzols are the dominant soil subgroup of the

Podzolic order. Some Orthic Ferro-Humic Podzols occur west of the Continental Divide (e .g .

Barton soils) ; these soils have significant accumulations of humus (decomposed organic material)

in the B horizon .
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REGOSOLIC SOILS

Regosolic soils either lack or have only very weak soil development ; they do not have a

B horizon . They are restricted to areas that are periodically disturbed, either due to flooding,

severe mass wasting, or frost heaving (cryoturbation) . Thus, Regosolic soils are restricted to

floodplains, steep colluvial deposits, or deposits in the Alpine tundra zone.

Floodplain deposits generally have Cumulic Regosol development and occur throughout

the study area alongside most streams and rivers . Cumulic Regosols are dominant here because of

the intermittent horizontal lenses of organic debris (litter material) that has been buried by

river sediment .

Orthic Regosols occur primarily on talus deposits, but can also occur on other steep,

actively mass-wasting colluvial materials (e .g . Septimus soils) .

Turbic Orthic Regosols, that are also commonly lithic (less than 50 cm to bedrock), are

the dominant soil subgroup in the Alpine tundra zone . These soils are being actively modified

by periglacial (cold-climate) processes such as cryoturbation .

GLEYSOLIC SOILS

Gleysolic soils are saturated with water and are under reducing conditions for most of

the year which is indicated by grayish (gleyed) colours or distinct mottling in the soil . These

soils are poorly drained and occur on depressional to level topography, or on gentle to moderate

slopes receiving seepage . Gleysolic soils of sufficient area to be delineated, occur on morainal,

fluvial, and lacustrine materials within the Boreal zone in the Alberta Plateau ; and on fluvial

deposits within the Subboreal zone in the Rocky Mountain Trench . Very few Gleysolic soils occur

in the Rocky Mountains or Rocky Mountain Foothills .

The most extensive area of Gleysolic soils occurs north of Muskeg Lake in the northeast

portion of the study area . Two other relatively large areas occur along Hiding Creek and South

Redwillow River in the east .
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ORGANIC SOILS

Organic soils are restricted to development on organic materials which usually overlie

some other type of unconsolidated materials at depths greater than 40 cm . The Organic soil

order is subdivided into Great Groups on the basis of fiber content . Fibrisols, with well pre-

served fiber, dominantly occur in the Rocky Mountain Trench and Rocky Mountains . Mesisols,

consisting of partially decomposed organic matter, dominantly occur in the Rocky Mountain Foothills

and Alberta Plateau regions . Humisols, composed of well decomposed organic material, are absent

in the study area .
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SOIL ASSOCIATION COMPONENT NUMBERING SYSTEM

As mentioned in Chapter Two of Volume One, the soil association component is the basic

mapping unit . The soil association is subdivided into components on the basis of differences in

drainage, depth to bedrock, texture, and associated soil development .

To ease user understanding of how soil association components relate to the modal

concept of the soil association, a standardized numbering system was devised . Thus, soil association

components are broken down as follows :

Component
Number

1 Modal soil development with insignificant inclusions (less than 20%) of the other

soils . e.g . : SQ1 component of Squaw Mountain association has predominantly

Degraded Dystric Brunisols .

2 Modal soil development with significant associated soils developed in a climatically

drier and/or warmer environment. These soils generally occur on south aspects or

at lower elevations than soil component 1 . Component 2 soils are often transitional

soils to the soil association occurring dominantly in a drier environment .

e .g . : TM2 is transitional to the Robb association (RB3) .

3 Modal soil development with significant associated soils developed in a climatically

wetter and/or colder environment. These soils generally occur on north aspects or

at higher elevations that soil component 1 . Component 3 soils are often transitional

soils to the soil association occurring dominantly in a colder, wetter environment.

e .g . : RB3 is transitional to the Turning Mountain association (TM2)

4 Phase modification of modal soil due to textural difference and possibly different

soil development. e .g . : SQ4 is finer-textured than the modal soil and also has some

Luvisolic soils .
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Component
Number

6 Modal soil development with major (50-801) lithic subgroups . e .g . : SQ6 is

dominantly Lithic Degraded Dystric Brunisols with minor Degraded Dystric Brunisols .

7 Modal soil development with gleyed subgroups . In most cases, the gleyed soils are

minor in extent relative to the better drained modal soil, but in some instances

they can be the major soil . e .g . : SQ7 has Degraded Dystric Brunisol and Gleyed

Degraded Dystric Brunisol soil development . The cause of gleying in these soil

components can be inferred from soil parent material . Gleyed soils developed on

colluvial parent materials are generally imperfectly drained due to seepage, while

gleyed soils developed on floodplain materials are a result of high water tables .

8 Modal soil development with minor inclusions of Gleysolic soils . e .g . : OE8 is

dominantly Cumulic Regosol with some Rego Gleysol soil development .

9 Not used in this report .

10 Gleysolic soils with significant inclusions of peaty phases . These soils are often

transitional to organic soils . e .g . : SY10 .

11 This component number is a catch-all for any other significant variations within a

soil association. For details, refer to specific soil association descriptions and

to the soil legend .

In this report, it is important to keep in mind that most soil association components

are actually composed of two (sometimes more) soil associates - the soil associate representing

the modal soil development, and the soil associate representing the associated soil development .

It is also important to remember that "modal soil development" refers to that development

which typifies the soil association . Associated soils in the soil association component can thus

be either major or minor in extent relative to the modal soil, depending on the association com-

ponent number .
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SOIL ASSOCIATION DESCRIPTIONS*

Associations Page Associations Page

AB Abbl Mountain B 10 MH Myhon B 78
BC Becker Mountain B 12 MK Monkman Creek B 80
BD Bednesti B 14 MO Moberly B 84
BE Blue Lake B 16 MS Misinchinka B . 86
BL Bulley B 18 MX Moxley B 88
BG Beauregard Mountain B 20 MT Mitska B 89
BM Bullmoose B 21 MU Mokus Creek B 90
BT Barton B 22 NE Neumann B 92
CF Chief B 24 OE Oetca B 94
CM Crum Mountain B 25 ON Onion Creek B 96
DB Dickebusch B 26 00 Tlooki B 98
DC Dudzic B 28 OV Ovington Creek B 100
DK Dokken B 30 PL Palsson B 102
DO Dominion B 32 PT Portage Creek B 104
DU Devereau B 34 PX Paxton Mountain B 106
DZ Dezaiko B 36 QT Quintette B 108
ED Edson B 37 RB Robb B 110
EG Eaglesham B 38 RM Ramsey B 112
FC Five Cabin Creek B 39 RR Reesor B 114
FE Fellers B 40 SB Sheba Mountain B 116
FT Footprint B 41 SN Snipe B 118
GM Gable Mountain B 44 SP Spieker Mountain B 120
GN Gundersen B 46 SQ Squaw Mountain B 122
HA Hominka B 50 SS Septimus B 124
HB Hambrook B 52 ST Suprenant Mountain B 126
HK Hedrick B 54 SU Sundance B 128
HO Holtslander B 56 SY Smoky B 130
HS Horseshoe B 58 TC Tri Creek B 132
IC Imperial Creek B 60 TD Triad Creek B 134
JR Jarvis B 62 TH Thunder Mountain B 136
KO Kinuseo B 64 TM Turning Mountain B 138
KN Knudsen Creek B 66 00 Tlooki B 98
KZ Kenzie B 67 TO Toneko B 139
LG Lodge B 68 TS Tsahunga B 140
LT Lean-to B 70 WF Windfall Creek B 142
MC Merrick B 72 WH Whatley B 144
ME Meikle Creek B 74 WT Wendt Mountain B 145
MG McGregor B 76 ZB Zonnebecke B 146

* Legend for Soil Profiles - attached to p . B 10 (folds out)

Legend for Cross-sectional Diagrams - attached to p. B 147 (folds out)
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LIST OF PLATES

Plate Page

1 Becker Mtn . Association (BC) B 13

2 Footprint Association (FT), Soil Profile B 42

3 Footprint Association (FT), Soil Environment B 42

4 Hambrook Association (HB), Soil Profile B 42

5 Hambrook Association (HB), Soil Environment B 42

6 Gable Mtn . Association (GB) B 43

7 Gundersen Association (GN), Soil Profile B 48

8 Gundersen Association (GN), Soil Environment B 48

9 Hominka Association (HA) B 49

10 Meikle Creek Association (ME), Soil Profile B 75

11 Miekle Creek Association (ME), Soil Environment B 15

12 McGregor Association (MG) B 17

13 Monkman Creek Association (MK) B 82

14 Moberly/Lodge Association (MO/LG), Soil Profile B 83

15 Moberly/Lodge Association (MO/LG), Soil Environment B 83

16 Misinchinka Association {MS) B 87

17 Misinchinka Association (MS), Soil Environment B 81

18 Palsson Association (PL) B 103

19 Portage Creek Association (PT) B 105

20 Reesor Association (RR) B 115

21 Snipe Association (SN) B 119

22 Suprenant Association (ST) B 127

23 Sundance Association (SU) B 129

24 Tsahunga Association (TS) B 141

25 Zonnebecke Association (ZB), Soil Profile B 141

26 Zonnebeke Association (ZB), Soil Environment B 147
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Soil Horizons

LEGEND FOR SOIL PROFILES ABBL MOUNTAIN ASSOCIATION (AB)

Abbl Mountain (AB) soils occur in the lower elevations (below 3000') of the Rocky

Mountains on the west side of the Continental Divide . The soils have developed on gently

sloping (2-15%) fluvial fans which are not subject to flooding . The numerous small fans in

L-F-H Organic horizons the Hominka valley are included in this association . The fan materials vary in texture from

Ah Mineral horizon of organic matter accumulation silt loam to sandy loam, being generally coarser at the fan apex . The material is

non-calcareous as its source is generally fine-grained metamorphic bedrock .

Ae Horizon of eluviation (leaching)
AB, A & B, BA Transitional horizons The modal soil development is Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol . Horizons with iron,

aluminum, and organic matter accumulation (Bf or Bfh) are usually between 5 and 25 cm depth .

In some areas, a weakly expressed horizon of clay accumulation (Bt) occurs at about 50 cm

B Horizon of illuviation (accumulation)
depth and is mapped as the AB2 component .

indicated by mottles in the soil profile .

soils in the floodplain, and Dominion and

Mokus Creek soils occur on active fans t
BC, CB Transitional horizons inactive fans west of the Divide are more
Ck Horizon enriched with carbonate of the Divide mainly due to higher precip

C Horizon affected little by soil- Abbl soils occur in the Subbore
forming processes

to climax successional stages . Lodgepole

The AB7 component has imperfect drainage, as

Associated with Abbl Mountain soils are McGregor

Barton soils on till and colluvium respectively .

hat are periodically flooded . Soil development on

deeply weathered than similar parent materials east

itation .

al zone . Typical vegetation sites are at late seral

pine, white spruce, and alpine fir are the dominant

tree species . Birch and devil's club are common .

Soil Horizon Patterns

PARENT MATERIALS BEDROCK
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Fluvial

Colluvial

Lacustrine

Organic

`-
®

No

I . Blank areas indicate solum or topsoil .

Sandstone and shale
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Conglomerate

Metamorphic (e .g . schist)
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Elevation
(ft)

4000'

3000~

2000'

ABBL MOUNTAIN SOIL ASSOCIATION

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Abbl Mountain (AB)

Agriculture . Low to moderate capability . Low moisture holding capacity and adverse climate
(short frost-free period) are main limitations .

Forestry . Moderate capability . Low temperatures and a short growing season restrict
capability .

Ungulates . Moderate capability for moose . Winter snow depth and low forage quantity are
main limitations .

Recreation . High carrying capacity . These soils have a high carrying capacity which is
limited only slightly by slope .

Engineering . Slight to moderate limitations . Topography and potential frost action may be
limiting for some engineering uses .
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BECKER MOUNTAIN ASSOCIATION (BC)

Becker Mountain (BC) soils occur in the Rocky Mountains on steeply to extremely

sloping terrain between 3500' and 6000' elevation . They have developed on talus material

derived primarily from limestone and dolomite bedrock ; the material can also contain
quartzite, siltstone, and/or mudstone rock fragments . Their texture is blocky or rubbly with

50 to 100% coarse fragments . Becker Mountain soils are often prone to rock falls and snow

avalanching and generally are non-forested . An example of the landscape in which this

association occurs is the Mt . Becker - Wapiti Lake area where it is associated with cirque

basins .

Active downslope movement severely inhibits development of any A or B soil

horizons, thus the modal soil is Orthic Regosol (BC1) . BC5 and BC6 soils have minor and
major components respectively of lithic soils with bedrock contact less than 50 cm . A weak

Bm horizon occasionally develops on relatively more stable areas of the BC5 member, resulting

in soils with Lithic Orthic Eutric Brunisol development . Becker Mountain and Tlooki soils

differ in terms of the bedrock from which the talus materials have beeen derived . Myhon,

Sheba Mountain, Hedrick and Wendt Mountain soils are often mapped with Becker Mountain soils .

Although Becker Mountain soils occur within the Subalpine Engelmann spruce-alpine
fir zone, they typically have few, if any, trees present . Little vegetation grows on active
talus slopes, however, in some locations, relatively inactive talus has become vegetated .

SOIL PROFILE
SCI ; ORTHIC REGOSOL

- rubble
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ASSOCIATION
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Refer to Myhon Association for cross-sectional diagram .

PLATE 1 : BECKER MTN~ ASSOCIATION (BC)

The non-forested talus material beneath
the steep bedrock ridge is mapped as BC . Upper
slopes are dominantly shallow-to-bedrock (BC6),
while lower slopes are deeper (BC1) .

(Photo by T .K . Ovanin)

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Becker Mountain (BC)

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse climate, topography, and stoniness are major limitations .

Forestry . No capability . These active talus slopes do not support any trees . Stoniness
and shallow depth to bedrock are also limitations .

Ungulates . Low capability for goats . Very low forage production limits use by other ungulates .

Recreation . Low to very low carrying capacity . Steep slopes and a coarse rubbly texture
limit the carrying capacity .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Actively eroding steep slopes are severely limiting for
most use .
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BEDNESTI ASSOCIATION (BD)

Bednesti soils are found in the Rocky Mountain Trench along the Parsnip River, at

elevations below 3500' . The terrain is generally gently to strongly sloping (2-15%),

although some escarpments are very steeply to extremely sloping (>30%) . The soils have

developed on medium textured lacustrine materials that are either non-calcareous or slightly

calcareous at depths greater than 1 m . The texture of the material is silty clay loam or

silt loam with almost no coarse fragments .

The modal soil development is a Podzolic Gray Luvisol (BD1) . On depressional to
very gentle slopes, the drainage is imperfect or poor, resulting in Gleyed Podzolic Gray
Luvisols (BD7) and Gleysolics (BD8) . Bednesti soils are often complexed with Dominion soils

developed on glacial till .

Bednesti soils occur in the Subboreal zone . White spruce, alpine fir, and

lodgepole pine are dominant trees ; alder and vaccinium are common shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
BDI ; PODZOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- grayish brown ; silt loam

- dark brown ; silt loam

- brown ; silt loam

- dark yellowish brown ; silt loam

- dark yellowish brown ; silt loam

- brown ; silt loam
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BEDNESTI SOIL ASSOCIATION

Elevation
(ft.)
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SUITABILITY FOR USE : Bednesti (BD)

Agriculture . Moderate to low capability . Adverse climate is the major limitation .

Forestry . High to moderate capability . Climate is the major limitation .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose . Snow depth is major limitation for other
ungulates .

Recreation . Moderate carrying capacity . Moderately fine textures limit the carrying
capacity, due to susceptibility to compaction and puddling .

I I
~BEDNEST I - I~

MORAINAQ1

RINE

Engineering . Moderate to severe limitations . Poor subgrade and potential frost action are
main limitations .
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BLUE LAKE ASSOCIATION (BE)

The Blue Lake (BE) Association occurs in the Rocky Mountains on steep (15-60%+)

colluvial slopes, usually on the east side of the Divide, for instance near Wapiti Lake and

upper Fellers Creek . Its elevation ranges from 3500'-5000' . The texture of the colluvium

ranges from a silty clay loam to silty clay, with 10 to 40% coarse fragments . The materials

are usually shallow and occur predominantly on siltstones .

The modal soil in the association is a Brunisolic Gray Luvisol (BE1) . The soils

have a horizon of clay accumulation (Bt) between 30 and 60cm in depth . Areas with bedrock

contact within 50 cm of the surface are included as a minor in BE5 or as a major in the BE6

component . The BE3 soils, with Podzolic Gray Luvisol inclusions, occur in higher elevations

where a Bf horizon has developed . The BE7 soils receive seepage water . Blue Lake soils are

frequently mapped with the Myhon, Hedrick and Onion Creek associations . Imperial Creek soils

are often mapped downslope of Blue Lake soils as they also overlie siltstone bedrock .

Blue Lake soils occur within the Subalpine zone . Engelmann spruce, alpine fir, and

lodgepole pine are the dominant trees ; white rhododendron, vaccinium and alder are some of

the common shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
BEI;BRUNISOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter
r

- very dark grayish brown ; silty
clay loam

- dark brown ; silty clay loam

- dark yellowish brown ; silty clay
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- siltstone bedrock
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BLUE LAKE SOIL ASSOCIATION

Elevofion
(ft.)

600d
BLUE LAKE
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O
I ! O
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i Z I

L.BR .GL ~ 0 i i GL .BR .GL i

500d
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SUITABILITY FOR USE : Blue Lake (BE)

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse subalpine climate is major limitation .

Forestry . Low capability . A short growing season limits forest growth .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose, goat, and caribou . Excessive snow depth and poor
forage production are main limitations .

Recreation . Moderate to very low carrying capacity . Steep slopes, and susceptibility to
compaction and erosion are main limiting factors .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Steep slopes, poor subgrade, and potential frost action
are main limitations for use .
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BULLEY ASSOCIATION (BL)

Bulley (BL) soils occur in the lower elevations (2000' to 4000') of the Rocky

Mountain Foothills and the Rocky Mountains on the east side of the Continental Divide . The

upper Sukunka valley is one of the areas where they were mapped . The topography is usually

moderately to steeply sloping (5-30%) . The soils have developed on gravelly loam to clay

loam morainal material which is calcareous within 100 cm depth . Limestone and calcareous

sandstones and shales underlie the material .

The modal soil development for the Bulley association is a Brunisolic Gray Luvisol .

A weakly developed horizon of clay accumulation (Bt) occurs between 10 and 35 cm in depth .

Inclusions of Degraded Eutric and Degraded Dystric Brunisols (BL3) occur at higher elevations

and on north aspects . BL4 is used in areas where the till has a 15-50 cm sandy capping ; a Bf

horizon often develops in these sands . BL5 indicates inclusions of lithic soils . In seepage

sites, or where bedrock restricts drainage, Gleyed Brunisolic Gray Luvisols (BL7) and

Gleysolics (BL8) occur . Bulley soils are similar to Moberly soils in the Boreal zone, and

Onion Creek soils in the Subalpine zone . Bulley soils are commonly mapped with Crum Mountain

or Lean-To soils developed on till, and Suprenant Mountain and Spieker Mountain soils

developed on colluvium .

Bulley soils occur within the Subboreal zone . White spruce, lodgepole pine, and

alpine fir are the dominant trees . Vaccinium, alder and honeysuckle are some of the common

shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
BLI ; BRUNISOLIC GRAY LUVISOL
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CRUM MTN . AND BULLEY SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

Elevation
(ft)

400d

300d

MORAINAL
J.qk(

SANDSTONE . SHALE B SILTSTONE BEDROCK

NORTH-10

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Bulley (BL)

Agriculture . Low capability . Adverse climate, stoniness, and topography are major limitations .

Forestry . Moderate to low capability . Climate and a combination of soil factors limit
forest growth .

Ungulates . Moderate capability for moose ; low to moderate for caribou . Snow depth and
poor forage quantity are main limitations .

Recreation . Moderate carrying capacity . The capacity is limited by susceptibility to
compaction and slope .

wF-o:

Engineering . Slight to severe limitations . The rating is dependent on slope, although potential
frost action should be considered .
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BEAUREGARD MOUNTAIN ASSOCIATION (BG)

Beauregard Mountain soils occur in the Rocky Mountains between 3500' to 6000'

elevation, usually on the west side of the Continental Divide . These soils have developed on

moderately (5 to 3U%) sloping morainal deposits which usually overlie fine-grained

metamorphic bedrock (e .g . schists) . The texture of the parent material varies from silt loam

to sandy loam, with 10 to 40% coarse fragments . Beauregard Mountain soils occur in small,

isolated areas only, for instance, on the slopes of Tsahunga Mountain near the Hominka River .

Modal soil development is Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol . Soils that are dominantly

silt loam, with a horizon of clay accumulation (Bt), have Luvisolic Humo-Ferric Podzol

development and are mapped as BG4 . BG5 and BG6 components have minor and major soils with

bedrock contact less than 50 cm in depth . Soils receiving seepage water, causing mottling in

the soil profile, are mapped as BG7 . Beauregard Mountain soils differ from Turning Mountain

soils in that they are finer-textured . Dezaiko soils developed on colluvium are commonly

found in association with Beauregard Mountain soils .

Beauregard Mountain soils occur within the Subalpine zone . Dominant trees include

Engelmann spruce, alpine fir, and occasionally lodgepole pine . White rhododendron, alder,

and vaccinium are common shrubs .
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SUITABILITY FOR USE : Beauregard Mountain (BG)

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse subalpine climate is major limitation .

Forestry . Low capability . Cold climate restricts forest growth .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose and caribou . Snow depth and low forage
production are main limitations .

Recreation . High to moderate carrying capacity . Slope steepness is main limitation .

Engineering. Moderate to severe limitations . The degree of limitation depends on the steepness
of slope .
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BULLMOOSE ASSOCIATION (BM)*

Bullmoose soils occur on active fluvial materials which are subject to flooding in

the Rocky Mountain Foothills . They occur below 4000' elevation on level to gentle slopes .

The deposits are non-calcareous which distinguishes them from Monkman Creek soils . Bullmoose

soils are generally mapped in smaller drainages comprised mainly of non-calcareous bedrock .

Their texture is sandy loam or loamy sand .

Modal soil development is Cumulic Regosol due to periodic flooding which prohibits

development of a B horizon . The BM2 component includes older fluvial terraces which do

exhibit B horizon development . BM7 and BM8 soils are mapped in those areas where high water

tables result in significant areas of imperfect and poor drainage respectively . Kinuseo and

Triad Creek soils have developed on inactive fluvial and glacio-fluvial deposits and are

associated with Bullmoose soils .

Bullmoose soils occur within the Subboreal zone . White spruce and cottonwood are

the dominant trees that occur ; willow, alder, and occasionally alpine fir also occur.

soa ------ -
AssoaATloN DOMINANT Assoc :ATED DEr°~ -o
COMPONENT SOIL SOiL DRAIIlAGE OFJ~O :G

BMi Cunwlic Moderately " IOOCn
Regosol

____________________ ___________________-______
Well Orained

_--__________________ __________________

Orthic Regosol Moderately > 100cm
Wen o rained

BM2 Cumulic Moderately > 100cm
Regosol-------------------- -------------------------- Well Drained

---------------------- -------------------

I rthic end Well Drained ~ 100c.
Degraded Eutric
Brunisols

BM7 Cumulic Moderately > IOOCm
Regosol

____________________ __________________-_______
Well Orained

________-____________ __________________

Gleyed Lumulic Imperfectly ~ 100an
Regosol Drained

BMO Cumulie Moderately ~ IOOcm
_----- Regosol

______ __________ _______________
Well

Dra----------------
ined

r __-______________rY

Gle solics I

I

Poorly Drained I > 100-

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Bullmoose (BM)

Agriculture . Low to moderate capability . Adverse climate and flooding are limitations .

Forestry . Moderate to low capability . Capability is limited by flooding and climate .

Ungulates . Moderate to high capability for moose. Some habitat exists for mule deer, with
snow depth as main limitation .

Recreation . Low carrying capacity . Flooding during spring melt is a limiting factor .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Susceptibility to flooding is the main limitation use .

* Refer to Kinuseo Association for cross-sectional diagram .
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BARTON ASSOCIATION (BT)

Barton (BT) soils occur on the west side of the Continental Divide on steep (>30%)

colluvial slopes less than 3500' elevation . They are found in the Rocky Mountain and Rocky

Mountain Trench physiographic regions . Generally, they are shallow soils overlying

non-calcareous, fine-grained metamorphic bedrock (mainly schists) . Their texture is loam or

silt loam, usually gravelly . Barton soils are mapped in the Hominka valley .

The modal soil has Orthic Ferro-Humic Podzol development . Horizons with organic

matter, iron, and aluminum accumulation (Bfh and Bf) are often 50 cm thick . The BT2

component has soils with less humus accumulation in the B horizon, thus they are dominantly

Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzols . BT5 and BT6 have minor and major components respectively of

lithic soils with bedrock contact less than 50 cm . BT11 is mapped on avalanche slopes .

Barton soils are similar to Dezaiko soils, however the Dezaiko association occurs in the

Subalpine zone . Other associations mapped with Barton include Dominion, Bednesti, McGregor

and Abbl Mountain .

Barton soils occur within the Subboreal zone . Dominant trees are white spruce,
alpine fir, and occasionally lodgepole pine . Vaccinium and alder are common shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
BTI ; ORTHIC FERRO-HUMIC PODZOL

- decomposing organic matter

- gray ; loam

- dark reddish brown ; gravelly loam

- dark brown ; gravelly loam

- brown ; very gravelly loam

- metamorphic bedrock (i .e . schist)

P"'01

______________________ ___

Lithic Drthic
I f Humo -Ferric
I Poazo7

aTll" Prone to smw avalanching .
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SUITABILITY FOR USE: Ba r ton  (BT) 

A g r i c u l t u r e .  No t o  l ow  c a p a b i l i t y .  
ma jor  1 i m i t a t i o n s  . 

NORTH-+ 

Steep topography, s ton iness ,  and adverse  c l i m a t e  a r e  

Fores t ry  . 
Ungulates.  

Recreat ion .  

Eng ineer ing .  Severe l i m i t a t i o n s .  Steep s lopes  s e v e r e l y  l i m i t  use. 

Moderate c a p a b i l i t y .  

Low c a p a b i l i t y  f o r  moose. 
Snow dep th  l i m i t s  o t h e r  ungu la tes .  

Low t o  v e r y  l ow  c a r r y i n g  capac i t y .  

Shor t  g rowing  seasons l i m i t  f o r e s t  growth.  

Low fo rage  p r o d u c t i o n  i s  main l i m i t a t i o n  f o r  moose. 

Steep s lopes  a r e  t h e  ma jo r  l i m i t a t i o n .  
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CHIEF ASSOCIATION (CF)*

Chief soils are located in the Rocky Mountain Trench and Rocky Mountains in

depressional to very gently sloping (0-2%) areas, below 4000' above sea level . The

association was previously devised for use in the McGregor River area by Dawsonl "

The parent material is organic being comprised mainly of sedge peat . The

association consists dominantly of Fibrisol soils developed on non-forested fen materials .

CF4 is mapped in areas that are predominantly comprised of sedges, mixed with some sphagnum

moss . McGregor, Moxley, Mokus, and Bednesti soils are commonly associated with Chief .

Moxley soils are also organic, but are forested peat bogs .

Although these soils occur within the Subboreal white spurce-alpine fir zone, poor

drainage prevents tree growth . Typical vegetation includes sedges and shrubby willows .

SOIL PROFILE
CFq ; SPHAGNO-FIBRISOL

- fibric texture

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Chief (CF)

ASSOCIATION ~SOIL 7GMI6A'If
SO :SO : L

fSSOCIATr
}OIL DRAINAGF

DCPTN '0
BEDROCK

CFI Fib-oi very Ponrty ~100-
Dralnee

CF4 Flbrtzni Very Poorly ~IOOCm

------- -----

Dr,+~ea

---- -- -------svnAy .o-F ;orlsol very Poorlv
DrAl,ee

- IDOAm

---

Agriculture . Low to no capability . Excess moisture, flooding, and adverse climate are major
limitations .

Forestry . No capability . Very poor drainage limits tree growth .

Ungulates . Low to high capability for moose . Proximity to shelter is main limitation .

Recreation . Very low carrying capacity . Very poor drainage and compaction potential limit
recreational use .

Encineering . Severe limitations . The wet conditions and poor subgrade are severely limiting .

1 Dawson, A . 1977 . Personal communication . B .C . Ministry of Agriculture, Kelowna, B .C .
*

Refer to McGregor Association for cross-sectional diagram .
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CRUM MOUNTAIN (CM)" 

Crum Mountain s o i l s  occur below 3500' i n  the Rocky Mountains on the  east  s ide  o f  
the Cont inenta l  Divide. These s o i l s  have been ma in l y  mapped i n  the upper Sukunka Val ley.  

They occur on moderately s lop ing  t e r r a i n ,  u s u a l l y  between 5 and 30%. The parent  m a t e r i a l  i s  

dominantly deep, g r a v e l l y  loam to Clay loam moraine, which i s  calcareous a t  approximately 50 

cm depth. The ma te r ia l  u s u a l l y  ove r l  i e s  calcareous sandstone and shales. 

The major s o i l  i n  the Crum Mountain Associat ion i s  a Degraded E u t r i c  B run iso l .  The 

CM2 s o i l s  have minors o f  O r t h i c  E u t r i c  B run iso l s  and u s u a l l y  occur on south or southwest 

aspects o r  o the r  d r i e r  s i t e s .  

i n c l u s i o n s  o f  L i t h i c  Degraded E u t r i c  Bruniso ls .  B u l l e y  and Lean-To s o i l s ,  which are o f t e n  

mapped near Crum Mountain s o i l s ,  have developed on s i m i l a r  till parent  m a t e r i a l ,  b u t  have 

d i f f e r e n t  s o i l  development. 

CM5 i s  mapped i n  shal low t o  bedrock areas, and therefore,  has 

Crum Mountain s o i l s  occur w i t h i n  the Subboreal zone. Typical vegetat ion i s  i n  l a t e  

sera1 t o  cl imax successional stages, w i t h  ,whi te  spruce, lodgepole pine, a l p i n e  fir, 

vaccinium, and a l d e r  as dominant species. 

SOIL PROFILE 
CMI ; DEGRADED EUTRIC BRUMSOL 

5 

O 
- decomposing  o r g a n i c  m a t t e r  

- brown 

- d a r k  brown;  
g r a v e l l y  l o a m  

40 - 
fi 

p o  g r a v e l l y  l o a m  

" - 
- v e r y  d a r k  g r a y i s h  brown;  

Bo 

70 

- v e r y  d a r k  g r a y i s h  b r o w n .  
g r a v e l l y  l o a m ;  

80 c a l c a r e o u s  

SUITA5ILITY FOR USE: Crum Mountain (CM) 

A g r i c u l t u r e .  

Fo res t r y  . 
Ungulates. 

Recreation. 

Low c a p a b i l i t y .  
l i m i t a t i o n s ,  

Floderate t o  low c a p a b i l i t y .  

Moderate c a p a b i l i t y  f o r  moose; l ow  t o  moderate f o r  car ibou.  
and excessive snow depth a r e  main l i m i t a t i o n s .  

Moderate c a r r y i n g  capac i t y .  
i s  a l ess  severe l i m i t a t i o n .  

Adverse c l imate,  steep topography, and s ton iness a re  major 

Moiç ture d e f i c i e n c y  and c l i m t e  are l i m i t i n g .  

Low forage p roduc t i on  

S u s c e p t i b i l i t y  t o  compaction i s  most 1 i m i t i n g ;  s lope 

Engineering. S l i g h t  t o  
s teepness 

severe l i m i t a t i o n s .  
o f  slope. 

The l i m i t a t i o n  r a t i n g  v a r i e s  depending on 

* 
Refer t o  Bu1 l e y  Associat ion f o r  cross-sect ional  diagram. 
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DICKEBUSCH ASSOCIATION (DB)

Dickebusch soils are located in the Alberta Plateau Benchlands and the Rocky

Mountain Foothills . The parent material is calcareous, silty clay loam to clay lacustrine .

Drainage of ice-damned glacial lakes resulted in level to gently sloping (0-5%) terraces,

especially along the Pine and Sukunka Rivers near Twidwell Bend and Chetwynd . The maximum

elevation of Dickebusch soils is approximately 3500' .

The modal soil for the association is a Brunisolic Gray Luvisol . The drier

component, DB2, has inclusions of Degraded and Orthic Eutric Brunisols . DB4 has similar

soil development to DB1, but its texture is coarser, being a silt loam or fine sandy loam .
DB7 has some imperfect drainage with Gleyed Brunisolic Gray Luvisol soil development and D88

has inclusions of Gleysolic soils . Lacustrine areas that are dominantly poorly drained are

called Snipe soils . Oetca, Septimus, and Moberly soils are often mapped near Dickebusch .

The soils occur in the Boreal white spruce zone . Typical sites are in a fire
disclimax successional stage, with aspen, cottonwood, and lodgepole pine as dominant trees .
Common shrubs include viburnum, shepherdia, dogwood, purple vetch, willow, and alder .

SOIL PROFILE
DBI ; BRUNISOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- brown ; fine sandy loam

- yellowish brown ; silt loam

- grayish brown ; silty clay
(relatively impervious horizon)

- dark grayish brown ; silty clay ;

calcareous

SOIL ~ASSOCIATION OOItIYAYT AS9 .7 :IATED 'tCD',I~ '0
COIPONENT SOlt soil OBAIVACE I EEJBOC'.

081
'ru'i"1c

Moderately 00c,
Gray L- :a .1 Well Drained

_ ~082 Brunisol ;c ~NOderately 100cm
- G=ay Luvisal

---- _-

.----

_______
Yell Drained ---I

----------

___-_

Ortnic Eutric Moderately I ' LOO-
'dell Drained

Devraaed :w ;c
Brumsol

OBi Brunisolic Moderately . 100t.
Gray Luvisol Well Drained

087 Brunisollc Noderetely ~IOOCm
Gray Luvisol

- -------------------- ----------------------- -
Well Ora;ned

-'------'----------- ---------------'

Gleyed Bronisol ;c Imoerrectty 'I00cm
Gray Luv ;sal Drained

DBB Brunisoltc Pbderately ' 100-ray
L ., a.,

G____ ______________ ------------------------
lDra ;ned Iuel

-------- - ----
----

_________ . .__ .

GleysoIlcs 7oorly Drained '100cm
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DI C K EBUSC H SOI L ASSOCIATION 

SUITABILITY FOR USE: Dickebusch (DB) 

A g r i c u l t u r e .  Moderate c a p a b i l i t y .  Adverse c l i m a t e  i s  o n l y  major  l i m i t a t i o n .  

Forest  ry . Moderate c a p a b i l i t y .  Droughtiness and a r o o t - r e s t r i c t i n g  h o r i z o n  l i m i t  c a p a b i l i t y .  

Ungulates. High c a p a b i l i t y  f o r  moose. 
i s  main l i m i t a t i o n .  

Moderate fo r  mule deer  and e l k ,  s ince  fo rage  q u a n t i t y  

Recreation. Moderate c a r r y i n g  capaci ty .  
o f  Clay accumulation l i m i t  t h e  c a p a c i t y  due t o  compaction p o t e n t i a l .  

Moderate t o  severe 1 i m i t a t i o n s .  
main l i m i t a t i o n s .  

F ine  t e x t u r e s  and a r e l a t i v e l y  imperv ious h o r i z o n  

Engineering. Poor subgrade and p o t e n t i a l  f r o s t  a c t i o n  a r e  
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DUDZIC ASSOCIATION (DC)

Dudzic soils are located in the Rocky Mountains above 3500' above sea level . The
parent materials are calcareous, fine sandy loam or silt lacustrine deposits . Topography is
generally gently sloping (2-5%), however, areas dissected by gullying may be extremely steep
(over 60%) .

The modal soil development is an Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol . BC2 is mapped in
slightly drier environments where Podzolic Gray Luvisols and Brunisolic Gray Luvisols are
present . Orthic Ferro-Humic Podzols occur in wetter environments where DC3 components are
mapped .

The soils occur in the Subalpine zone . Dominant trees include lodgepole pine,
Engelmann spruce, and alpine fir . White rhododendron and alder are common shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
DC ; ORTHIC HUMO-FERRIC PODZOL

SDIL
nssoclarl
CONPONEN
J

I
DOraiNUr,

SOIL
assoca-EO

SO IL
^EVt,. -n
DEDBDO:

OCI I Orthic Humo- Noderatelv > t0Drm
I ernc Podzol uetl Ora~nea

- decomposing organic matter
DU Orthic Humo- Moderately toocm

- gray ; silty loam Ferric Vodzol
--------------------

Yell Drained
--------------------- --------------------

- dark reddish brown ; silt Podzol,c Gray

Lull," ;

Moderately
Well Orai6ed

I00-

Nrunisolic Gray

- yellowish red ; silt loam
Luvisol

--L- -
Dc 3 O,thic N-

Eerric Godzol
nnderateir I
Well Drained

- 10o<m--------------------- ---------------------

Orthic Fe-,
umic Podzol

- light olive brown ; silt loam

- light olive brown ; silty clay loam

- pale olive ; silt

-------------- .--- --- ,-----------_ .__ _ 1
NoderatelY I tooem
Well Drained
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DUDZIC SOIL ASSOCIATION

Elevation
(ft .)

5000~

400d

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Dudzic (DC)

Agriculture . Low to no capability . Adverse climate is major limitation .

Forestry . Low capability . A short growing season limits forest growth .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose . Snow depth and forage quantity are main limitations .

Recreation . Moderate carrying capacity . Compaction potential limits recreational use .

Engineering . Moderate to severe limitations . Poor subgrade and potential frost action are
limiting .
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DOKKEN ASSOCIATION (DK)

Dokken soils occur on the east side of the Continental Divide in the Rocky

Mountains, and in the Rocky Mountain Foothills, between 3000' and 4000' elevation . They are

not extensive, covering only small, level to gently sloping (0-5%) lacustrine pockets . In

some areas, they are gullied . The texture of the lacustrine material varies from fine sandy

loam to silty clay loam .

The dominant soil development is a Brunisolic Gray Luvisol (DK1) . DK2 is mapped

where Degraded Eutric Brunisols are also found ; generally these areas are fine sandy loam in

texture . DK4 soils are finer textured, with silty clay to silty clay loam textures, and have

inclusions of Orthic Gray Luvisols . DK7 soils are mapped where significant inclusions of

Gleyed Brunisolic Gray Luvisols occur .

These soils occur in the Subboreal white spruce - alpine fir zone . Lodgepole pine

is cbmmon in seral stages .

SOIL PROFILE
DKI ; BRUNISOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- brown, very fine sandy loam

yellowish brown, silty clay loam

- dark yellowish brown, silty clay

- -
SOIL

- -- -- T ------ 1
'ASSOCIATION !IN NT I A'=r,IC1A?EC rOu~'

colrqDenT

^

sDlu SOIL_ _Y .

~

oaAlvnsE - - BE~+.~:<Y

UKI Br~nisolt~ ~ twderately 'IDD"m
Gray Lo .isol Well Drained 1

-DK2 ~ Bruntsolic I
.-

" Moderately ~10DC
Gray Lwvisol-

-------------------- - ------------------------ -
Well Drained

---------------------- - -.--------------

Degraded Eutric Boderately ~100cm
Brunlsul

`

Well
Dr.

ined

OK4 "~- Brunisolic MOderately ~100cm
Gray Luvisol

---------'---__.--- - - ------------- .___------

Wen orained
--___-'----__'_'- ------'---°-'--

Drtm, hoderately " IDDtm
Gray Luvisol Well Drained

DK7 Brunisolic I Eladerately al00cm
--- Gray Luvisol

_____________ ____________ . .._________
I- Well Drained
r

.. . . .. . .. . . .--- ----
--

-----------

[ly
ra%7r'

' IOOc.
11c fray ~

~u
inedD

- iso7Lu

-
-

-

- dark grayish brown, silty clay loam,
calcareous " OK4 is finer text-d .

- dark grayish brown, fine sandy loam
calcareous
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DOKKEN SOIL ASSOCIATION
Elavatlon

(ft.)

400d

3000

200d

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Dokken (DK)

Agriculture . Moderate to low capability . Adverse climate is major limitation .

NORTH --*

Forestry . Low capability . Climate and a root-restricting horizon limit growth .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose and caribou . Snow depth is main limitation .

Recreation . Moderate carrying capacity . The capacity is limited by susceptibility to
compaction, puddling, and erosion .

-DOKKEN

DK4 i DK7

BR.GL ~ BR GL
i

O .GL i GL.BR .GL

Engineering . Moderate to severe limitations . Poor subgrade and potential frost action are
limiting .
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DOMINION ASSOCIATION (DO)

Dominion soils are located primarily in the Rocky Mountain Trench and, to a lesser

extent, in the Rocky Mountains at elevations below 3500' above sea level . The soils were

formed in gravelly loam to sandy loam morainal material . The soils are non-calcareous for at

least 100 cm of depth . Topography is gently to steeply sloping (2-30%) . The association has

previously been mapped and described by Dawsoni .

The soils are dominantly Podzolic Gray Luvisols (DO1) . D03 components are

indicated where Luvic Humo-Ferric Podzols and Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzols occur . Areas with

lithic soils are mapped as D05 . In areas with imperfect and poor drainage, gleyed (D07) and

Gleysolic (DOB) soils are evident . Bednesti and Barton soils are commonly mapped with, or

adjacent to, Dominion soils .

Dominion soils occur within the Subboreal zone where dominant trees include alpine

fir, white spruce, and, in seral communities, lodgepole pine . Vacciniums and alders are

common shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
D01 ; POOZOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

FF

SOIL

ASSOCIATION
~COMPONENT

---

T-~

I C^".1'ANi I ASS^CIFTEO

SOIL I SOIL-- _

_i-_.

TI_

.

G ;1, 0-"All"! ac~ -11
001 " Podzolic Moderately I + 111m

Gray Luvisol Well
Or
ainwd

- decomposing organic matter

- light brownish gray ; silt loam 007 I Podzclic Moderately
W Tl oDrained.-'__ Gray Luvisol

F_

----------------------

Ie
----- ------- - -----

_ ---
`_ .___________ ._ .. ._

Luvic Huno- Moderataly I SOcn
Ferric Podzol; We ll Oralned

- brown ; silt loam " Orthlc Humo-
Ferric Podzol

005 Podzolic Moderately . 50-
Gray Luvtsot

-------------------
Well Orained

--------------------------

L
itMc Orthic

- dark yellowish brown ; sandy loam Hixm-Ferric
Podzol

KDderately " 50<m
Well Drained

D07

grayish brown ; gravelly sandy loam

008

- .dark grayish brown ; gravelly loam

- olive brown ; gravelly loam

- olive brown ; gravelly loam

Podzolic
I_----- Gray Luvisnl ;

I Noderately ~ " SOan
ain dW ll O .e r e

i---------------------- 4----- ------------------ I .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .
I

Gleyed Podzelic Imperfectly " SOrn
' jGray Luvisol; I Drained

Gleyed Orthic
Humo-Ferric IPod,.,

1 I-__-_ I
r -

Padeolic I Noderately SOCm
Gra Luvisol Well Orained _ _ i____ _ ~

_-_ . _ Gleysol-.~ Pocrl Ora ined ~ - SQrn `

1Dawson,A ., 1976 . Personal Communication . B .C . Ministry of Agriculture, Kelowna, B .C . Soil
maps and legend for Prince George Area (93G N 1/2, 93J S 1/4) available upon request .
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DOMINION SOIL ASSOCIATION

Elewtion
(ft)

400d

3000

20 o0~

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Dominion (DO)

Agriculture . Low capability . Topography, stoniness, and adverse climate are major limitations .

Forestry . High capability . A combination of soil factors are slightly limiting .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose. Winter snow depth is a limitation for
other ungulates .

Recreation . High to moderate carrying capacity . Slope determines the capacity .

Engineering. Slight to severe limitations . The rating is dependent on steepness of slope,
although frost action may be a problem .
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DEVEREAU ASSOCIATION (DU)

Devereau soils are mainly located in the Alberta Plateau Plains, usually in broad

valley bottoms on level to gently sloping (0-5% slope) or undulating topography . Their

elevation ranges from 2000'-2600' . They have been mapped previously in the Peace River

areal, but their extent in the study area is limited to the Kiskatinaw River area . The

parent material is a clay to silty clay loam, saline, calcareous lacustrine deposit . Varving

is evident in some areas .

The modal soil is a Dark Gray Luvisol, which is found predominantly in the Plains

region, and which has been extensively cleared and cultivated for agricultural use . The

profile usually has 5 cm of litter, 20 cm of the Ahe and Ae (or Ap if cultivated), 10 cm of

an AB transition horizon, and 20 cm of coarse, blocky, silty clay Bt horizon . Near the

Benchlands, to the west, Orthic Gray Luvisols and Brunisolic Gray Luvisols occur as minor

inclusions (DU3) . Heavy textures and seepage often cause poor drainage on level areas and

have inclusions of Luvic Gleysols (DUB) . Edson tills and Zonnebecke colluvium are often

mapped with Devereau soils .

The vegetation belongs to the Boreal white spruce zone . Typically, Devereau soils

are under cultivation . Otherwise, seral species such as aspen, lodgepole pine, and willow

are dominant in the overstory, reflecting fire history .

SOIL PROFILE
DUI ;DARK GRAY LUVISOL

r---- ---
DOMINANT

SOIL
SOIL

ASSOCPONENIATION
I COHT

ASSOCIATED
SoIL

'--oCPTN TO
DRAINAGE ~ BEDROCK

---F

- decomposing organic matter

- dark brown ; silty clay loam

- brown ; silty caly loam

- very dark grayish brown ; silty clay

- very dark gray ; silty clay

- very dark gray ; silty clay

- dark gray ; silty clay loam ;
calcareous

DVI

DU 3

Dark Gray I
Lurism

I Nnderately
Nen 1 . ad

I ~ l00-

I Dark Gray i ~ Moderately
1

I ~ IOOcm
Luvisol I Yell Dratned j

1
r

F r------------'-- '1

Orthlc Gray I Moderately IOOCm
LuvfsoIy , Nell Orained I
OrunSSOlicGray,

Luvisah

000 I Dark Gray I Noderately i 'IOOCm
41 DratnedLuv15o1

I
.

I
I1-_'---

_ ._____ _____ .__________ L--- ----- --------------------------- ----
,Gleysolicsi Poarly Dralned I 100c J`

1Soi1 Survey of the Peace River area in B.C . Report No . 8, B .C . Soil Survey, 1965 .
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DEVEREAU AND EDSON SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

Elevation
(ft .)

3000~

2500

:

2000

iwS

0

Q, o

LACUSTRINE

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Devereau (DU)

Agriculture . High capability . Climate is only limitation .

i

NORTH 01

Forestry . Low to moderate capability . Droughtiness and a root-restricting horizon are
limiting factors .

Ungulates . High capability for moose . Low to moderate capability for mule deer and white-
tailed deer with snow depth as main limitation .

Recreation . Moderate carrying capacity . Susceptibility to compaction, puddling, and erosion
limit the capacity .

EDSON
i

DEVEREAU -~ EDSON -
EDI ED7 i ED5

I
EDI I DU, i DUB j DU3

I
i EDI ~ ED3 i EDB

O.GL O.GL i O.GL
i

O .GL j D.GL ~ D .GL i D .GL ~ O .GL I O .GL i O GL

GL .O .GL i L .OGL
w
Y
W

~ G ~ O.GL i j BR .GL i
I

G

m
w ! ! i BR .GL ! I !
Z
Z

G~
/ wS j A tS'.- . ,

O
N Z I

O I
I

# p

I
w ,

~2J

-

MORAINAL COLLUVIAL
i

A A
i I

116 A
ibC

WsiSEDIMENTARY ;1J ~ A

BEDROCK
A

I
W

MORAINAL
MORAINAL

Engineering. Moderate to severe limitations . Poor subgrade and potential frost action are
limitations .
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DEZAIKO ASSOCIATION (DZ)*

Dezaiko soils occur between 3500' and 5500' elevation on the west side of the

Continental Divide in the Rocky Mountains . The soils have developed on steep (>30'i;)

colluvial slopes underlain by fine-grained metamorphic rocks, mostly schists . The texture is

usually gravelly silt loam or sandy loam .

Dezaiko soils are dominantly Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzols . The DZ3 component occurs

in colder environments in higher elevations and has the development of an Ah horizon leading

to Sombric Humo-Ferric and Ferro-Humic Podzol inclusions . The DZ5 and DZ6 components have

minor and major inclusions respectively of Lithic Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzols . DZ11 is used

in areas subject to avalanching where significant inclusions of Lithic Orthic Regosols and

Sombric Humo-Ferric Podzols occur . Barton soils, in lower elevations within the Subboreal

zone, and Misinchinka soils, in higher elevations within the Subalpine krumnholz subzone,

have developed on similar parent materials and are commonly associated with Dezaiko soils .

Dezaiko soils occur in the Subalpine Engelmann spruce - alpine fir forest subzone .

In seral communities, which are often the result of fire, lodgepole pine occurs . Common

shrubs include white rhododendron and alder .

SOIL PROFILE
DZ 3 ; SOMBRIC HUMO-FERRIC PODZOL

- decomposing organic matter

- enriched with organic matter

- dark brown ;
gravelty loam

- dark grayish brown ;
gravelly loam

- olive gray ;
very gravelly loam

- metamorphic bedrock
(i .e . schist)

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Dezaiko (DZ)

SOtL
~~

~
ASSOCIATION pONINANT A11=110 DEPTH TO
LOMPONENT SOIL SOIL DRAINAOE OCD~EOCa

uzl Orthic H- Well Drained 50c.
Ferric Pod nl

I -
DZ3 I Orthtc Huno- We11 Drained j ' 50cm

I

_-_--_-Ferric

Podzol
--------__~

i------------- ----------- ------
________

. . .________."_____~
. .

Sanbric Hamo- ' 1,11 Oratned I " 5U. .
I Ferrtc ,,to l .

oZ5 Orthic Hunp- ~ Well Drained > 50cm
-------- Ferric Podzol

---------------- ~
1

________ ._______ . ._
.__J----------------------- ------------------

Well orainedLit,ic Orthic I ' 50cn.I
H._-Ferric .
Podzol

-
DZ6

L ithic Orthic
H.--F .rric I

Drained
We

50c~

Podzol------------------------- ------------ --

------- ---------- -----------------
Or"i, 11

Well r:ln,d 50c .

FaIrIc P.~

Dzil .
ozl~

Well Drained >50C .

'e'r c
---_-------------------

--
-------------------- --------- ------------ --_---- --------

' " I`�r
Well Drained I loc.

c PadFZI
Lithic Orthic
Regosot

D211` PYone to snow avalanchinrl .

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse subalpine climate, steep topography, and stoniness are
major limitations .

Forestry . Low capability . Capability is limited by climate.

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for caribou, low for moose . Excessive snow depth and
low forage production are main limitations .

Recreation . Low to very low carrying capacity . Steep slopes limit the recreational uses .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Steepness of slope is a severe limitation .

*
Refer to Barton Association for cross-sectional diagram .
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EDSON ASSOCIATION (ED)*

Edson soils occur in the Alberta Plateau Plains between 2000' and 2500' above sea
level . The soils have developed on slightly calcareous, clay loam to clay continental till .
Topography is generally gently to moderately sloping, ranging from 2-30%. The Edson
association has been previously mapped in Albertal .

Modal soil development for the association is Orthic Gray Luvisol . In slightly
wetter environments, ED3 soils contain significant inclusions of Brunisolic Gray Luvisols .
On the gently sloping uplands, drainage is often imperfect and Gleyed Orthic Gray Luvisols
(ED7) are present. ED8 components represent areas where significant inclusions of Gleysolic
soils occur . Lithic inclusions are mapped as ED5 . Devereau soils are often mapped nearby .

Edson soils occur within the Boreal white spruce zone . Dominant tree species are
white spruce, aspen, balsam poplar, lodgepole pine, and willow . Shrub species include
viburnum, saskatoon berry, rose, and buffalo berry .

SOIL PROFILE
EDI ;ORTHIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- pale brown

- brown to dark brown

- very dark grayish brown ; clay
(relatively impervious horizon)

- very dark grayish brown ; clay loam

- calcareous

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Edson (ED)

I SO7L
111 ASSOCIATION DOMINANT ASSOCIATED DEPTP TO

1011111111 SOIL SOIL 11111111 . . .. .C,

~ EDI Orthic Gray Iloderately > l00am
Luvisol Weil Drained

E07 Orthic Gray Moderetety > 100c.
Luvtsol

-------------------- ---- --------------
Vell Drained

----------------------- --------------------

Drunisolic Gray Moderatety > 100cm
Luvisol Well Drained

EDS Orthic Gray Moderately > SOCm
Lwisol

----------------------- -------------- --------
Wen Drained

-------------------- -------------------

Lithic Orthic
Gray Luvlsoi

Moderately
Well Drained

< 50cm

~E07 Orthic Gray Moderately > Wk.
Luvisol

--------------------- ------------------'-'
Vlell Orained

-------------'----'--- -°'----"-----_°

Gleyed Orthic Imperfectly > 100cm
- Gray Luvisol Drained

'
Orthic Gray Moderately > mWk.

IEDB Luvisol
. .. . . . .

Well Drained
. . . . _. . .. ._.______

~

. . .. . .. . 11

~
Gteysolics Poorly Drained > l00cm

-.

Agriculture . Moderate to low capability . Stoniness and climate are main limitations .

Forestry . Moderate capability . A dense horizon which restricts root depth, and droughtiness,
are limiting factors .

Ungulates . Moderate to high capability for moose . Moderate capability for mule deer, with
snow depth as main limitation .

Recreation . Moderate carrying capacity . Susceptibility to compaction, puddling, and erosion
moderately limit use .

Engineering . Moderate to severe limitations . Slope, poor subgrade and potential frost action
are limiting .

1 Soil Survey and Land Evaluation of the Hinton-Edson Area . 1972 . Alberta Soil Survey, Report
No . 31 . Edmonton, Alta .

*
Refer to Devereau Association for cross-sectional diagram .
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EAGLESHAM ASSOCIATION (EG)*

Eaglesham soils are located in the Alberta Plateau to the Rocky Mountain
Foothills . They usually occur in low elevations, below 2500' above sea level, although they
may occur up to 3500 feet . These soils are level to very gently sloping (less than 2%
slope) . The parent material is organic fen, comprised mainly of sedge peat . These soils are
very poorly drained, with the water table often above ground for most of the summer .

Soils are classified in the Mesisol Great Group . Kenzie and Snipe soils are
commonly associated with Eaglesham .

These soils occur in the Boreal white spruce zone, however, excessive moisture
prohibits tree growth . Vegetation is primarily sedge, with willow, labrador tea, and other
wetland vegetation .

Elevation
(ft)

3500

3000

2500

2000

EAGLESHAM AND KENZIE SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Eaglesham (EG)

Agriculture . Low capability . Excess moisture is major limitation .

Forestry . No capability . Very poor drainage is extremely limiting to tree growth .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose and caribou . Low forage production is
main limitation .

Recreation . Very low carrying capacity . Very poor drainage and compaction potential are
severely limiting .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Very poor drainage, high water tables, and poor subgrade
are major limiting factors .

*
Refer to Kenzie Association for cross-sectional diagram .
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FIVE CABIN CREEK ASSOCIATION (FC)*

Five Cabin Creek soils occur dominantly in the Rocky Mountain Foothills and
Rocky Mountains, but also occur in parts of the Alberta Plateau Benchlands . These soils
occur on level to gently sloping (0-5%) topography between 3500' and 5000' elevation . They
have developed on gravelly loamy sand to sandy loam fluvial deposits which are not subject to
flooding .

Modal soil development is Brunisolic Gray Luvisol (FC1) . The occurrence of a
weakly developed Bt horizon of clay accumulation improves the water holding capacity of this
coarse-textured soil . FC3 soils occur in colder, wetter environments where inclusions of
Podzolic Gray Luvisols and Luvic Humo-Ferric Podzols occur . Coarser-textured soils are
mapped as FC4 . FC5 is mapped where Lithic soils occur . Areas with Gleyed and Gleysolic
soils are mapped as FC7 and FC8 respectively . Five Cabin Creek soils are often mapped with
Holtslander and Knudsen Creek soils .

These soils occur in the Subalpine zone, forest subzone . Dominant trees include
Engelmann spruce, alpine fir, and lodgepole pine .

SOIL PROFILE
FCI ; BRUNISOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- grayish brown ; loar

- bro~an ; sandy loam

- dark brown ; loamy sand

yellowish brown ;
- sandy clay loam

liryt olive bro'an ;
sandy loam

501 L --- ~ ~- -
ASSOCIATION J0:'I :~AYT ASSOCIATED -.^TH TO
COIIPONENT SOIL SOIL "RnINAGE uEOHOCK

FCI Brunisolic . Well Drained '100c.
I Gray Luviso1
I
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Gray Luvisol

--------------------- -------------- ______--_ . ._-__ .
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-------'--------------'
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------------------------- '------------------ ---'--"-'----' . . . .
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,
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Ferric Podzol
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-'-------------------- ---------------°------- ----°-----------
'.

-- __-_--_ .----
._

Degraded Eutric Well Drained > 100c"
And Dystric

"

"'--'--'-'---°---'----
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-------------------- ---- - -------------------- - - ------ --------

Orthic Hum - Well Drained >100C.
Ferric Podzol
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Gray Luvisol

------------------------- -
--

._ .__- .__--_-------- ------------------- ------------------

Lithic Brunisolic Well Drained < 50cm
Gray tnvisol

FC7 Brunisolic . Moderately > 100cm
Gray Luvisol

-_-__--_-_- . ._ .___----- -- .-_-____-_-------- .--__
Welt Drained

---___
.-
.------ .__-_ .----__ . .__ .-_-_-

Gleyed Brunisolic Imperfectly > IOOcm
Gray Luvisol Drained

FCB Brunisolic Modern,ely > 100cm
Gray Luvi5ol

------------------------- -------------------------
Well Drained

---- ----------------- -- ---------------

Gleysolics Poorly Drained ~ IOOcm

"F[4 is coarser textured .

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Five Cabin Creek (FC)

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse subalpine climate is major limitation .

Forestry . Low capability . The short growing season limits capability .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose . Snow depth and forage quantity are main limitations .

Recreation . Very high to high carrying capacity . These soils are suitable for most
recreational uses.

Engineering . Slight limitations . These soils have no major limitations for use .

*
Refer to Holtslander Association for cross-sectional diagram .
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FELLERS ASSOCIATION (FE)*

Fellers soils were mapped in the Alberta Plateau Benchlands on gently to moderately

sloping terrain (2-30%) between 2400' and 3700' elevation . The parent material is a clay

loam to silty clay loam till which is calcareous below 100 cm in depth . The soils have been

mainly mapped in the Fellers Heights area in the northeast corner of the study area . The

association has been previously mapped in the Peace River areal .

The modal soil is a Brunisolic Gray Luvisol . FE4 soils are finer-textured, with

clay loam to clay textures, and have significant inclusions of Orthic and Gleyed Orthic Gray

Luvisols . FE7 soils have some Gleyed Brunisolic Gray Luvisol development . Fellers soils are

similar to Edson soils to the northeast and east, and to Moberly soils to the southwest and

west . They are different from Edson soils in terms of soil development, and from Moberly

soils in terms of texture and depth of weathering (i .e . depth to calcareous parent material) .

Fellers soils are located in the Boreal white spruce zone . Due to periodic fires,

early successional (seral) communities are typical, with aspen, cottonwood, willow, and

lodgepole pine being the dominant trees .

SOIL PROFILE
FE( ; BRUNISOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- gray ; silt loam

- brown ; clay loam

- dark grayish brown ; clay

- dark gray ; clay (relatively
impervious layer)

- dark grayish brown ; clay

- grayish brown ; clay

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Fellers (FE)
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Agriculture . Moderate to low capability . Stoniness, climate, and topography are main
limitations .

Forestry . Moderate capability . Droughtiness and a root-resticting soil horizon are
limiting to tree growth .

Ungulates . Moderate to high capability for moose . Moderate capability for mule deer,
with snow depth as main limitation .

Recreation . Moderate carrying capacity . Susceptibility to compaction and puddling
moderately limit use .

Engineering . Moderate to severe limitations . Slope, poor subgrades and potential frost
action are limiting .

1 Soil Survey of the Peace River area in B .C . 1965 . B .C . Soil Survey, Report No . 8 .
*
Refer to Smoke Association for cross-sectional diagram .
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FOOTPRINT ASSOCIATION (FT)*

Footprint soils occur in the Alberta Plateau Benchlands, Rocky Mountain Foothills

and Rocky Mountains between 3500' and 5000' above sea level . The soils are generally

moderately to steeply sloping (5-30% slopes) . These soils have developed in a clay loam to
gravelly sandy loam cordilleran till with a 15 to 50 cm veneer of sandy loam fluvial

material . The till parent material is usually calcareous below 50 cm depth, and overlies

sandstone or F-hale bedrock . The soils are moderately well to well drained .

The dominant soil is Brunisolic Gray Luvisol . Areas of imperfect drainage with

Gleyed Brunisoiic Gray Luvisols are mapped as FT7 . Footprint soils are similar to Lodge

soils, but occur in a different vegetation zone . Hambrook soils are commonly mapped with

Footprint soils .

Footprint soils occur in the Subalpine Engelmann spruce - alpine fir forested

subzone . Lodgepole pine also occurs, especially in fire disclimax stands . White

rhododendron and alder are common shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
FTI, BRUNISOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

4i50CU1TI0tl
COMPMIENT

IAHI I IlANT
- SOIL

nSSOC1A7fD
SOIL

DE19I1 TO
Dnmar.f,L GEDRDEe

P71

-

Brunisoli ;
...

Well to I 501,
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Well Drained ~
--- -- ----'-_---- i

Orunisolic Moderately I 50-
Gay Luvlsol

----- -----------------
Well O rained I

_. .___ ._ .__ .l__ .. . ._ . . . . . . . . .

Gray
G1eyeA Brunisolie

Lovisol'

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Footprint (FT)

Agricultu re . No capability . Adverse subalpine climate is major limitation .

Imperfeatl, ~ 50cm '
Dr=i neA --- -- -- - I

Forestry . Moderate to low capability . A short growing season, and a root restricting
soil horizon are limiting to tree growth .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose . Low forage quantity and winter snow depths are main
limitations .

Recreati on . High to moderate carrying capacity . Fine textures and a relatively impervious
horizon are limiting in some areas .

Engineer inc . Slight to severe limitations . The rating is dependent on slope ; potential frost
action is another limitation .

*
Refer to Hambrook Association for cross-sectional diagram .
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PLATE

PLATE S

PLATE



PLATE 2 : FOOTPRINT ASSOCIATION (FT), SOIL PROFILE
(opposite page)

Sandy veneer overlies morainal (till) parent material . Clay accumulation
(B+) horizon generally occurs at contact with till, while eluvial (Ae) and
illuvial (Bm) horizons have developed in the veneer of sandy material .

(Photo by T .K . Ovanin)

PLATE 3'. FOOTPRINT ASSOCIATION (FT), SOIL ENVIRONMENT
(opposite page)

Seral lodgepole pine with regenerating spruce .

(Photo by T .K . Ovanin)

PLATE 4 : HAMBROOK ASSOCIATION (HB), SOIL PROFILE
(opposite page)

Hambrook soils are similar to Footprint soils (Plate 2) except that they
lack a sandy veneer .

(Photo by T .K . Ovanin)

PLATE S : HAMBROOK ASSOCIATION (HB), SOIL ENVIRONMENT
(opposite page)

Hambrook and Footprint soils are often complexed together in similar
landscapes with seral lodgepole pine stands . Both soils have moderate
limitations for unpaved roads due to slope and frost action .

(Photo by T.K . Ovanin)

PLATE 6 : GABLE MTN~ ASSOCIATION (GM)

Gable Mtn . soils are dominantly very shallow to bedrock (lithic) and are
subject to frost heaving (cryoturbation) .
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GABLE MOUNTAIN ASSOCIATION (GM)

Gable Mountain soils occur at very high elevations (greater than 5500' above sea

level) in the Rocky Mountains on the west side of the Continental Divide . The soils have

developed on very thin colluvial material overlying non-calcareous, fine-grained metamorphic

bedrock, mainly schists . The texture varies from gravelly to very gravelly sandy loam to

silt loam . Topography is generally moderately to very steeply sloping (greater than 9%) .

This association is mainly mapped in the southwest portions of the Study Area, for example in

the alpine areas surrounding the Hominka River valley .

Periglacial (cold climate) processes have prevented development of distinctive soil

horizons . The modal component (GM1) contains both Lithic Orthic Regosol and Lithic Turbic

Orthic Regosol soil developments . Where cryoturbation has mixed most of the surficial

materials, GM4 is mapped . The Misinchinka association, in krumnholz vegetation, is often

mapped just below Gable Mountain soils .

dominant .

Gable Mountain soils occur in the Alpine Tundra zone where heathers and lichens are

SOIL PROFILE
GMI I LITHIC ORTHIC REGOSOL

enriched with organic matter

olive gray ;
very gravelly loam

_ metamorphic bedrocF
(i .e . Schist)

ocsu a ;=
I

assccatcc
or azana3E c[~a: ~^soa .I 1

__ __ ..1. . ..____
seaosot ' I I 1401 oroteed
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GA6LE MTN . AND MIS INCHINKA S

MISINCHINKA i GABLE MTN . i MISINCHINKA
Elevation i

(ft .) MSI i MS4 i GM4 i MS6

O.HFP i O.HFP i L .TU .O .R ~ LO.HFP

i OR i TU .O .R
i
i L .TU .O .R

600d ; T U .O .R ! i L .O .R

55od

500d

GABLE MTN. ; MISINCHINKA DEZAIKO

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Gable Mountain (GM)

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse alpine climate is major limitation .

Forestry . No capability . Alpine climate is too extreme for tree growth .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for goat and caribou . Winter snow depth and forage
quantity are main limitations .

Recreation . Very low carrying capacity . The soil sensitivity to use results from
periglacial (or cold climate) processes, shallowness to bedrock, and steep slopes .

OIL ASSOCIATIONS

Engineering. Severe limitations . Slope, shallowness to bedrock, and frost action are
severely limiting .
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GUNDERSEN ASSOCIATION (GN)

Gundersen soils are mapped in the Alberta Plateau Benchlands and the Rocky Mountain

Foothills, at elevations below 4000' above sea level . The topography is gently sloping

(2-5%) . The parent materials for Gundersen soils include a loamy sand to sandy loam,
calcareous glaciofluvial and fluvial deposits .

The modal soil for the association is an Orthic Gleysol . Slightly wetter
environments have Humic Gleysol development (GN3) . The GN4 component is mapped in areas
where the texture is silt loam to silty clay . Sundance and Jarvis associations are often
complexed with, or adjacent to, Gundersen soils .

The soils occur in the Boreal white spruce zone, however, due to poor drainage,
black spruce, rather than white spruce, is the dominant tree .

SOIL PROFILE
GNI ; REGO GLEYSOL

decomposing organic matter

very dark grayish brown, sandy loam

very dark gray, sandy loam

son
ASSOCIATION
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GUNDERSEN SOIL ASSOCIATION

Elevotion
(ft.)

4000~

aood

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Gundersen (GN)

Agriculture . Low capability . Excess moisture is main limitation .

Forestry . Low to no capability . Poor drainage and low soil temperatures restrict tree
growth .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose . Forage production is main limitation .
Habitat for mule deer and elk exists .

Recreation . Low carrying capacity . The capacity is low due to the poor drainage .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Poor drainage and potential frost action are limiting .
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PLATE 7 : GUNDERSON ASSOcIATION (GN), SOIL PROFILE

Gunderson soils are poorly drained with high water

tables .

(Photo by T .K . Ovanin)

PLATE H : GUNDERSON ASSOcIATION (GN), SOIL ENVIRONMENT

These soils are generally non-forested ; shrubs such as
willow are the dominant vegetation .

(Photo by T .K . Ovanin)



PLATE Q ; HOMINKA P,SSOcIATION (HA)

Poorly drained organic deposits in the
Subalpine zone are mapped as HAI .

(Photo by T.K . Ovanin)
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HOMINKA ASSOCIATION (HA)

Hominka soils are located in the Rocky Mountains and Rocky Mountain Foothills on

depressional, level, or gently sloping topography (<5%), between 3500' and 6000' above sea
level . The parent material is organic with generally undecomposed moss peat . The landform
is mainly bog, often associated with fluvial deposits . An extensive area of these soils is
mapped south of Monkman Lake and north of Monkman Pass .

Soil development is dominantly Fibrisol . HA4 has inclusions of Terric Fibrisols
and Terric Mesisols where the depth to mineral soil is relatively shallow. These soils are
separated from other organic associations on the basis of macroclimate and texture .

Hominka soils occur in the Subalpine Engelmann spruce - alpine fir zone . Due to
excessive moisture, vegetation is predominantly mosses and sedges, with some black spruce .

SOIL PROFILE
HA4 ; TERRIC FIBRISOL

- fibric texture
organic horizon

- qleyed minertl
horizon

SOIL
n I ~ASSOCIATION OOMINANT ASSOCIATED

DEPT-,COMPONENT SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE BEO?J'R

HA1 Fibrisol Very Poorly >100c,

HNA4 Fibri,ol

Drained

Very Poorly >IDOo.

_____________________ -----------------------
Drained

_ . . .___ _ .___ ___ . . ,I ______ ___________________

Terric Fibrisol ; 'I

Y Y

Very P II

I
;

IODcs
Terrio MesISOI I Drained

I
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Elevation
(n.)

500d

4000~

HOMINKA AND KNUDSEN CREEK SOIL ASSOCIATION

Y HOMINKA KNUDSEN CREEK HOMINKA z
W 1 F-
W 1 X

HA4 KNg KN7 I KNI KNZ I HAI
U I
z F CU .R CUP CU .R CUP i F 0

z
O
Z T . F R.G GL.CUR O.R iDG .DYB ul

3
O

i
T . M DG .EB

as j i al i
i
I
I

al
i

as as
I
I eS
I

eS
I
~
i
I

as e$ I
I
I
I

~
I

I
I

614AINA,L

~,,IMESTONE

I~,~,D R~~I~'IIJ

:ORGANIC: :
~..n ~ n.~~ . . . . .. .. a

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Hominka (HA)

FLUVIAI~, ~_
floodplain); ~ ,

Agriculture . No capability . Subalpine climate is major limitation .

ORGAN IC-,

Forestry . No capability . Very poor drainage is extremely limiting to forest growth .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose . Forage quantity is main limitation .
Habitat exists for caribou .

Recreation . Very low carrying capacity . Very poor drainage and compaction potential
severely limit the capacity .

It;

;

COLLUVIAL?'b'4

VIM A4~ 04
LIMESTONE BEDROCK

Engineering . Severe limitations . Poor drainage and poor subgrade are limiting factors .
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HAMBROOK ASSOCIATION (HB)

Hambrook soils occur in the higher elevations of the Alberta Plateau Benchlands and

Rocky Mountain Foothills above 3500' above sea level, but usually below 5000' above sea

level . Topography is moderately to steeply sloping (5-30%) . These soils have developed on

clay loam to loam cordilleran till, which is calcareous below 50 cm in depth and overlies

sandstone and shale bedrock .

The dominant soil development is Brunisolic Gray Luvisol . Coarser-textured tills,

with loamy sand to loam textures, were mapped as HB4 . HB4 components have inclusions of
Degraded Dystric Brunisols . Shallow to bedrock areas with Lithic Brunisolic Gray Luvisol

inclusions are mapped as HB5 . Areas with inclusions of imperfect and poor drainage are
mapped as HB7 and HB8 respectively . Hambrook soils differ from Moberly soils on the basis of

vegetation zone . Footprint soils are often mapped in association with Hambrook soils in
areas where a sandy capping overlies the till .

The Hambrook association is located within the Subalpine Engelmann spruce - alpine
fir forested subzone . Lodgepole pine also occurs .

SOIL PROFILE
HBI I BRUNISOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

_ decomposing organic patter

_ grayish brown ;
sandy loam

_ brown ; loam

_ yellowish brown ; loam

_ brown ; sandy clay loam

_ dark grayish brown :
loam

_ dark grayish brown ;
lnam : calcareous

-

-SOtL
--

i
ASSOCIATION I D0111A9T ASSOCIATED OEPTd TO

ICOMPONENT SGIL SO :L GAAIG?8E GFC?C:c

-' Orun15ol1cNOI ~ Well to >50c.
GrayGray Luli .1 Moderately

Well Drained

HB4 I prun ; soltc ~ 4k11 to '50cm
I

Gray
Luvisol nOdera[ely~

___________ ______________________
Nell pralned

____ ---------------------
I

9raded OystricDo Well to
I

" SOCm
81.0

'01
1'udcrately

I

Well Grained

1105 Orunisolic Well to >50cm
Gray Luvtsol Mbderetely

_______________ ______________________
We11 Drained

.___________________ ______ . .____________ .

Lithtc Orunisolic Well to 50cm
Gray L,visGI Moderately

Well Drained

x87
I

1-1-11C

Noderatelv

'soc

.~
Gray Luvisol

`_ . ._.
.__________

_________ __ .
_ ________ _

Hell orained
_______________.____ (I

BrunisoleyedGI Inperfectly

I I

I >SUCa I
I Gray Lavtsol praineo

HOG Orunisoiic Noderately >50cm

----- Gray Luvisol
________ . .__

I
______________________

WellOrained I
----- ---------------{ _____- -------------------

Gleysollcs

I

ly Drained I >50cm
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Elevation
(ft .)

5000'

400d

300d

ROBB

HAMBR OOK AN D FOOTP RINT SOIL ASSO CIATION

HAMBROOK i FOOTPRINT i
I
HAMBROOK ;

HB4 I
I

HBI
I
I
I

FT7 i
i

FTI I
I

I
HB5

BR.GL i BRGL ~ BR GL ~ BR GL ~ BR.GL I

DG.DYB ! j GL .BR .GL j i L .BR GL j

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Hambrook (HB)

Agriculture. No capability . Adverse subalpine climate is main limitation .

Forestry . Low capability . A short growing season and a soil layer which restricts root
penetration limit the capability .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose . Winter snow depth and low forage quantity are main
limitations .

Recreation . Moderate carrying capacity . Moderately fine textures and a relatively impervious
horizon limit the capacity .

Engineering . Slight to severe limitations . The rating is dependent on the slope of the mapping
unit, although potential frost action is a consideration .
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HEDRICK ASSOCIATION (HK)

These soils occur in the higher elevations (3500'-5500') of the Rocky Mountains .

They have developed on colluvial material derived from weathered limestone or dolomite

bedrock that occur on steep slopes (> 20%) . The texture is generally gravelly loam to

gravelly sandy loam .

The modal soil development is Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol . In colder environments at

higher elevations, soils with an Ah horizon occur ; these areas are mapped as HK3 . HK5 is

mapped where minor areas of Lithic soils occur, and HK6 is mapped where lithic soils are

dominant . HK7 members occur at the base of slopes where seepage waters collect . HK4

components are finer-textured, with gravelly silt loam to loam textures ; this member has

significant inclusions of soils which contain horizons of clay accumulation . Wendt Mountain

soils have developed on similar parent material, but differ from Hedrick soils in that they

have Brunisolic rather than Podzolic soil development . Wendt Mountain soils generally occur

downslope or eastward of Hedrick soils in comparatively drier environments, while Sheba

Mountain soils occur upslope of Hedrick soils .

Hedrick soils occur in the Subalpine Engelmann spruce - alpine fir forested

subzone . On dry, south aspects, and in areas that have been relatively recently burned,

lodgepole pine is dominant .

SOIL PROFILE
HKI ;ORTHIC HUMO-FERRIC PODZOL

- decomposing organic matter

- pinkish gray ; sandy loam

- reddish brown ; sandy loam

- dark yellowish brown ; sandy loam

- brown ; loam

SOILRSSOC

"I'llC0tPOHEHT
EIGHIKART ASSI :CIATEC

SOIL so it DRAIk4 ;E

Podzolic Gny ' Well Drained I >50nn
Luvisal ;
Luvic Ferro- I
Hunic Podzol ;
Brui solic
Gray LM, .1

__-

HKL I Orthic HUM- I . Hell Drained I r50cm
I Ferric Podzol

HK3 4 Orthia Hwq- I Well Drained ' '50cn
----- Ferria PodTDI ~

______________}____________ .________ .f-------------------- 'I ___________ ._____ ._

NK4' ~ Orthic Humo- ~ . Well Drained I >SOcm

HK5

Soxbric H~mo- , Well Drained "50cn~
- - -~ F-1c Podzol , - , -~ -_~- -

il

1
____

Ferric_Podzol . . ...
,

I . '`
------------------------

------
I ______. ._______ .___ . .J____________________ a

Orthic Humo-
Ferric Podzol'-----

HK6 i~ Lithio Orthio

, Well Drained

'

50cm

._____________________1__________________ . .{ .____ ._._______ . .______ ..

uthic orthic I 1,11 Drained
Hum-Ferric Podzol

. - ._--.1---

CEPTH TO
BEDROCK

<soaa

I.- Well Drained I 50

.__ .___
. . . . .

Well Drained
1

'50-

--Ferric Pndtol ~_
------------------ .____________________

Orthic Huno-
Ferric Podzol

" HKO Is finer textured.
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HEDRICK AND WENDT MOUNTAIN SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

Elevation
(ft .)

60od

SOod

4000

30od

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Hedrick (HK)

FLUVIAL(flpodplain)

Agriculture . No capability . Subalpine climate is major limitation .

Forestry . Low capability . The short growing season limits capability .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose . Winter snow depth and low forage quantity are main
limitations . Some habitat exists for goat and caribou.

Recreation . Moderate to very low carrying capacity . Slope determines the carrying capacity .

Engineering. Severe limitations . The rating is due to steep slope .
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HOLTSLANDER ASSOCIATION (HO)

Holtslander soils occur in the Rocky Mountain Foothills and Rocky Mountains between

3500' and 5000' above sea level . The soils occur on level to gently sloping (0-5%)

topography . These soils have developed on inactive fluvial terraces . The texture is sandy

loam or gravelly sandy loam . The association is generally well drained .

Soil development is dominantly Degraded Dystric Brunisol (HO1) . H02 components are
mapped in slightly drier environments . On slightly higher (presumably older) terraces, and
where textures are finer (i .e . gravelly silt loam), minors of Brunisolic Gray Luvisols occur ;

these areas are mapped as H04 soils . Areas with imperfect drainage and Gleyed Degraded
Dystric Brunisol development are mapped as H07 . Holtslander soils are often mapped with or
near Five Cabin Creek and Knudsen Creek soils .

These soils occur in the Subalpine Engelmann spruce - alpine fir forested subzone .
Lodgepole pine is also quite common .

SOIL PROFILE
H01 i DEGRADED DYSTRIC BRUNISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- light gray ;
very gravelly sandy loam

- brown ;
very aravelly sandy loam

- yellowish brown ;
very gravellv sand

- dark grayis'1 browri ;
very aravellv loamy sand

- dark olive gray ;
very gravelly sand

solt
ASSOC . A710N O :RIttAt' F550" :A-EO :=A'° ~C
COIluONENT SOIL 5GIt C :AI"rASE

H01 i Degraded Well Drained ~100ae

B

, .

ruri sol

N02 Degraded Well Drained >IOOCai
Dystric
Brunisol
-------------- ------------------------

Degraded Eutric Well Drained '100cm
Brunlsol

H04 " Degraded Well Drained '100C.
Dystrit
runisol

------------------------ ----------------------- . .. .________________ -----------_ . .. . .______ ._ .__

Brunisolic

e

Wen Drained 'mDcm
Gray Euvtsol

H07 Degraded ^ Well to '100cm
DyStric

I
Moderately

_-_------ Brunisol Well Drained--- I

Gleyed Degraded ~ mperfectlyl >100c.

Dystric Brunisol Drained

-

"H07 is finer textured .
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Elevotion
(ft)

5000

4000

3000~

HOLTSLANDER AND FIVE CABIN CREEK SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

I HOLTSLANDER I I HAMBROOKI ;
i I I I i
j H07 ~ Y I H01 ; H04 I FCI ~ j FC3 i
I DG.DYB I w I DG.DYB I DG.DYB I BR .GL I ~ BR .GL Iw I I lal I I ~ I I

p IGL.DG.DYBI x I I BR.GL I I I P.GL i

i I Z j I ~ I W 2 Y I LU.HFP i

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Holtslander (HO)

Agriculture . No capability . Subalpine climate is major limitation .

Forestry . Low capability . The short growing season and moisture deficiencies limit the
capability .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose . Winter snow depth and low forage quantity are main
limitations .

Recreation . Very high to high carrying capacity . The soils are suitable for most recreational
purposes .

Engineering. Slight limitations . Frost action is the only limiting factor .
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HORSESHOE ASSOCIATION (HS) -

Horseshoe soils occur primarily in the Rocky Mountain Foothills and Rocky

Mountains, but also occur in the Alberta Plateau Benchlands . The soils have developed on

gravelly sandy loam to gravelly loam colluvium which overlies sandstone and shale bedrock .

They can be found on strongly to excessively sloping topography between 3500' and 5500' above

sea level . The soils have been mapped throughout the study area on the west side of the

Continental Divide ; the Mt . Suprenant area is an example of where the soil has been mapped .

The modal soil development for the association is Degraded Dystric Brunisol . HS2,

on drier slopes (i .e . with a south aspect), has some Orthic Dystric Brunisols . HS3, in wet-

ter and colder environments, has Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzols and borders with the Krummholz

subzone . Coarser textured soils (gravelly sandy loam to gravelly loamy sand) are mapped as

the HS4 component . HS5 and HS6 contain minor and major components respectively of Lithic

Degraded Dystric Brunisols . HS7 is mapped at the base of colluvial slopes where seepage

waters collect . Colluvial deposits upslope of Horseshoe soils are usually in the Merrick

association, and those downslope are in the Zonnebecke association .

Hors

dry (south) as

SOIL PROFILE
HSg;LITHIC DEGRADED DYSTRIC BRUNISOL

eshoe soils are found in the Subalpine Engelmann spruce - alpine fir zone . On

pects, lodgepole pine is dominant .

SOIL I
RSSUURTIDN "!`.1N-.
COMPONENT -V>CIL

ASS,"-
SCIL

-_
H51 Degraded Oystrk Well orained >s0ae

- decomposing organic matter
H52 I Degraded Oystric Well Or leed xaDL

Brunisol
-- -----

------ --- -----°-------------_-.-~-J
- pinkish gray ; loam Orthic Oystric 5uv-We7l DrainPd

Brurnsol
_ . . _.t ----y,,---_

HS3 Deg raded Oystric
Btruin.ol~

Well 9ratoed cmO

- brown to yellowish brown; loam
-----

--- -------

------

Drthic Hunio- Well Drained '100-
Eerric Podeoi

IIS4' I Degraded Dystric SkinWell Orained

- yellowish brown ; sandy loam I ----- Bruni .vol-
---

-------------- ----------------------

- sandstone bedrock

,H55 I Deg r aded Dystr'
0

c
I -------=uni sol

H56 Litnic Degraded
-- Dystric Brunisol

------- --------

"t
h1c

""s"!orthir Dystrie
Well
Ura lned

J uell Drained

Well Drained

" set~,

x SOCrn

-----------------------

< 50c.

<50cm

---------------------
>5ocm

BrunisolL . ---

L ithic Oegraded
Dystric Brunisol

Degraded Dystrit
Brunlsol

HS1 Degraded Dystric

I -__---
Drunlsel I

} --------------
Dleyed Degraded
Oystric

~ -
Or_

msai

"H54 is coarser textured .

~ Well 0r ia'ned

-------------------
Wen Drained

" Well Drained

.---__----- __--__

In"perrettly
Drained

>507m

--------------------

-SOCn
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Elevotlon
(n)

5000

400d

300d

2000

HORSESHOE AND ZONNEBECKE SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

I HORSESHOE

Y

w
f

HS6 HSS i HS3 HS-r ; HS2 HS, i HS 3

L DG DYB : DG .DYB ; DGDYB i DG.DYB i DG.DYB ~ DG.DYB i DG .DYB

LOHFP :L Dr .DYB ; OHFP GL.DG.DYB ; Off, B ! ~ O.HFP

I~-ZONNEBECKE--" j ZONNE-

BECKE
ZB1t

O.EB

0.MB

DG .EB

NORTH-10

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Horseshoe (HS)

Agriculture . No capability . Subalpine climate is major limitation .

Forestry. Low capability . A short growing season limits the capability .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose . Low forage quantity and winter snow depths are
main limitations . Habitat exists for goat and caribou .

Recreation . Moderate to very low carrying capacity . The capacity is determined by the slope .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Slope is the limiting factor.
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IMPERIAL CREEK ASSOCIATION (IC)

Imperial Creek soils occur in the lower elevations (2500'-3500') of the Rocky

Mountains on the east side of the Continental Divide . The soils have developed on very

shallow morainal material over deeply weathered siltstone . The texture is generally clay

loam or silty clay loam . There are few coarse fragments (<5%) in the B horizon, however, the

texture becomes very gravelly as weathered bedrock is encountered . The soils occur on gently

to moderately sloping (2-15%) topography .

The modal soil development is Brunisolic Gray Luvisol . The IC5 component has minor

Lithic components, whereas the IC6 member is dominantly Lithic . IC7 soils have significant

areas with restricted drainage .

Imperial Creek soils occur within the Subboreal zone . Lodgepole pine and white
spruce are the dominant trees, but occasionally alpine fir also occurs .

SOIL PROFILE
ICI ; BRUNISOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- light brownish gray ; silt loam

- yellowish brown to yellowish red ;
loam

- yellowish brown ; silt loam

- olive ; clay loam

- olive gray ; gravelly clay loam
(weathered siltstone)

.
~

_

_ . ~T _ ------ - - -
III L

AS50CIATI0N DOMINANT ASSOCIATED DEPTN '0

WBPONENT SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE -f BCU'.'PCY, .

ICI

---

Brunisolic Gray Moderateiy " 50cm
Luvisol Well Drained

IG5 Brunisolic Gray Moderately 50cm
L-i ol

----------------------------- ---------------------
Well

0
.in.d

-------------------- --------------

L
"

11od rate 50-
Cr, L.0~.G y

Dra
ell ~nld

106
Lt'ic

'r"nl,,Iic
"Do, r"T"

5Gt-
Gra

y
L-i

----------------------------- ---------------------
Orlin1d

-------------------- --------------

Ir,ni,,Iic Gray Moderately ' 50om
Luvisol Well Drained

Ic? Drun15u11< Gray Moderate
'y

50c.
Luvisol

----------------------- ------ ---------------------
Well

Dr.,
ned

-------------------- --------------

Gleyed Brunisotic Imperfectly '50cw
Gray Luvtsol Well Drelned
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IMPERIAL CREEK SOIL ASSOCIATION

Elevation
(ft.)

4000
Z I I Y I I Z

f ;-~-IMPERIAL CREEK IMPERIAL CREEK-i

300d

200d

U I i ¢
~ IC7 I ICI ~ ICg
I I w
I BR .GL I BR .GL i L.BR .GL i

I ~ i
GL.BR.GL I ~ BR.GLI

I I

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Imperial Creek (IC)

Agriculture . Low capability . Adverse climate is major limitation,

Forestry . Moderate capability . Climate and moisture deficiency limit tree growth .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose . Winter snow depth is main limitation . Habitat exists
for caribou .

Recreation . Moderate carrying capacity . Fine textures and a relatively impervious horizon
limit the capacity .

Engineering . Moderate to severe limitations . Fine textures, steepness of slope, and frost
action are main limiting factors .
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JARVIS ASSOCIATION (JR)

Jarvis soils occur in the Alberta Plateau Benchlands and the Rocky Mountain

Foothills below 3500' above sea level, and on slopes ranging from 2 to 15% . The parent

material is very gravelly loamy sand to gravelly sandy loam, calcareous fluvial and

glacio-fluvial terraces and fans . In the study area, the soils were mapped in the lower

Sukunka and Murray valleys, and in the Red Deer Creek, Flatbed Creek, and Stoney Lake areas .

The association originated in Albertal .

Modal soil development for the association is Brunisolic Gray Luvisol . The

presence of a horizon of clay accumulation (Bt) improves the water holding capacity of this

coarse-textured soil . JR2 soils are mapped in areas where inclusions of Degraded Eutric

Brunisols occur . In wetter environments, JR3
develops . JR5 and JR6 are mapped where minor
soils occur . Areas with inclusions of Gleyed
JR7 and JR8 . Neumann and Portage Creek soils
differ in that they are Brunisolic and do not

soils are mapped where a Podzolic B horizon

and major components respectively of Lithic

and Gleysolic soils respectively are mapped as

have similar parent material as Jarvis, but

have a horizon of clay accumulation . Moberly,
Sundance, and Oetca soils are often mapped with Jarvis Soils .

Jarvis soils are located in the Boreal white spruce zone . Due to fire history,

dominant trees are typically lodgepole pine and aspen . Common shrubs include shepherdia,
twin flower, and kinnikinnick .

SOIL PROFILE
JRI ; BRUNISOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- gray ; sandy loam

- strong brown ; sandy loam

- brownish yellow ; gravelly sandy

loam

- brownish yellow ; gravelly sandy
loam

- brownish yellow ; gravelly sandy
loam

- olive brown ; very gravelly sandy
loam ; calcareous

sDWL
ASSOCIATION JOf1IhAk1 ASSOCIATED DEPT1~ 'I
COMMENT SOII SOIL DRAINAGE DEDPOC,

JR1 Brunisolic Gray Well Drained »IOOcm
Luvisol

JRZ Brunisolic Gray J Wall Drained
w.isol

------- ------ ---- ------- ------

Degraded Eutric Well Drained >Iooc
Brunisol

Jill Orunisolio Gray Well Drained >]OOcm
Luvlsol

Podaotfe Gray Wen Drained " IDOce

~

ve,sat

JR5 Drunisolic Gray Well Drained >50cm
Luvieol

- - ------------------------- - -------------------- ------------------- - --------- -----------

Lithic Brunisolic Well Drained ~50cm
Gray. Luvisol

01111 Brunisolie Well Dramed !53cm
JR5 Gray Lunsol

------------------------- ---------------------- ----------------- ----------------------

Brunisolie Gray Well Drained >50cm
Luvisol

Ja7 Brvnisoue Gray Well Drained '100C.
Luvisol

----------------------- .__ ---------------------- -______________. ._ _ _________ ._ ._ . . .-__ ._,

Gleyed Brunisolic Imperfer.tly

I

" 100cm '
Grav Luvisol Drained

,

JRB " Brunisolic Gray Wall Drained >100cw
Luvisol

Gieysolics Poorly D-ained >100em~

1Soil Survey and Land Evaluation of the Hinton-Edson Area . Report No . 31 . Alberta Soil
Survey, 1Q72 .
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JARVIS AND SUNDANCE SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

Elewtion

(ft) J
¢
W
m
O
f<000

3000

200d

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Jarvis (JR)

Agriculture. Low capability . Stoniness and adverse climate are major limitations .

Forestry . Moderate capability . The coarse texture of the parent material results in rapid
drainage and a moisture deficiency for the vegetation .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose . Forage quantity is main limitation . Habitat for mule
deer and caribou.

Recreation . Very high to high carrying capacity. The soils are suitable for most uses,
although it may be difficult for vegetation to re-establish itself once disturbed.

Engineering. Slight limitations . These soils have no major limitations for use .
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UNUSED ASSOCIATION (KO)

Kinuseo soils occur in the Rocky Mountain Foothills, usually on level to gently
sloping topography (0-5%), but a few gullied areas have very steep slopes . Elevations for
these soils are less than 4000' above sea level . Gravelly sandy loam and very gravelly loamy
sand glaciofluvial and fluvial terraces form the parent material .

The dominant soil is a Degraded Eutric Brunisol . In wetter environments, K03

components are used where significant inclusions of Podzolic soils occur . K03 soils tend to
be transitional to Triad Creek soils, especially TD2 . K04 components appear in areas with

slightly finer textures permitting some Luvisolic development . K05 components have minor
Lithic soils . K07 components have areas with imperfect drainage, with Gleyed Degraded Eutric
Brunisols . Bulley and Monkman Creek soils are often mapped in association with Kinuseo .

The soils occur in the Subboreal white spruce - alpine fir zone . Due to fire
history, however, lodgepole pine is often the most dominant tree .

SOIL PROFILE
K01 ; DEGRADED EUTRIC BRUNISOL

- decomposing organic matter
- light gray ; gravelly sandy loam

- yellowish brown ; very gravelly

sandy loam

- gravels ; calcareous

- -

V

$o u
ASSOf,IATION
~

OONIhANT A55qC1ATCD OEP'-
'COYiPONEN SOIL--- --- SO:L-- 9GAINCSE - T 9! . =. .'- -

KO1 Degraded Eutric Well Drained- "I00-
Bruntsol Rauidly Drained

Ko3 Degraded Eutric Well Drained- loft.
Brunisol

---------------------- ---------------------
Rapidly Drained

_______________________ _______________

Crthic Humo- Jeil Orained- " IOOam
Tarric Podzol : Rapidly Orained
Degraded
Dystric Brunisal

KG' Degraded Eutrie Hell Drained .10ocm
Brunisol

---------------------- --------------------- ----------------------- ---------------

Podiolic Gray Well Drained '100cm
Luvlsnl ;
Brunisal~c
Gray Luvisol

Ko5 Degraded Well Drained >Ioocan
Eutric Brunisol

______________________ _____________________ _______________________ ---------------

Lit' ia Degraded Well Drained ' 50cn
Eutrlc Brunisol

K07 "graded Well 1r,1 ad IODC,
---.-Eutric Brunisol __

------------

------------------------ ------------ .__

Gleyed peqra ed Inqerfectly " 1o0oas o
Eutric Druni 1 Drained

" K04 1s finer textured .
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BULLMOOSE, KINUSEO AND TRIAD CREEK SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

Elavatlon
(ft)

aood

i
-BULLMOOSE----"-KINUSE0~~

I
BMI i am, i BM7 i K01 I K03 i

COR I CU .R i CU.R i DG .EB i DG .EB i

I I I I ~ I W I
I I I ~ I P.GL ~ ~ d I j II I I I I I N I

I BR .GL !
I

;

300d

200d

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Kinuseo (KO)

Agriculture . Low capability . Stoniness and adverse climate are major limitations .

Forestry . Moderate capability . Coarse surficial material textures lead to a moisture
deficiency which limits tree growth .

TRIAD i : TRIAD
CREEK i ? i 2 ~ CREEKa
TD2 Z I TD,

O.HFP 1 f i 0 i O.HFP
~ I

Y I - II

Ungulates. Low capability for moose . Low forage quantity is main limitation .

Recreation . Very high to high carrying capacity . The soils are suitable for most uses .

Engineering . Slight limitations . These soils have no major limitations for use .
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KNUDSEN CREEK ASSOCIATION (KN)*

Knudsen Creek soils occur in the Rocky Mountain Foothills and the Rocky Mountains

of the east side of the Continental Divide on slopes that are depressional to gentle (0-5%) .

They are between 3500' and 5500' above sea level . The parent material is a gravelly sandy

loam to very gravelly loamy sand floodplain, which is subject to flooding .

The modal association member has Cumulic Regosol soils, with minor inclusions of

Orthic Regosols . KN2 is mapped on slightly raised terraces that have been flood free

sufficiently long to develop some Brunisolic soils . KN7 has Gleyed Regosols, and KN8 has

Gleysols . Knudsen is differentiated from Monkman and Oetca soils by vegetation zone .

The soils are in the Subalpine Engelmann spruce - alpine fir zone . Willow, alder

and vaccinium are common shrubs . Lodgepole pine also occurs, especially in fire disclimax

communities .

SOIL PROFILE
KNI ; CUMULIC REGOSOL

- dark grayish brown ;
gravellv sandy loam : calcarrniis

- huried ornanic matter

- dark nrayish brown ;
very gravelly loamy sand

--
-6Dtt

-
.,DC

iAT10N
COMMENT

~

DOMINnBT
S~li

- --

I ASC_OC :ATED
SOa

I
aRAINA4E

--~ ~ -

DEPT, . '0 I
BED?OE< '

KNI Cumulia Regosol Noderately > 100- ~I

KN2 Cumulic Regosol

----------------° -------- -------

We II Drained

Noderately
Well Drained
---- -------

'I

'100cm I'.

------

" I Degraded Dystric Well Drained ~IOOOn
Brunfsol

KNI Cumulic Regosol Iloderately > 100am

_____________________ _____________________
We

11
Drained

_______________ .._____ ______________

Gleyed Cumulic lmperfectly ~IOOcm
Re9osol Orafred

--Y--

KNe Cumutic Regowl

_____________________ _____________________

Moderately: . . .

.

.
Weli Drained

__

>100cn
I

-------

Rego Gleysots Poorly Drained >IOOCm

fffi

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Knudsen Creek (KN)

Agriculture . No to low capability . Subalpine climate and stoniness are major limitations .

Forestry . Low capability . Frequent flooding lowers the capability of these soils .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose . Snow depth and forage quantity are main
limitations .

Recreation . Low carrying capacity . Flooding is a hazard to recreational uses .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Flood occurrence is the only limiting factor .

*
Refer to Hominka Association for cross-sectional diagram .
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KENZIE ASSOCIATION (KZ)*

Kenzie soils are located in the Alberta Plateau Plains and Benchlands to the Rocky

Mountain Foothills . They usually occur in low elevations, below 2500' above sea level,

although they can occur up to 4000' above sea level . These soils occur on very gentle

slopes (<2% slope) . The parent material is organic, comprised mainly of sphagnum moss .

These soils are very poorly drained .

Soil development is primarily in the Mesisol Great Group . KZ3 soils have minor

areas with Fibrisol development . KZ4 components are relatively shallow to mineral soil . KZ6

soils are dominantly Lithic . Eaglesham and Snipe soils are commonly associated with Kenzie .

Kenzie soils occur in the Boreal white spruce zone . Tree species are stunted and

widely spaced black spruce and, occasionally, tamarack . Sphagnum moss mats the ground .

Labrador tea and vaccinium are the main shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
KZ4 ; TERRIC MESISOL

SOIL
ASSOCIATION DOMINANT ASSOCIATED OEPTN '.0
COMPONENT SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE BEDROCK

-
Very Poorly

I

KZI Mesisal Orained > 100cm

Very Poorly
~KZ3 Mesisol

-------------------------- -----------------------
Orained

-------------------
'IOOCm
_____________-___ .____

Very Poorly

I'

Fibrisal Drained IOOcm

Very Poorly
KZ4 Mesisol

-------------------------- __ .___________________
Orained________________ ._.

> loft.
._ .________________.__

Terric Mesisol Very Poorly " 100 .
Drained

KZ6 Lithic Very Poorly < 50c.
Mesisol

_____ ___________ . .__ ______________________
Orained

_ __________ ._______ ____._______________ ._____
Very Poorly

Mesis01 Drained > 100cm

E

g
0

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Kenzie (KZ)

Agriculture . Low capability . Excess moisture is major limitation .

Forestry . No capability . Very poor drainage severely restricts tree growth .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose . Low forage quantity is main limitation .
Some habitat exists for caribou .

Recreation . Very low carrying capacity . Organic textures and very poor drainage are extremely
limiting .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Poor drainage and soil texture are the limiting factors .

*
Refer to Eaglesham Association for cross-sectional diagram.
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LODGE ASSOCIATION KG)

Lodge soils occur in the Alberta Plateau and the Rocky Mountain Foothills on

moderate to steep slopes (5-30%), and at elevations between 2000' and 4000' . Lodge soils

have a 15 to 50 cm sandy loam capping over a loam to clay till . The capping is probably a

slopewash or eolian feature . LG4 has a gravelly sandy loam fluvial veneer instead .

The modal soil is a Brunisolic Gray Luvisol . LG2 occurs in drier environments and

has inclusions of Orthic Gray Luvisols and Degraded Eutric Brunisols . LG3, at higher
elevations, has some Podzolic Gray Luvisols . LG7 has some Gleyed soils and LG8 some
Gleysols . Moberly, Edson, or Fellers soils are often mapped in conjunction with Lodge . They

differ from Lodge in that they do not have a fluvial capping .

Lodge soils occur within the Boreal white spruce zone . Due to periodic fires,
typical vegetation includes aspen, cottonwood, willow, alder, lodgepole pine, and viburnum .

SOIL PROFILE
LGI ; BRUNISOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- gray ; silt loam
- dark brown ; sandy loam

- light brown ; sandy loam

- yellowish brown ; loam

- olive brown ; ioam

- dark grayish brown ; calcareous

E

S

-
SOILASSOCIATION DOMINANT ASSOCIATED

GOIFOIIENT SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE BEUdOCC

LG1 Brunixolio Gray ` Moderately
Luvisol Well to Well

Drained

LGZ Brunisolic Gray Nnderately >IDO<m
Luvisol Well to Well

-------------------------- ------------------- -
Drained

------- -------------- -----------------

Orthic Gray Moderately '100c,,

-------------------------
Luvisol
-------------------

Well Orained
------------------- ------------------

Degraded Eutric Iwderately " loo-
Brunisol Well Drained

LG3 Grunisolic Gray Moderately '100C.
Luvisol Well to Well

________________________-
.. . . . . . .. . ... ... . .. . . Dr.ed

_______________ .____ -------_________

Podzolic Gray Moderately " 100aa
Luvisol Well to Well

grained

LGa " Brunisolic Gray Well Drained " 100cm
Luvisol

LG7 ~ Brunisollc Gray Ibderately ~ 100cm
Luvisol

. . . . . _________________ .
llell Drained

---------------------- -----------------. ... . . . . . . -__

GI eyed Brulsolic lmpeffectly " loot.
Gray Luvisol Drained

LGa I Bruntsoli< Moderately Ink .
Gray Luvisol Well Dretned

Gleysolics Poorly Drained >100cm

" LGA has a gravelly sandy loam capping .
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LODGE SOIL ASSOCIATION

E~wot~on
(tt)

4000

300d

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Lodge (LG)

Agriculture. Low capability . Topography, stoniness, and adverse climate are dominant
limitations .

Forestry . Moderate capability . The sandy loam capping may have seasonal moisture deficiencies .

Unjula_tes . Moderate to high capability for moose . Snow depth is moderate limitation .
Habitat exists for mule deer and elk.

Recreation . High to moderate carrying capacity . Slope, and a relatively impervious horizon
in the underlying fine textured till can be limiting .

Engineering. Slight to severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are the limiting
factors .
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LEAN-TO ASSOCIATION (LT)

Lean-To soils occur in the Rocky Mountains, on the east side of the Continental
Divide, between 2000' to 3500' above sea level . The soils have developed on deep, gravelly
loam to sandy loam morainal material, which usually overlies shales and sandstones .

Topography is moderately to steeply sloping (5-30%) . The soils have been primarily mapped
in the upper Sukunka River valley .

The modal soil development is Degraded Dystric Brunisol . LT5 is mapped where
Lithic soils are a minor component of the map unit (i .e . till is shallow to bedrock) . LT7
components have areas with drainage restrictions, resulting in some Gleyed soils . Lean-To
soils are commonly mapped in association with Crum Mountain and Bulley soils ; they differ in
that Lean-To is usually coarser-textured and more acidic .

The soils are in the Subboreal white spruce - alpine fir zone . Lodgepole pine is
also quite common .

SOIL PROFILE
LTI ;DEGRADED DYSTRIC BRUNISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- yellowish brown ; gravelly loam

c
- dark yellowish brown; gravelly

silt loam

- dark yellowish brown ; gravelly
loam

- very dark yellowish brown ; very
gravelly loam ; calcareous

TSOILASSOCIATION 90NINANT ASSOCIATED 9EPTU ?0
COMPONENT SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE CEG"Ctt

LTI Degraded Dystric . Well Drained

I

IOOna '
Brunisol

-
~

-7

Lx5 Degraded Dysaic Well Drained >IOOC.
Brunisol

_______________________ . . ._ .____ .__________ ______.__. .__ . . .______ . . ..__.. . .. .____________ .}

Lithic Degraded 4e11 Drained >S0-
Oystric Bruniso

1
LT) ! Degraded Oystric Weil Drained

---111

'50~
' Brunisol

_______________Y

Gleyed Degraded Imperfectly SOcm
-_ 0 Strit Brunisof Drained
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Elevation
(ft .)

4000'

3000

LEAN

L

-TO SOIL

EAN-TO-

ASSOCIATI ON

i

LT7 i LT5
LTI

i Q i
DG.DYB ~ DG.DYB DG.DYB i

I Z I

GL.DG .DYB i LDG.DYB I
I

CRUM MOUNTAIN

NORTH-1110,

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Lean-To (LT)

Agriculture . Low capability . Adverse climate, stoniness, and topography are dominant
limitations .

Forestry. Moderate capability . Seasonal moisture deficiency may be limiting in these well
drained soils .

Ungulates . Moderate capability for moose. Winter snow depth is main limitation . Habitat
exists for caribou .

Recreation . High to moderate carrying capacity . The capacity is determined by the slope .

Engineering . Slight to severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are the
limiting factors .
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MERRICK ASSOCIATION (MC)

- decomposing organic matter

- very dark gray ; sandy loam

- reddish brown to brown ; sandy
loam

- dark yellowish brown ; gravelly
loam

SDI L
---- ------ ---

ASSOCIATION DOMINANT ASSOCIATED DEPTH TO
QOIPDNEXT SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE BEDROCK

"CI Orthic Hun- Well Drained 150-
Fe"ic Podzal

r,<3 Drthic Huo- Well Drained 50-
Ferric Podzoi

------------------------ - --------- ----

Soatric Hum- Well Dratned 150-,c
Podzol :

$pbric Ferro-
Huwic Podxol

Ku Drihie Huno- We 11 Drained >50c.
Ferric Podzol

-------------------------- __ ._____________________ __________ . ._.________ ______.__ .. . .-__ .____- -

Podozolic Gray Well Drained Sam
Levisol :
aruntsolic
Gray Lovisol

NC5 Orthic Horo- Well DraiMd z50a.
Ferric Podzol

----------------------- ------------------------ ------- -----------------

Lithic Orthic Well Drained ' 50n
Huo-Ferric
Podzol

'HCa is fieer textured .

Merrick soils are located in the Rocky Mountain Foothills and Rocky Mountains, on

the east side of the Continental Divide, on strongly to excessively sloping topography (>9%)

between 3500' and 5500' elevation . The parent material is a gravelly sandy loam to gravelly

loam colluvium which usually overlies non-calcareous sandstones and shales . Examples of

where Merrick soils have been mapped include the Wolverine River valley and Mount Suprenant

area .

Modal soil development of the association is Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol . In shallow
to bedrock (Lithic) areas, MC5 soils are mapped . MC4 soils are used in areas where
finer-textured materials permit some Luvisplic development. At higher elevations, MC3 is
used as a transition to Reesor soils in the Krummholz. At lower elevations, Merrick soils
grade into Horseshoe soils, the transition component being HS3.

The soils occur in the Subalpine Engelmann spruce - alpine fir forested subzone .

In fire disclimax communities, lodgepole pine is dominant . Common shrubs include white

rhododendron and alders .

SOIL PROFILE

- very dark grayish brown ; gravelly
loan

- sandstone and shale bedrock
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PALSSON,REESOR AND MERRICK SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

Elevofion
(fl)

6000'

5000

4000~

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Merrick (MC)

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse subalpine climate and steep topography are major
limitations .

Forestry . Low capability . A short growing season limits tree growth .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose . Low forage production and winter snow depth are
main limitations . Habitat exists for goat and caribou .

Recreation . Moderate to very low carrying capacity . Slope limits and determines the
carrying capacity .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Steepness of slope is the only limiting factor .
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MEIKLE CREEK ASSOCIATION (ME)

Meikle Creek soils occur in the Alberta Plateau Benchlands and the Rocky Mountain

Foothills, on level to gentle slopes (0-5%) below 4000' elevation . The parent materials are

non-calacareous fluvial deposits which are subject to flooding . The texture of these

floodplain soils varies from gravelly loamy sand to sandy loam .

The modal soil development is Cumulic Regosol . ME2 is mapped on slightly raised,

drier, and older terraces that have some Orthic Eutric Brunisol development . ME7 and ME8

components have areas with restricted drainage that have minor Gleyed soils and Gleysolic

soils respectively . Meikle Creek soils are similar to Bullmoose soils, but are located in

different vegetation zones . Associated soils include Portage Creek and Neumann which occur

on fluvial terraces and fans above the floodplain .

The soils occur in the Boreal white spruce zone . Due to periodic flooding,

dominant trees are white spruce and cottonwood .

SOIL PROFILE
ME I i CUMULIC REGOSOL

dark grayish brown, fine sandy loam

- buried organic material

- very dark grayish brown, sandy loam

So
IL

ASSOCIATION DOMIYANT ASSOCIATED DEPTN TO
COMPONENT SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE OIOROCK

NEI Cuwulic Regosol , Moderately >IOOo
Nell Dr.inM

ME2 Cuulic Regosel Moderately >100-

--'----------------------
------------------

We ll Orained
--'--------------'--'-- ----"-'---'---___'-'---

Orthic Nell Drained '100rn
Eutrlc Brunisol

ME7 Cueulic Regosol Ibderately s100c.

------------------- ------ ------------------
Nell Drained

----------------------- -------------------------

Gleyed C-Tie l"erfettly >10oa .
Regasal Drained

MER Cwulic Regosol Ibderately >1Wa
Iained---- well Dr
______

YesolRego G1

a

7oorly Dr ined >100aeI
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Refer to Neumann Association for cross-sectional diagram .

PLATE 1_0 ; P';EIKLE CREEK ASSOCIATION (ME)
SOIL PROFILE

Due to periodic flooding, Meikle Creek soils

lack horizon development .

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Meikle Creek (ME)

PLATE 11 ; MEIKLE CREK ASSOCIATION (ME)
SOIL ENVIRONMENT

Seral stands of cottonwood and a dense

understory shrub layer are common .

Agriculture . Moderate to low capability . Flooding and climate are major limitations .

Forestry . High capability . These soils have a high capability for black cottonwood,
although flooding limitations may occur .

Ungulates . High capability for moose . Forage quantity is only slight limitation . Habitat
for mule deer also exists .

Recreation . Low carrying capacity . Flooding on the soils may be seasonally hazardous .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Flood occurrence and frost action are the limiting factors .
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McGREGOR ASSOCIATION (MG)

McGregor soils occur in the Rocky Mountain Trench on level to very gently sloping
topography (0-2%) between 2400' to 2500' elevation . The soils have developed on a
non-calareous silt loam to fine sandy loam floodplain with less than 10% coarse fragments .
The soils are mapped alongside the Parsnip and Hominka rivers .

The modal soil is a Gleyed Orthic Regosol . The soil is imperfectly drained due to
seasonally high water tables . MG8 soils have significant inclusions of poor drainage with
Gleysolic soils . Chief and Moxley organic soils are commonly mapped alongside McGregor
soils .

McGregor soils occur in the Subboreal zone . Cottonwood and white spruce are the
dominant trees . MG8 soils are often non-forested due to poor drainage, with sedges and
willows dominant .

SOIL PROFILE
MG4 ; GLEYED ORTHIC REGOSOL

g rayish brown ;
- fine sandy loam

- buried organic material

SOIL
ASSOCIATION
COMPONENT

DOMINANT
SOIL

ASSOCIATED
SOIL DRAINAGE

DEPTH TO
BEDROCK

NGI Gleyed Imperfectly > 100c.
Orthic Regosol

------------------------- ---------------------------
Drained

--------------------- ----------------------

Gleyed Loeolic laperfectly >I00- '
Re9osol Drained

MGB Gleyed
-I1

Re
-----------!!!

. ego Gleysol lePerfectly +
Drained

Poorly Drained

> 100cni

lO0n
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~,efer to Moxley Association for cross-sectional diagram .

PLATE 12 : MCGREGOR ASsOCIATION (MG)

Very poorly drained fluvial deposits that
are adjacent to the Parsnip and Hominka Rivers are
mapped as MG8 . Poor drainagc and frequent inundaticn
apparently restrict tree growth here . Moxley (MX)
organic soils have black spruce, whereas Chief (CF)
organics do not .

SUITABILITY FOR USE : McGregor (MG)

Agricultu re . Moderate to low capability . Flooding, excess moisture, and adverse climate are
major limitations .

Forestry . High capability . The capability for black cottonwood is high on these valley
bottom soils . Poorly drained areas may have no capability for forestry .

Ungulates . High capability for moose . Snow depth is major limitation for other ungulates .

Recreation . Low carrying capacity . A flooding hazard exists for these soils .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Flood occurrence, poor drainage and frost action are all
limiting factors .
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MYHON ASSOCIATION (MH)

Myhon soils occur in the Rocky Mountains on steep to extremely steep slopes
(15%-60%+) between 3500' and 6000' above sea level . The parent material is a gravelly sandy

loam colluvium over limestone and dolomite bedrock . The coarse fragments tend to be angular .

The modal soil is an Orthic Melanic Brunisol . MH4, in avalanche areas,also

contains Orthic Regosols and Lithic Orthic Regosols . MH7, with imperfect drainage, is

usually found in seepage areas and includes some Gleyed Orthic Melanic Brunisols . Myhon

soils are usually associated with Blue Lake, Hedrick, Onion Creek, Becker Mountain and Sheba

soils .

Myhon soils are in the Subalpine Engelmann spruce - alpine fir zone . Lodgepole

pine also occurs . MH4 component is usually non-forested due to repeated avalanching .

SOIL PROFILE
MH410RTHIC REGOSOL

- decomposing organic matter

dark gray, gravelly loam

- limestone and dolamite bedrock

SOIL
ASSOCIATION DOMINANT ASSOCIATED

DE
P7' '0

COMPONENT SOIL SO L DRAINAGE BEDRO~.R

'Nell to
WI Orthic Melanic 8oderately " 50c .

Brunisol vell Drained

MH4 Orthic Melanic Well to 50c .
Bruntsol Moderately

_ .___ .________.________ ----------------------
xell Orained----________ .__ .____ .----- _________________

Orthic Regosol Nell to > SOCm

---------------- ----------------------
Rapidly Drained

---------------------- -----------------

Lithic Orthic Hell to < 50ce
Regotot Rapidly Drained

~lBV Orthic Melanic Well to
Moderately

I ,

arunisol
__________

. .. . .. ---

Ndl]_jlEpin6~__ .__

--

-

---------------

Gleyed Orthic IaQerfectly - 50c~
Melanic erunisol Drained
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MYHON AND BECKER MOUNTAIN SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

Elevation
(ft.)

SHEBA
MOUNTAIN

-MYHON i ~ BECKER MTN. a

MI-14 ~ MH7 ~ ~ BC6 ~ BC5 i BCI i

O.M .B . i OMB' i ~ L.O.RI i O .R i O.R
I 2

OR ! G .L .0 M .B . ~ I O .R ~ L .O .R I 1 C

6000~

5000~

400d

L.O.R.

avalanching

I
I L .O.E .B . i I

0 I ~ ~ I
D: I ~ I I
p I I I
W ~ ~ 1 I ~p

I 1 i Z
W
3

SUITABILITY FOR USE : N(yhon (MH)

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse climate and steep topography are major limitations .

Forestry . Low capability . Active downslope movement, plus areas of avalanching,
restrict tree growth,

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose and goat . Snow depth is main limitation .

Recreation . Moderate to very low carrying capacity . Steep slopes and a sensitive soil
surface horizon (Ah, high organic matter content) limit the capacity .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are limiting factors .
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MONKMAN CREEK ASSOCIATION (MK)

Monkman Creek soils are located in the Rocky Mountains and Rocky Mountain

Foothills, on level to gently sloping terrain (0-5%) below 3500' above sea level . The parent

material is a gravelly sandy loam to loamy sand, calcareous floodplain . These soils are

subject to frequent flooding . An example of where they have been mapped is along the Sukunka

River at the upper end of the valley .

The modal association member (MK1) has Cumulic Regosol soil development . Areas

with Gleyed and Gleysolic soils are mapped as MK7 and MK8 respectively . MK2 components are

mapped on slightly raised terraces that have some Brunisolic soils ; flooding is not as

frequent in these areas . Monkman Creek soils grade into Oetca soils along several river

systems ; they differ in terms of vegetation zone and usually differ in terms of texture.

These soils occur in the Subboreal white spruce - alpine fir zone . Due to periodic

flooding, dominant trees are white spruce and cottonwood . Willows and alders are among the

common shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
MKI ;CUMULIC REGOSOL

- decomposing organic matter

- Cl,CZ,C3 - grayish brown; loamy

sand

- grayish brown ; sand

SOIL
ASSOCIATION DOMIXMT ASSOCIATED DEPTH -a

COMPONENT SOIL SO L DPAIIWGE lEDROCK

HKl Cuaulic Regosol Moderately > loom
Yell Drained I

Im2 C-lic Pegosol No" telY > 100c.
Yell Drained

.__--__ . .._ .-__--____-__ _-----___- ..._________ ______ .______ .--_ .- . -_________ ._

Degraded Eutric Well Drained > 100n
Brvnisol

W7 Cwlic Regosol Moderately > IOOn

------------------------- ______-___ ..__-__ .__ ._
Yell Dr .

'd

-----------

--------

________ .- . ._.

Gleyed lapertectly > 100.
Cuulic Regosol Drained

IY;O Cwlic Negosol Ibderately > loo.

----------------------- - -----------------------
Well Drained

-------------------- ----- -----------

6leysolics Poorly Drained > 100a

.
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Elevation
(ft .)

300d

20od

MONKMAN CREEK SOIL ASSOCIATION

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Monkman Creek (MK)

Agriculture . Low capability . Flooding, stoniness, and adverse climate are major limitations .

Forestry . Moderate capability . Flooding is a limiting factor .

Ungulates . High capability for moose . Habitat for mule deer exists, with snow depth being
main limitation .

Recreation . Low carrying capacity . Flooding is a hazard for these soils .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Flood occurrence and frost action are limiting factors .



PLATE 13 : MONKMAN CREEK ASSOCIATION (MK)

Looking south towards the upper end of
Wolverine River valley . Calcareous floodplain
deposits in the Subboreal zone are mapped as MK .
Non-calcareous fluvial fan is mapped as Bullmoose
(BM) . Lower slope deposits are primarily colluvium
and are mapped as Suprenant Mtn . (ST) or Spieker
Mtn . (SP) soils . Upper slope deposits in the
forested subzone of the Subalpine zone are mapped
as Horseshoe (HS) or Merrick (MC) .



PLATE IL} : MOBERLY/LODGE ASsOcIATION (MO/LG), SOIL PROFILE

Left side of photograph indicates profile with sandy
veneer overlying morainal material of the Lodge Association .
Right side lacks sandy veneer and indicates profile charac-
teristic of the Moberly Association . This intermixing of
associations in the landscape results in complex map units .

(Photo by T .K . Ovanin)

PLATE 15 : MOBERLY/LODGE ASSOcIATION (MO/LG), SOIL ENVIRONMENT

Typical seral lodgepole pine stands where complex
Moberly/Lodge soils are commonly mapped .

(Photo by T .K . Ovanin)
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MOBERLY ASSOCIATION (MO)

Moberly soils are located in the Alberta Plateau Benchlands and Rocky Mountain
Foothills, between 2000' and 4000' elevation on gently to steeply sloping (2-30% )
topography . The soils have developed on a calcareous, clay loam to loam cordilleran till .

Coarse fragment content varies from 5 to 30%. The till may be covered with up to 15 cm of
sandy capping. Soils with a deeper sandy capping over till are in the Lodge association .

Moberly soils have been mapped throughout the north and northeast portions of the study area,

and were previously mapped in the Peace River areal .

The modal soil development is a Brunisolic Gray Luvisol . The M02 component is

mapped where significant inclusions of Degraded Eutric Brunisols exist . M03 soils are

mapped in higher elevations, where a Podzolic B horizon has developed over the horizon of

clay accumulation ; M04 is used for coarser-textured (sandy loam to clay loam) tills that

often lack a horizon of clay accumulation (Bt) . Shallow till over bedrock areas with either

major or minor Lithic soils are mapped as M06 or M05 respectively . M07 and M08 components

are mapped in areas with some restricted drainage indicating Gleyed or Gleysolic soils occur .

Lodge, Zonnebecke, and Dickebusch soils are often mapped near Moberly .

Moberly soils occur in the Boreal white spruce zone . Due to fire history, dominant

trees are aspen, willow, and lodgepole pine . Alder, birch, and white spruce also occur .

Common shrubs include viburmnn and shepherdia .

SOIL PROFILE
M01 ;BRUNISOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- light gray ; silt loam

- light yellowish brown ; silt loam

- grayish brown ; loam

- yellowish brown ; loam

- dark grayish brown ; loam

- very dark grayish brown ; loam

1Soi1 Survey of Peace River area .
Report No . 8 . B .C . Soil Survey,
1965 .

r- -
soiL

- -
ASSOCIATION DasINANT assouaTEn ILV-x To
COMPONENT SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE 8:.90CK

M01 Orunisolic Gray Well to > loom
Luvisol Moderately

. Well Drained

w02 Bruntsolic Gray Well to > loom
Luvisol Moderately

-------------------------- -_-------------------
Well Drained

--------------------- _ ._ .._ .__ . . . . . . ._____ .

Degraded Eutric Well Drained >too.
Brunisol

M03 BwnisolicGray Wellto I >loom
Luvisol Moderately

------------------------- ---------------------
Well Drained

--------------______ ___________ .____.___ .

7odozolic Gray Well to >IOOn
L-i'o Moderately

Well Drained

M04" Brunisolic Gray Well to >looo
Luvisol Moderately

------------------------- ---------------------
Well Drained

----------------- .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Degraded Eutrtc Well Drained loom-------------------- . . .-- Brunisol--------------------- -------------------- __--------------------

rthic Eutric0 Well Drained >loom
Brunisol

WOS Brunisul1u Gray Well 10 > SOtvt
Luvisol Mod.tell

- ------------------------ ---------------------
Well Dralned

--------------.----- - ------'-------------
Lithic Brunisolic Well to < 50-
Gray Luvisol IbderatelZ

Well Drained

N0G Lithic Brunisolic Well to < Som
Gray Luvisol lbderately

_____________ _______________ ..___
Well Drained

___________________ ---------------------._________

Ermisolic Gray Well to > 50c.
Luvisol Moderately

Well Drained

107 Brunisolic Gray Moderately Well > loom
---- Luvisol

---------- _. ._____I---- ---- ---- __------- - Drained---- .--____ --- I
Gleyed Brunlsoltc leperfectly ' 100c.
Gray Luvisol Drained

MD9 Brvnisolic Gray Moderately Well > IOOc .
------Luvisol
------------------ ---- .__ . ..__________.

Orained
-------------------

I
_- ._ . ________ ._ ._-

Gleysolics , Poorly Orained

I

' > loon

"M04 is coarser textured.
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Devotion
(ft)

500d

400d

30od

2000'

HORSE ; RoBB
SHOE ;

MOBERLY SOIL ASSOCIATION
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I
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I Ii
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I

.G i GL .BR .GL i L .BR .GL

I ~
I I

!

~ MOBERLY

i
I

M01 i i M02 i i
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I
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I
BR .GL I

I ~
I BR .GL ,

I
i
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w
I

I DG .EB i I

~ iv I I I Iw I I w I r I Im I I m I J I
W I I W I ~ I N I
Z ~ I Z I tal I j

O ! I O ~ 0 I Q i
N i I N I ~ I -~ I

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Moberly (MO)

Agriculture . Low capability . Topography, stoniness, and adverse climate are major limitations .

Forestry . Moderate capability . Droughtiness and a clay accumulation horizon which restricts
root growth are moderate limitations .

Ungulates . Moderate to high capability for moose . Habitat exists for mule deer and elk, with
winter snow depth being main limitation .

Recreation . Moderate carrying capacity . Fine soil textures and a relatively impervious
horizon limit recreational use .

Engineering . Slight to severe limitations . Steepness of slope determines the rating ; frost
action is also limiting .
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MISINCHINKA ASSOCIATION (MS)

Misinchinka soils occur in the high elevations (5000-6000') of the Rocky Mountains
on the west side of the Continental Divide . These soils usually occur on moderately steep to
very steep slopes (>15%) . These soils have developed on shallow to thin colluvial material
overlying non-calcareous, fine-textured metamorphic rocks, mainly schist . They either have
undergone, or are currently undergoing, periglacial processes like cryoturbation . The
texture is gravelly sandy loam to silt loam. Misinchinka soils have been mapped in the high
mountains bordering the Hominka valley .

The modal soil is an Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol . Where extensive cryoturbation has
not permitted soil horizonation, Turbic Orthic Regosols (MS4) occur . Where the dominant
soils are Lithic (both Podzols and Regosols), MS6 is mapped ; MS5 is mapped when Lithic subgroups
occur as a minor soil . Gable Mountain soils in the Alpine zone, and Dezaiko soils in the
Subalpine forest subzone are commonly associated with the Misinchinka association .

These soils occur in the Subalpine Engelmann spruce - alpine fir krumnholz subzone .
Stunted trees, heathers, vacciniums, and crowberry are some of the common plants .

SOIL PROFILE
MS6 ;LITHIC ORTHIC HUMO-FERRIC PODZOL

- decomposing organic matter

- enriched with organic matter ; turfy

- dark brown ; gravelly silt loam

- dark grayish brown ; gravelly silt
loam

- olive gray ; very gravelly silt loam ;
(weathered bedrock) _

- metamorphic bedrock (i .e . schist)

SDIE
FSSOCIATION On1 :+A ; :T

~~
ASSOCIATED 111", TO

COMPONENT

~

SOIL

~

SOIL O0.AINACE OLdFO'.K

MET 0rthic Hum-Ferric Moderately I 50c .
Podzol - We

11 C
rained

.M50 Orthic H-Ferric ~ Moderately >50CGn
Podxol

-------------------------- ----------------------
Hell Drained

------------------------ --------------------

(Turbic) Orthic Moderately 150c .
Reosol Well Drained L,

M$5 Orthia Hum -Ferric Moderately >50cm
Podzol

-------------------------- ----------------------
Wall Drained

------------------------ ---------------------

Lithic Orthic Mode
r'

tely '50c .
Huao-Ferric We ll mrained

--------'---'------------
Podzol
-------------------- --------°._ .'--------

i
----"----'---'°---

Uthic Sonbric
Mod

eratelY <50c.
'

8u
.-Fe rric 4e11 Drained__ " ___ " _ " _ "______________ Podzol

I _______________

--

-------------------- _ ._ .___. . .. ._____ ._
rI

Lithic Soa~bric Moderately <50- II Fe
rro-Hunic We 11 Dr. tnedPod
zol

11$6 LIthic Orthic Moderately <5 c .
Humo-Ferric Well Drained
Podzol

Lithic (Turbie( Moderately Well <50ua .
Orthic Regosol Drained
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Refer to Gable Mtn . Association for cross-sectional diagram.

PLATE 16 : MISINCHINKA ASSOCIATION (MS)

This soil is located in the upper krummholz
subzone bordering the Alpine tundra zone . This
area is mapped as MS4, since many soils exhibit
evidence of active frost churning (cryoturbation) .
(Photo by T . K . Ovanin)

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Misinchinka (MS)

PLATE 17 : MISINCHINKA ASSOCIATION (MS),
SOIL ENVIRONMENT

Typically stunted alpine fir and

Engelmann spruce in the krummholz subzone of
the Subalpine zone . MS1 is mapped in this area .
(Photo by T . K . Ovanin)

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse subalpine climate is

Forestry . No capability .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose,
quantity are main limitations .

Alpine climates prevent tree

major limitation .

establishment .

caribou , and goats . Snow depth and forage

Recreation . Moderate to very low carrying capacity .
these soils fairly sensitive to use .

Slope and cold climate processes make

Engineering . Moderate to severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are limiting
factors .
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MOXLEY ASSOCIATION (MX)

Moxley soils are located in the lower elevations (below 4000' above sea level) of

the Rocky Mountain Trench and Rocky Mountains . Topography is depressional or level to very

gently sloping (<2%) . The parent material is organic, comprised mainly of sphagnum peat .

The texture is fibric . These soils are very poorly drained . Large areas of Moxley soils are

mapped near the confluence of the Hominka and Parsnip Rivers .

Soil development is of the Fibrisol Great Group ; the soils are generally classified

at the subgroup level as Sphagno-Fibrisols . Chief and McGregor soils are commonly associated

with the Moxley association .

Moxley soils are found within the Subboreal white spruce - alpine fir zone . Black

spruce, sphagnum moss, labrador tea are common species which represent the edaphic climax on

these soils .

MOXLEY , CHIEF AND McGREGOR SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

ElevoTion
(ft)

aood

275d

CHIEF r~-McGREGOR-~i CHIEF I MOXLEY

CFq i MGg i MG, i CFI i MXI i ZO

F I GL .CU.R j GL .O.R j .F ~ SPF i ?
i I I

SP.F j Gleysols I GL .CU .R o

25od

I
I
i

SL
4 :.

I`{~i~!C"l :~ah#
;~ {:7~~7:I"I"1 :1

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Moxley (MX)

Agriculture . Low capability . Excess moisture, flooding, and adverse climate are major
limitations .

Forestry . No capability . Very poor drainage restricts tree growth .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose . Forage quantity is main limitation .

Recreation . Very low carrying capacity. Very poor drainage and organic soils severely limit
the recreational uses .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Poor drainage and soil texture are the limiting factors .
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MITSKA ASSOCIATION (MT)

Mitska soils are located in the Rocky Mountain Foothills and Rocky Mountains below

4000' above sea level . Topography is usually depressional or level to very gently sloping

(<2% slopes) . The parent material is organic, comprised mainly of sphagnum moss . These

soils are very poorly drained .

Soil development is primarily in the Mesisol Great Group . Whatley soils are

commonly associated with Mitska . Mitska soils differ from Kenzie soils by vegetation zone .

These soils occur in the Subboreal white spruce - alpine fir zone . Black spruce,

sphagnum moss, some labrador tea and vaccinium occur to form an edaphic climax .

MITSKA AND WHATLEY SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

Elevatlon
(ft.)

3500~

300d

250d

2000~

ORGANIC~~~

I
I MTI

I M

bS

'
`

Z?`w.
"7. _ a :c

Y
Y LLJ
W

O v

I
WHI

M

q~~

PLUVIAL
(floodplain)

SANDSTONE AND SHALE BEDROCK

/~ `-MORAINAL;

,-ORGAN IC . . .

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Mitska (MT)

Agriculture . Low capability . Excess moisture and adverse climate are major limitations .

Forestry . No capability . Very poor drainage restricts growth of trees .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose and caribou . Forage quantity is main
limitation .

Recreation . Very low carrying capacity . Very poor drainage and organic textures severely
limit recreational use .

BULLEY i MITSKA ! I WHATLEY i BULLEY

I

i

MORAINAL "r
_ ° ` I

Engineering . Severe limitations . Poor drainage and soil texture are limiting factors .
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MOKUS CREEK ASSOCIATION (MU)

Mokus Creek soils are located in the lower elevations (below 3500') of the Rocky
Mountains on the west side of the Continental Divide and in the Rocky Mountain Trench . The

parent materials are active fluvial deposits which are subject to flooding . Most deposits
are non-calcareous, with a sandy loam or loamy sand texture containing up to 40% coarse

fragments .

The modal soil has Cumulic Regosol development . Areas with slightly raised

terraces which are less frequently flooded have some Brunisolic development ; these areas are

mapped as MU2 . The MU7 component occurs in areas with imperfect drainage due to high

seasonal water tables . Mokus Creek soils differ from McGregor soils in that they are

coarser-textured and better drained .

Mokus Creek soils are found in the Subboreal zone . White spruce and cottonwood are

the dominant trees .

SOIL PROFILE
MUI ;CUMULIC REGOSOL

SOIL
ASSOLIA7IOPii r~ �,e .,. � * -

I

- decomposing organic matter I II
I---

- _-

- C1,C2,C3,64 - light olive brown ; i Muz cemel ;c I
Reso5ol I

I~oaeraLel ~ICOo~~
uen ora ;oed I

s an dy loa m i ~F---""""""`"-""--------- ----------------------
; i j Degraded oys,rir I Well ora ;ned 1 lo0c=,

fl-ml

MU7 I Lurulic y I -~IOOnl
I-----'-_

"It'll

a
-----Well O rai .led
----- - ----------------- _________ ._ ._____ :,

I Gleyed L-lic Imperfectly ~ :-100cn
"ego" Orained , .
Gleyed
Or[hic
Be9osol

- dark yellowish brown ; very gravelly

,

loamy sand
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Elevation
(ft ) OMINION

MOKUS CR
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I
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!

SOIL ASSOCIATI
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0

.
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200 \

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Mokus Creek (MU)

Agriculture . Moderate to low capability . Flooding, stoniness, and adverse climate are major
limitations .

Forestry . High capability . A combination of soil factors are very slightly limiting.

Ungulates . Moderate capability for moose . Forage quantity and snow depth are main
limitations .

Recreation . Low carrying capacity . A flooding hazard exists for these soils .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Flood occurrence and frost action are the limiting factors .
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NEUMANN ASSOCIATION (NE)

Neumann soils are located in the Rocky Mountain Foothills on level to moderately

sloping topography below 4000' elevation . The parent materials are gravelly sandy loam to

very gravelly loamy sand fluvial and glaciofluvial deposits . They may be terraces or fans,

and some areas are kettled and have eskers . They are generally calcareous below 100 cm in

depth .

The modal soil is a Degraded Dystric Brunisol . NE3 is located in higher elevations

where some Orthic Huno-Ferric Podzols occur . Neumann association is differentiated from

Jarvis and Portage Creek associations on the basis of soil development. Jarvis soils occur

mainly in the drier Benchlands, whereas Portage Creek and Neumann occur in the Foothills,

with Neunann on higher elevation terraces .

Ne unann association occurs within the Boreal white spruce zone. Due to fire

history and droughty soils, lodgepole pine is the dominant tree . Twin flower, kinnikinnick,

shepherdia, and lichens are some of the most common plants .

SOIL PROFILE
NEI ;DEGRADED DYSTRIC BRUNISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- gray ; gravelly loam

- dark yellowish brown; very gravelly

sandy loam

- olive brown ; very gravelly sandy

loam

- very dark grayish brown; very

gravelly loam

SOILAS
50[II1TI011

caroNENT
OOYINRNT

SOIL
ASSOCIATED

SOIL DRAINAGE
OEViN TO
aEDmxc

NEI Degraded Dystric , Neil Drained 100c.
Brunisol

I

NE3 Degraded Dystric Well Draimd 10D.
Brunisol

--------------- ------------------ ----------------------- ----- --------------------

Orthic Nao- Yell Drained IODu
ferric vodzol
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MEIKLE CREEK, PORTAGE CREEK AND NEUMANN SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

Elevation
(ft .)

400d

350d

3000

25od

MEIKLE CREEK -i - -PORTAGE CREEK-{
IMEI I MEB ' ME7 ~ RTI 1 PT4 I PT3 I

CUR i CUR i CUR ~ DG .EB i DG.EB i DG .EB I

O.R qeysols i OR i i GL .DG.EB i
i
BR.GL j

I i GLO.R

i GLLU .R i i

NEI
DGDYB

2Q

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Neumann (NE)

Agriculture . Low capability . Stoniness, droughtiness, and adverse climate are major limitations .

Forestry . Moderate capability . Poor water retention results in moisture deficiency for the
vegetative cover.

Ungulates . Low capability for moose and mule deer ; moderate for caribou . Forage quantity is
main limitation .

Recreation . High to very high carrying capacity . Stoniness may be limiting .

Engineering . Slight limitations . These soils have no major limiting factors .
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OETCA ASSOCIATION (OE)

Oetca soils are mapped in the Rocky Mountain Foothills on level to moderately

sloping topography (0-9%) . Elevation ranges from 1900 to 3500' above sea level, with most of

the soils occurring below 2500 ft . The parent materials are loamy sand to sandy loam

calcareous, fluvial deposits which are subject to flooding and are often channelled . Coarse

fragment content is usually less than 10% . These floodplain soils have been mapped in the

lower Sukunka and Murray Rivers .

Modal soil development is Cumulic Regosol . OE2 soils are mapped on slightly raised

terraces which are not as subject to flooding, and have Brunisolic development . OE7 and OE8

are mapped where Gleyed and Gleysolic soils occur respectively due to high ground water

tables . OE11 is used exclusively for mappable sand and gravel bar areas where there is no

forest cover . Sundance and Jarvis soils often occur on glaciofluvial terraces above Oetca

soils .

These soils occur within the Boreal white spruce zone . Typical vegetation includes
white spruce, cottonwood, red-osier dogwood, alder, horsetails, and viburnum .

SOIL PROFILE
OEI ;CUMULIC REGOSOL I ASSOCI0.IION

cowoxtnT I

OEI

- surface litter

- dark grayish brown ; sandy loam ;
^-O-E2 -

calcareous
- very dark grayish brown ; loam ;

r
calcareous

I

r

- dark grayish brown ; sandy loam ;

calcareous

sGn--- i -

OE7

OEB

OE11

D,^J'f :.':' ;? ASSCCIA'.E:1
I

i
1

~sG :t s0 :t

-- --

09A1'R1GL

~-~-

d :J :.~Ert

C~iit RegoS t well to -I > too.

I Well Uralned

cuaulic Reqosol ^ well to ' IOOUa
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Brunisol
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------------------------------------------------

'

-----------------------

Begraded Eutric

-----------------------
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-

>lGGCm
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Cumulic RegOSOI lbderately > IOOan

------- ---------- -----------------------
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---------
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Regasol Oralned

- --

Cwlic Regosoi lbderet ye >l00cn I
i
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Or ni ed

----------------------- -------

----------------------------------

. .--------'----___ . ._°_
Rego Gleysol Poorly Oratned ,l0pcn

Orthic Regosol Heretely >l00em

_

Nell
.rained----------------------

- -----------_ ._____ . .____ _
Gleyed Orttric

-

Imoerfeatly l0pc.
Regonal -

Oralned
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OETCA SOIL ASSOCIATION

Elevation
(ft ,l

2000

190d

1800~

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Oetca (OE)

Agriculture. Moderate capability . Flooding and adverse climate are main limitations .

Forestry . High capability . Capability for black cottonwood is high in areas where
flooding is not too destructive .

Ungulates . Very high capability for moose . Moderate capability for mule deer and elk
forage and snow depth are main limitations .

Recreation . Low carrying capacity . Flooding hazards exist for these soils .

where

Engineering. Severe limitations . Flood occurrence and frost action are limiting factors .
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ONION CREEK ASSOCIATION (ON)

Onion Creek soils occur in the Rocky Mountains and Rocky Mountain Foothills between

3500' and 5000' above sea level ; topography is moderately to steeply sloping (5-30%) . The

parent material is gravelly loam to gravelly silt loam cordilleran till overlying limestone,

dolomite, or siltstone. The soils are usually calcareous below 50 cm in depth, and are

generally well drained .

Soil development is dominantly Bruni9olic Gray Luvisol . In wetter, colder

environments, bordering Turning Mountain soils, where minors of Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzols

and Podzolic Gray Luvisols occur, ON3 soils are mapped . In shallow to bedrock areas, where

Lithic Brunisolic Gray Luvisols occur, ON5 soils are recognized . ON7 and ON8 components are

mapped where Gleyed and Gleysolic soils occur due to drainage restrictions . Onion Creek

soils are separated from Bulley soils on the basis of vegetation zone.

Onion Creek soils are located in the Subalpine zone . Lodgepole pine, Engelmann

spruce, and alpine fir are the dominant trees ; white rhododendron and alder are common

shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
0141 t BRUNISOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

pinkisn gray ;
- sandy loam

yellowish brown ;
' loam

dark grayish brown ;
- loam

_ very dark grayish brown ;
sandy clay loam

very dark grayish brown ;
- sandy clay loam

SOIL
ASSOCIATION DOMINANT ASSOElATEO

SOIL DRAINAGE
DEPTH TO
aEDPAER[OroOXEnY SOIL

08I arun1to11t Gray W,11 to >SOCa
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lrwd1h11 Orr

D11] erunl.ollt gray Well to ' s0.
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t
... ... . ...... ... ... ... ... . ... ... .... ..
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. ...... ..... ...... ....... ... . ..... .. . . .. . . .. ... ...
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.. ... . .. . ... ... ... . .. .... . .. . ... ... ... . .. .. . ..
WIl ora1Md

..._ ... . .. . ... ... . . . . . . . ... ... .... ... ...
. .
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.. ....... ... ... .... ... .

. . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .
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. . ..

. ..
.
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Elevation
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MORAINAL

LIMESTONE AND DOLOMITE BEDROCK-

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Onion Creek (ON)

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse !ubalpine climate is main limitation .

Forestry . Low capability . A short growing season and a dense clay horizon restricting root
penetration limit the capability .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose. Snow depth and forage quantity are main limitations .

Recreation . High to moderate carrying capacity . Moderate slopes and a relatively impervious
horizon are limiting factors .

Engineering . Slight to severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are the limiting
factors .
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TLOOKI ASSOCIATION (00)~

Tlooki soils occur in the Rocky Mountains on the west side of the Continental
Divide in high elevations between 3500' and 6000' above sea level . Topography is very
steeply to extremely sloping (>30%) . Tlooki soils have developed on rubbly colluvial fans or
talus cones derived from non-calcareous metamorphic bedrock . Soil texture is generally very
gravelly loam to gravels . The soils have been mapped in the Hominka valley .

The soils are dominantly Orthic Regosols . Active downslope movement of rubble and

absence of fine particles prevent B horizon development . 006 soils are used where talus is

dominantly less than 50 cm to bedrock (lithic) . Tlooki and Becker Mountain soils are
similar, however, the latter soils are derived from limestone and dolomite bedrock . Dezaiko

and Misinchinka soils are often mapped in association with Tlooki .

Although Tlooki soils occur in the Subalpine Engelmann spruce - alpine fir zone,
they are typically unforested with a sparse vegetative cover of lichens and shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
006 ; LITHIC ORTHIC REGOSOL

- rubbly

- metamorphic bedrock

SOIL
ASSOCIATIONCO

IQONEMT
DOMINANT
SOIL

ASSOCIATED
s0 L DRAINAGE

DEPTH TO
B'OP0,

001 Orthic Reyo6ol Raptdly >so-
Dr. lned

006 Ltthic orthic Ravimy <50c .
Re9osal

------ -------

Dr. fned
----------

OrtM c Regosal RaDtdly

:50on

Drnlnea
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Elevation
(ft.)

6000'

500d

a0od

TLOOKI SOIL ASSOCIATION

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Tlooki (00)

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse climate and stoniness are major limitation .

Forestry . No capability . These active talus slopes are too shallow, rubbly and unstable
for tree establishment .

Ungulates . Low capability for goats . Very low forage quantity limits most ungulates .

Recreation . Low to very low carrying capacity . Slope and a coarse rubbly texture are limiting .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Steepness of slope is the only major limitation to use .
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OVINGTON CREEK ASSOCIATION (OV) .

Ovington Creek soils occur in the Rocky Mountains betwen 3500' to 5000' elevation .
Topography is generally level to gently sloping (<5%) . The soils have developed on sandy
loam to very gravelly loamy sand glaciofluvial and inactive fluvial materials . The parent
material is calcareous below 50 cm in depth . The Hook Lake area is an example of where the

soils have been mapped .

Soil development is dominantly Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol . OV2 is mapped in

slightly drier environments where inclusions of Brunisolic soils occur . OV3 is mapped in

slightly wetter environments, where significant inclusions of Ferro-Humic Podzols occur . On

slightly finer textured materials, OV4 is mapped to indicate areas where a horizon of clay

accumulation (Bt) occurs . OV8 is mapped in areas where drainage restrictions have resulted

in some Gleysolic soils . Ovington Creek soils differ from Triad Creek soils in that they

occupy different vegetation zones .

Ovington Creek soils occur in the Subalpine zone, forested subzone . Lodgepole

pine, Engelmann spruce, alpine fir, and alder are some of the dominant trees .

SOIL PROFILE

OV4 ;LUVISOLIC HUMO-FERRIC PODZOL

- decomposing organic matter

- pinkish gray ; sand

- yellowish red; loamy sand

- yellowish brown ; loamy sand

- olive brown ; loamy sand

- olive brown ; loamy Sand

- strong brown ; very gravelly loam L-
-Ova is finer textured .

- dark brown ; very gravelly loam

- gravels ; calcareous

_.~.

.S OIL
ASSOCIATION .^' :I:AC-

^
ASS'.". .d-E=
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Ferric Podzol Rapidly Drained

oVT . Orthic Hmno- Well to " f00an
Ferric Podzol

__--------______--------_-_ __----- .- . ... ... .------
Raprdly Drarned

---------------------- -------------------Y

Degraded D stric well to "100-

---------------------------
Brunisnls

-------------------------
Rapidly Drained

------------ --------- -------------------

Lkgraded Well to " IWcm
Eutric Orunisols Rapidly Drained

~OV7 Orthic Iv- Well Drained '100cm'_r I ~ 'o
dt
ol

----------------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- -------------------

SS r"
Ferro- Well Drained '100cm

Humit Podzol ;
Orthic Feno-
Hunio Podzol

Ova' ~ OrthrC Huaa- Well Dre1ned " 100tn
Ferrrt Podzol

LuvisOltt Huno- IrOderately +100on
Ferric Podzol ; Welt Drained
Podzol ic
PGray Luvlsolo

ova Drth'c Humo-

1~

I

-_

Well Drained 1000~a
---- Ferric POdzol---

_-----

L
___------------

------ "" - -------

--- '
1 its

"
Ior .rnea oaA
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OVINGTON CREEK SOIL ASSOCIATION

Elevation
(ft .) i

i

5000 TURNING i OVINGTONj OVINGTON
I
j

MOUNTAIN i CREEK j CREEK I HEDRICK i
Y
W I
WOVI OV2 iOVB OV4

iC)
O.HFP O.HFP O.HFP O.HFP I

2
W

0
DG . DYB .G LU.HFP

2 DG . EB P.GL
Y

4000~
IF COLLUV IALeS ~ i

i eS IP eS IP i
LIMESTON

MORAINAL B

;LIMESTONE 1ttondpla6ri'T ; FLUVIAL . ~0~~v3

WLEt.AP'TE : BEDROCK _ o o°'o'
a.°

300d

FLUVIAL

E 6 OOLEMITE
EDROCK

_

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Ovington Creek (OV)

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse subalpine climate is major limitation .

Forestry, Low capability . Short growing seasons are restrictive to tree growth .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose . Snow depth and forage quantity are main limitations .

Recreation . High to very high carrying capacity . Coarse textures can be slightly limiting .

Engineering . Slight limitations . Frost action is the only limiting factor .

OVINGTON
CREEK

OV3

O.HFP

O.FHP

SM~FHP
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PALSSON ASSOCIATION (PL)

Palsson soils are located in the Rocky Mountain Foothills, and occasionally in the

Rocky Mountains, on gentle to extremely sloping (2-60%+) topography in high alpine elevations

above 5500' above sea level . The parent material is a gravelly to very gravelly sandy loam
colluvium derived from sandstone and shale bedrock . The material is generally non-calcareous

and is subject to periglacial (cold-climate) processes like cryoturbation (frost churning of
soil), solifluction, and nivation . Palsson soils are mapped in the Bullmoose Mountain and

Mount Chamberlain areas .

The modal soil development for the association is a Turbic Orthic Regosol . In

slightly wetter areas,often on seepage sites, PL3 soils are mapped indicating areas with

Brunisolic development . PL6 soils are mapped in many of the alpine areas that are shallow to
bedrock (lithic) . Tsahunga and Gable Mountain soils are also in alpine areas, but differ in

that they are derived from different bedrock types . Reesor soils are commonly mapped on

lower slopes below Palsson soils in the krummholz subzone .

Palsson soils, as indicated, occur in the Alpine zone . Typical vegetation includes

heathers, lichens, and mosses .

SOIL PROFILE
PL6;LITHIC TURBIC ORTHIC RE60SOL

- decomposing organic matter
- black ; gravelly clay loam

- very dark gray ; very gravelly
silt loam

- black ; very gravelly silty clay
loam

- vary dark gray ; gravelly silt loam

- sandstone bedrock

sou
ASSOCIATION DOMINANT ASSOCIATED DEPtfi TO
COMPONENT SCIL SOIL DRAINAGE aEDROCK

PLT Turbic Orthic Moderetely > 50cn
Regosol Well Drained

PL3 Turbic Orthic Moderately >Soem
Regosol

°-----------'-'---- ----------------------
Well Drained

- -------------------- -------"--"-----------'--
Turbtc Orthic Noderately >50a
Sombrtc Rrunisol Well Dralned

PLb Lithic Turbtc Noderetely ~50a
Orthic Regosot Well Oralned

Turbic Orthic

t

M"e"t
'50~

Regosol Well Drained
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Refer to Merrick Association for cross-sectional diagram .

PLATE IE : PALSSON ASSOCIATION (PL)

The foreground is located in the Alpine

tundra zone . Colluvial parent materials are being

actively frost churned, which results in Turbic

Orthic Regosol soil development . This area is
mapped as PL . In distance, in krummholz,
Reesor soils occur .

(Photo by T .K . Ovanin)

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Palsson (PL)

Agricul ture . No capability . Adverse alpine climate is major limitation .

Forestry . No capability . Alpine climate prevents tree growth .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for caribou and goat . Forage quantity and snow depth
are main limitations .

Recreation . Low to very low carrying capacity . Periglacial (cold climate) processes and
slope limit the uses of this soil association .

Engineering . Moderate to severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are the
limiting factor .
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PORTAGE CREEK ASSOCIATION (PT)

Portage Creek soils occur below 4000' elevation in the Alberta Plateau Benchlands

and Rocky Mountain Foothills on level to gently sloping (0-5%) topography . The parent

material is gravelly loam to very gravelly loamy sand fluvial and glaciofluvial materials .

These materials are _not subject to flooding and are usually calcareous below 50 cm in depth .

Most of the fluvial terraces at the proposed Bullmoose and Tumbler Ridge townsite areas are

Portage Creek soils .

Modal soil development is Degraded Eutric Brunisol . PT3 soils are mapped when a

weak horizon of clay accumulation (Bt) develops ; these soils are similar to Jarvis soils .

PT7 is mapped in areas with drainage restrictions resulting in Gleyed soils . Portage Creek

soils are similar to Neumann soils, which usually occur in relatively cold environments .

Portage Creek soils occur in the Boreal white spruce zone . Lodgepole pine is the

dominant tree due to droughty, coarse-textured soils and fire history . Kinnikinnick, twin

flower, shepherdia, and lichens are also common .

SOIL PROFILE
PTI ; DEGRADED EUTRIC BRUNISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- light gray, very gravelly
sandy loam

- yellowish brown, very gravelly
loam

- dark grayish brown, gravelly,
calcareous

SOIL
I

ASSdCIAT10N I
CqaONENT

DO'1IHANT
SOIL

ASSOCIATEO
SOIL

I
DRAINAGE

DEPTH TO
BEDROCK

PT1-T- I Degraded Eutric . Well Drained >100-
'I

I

BruoIsol

---PT3 ~ Degraded Eutri< uett Dra+nee ~ >loo<.
erunlsol

I
_ ----- ------ ________________________i-_-_

_________. ._______________ .Y

Brunisolic Gray Well Drained >100cw
Lurisol

PT7~ ~ Degraded Eutric Well 0,1i .d 1100~
B"nisol

--------- -------'1
eyed De 'IdId Ipe rfectly Drai~ed ~ ID0_

Eu
'ri~

sr .n
'Sol I

- very dark grayish brown, gravelly,
calcareous
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Refer to Merrick Association for cross-sectional diagram .

PLATE IE : PALSSON ASSOCIATION (PL)

The foreground is located in the Alpine

tundra zone . Colluvial parent materials are being

actively frost churned, which results in Turbic

Orthic Regosol soil development . This area is
mapped as PL . In distance, in krummholz,
Reesor soils occur .

(Photo by T .K . Ovanin)

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Palsson (PL)

Agricul ture . No capability . Adverse alpine climate is major limitation .

Forestry . No capability . Alpine climate prevents tree growth .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for caribou and goat . Forage quantity and snow depth
are main limitations .

Recreation . Low to very low carrying capacity . Periglacial (cold climate) processes and
slope limit the uses of this soil association .

Engineering . Moderate to severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are the
limiting factor .
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PAXTON MOUNTAIN ASSOCIATION (PX) '

Paxton Mountain soils occur in the high elevations (5000'-6000') above sea level of

the Rocky hloutains and, rarely, in the Rocky Mountain Foothills . These soils have developed
on calcareous, gravelly sandy loam to loam, morainal material and are present on moderate to
steep slopes, usually 5 to 30% .

The modal soil development is Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol . PX5 and PX6 are mapped in
areas that have minor and major Lithic soils respectively . PX11 is restricted to recently
deglaciated areas that lack soil development, for example, areas adjacent to Monkman Glacier .

Paxton Mountain soils occur in the Subalpine zone, and generally in the krummholz

subzone . Dominant vegetation includes stunted Engelmann spruce and alpine fir, heather,

vaccinium, and crowberry . PX11 soils are generally unvegetated with the exception of dryas

clumps and lichens .

SOIL PROFILE
PXI1 , ORTHIC REGOSOL

- dark gray ;
gr3velly silt loam

SOIL
ASSOCIATION DOMINANT ASSOCIATED OEPTH TO
COMPONENT SOIL So L DRAINAGE

G
.OCK

P%1 ~ Orthic Huro- Well Dratiud ~50a
Ferric Podzol

PII5 Orthlc Hw- Well Drained >6oaA '
Ferric Podzol----------------------

------------------------ -------------------- -------------------------

Lithic Orthlc Wall Drained <50.
HuoD-Ferric Podzol

PII6 Lithic Orthic Well to < 50c.
Huro-Ferric Moderate ly
Podzol

--------------------- ------------------------

Well Drained
-------------------- -------------------------

Orthic Hueo- well to >50c.
Ferric Podzol Moderately

well Drained

PUT orthir Regosol Well to >sot,.
Moderately
Wall Dralned
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Elevation
(ft.)

7000

600d

5000

PAXTON MOUNTAIN SOIL ASSOCIATION

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Paxton Mountain (PX)

Agriculture. No capability . Adverse subalpine climate is major limitation .

Forestry . Very low capability . These soils occur in the krumnholz vegetation subzone,
where climate is too severe to support an economically viable forest .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose, caribou, and goats . Snow depth and forage
quantity are main limitations .

Recreation . Moderate carrying capacity . The soils are fairly sensitive to intensive use as
a result of periglacial (cold climate) processes .

Engineering. Slight to severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are the
limiting factors .
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QUINTETTE ASSOCIATION (QT)

Quintette soils occur in the Rocky Mountain Foothills and Rocky Mountains on
steeply to extremely sloping (>15%) topography between 3500' and 5500' elevation . The parent
material is a gravelly sandy loam to very gravelly loamy sand colluvium derived from
generally non-calcareous conglomerate bedrock, with interbedded sandstones and shales . As an
example, Quintette soils have been mapped on the south-facing slopes of Quintette Mountain in

the Five Cabin Creek watershed .

The modal soil development for the association is Degraded Dystric Brunisol . QT3
soils are mapped in wetter environments, generally upslope of QT1 or on north aspects, that

have significant inclusions of Podzolic development . QT4 soils are mapped on finer-textured
materials (gravelly silt loam to loam) with some Luvisolic development . QT5 and QT6
components are mapped in areas with minor and major Lithic soils respectively .

Quintette soils occur in the Subalpine zone, forested subzone . Dominant trees
include lodgepole pine, Engelmann spruce, and alpine fir . White rhododendron and vaccinium
are common shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
QTI ;DEGRADED DYSTRIC BRUNISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- light gray ; very gravelly loamy
sand

- brown ; very gravelly sandy loar

- yellowish brown ; very gravelly
loam

- conglomerate bedrock

OIL
ASS( IATION DOMIrtAN1 ASSOQATED DEPTN TO
C ONENT SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE aEC'J:K

QTI Degraded Oystric Well Drained > SUM
Brunisol

QT3 Degraded Dy,tlic Well Drained 150' .
Dr.nisol

------------------------- ---------------------- --------------------- ------- ---------------

Orthic Mup- Well Drained >SOGa
Ferric Fodzol

QT4` Degraded Dystric Well Drained 50c .
Br unisol

------------------------. . _ .-----______________ ____ ._----___.___ . ._ _. . ._-_________ ._____ . . . .

Brunisolic Gray Well Drained >50b
L-1 .I

QTS Degraded Dystric Well Drained >SOCa
Brunisol--------

--- ----------- ---------------------- --------------------- ---------------------------

Lithic Degraded Well Drained <50a
Dystric erunisal .

QTG LitRic Degraded Well Drained 'So.
I Dystric

Br.n
'so'------------------

--------------------- -------------------- ------- - -

Degraded Oystric 4e11 Drained '50cm
Brunisol

rQT4 is finer textured .
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OUINTETTE SOIL ASSOCIATION

Devotion
(ft )

5000~

4000

300d

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Quintette (QT)

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse subalpine climate is main limitation .

Forestry . Low capability . A short growing season limits tree growth .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose, goat, and caribou . Snow depth and forage quantity
are main limitations .

Recreation . Moderate to very low carrying capacity . Slope determines the carrying capacity .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are limiting factors .
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ROBB ASSOCIATION (RB)

Robb soils occur in the Rocky Mountain Foothills, and occasionally the Rocky

Mountains, on strongly to steeply sloping topography (9-30%) between 3500' and 5000' above

sea level . The parent material is a calcareous, gravelly sandy loam to loam cordilleran till

which overlays sandstone bedrock . This association has been previously used in Albertal ; the

description there has been modified for this report .

Modal soil development is Degraded Eutric Brunisol . A vertical transect of soils

in the Foothills would start with Moberly at low elevations, grading into Robb soils, and

then to Turning Mountain soils . RB3 is the transition soil to the Podzolic soils of the

Turning Mountain association . RB4 component is finer textured, with Luvisolic soils, and

often is transitional to Moberly soils . RB5 and RB6 are mapped where Lithic soils are minor .

and major components respectively of the mapping unit . RB7 and RB8 components are mapped

where drainage restrictions have resulted in areas with Gleyed and Gleysolic soils

respectively . Hambrook and Onion Creek soils have also developed on till, but differ from

Robb in that they have Luvisolic soil development .

Robb soils occur in the Subalpine zone, forested subzone . Dominant trees include

lodgepole pine, Engelmann spruce, and alpine fir . White rhododendron and vaccinium are

common shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
RB6;LITHIC DEGRADED EUTRIC BRUNISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- brown ; loam

- yellowish brown ; loam

- light olive brown ; loam

- weathered bedrock and till

- sandstone and shale bedrock

SOIL
ASSOCIATIOx
COWOIiENT

COMINAFi
SOIL

ASSOCIATED
SOIL DRAINAGE

DEPTH TO
BED.",OC[

RBI Degraded Eutric Rall Drained SOoe
I Brunisol

RB3 ~ Degraded U,tric Well Drained ~BOrm
Brunisol

Degraded Dystric Yell Drained 'SOaa
Br .nisol

R80 " Degraded Eutric Well Drained '50c~n
Or.

, .,

---------------------- _____________ ._____ --------------------- ____. . . . . ._.________8

ru isotic Gray Well Drained e50em
1_10111 ;
Degraded Dystric

IBrunisot '
i

US ` Degraded Eutric Well Drained J " SOCm
I

-__ . Brunisol
________ . ____________________ _ ._______. . ._________I___.__________ ._ '----i

Litlfic Degraded Well Drained < 50w
Eutric Or,nisol ,

RBG Lithic Degradeo Well Drained 50a.
Eutric Bruntsol

---------------------- --------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------

Degraded Eutric Yell Drained r50cn
Brunisol

R87 ! Degraded Eutric Well Drained >50am
Brunisol

---------------------- -------------------- ------- -------------- --------------------

Gleyed Degraded InRerfectly SOqe
Eutric Brunisol Orainad

RBB Degraded Eutric Well Drained .50u
Brunisol

--------------------- -------------- --------- ----------------

Gleysolics Poorly Drained '50-

R84- Hs finer textured .

1Soil Survey and Land Evaluation of the Hinton-Edson area . Report No . 31 . Alberta Soils
Survey, 1972 .
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Elewtion
(ft I

6000'

5000'

4000

ROBB AND TURNING MOUNTAIN SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

NORTH 10

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Robb (RB)

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse subalpine climate is major limitation .

Forestry. Low capability . A short growing season limits tree growth .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose . Snow depth and forage quantity are main limitations .

Recreation . High to moderate carrying capacity . Slope determines the carrying capacity .

Engineering . Slight to severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are the
limiting factors .
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RAMSEY ASSOCIATION (RM)

Ramsey soils are located in the Rocky Mountain Trench, and rarely, in the Rocky

Mountains . The soils occur on level to moderately sloping (0-9%) topography between 2400'

and 3000' elevation . Soil parent material is a gravelly sandy loam to very gravelly loamy

sand fluvial or glaciofluvial terrace, often with kame and kettle topography . The materials

have a 0 to 15 cm sandy capping ; the upper 100 cm are non-calcareous . These soils have been

mapped on terraces above the Parsnip and Hominkt,a Rivers in the very southwest portion of the

study area .

Modal soil development is Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol . RM7 components are mapped in

areas with drainage restrictions that have Gleyed soils . Toneko soils, with greater than a

15 cm sandy capping over gravels, are mapped in association with Ramsey soils . Dominion
soils developed on till and Bednesti soils developed on lacustrine are also found with, or

near, Ramsey soils .

Ramsey soils are found within the Subboreal zone . Dominant trees include lodgepole
pine, white spruce, and alpine fir .

SOIL PROFILE

RMI ;ORTHIC HUMO-FERRIC PODZOL

- decomposing organic matter

- light brownish gray ; gravelly loamy
sand

- dark brown to brown; gravelly loamy

sand

- pale brown ; gravelly sand

SOIL
ASSOCIATION
COMPONENT

DOMINANT
SOIL

ASSOCIATED
SOIL DRAINAGE

DEPTH To
9EVOCB

RM1
'r1h

Well Drained >100c.
Ferrtc Podzol '

RM7 orthlc N- - Well Drained >100c.
Ferric Podzol

- ---- ------

---------Gleyed Orthtc ImPerfectly >1Wcm
Mumo " Ferric Drained
Pad. l
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Elevotion
(ft .)

3250

300d

275d

2500

V

RAMSEY AND TONEKO SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

RAMSEY - TONEKO I RAMSEY r TONEKO
I
I RMI RM7 I

I
RM I I T01 i RMI

I1 T07 II T01 i
2 1 I I I I

IO I O.HFP O.HFP I O .HFP I O.HFP ~ O.HFP I O .HFP I O .HFP i
Z 1 I 1 I i

1 GLO.HFP I 1 I GL .O .HFP I
0 i 1 ~ 1 I I
0 I

I I WI I II wS nI 1
I/l^'J\

IP 1
I O

I IP bS I
I
I

0w
I 19

o~
I

/\~\ I I
I

al IP
II

I IP

'
/LJ\

wloll,.-;«i..a~~~,~
METAMORPHIC BEDROCK

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Ramsey (RM)

.o`\

FLUVIAL

Agriculture. Low capability . Droughtiness, stoniness, and adverse climate are main limitations .

Forestry . Moderate capability . Poor water retention in the coarse-textured parent material
may result in moisture deficiency .

MORAINAL ,

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose . Winter snow depth limits other ungulates .

Recreation . Very high to high carrying capacity . Coarse textures can be slightly limiting .

Engineering. Slight limitations . These soils have no major limitations to use .
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REESOR ASSOCIATION (RR)

Reesor soils are located in the Rocky Mountain Foothills, and occasionally Rocky
Mountains, on moderately to extremely steep slopes (5-60%+) from 5500' to 6500' elevation .
The parent material is a gravelly sandy loam colluvium over sandstone and shale . Many of the

areas have either undergone or are presently undergoing periglacial (cold-climate) processes
like cryoturbation (frost churning of soils) . Reesor soils have been mapped in the Bullmoose
Mountain and Mount Chamberlain areas .

Soils in the Reesor association are quite heterogeneous, often varying greatly over
short distances . Nonetheless, the modal soil is considered to be Orthic Sombric Brunisol .
RR1 component also has significant areas with Degraded Dystric Brunisol soil development .
RR2 is mapped in more actively cryoturbated areas, where Turbic Orthic Regosols occur . RR5
soils are used in shallow to bedrock areas which are _not actively cryoturbated ; while RR11 is
used in shallow to bedrock areas which are actively cryoturbated . Palsson soils are similar
to Reesor soils in terms of parent material, but occur upslope in alpine areas that are more
actively frost-churned .

Reesor soils occur in the Subalpine zone, krumnholz subzone . Stunted Engelmann
spruce, lodgepole pine, alpine fir, heather, vaccinium, and crowberry represent the dominant
vegetation .

SOIL PROFILE
RRI ;DEGRADED DYSTRIC BRUNISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- grayish brown ; loam

- olive brown ; clay loam

- very dark gray ; gravelly loam

- sandstone and shale bedrock

san ---
ASSOCIATION tAMINnNT ASSOCIATED DEP'H '0CO,

IP41EHT SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE BEOPOCK

RRI Orthic Sonibric i ' Moderately ` >50cm
erunisol ' Well Dralned

Degraded Dystric Moderately >50cn
Brunisol Wall Drained

RR2 Orthic SoeEric Moderately > 50cm
Brunisol

-------------------- -----------------------
Well

D
rained

-------------------- .__ ________ ._______________

(Turbic) Orthic Moderately 50'.
Regosol Well Orafned

US Orthic Sombric Moderately 50ta,
Brunisol

___. . . .___________ ______________________
Well Orained

_______________________ _______ .__ ._.__ .________

Ltthic Orthic Moderetelv < 50cn
Sombric 8runlsol Well Drained

RR11 Orthtc Soabrio Moderately >50cn
Brun(sol Well Drained

( Turbic ) Orthic lbderatel y >50cm
Regosol Well Oratned

______

Uthic Subgroups Itderatel ~ <50u
Well Orafned



Refer to Merrick Association for cross-sectional diagram .

PLATE ZO : REESOR ASSOCIATION (RR)

Colluvial deposits in the krummholz
subzone that occur in the Rocky Mountain
Foothills are mapped as RR .

(Photo by T .K . Ovanin)

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Reesor (RR)

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse climate is major limitation .

Forestry . Very low capability . These soils occur in the krummholz vegetation subzone
where trees are typically stunted .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose, caribou, and goats . Winter snow depth and
forage quantity are main limitations .

Recreation . Low to very low carrying capacity . Periglacial (cold climate) processes, slope,
and a surface soil horizon high in organic matter lead to sensitivity to intensive
recreational use .

Engineering . Moderate to severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are the
limiting factors .
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'SHEBA MOUNTAIN ASSOCIATION (SB)

Sheba Mountain soils occur in the higher elevtions (5000'-6000') above sea level of

the Rocky Mountains on moderately to extremely sloping (5-60%+) topography . The soils have

developed on very thin colluvial material overlying limestone, dolomite, or calcareous

sandstones and shales . The texture varies between gravelly sandy loam to gravelly silt loam .

These soils have either undergone or are undergoing periglacial (cold-climate) processes such

as cryoturbation (frost churning of soils) .

The variability in soil development within this association is largely due to

periglacial processes . Modal soil development is Lithic Orthic Melanic Brunisol . SB1 soils

also have Degraded Eutric Brunisols . SB3 components occur in slightly wetter environments

where Podzolic soils occur . SB4 soils occur in colder environments where cryoturbation is

relatively active, resulting in Regosolic soils . SB6 soils are mapped in areas that are

virtually entirely lithic (<50 cm to bedrock) . Tsahunga soils are often mapped upslope of

Sheba Mountain soils in true alpine environments where cryoturbation is quite active ; Hedrick

soils are commonly mapped downslope in forested environments .

Sheba Mountain soils occur in the Subalpine zone, krummholz subzone . Here, stunted

trees are dominant with heather and vaccinium matting the ground .

SOIL PROFILE
SBI ;LITHIC ORTHIC MELANIC BRUNISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- black ; silt loam

- dark brown ; silt loam

- very dark grayish brown ; gravelly
silt loam ; calcareous

- limestone and dolomite bedrock

1
~SOILA$S061ATIOW 0 .91RA9T ASSOCIATED DEP'H TO
I iPWMEWT SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE BEDROCK

;5B1 Lithit Orthto . Moderately < 50c.
------ Me lanic Brunisal-
------------------- ____________-______-------------------

- .- 4e11 Dralned
_ ___________-

. . ... . . . . . .. . .

(Llthit) De9raded Moderately > IOCa '
Eutric Brunisal We11

or.
lned '

5B3 Llthic Orthic Moderately < 50-
M.lanit Bruntsol

------------------------ ------- . ..----------
Welt Drained

-------------------- --------

Lithit Orthic Moderately Sk .
Hued-rerric Well Drained

-------------------------
vodzol

_.__________--_-____ -------------------- .___._______________I

Lithic De9raded Moderately < soc .
E.trlt Brunisol Wen Drained

I

sB4 Lithic Orthic Moderately < 50c .
He lanit Brunisol

_ .________ .___-__________ _______ .__-_________
Well Drained

__-______ . ..______-_ --------------------

(Turbic) Orthic Moderately > 50ae

--------------------_------
Regosol

___-_______________ .
Well Drained

------------------
.

---------------------

"r"ic
Orthic

Mod rate 5D-
iielanic Bruntsol Well Drained

F

Lithic Orthit Moderately . 50cm I

Me
lanIc Brunisol Wet, oraIned
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Elevation
(ft.)
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TSAHUNGA AND SHEBA MOUNTAIN SOIL ASSOCIATIONS
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SUITABILITY FOR USE : Sheba Mountain (SB)

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse climate is major limitation .

Forestry . Very low capability . Severe climate and depth to bedrock limitations result in
stunted krummholz vegetation over most of the area .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose, caribou, and goats . Snow depth and forage
quantity are main limitations .

Recreation . Low to very low carrying capacity . Periglacial (cold climate) processes, slope,
and shallowness to bedrock limit carrying capacity .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Shallow depth to bedrock, steepness of slope and frost action
are the limiting factors .
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SNIPE ASSOCIATION (SN)

Snipe soils are located in the Alberta Plateau and Rocky Mountain Foothills on

level to gentle slopes (<5%) between 2000' and 3500' elevation . The soils have developed on

silty clay or clay lacustrine material . Snipe soils have been mapped both north and south of

Muskeg Lake .

Snipe soils are predominantly Orthic Luvic Gleysols . SN2 components have some Rego

Gleysols. SN3, with Humic Gleysols, is used where drainage is a little poorer . Snipe soils

are similar to the minor soils in components DB8 and DUB. Smokey soils are also poorly

drained, but overlie till material . Kenzie and Eaglesham organic soils often occur adjacent
to Snipe soils .

Snipe soils occur within the Boreal white spruce zone . Due to poor drainage, black

spruce is the dominant tree . Willow and birch are two of the dominant shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
SNI ;ORTHIC LUVIC GLEYSOL

- decomposing organic matter

- dark brown ; loam

- light gray ; loam

- light brownish gray ; clay

- pale brown ; clay

- dark gray ; clay

- grayish brown ; clay loam

SOIL
~ASSOCIATION DOMINANT ASSOCIATED DEPTH TO ~

COIIPONENT SOlI SOII DRAINAGE 11 DRICI

$N1 Orthic Luvic Pwrly Brat ned Wk .
Gleysol

orthic w.ic Poorly Drained
GIeysot

SN2 ________________________ ________ .___________ ___________._ .____.__ ._. .____.._ .. . ..__

Reqo Gleysol Poorly Drained " 1DrKa,

Orthic Luvic Poorly Drained IOOCm
Gleytol

SN3 ________________________ ______.___________ ._ _______ . ._ ._ .________

Orthic Humic Poorly Drained

--------------------------
Gleyzol

---------------------- ---------------------- -----------------

Huolo Luvic Poorly Drained ~ ]OOcm
Gleysol
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Refer to Smoky Association for cross-sectional diagram .

PLATE 21 : SNIPE ASSOCIATION (SPI)

Poorly drained lacustrine deposits are
mapped as SN . Very poorly drained organic (EG)
deposits are commonly found in similar areas .

Poorly drained morainal deposits are mapped as SY .

Non-calcareous floodplain deposits are mapped as ME .

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Snipe (SN)

Agriculture . Low capability . Excess moisture is main limitation .

Forestry . Low to no capability . Capabilities tend to be low due to poor drainage .

Ungulates . High capability for moose . Some habitat exists for mule deer, with snow depth
as main limitation .

Recreation . Low carrying capacity . Poor drainage and very fine textures are limiting .

Engineering . Severe limitations . . Poor drainage and frost action are the limiting factors .
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SPIEKER MOUNTAIN ASSOCIATION (SP)

Spieker Mountain soils occur primarily in the Rocky Mountain Foothills, and

occasionally in the Rocky Mountains on steeply to extremely sloping (15-60%+) topography

below 4000' elevation . The soils have developed on gravelly sandy loam to gravelly loam

colluvium over sandstone and shale bedrock . The material is usually non-calcareous .

The modal soil development is Degraded Dystric Brunisol . SP2 soil occurs on drier,

south aspects, where Orthic Dystric Brunisols are common . SP3 is mapped in wetter

environments on north aspects or higher elevations and has some Podzolic soils ; this

component often borders with Merrick soils that occur upslope . SP5 and SP6 components have

minor and major soils with Lithic contact respectively . SP7 soils occur at the base of

slopes where seepage waters collect, resulting in significant inclusions of Gleyed soils .

Suprenant Mountain and Spieker Mountain soils have similar parent material, but have

different soil development . Squaw Mountain soils and Spieker Mountain soils are similar in

terms of development and parent material, but differ with respect to vegetation zone .

Spieker Mountain soils occur in the Subboreal zone . Lodgepole pine, white spruce,
and occasionally alpine fir are the dominant trees .

SOIL PROFILE
SP5 ; DEGRADED DYSTRIC BRUNISOL

decomposing organic matter

linnt gray ;
' very gravelly sandy loam

_ yellowish brown ;
very gravelly loam

brown ;
' very gravelly loamy sand

- dark grayish brown ;
gravellv loamy cand

sandstone and shale
" bedrock

SOIL
ASSOCIATION DOMINANT ASSOCIATED

::IT"COIiPONENT SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE BEDROCK

SPL Degraded Dystric Well Drained " 50 .
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8r .ni, .l

---------------------- -- ----- ---

----------- ----

-------
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---- --------
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r
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SP3 Degraded Dystric Well Drained 50cmt
----Brunisol-

_________ ____________________ _ ..__________________ . ._.

Orthie Mumo- Well Drained " SOcm
Ferric Podtol

I

SP5 Degraded Dystric Well Drained >SOai
Brunisol

___________________ .___ __--------------- ___ ______

---- --------

I._____ ________,

----Lithi< Oegraded Well Drained I" SO -
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Brunisol I

SP6 Littric Oegraded Well Drained 50c .
Dystric
Branisol

_ .__.___ .______________ ----------------------- _ .___________________
I

_______-________y

Degraded Dystric Well -Drained 50cm
erunisoly
(LithiV Orthic
Nono-Ferric Pod¢o1

SP7 ~ Degraded Dystric Well Drained >50cue
Brunisol

----------------------- ------------------ ---------------- ------ --------------------

Gleyed Degraded Imperfectly >50M
Dyscric Drained
Brunisol
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Elevation
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SUITABILITY FOR USE : Spieker Mountain (SP)

Agriculture. Low to no capability . Steep topography, stoniness, and adverse climate are
major limitations .

Forestry. Low capability . Well drained sites on steep, often shallow slopes may be moisture
deficient .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose . Snow depth and forage quantity are main limitations .

Recreation . Moderate to very low carrying capacity . The carrying capacity varies with the
slope .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are limiting factors .
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SQUAW MOUNTAIN ASSOCIATION (SQ) .

Squaw Mountain soils occur in the Rocky Mountain Foothills on steeply to extremely
sloping (15-60%+) topography between 2000' to 4000' elevation . The parent material is a
gravelly loam to gravelly sandy loam, non-calcareous colluvium overlying sandstone and shales
bedrock .

The modal soil development is Degraded Dystric Brunisol . SQ2 is mapped on drier,
south aspects, where Orthic Dystric Brunisols occur . SQ3 soils occur in wetter environments
on north aspects or in higher elevations and have some Podzolic development ; this component
often grades into Merrick soils that occur upslope in the Subalpine zone . The SQ4 component
is finer textured (gravelly silt loam) and has soils with Luvisolic development ; these soils
are dominantly derived from shale bedrock . SQ5 and SQ6 components have minor and major soils
with Lithic contact respectively . SQ7 soils occur at the base of slopes where seepage waters
collect . Squaw Mountain, Spieker Mountain, and Horseshoe soils are very similar, but occur
in different vegetation zones .

Squaw Mountain soils occur in the Boreal zone . Dominant trees include lodgepole
pine and aspen, and white spruce . On dry south aspects, grasses, shrubs, and widely-spaced
pine are common .

SOIL PROFILE
S04 ; BRUNISOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- pale brown, sandy loam

- dark brown, gravelly sandy loam

- dark grayish brown, very gravelly
loam

- dark grayish brown, very gravelly
loam

- very dark grayish brown, gravelly

- sandstone and shale bedrock

SOIL ---
AjSOLIATION UONI9AN7 ASSOCIATED DEPTH TO
GOWONENT SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE

,
BEDROCK

SO1 Degraded Dystric Well Drained '50cm ,
Brunisol

50z Degraded Dystric Wall Drained >socm
-------------------------

Bunispl

------____________._ --------------------
I

_- . . . . . ._. .__ ._.i

Orthic Dystrlc Well Drained >50cm I
Brunisol

I

Sill Degraded Dystric Wall Drained >50cn
Brunisol

_________________________ ___________________ . .._________._ ._. .___ _-______________i

Orthic Kwo-Ferric Well Drained '50c.
Podtol

SOI' Degraded Dystric Well Drained >SOcs I
ervnisol

__ .---°---------------- --------------------- -------------------' --------"------
Brunisolic Gray Well Drained >50cm
Luvisol

S05 Degraded Dystric veil Drained ,SD-
Brunisol

------------------------- ------------------------ -_------------------ ----- . ._________ .i

uthic Degraded Well Drained <5k.
Dystrir Brenisol

SOG Lithic Degraded Well Drained <50ao I
_-----Dyst=lc Brunisol

~ .___-----_------- __.._ __----_------- ______ ... . .

DeDegraded Dystric Well Drained 50a I
Brunisol

I

~S07 Degraded Dystric 11e11 to >50aa
Brunisol Noderately well

Drafned

Gleyed Degraded Impcrfectly >50cm
Dystric Brunisol Drained

'SqI is coarser textured .
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SUITABILITY FOR USE : Squaw Mountain (SQ)

Agriculture . Low to no capability . Steep topography and stoniness are main limitations .

Forestry. Low capability . Well drained sites on steep often shallow slopes may be moisture
deficient .

UnSulates . Low to moderate capability for moose . Forage quantity and snow depth are main
limitations .

Recreation . Moderate to very low carrying capacity . The capacity varies with the slope .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are the limiting factors .
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SEPTIMUS ASSOCIATION (SS)

Septimus soils are located in the Alberta Plateau Benchlands and Rocky Mountain
Foothills on very steep to extreme slopes (>30%) between 1900' and 4000' elevation . The
soils have developed on undifferentiated material with variable texture . In the study area,
undifferentiated materials generally refer to steep erosional (scarp) slopes where lacustrine
or glaciofluvial deposits overlie till, which in turn overlies bedrock . The Pine river has cut
erosional slopes between Chetwynd and Twidwell Bend and the Murray River has cut slopes

surrounding the proposed Tumbler Ridge townsite which were mapped as Septimus soils .

The modal soil for this association is Orthic Regosol . The SS3 component is mapped

on relatively more stable slopes where a weak B horizon has developed, resulting in some

erunisolic soils .

Septimus soils occur in the Boreal white spruce zone . Due to the erodible nature
of the soils, dominant vegetation is grasses, shrubs, some lodgepole pine, and occasionally
white spruce .

SOIL PROFILE
SSI ; ORTHIC REGOSOL

- decomposing organic matter

- brown ;
variable textured ;
calcareous

-
SOIf

ASSOCIATION
COMPONENT

T,~ --
DOMINANT
SOIL

- -
AS50C!aTLJ

SOIL- -

~

~----

DRAINAGE

m ~

- -- ,
TO

EJRO.K~ - _ 1
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SS3 OrtMc 0.egosol wcll to 150cm
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orthlc Eutric Well to '50c.
erva;sal ~ Rapidly oralned
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SEPTIMUS SOIL ASSOCIATION

Elevation
(it)
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SUITABILITY FOR USE : Septimus (SS)

Agriculture . No capability . Steep topography, stoniness and erosion are major limitations .

Forestry . No capability . Actively eroding, very steep slopes are extremely limiting to
tree growth .

Ungulates . Moderate to high capability for elk and mule deer ; low to moderate for moose.
Forage quantity is main limitation .

Recreation . Very low carrying capacity . Steep, often unstable, slopes severely limit the
carrying capacity .

Engineering. Severe limitations . Steepness of slope is the only major limiting factor .
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SUPRENANT MOUNTAIN ASSOCIATION (ST)

Suprenant Mountain soils occur in the Rocky Mountain Foothills and the Rocky
Mountains on steeply to extremely sloping topography (15-60%+) between 2000' to 4000'
elevation . The soils have developed on gravelly sandy loam to gravelly loam colluvium
derived from usually calcareous sandstone and shales, or dolomite and limestone bedrock . The
soils have been mapped in the Bullmoose Mountain and Kinuseo Falls area on forested slopes .

The modal soil development for the association is Degraded Eutric Brunisol . ST3
component occurs in wetter environments, usually north aspects or higher elevations, where
Dystric Brunisols or Podzolic soils occur . ST3 soils grade into Merrick or Hedrick soils
upslope . ST5 and ST6 are mapped in areas with minor and major lithic soils respectively .
Suprenant Mountain is similar to Spieker Mountain soils, but has a higher pH, different soil
development, and is derived from calcareous parent material .

Suprenant Mountain soils occur in the Subboreal zone . Lodgepole pine, white
spruce, and alpine fir are the dominant trees . Vacciniun and alder are common shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
ST5 I DEGRADED EUTRIC BRUNISOL

`

Bm

Bm2

I--,

Bm3

44

decomposing organic matter-

- gray

- strong brown to yellowish red,
gravelly silt loam

- yellowish brown, gravelly silt loam

- dark yellowish brown, gravelly
silt loam

1

- dark brown, gravelly sandy loam,
calcareous a

- limestone and domomite bedrock

So
IL.

ASSOCIATION DOMINANT ASSOCIATED DEPTH TO
COMPONENT SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE BEDROCK

SIT Degraded Well Drained 50' .
Eutric Brunisol

5T3 Degraded Eatric Well Drained ( > 50cm
Brunisol

-------------------------- - ---------------------- - ---------------------- -------- --------------

Orthic Nunn-ferric Well Drained > 50-
Podtol ;
Degraded Dystric
Brunisol

ST5 Degraded Eutric Ilell Orained
I

SOcn>
Brunisol

-------------------------- _______ .____ ._____ .___ _ .__ ._ .______________

i- -
`
_ _____

Lithic IWell Drained < 50c .
oegraded Eatric

I

Brunisol

ST6 Lithic Well Drained 50e . I
Degraded Eutric

---------

Brvnisol
_

.-------------

____ ._____ __.________ - - . . . . . . .. ____._ . . ._____ .

ricDeg raded Eut

W :, ;

Drained > 50m
Bruni7ol



Refer to Spieker Mtn . Association for cross-sectional diagram .

PLATE 22 : SUPRENANT ASBOcIATION (ST)

Soils have developed on a calcareous
veneer of colluvium . Bedrock is exposed at
base of photograph .

(Photo by T .K . Ovanin)

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Suprenant Mountain (ST)

,4griculture . Low to no capability . Steep topography, stoniness, and adverse climate are
major limitations .

Forestry . Low capability . Well drained sites on steep slopes often shallow may be moisture
deficient .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose . Forage quantity and snow depth are main limitations .

Recreation . Moderate to very low carrying capacity . The rating varies with the slope of
individual units .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are limiting factors .
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SUNDANCE ASSOCIATION (SU)

Sundance soils are located in the Alberta Plateau Benchlands and the Rocky Mountain

Foothills on very gently to strongly sloping (0 .5 to 9%) terrain below 4000' elevation . The

parent material is loamy sand to sandy loam fluvial and glaciofluvial terraces and fans . The

deposits are calcareous at depth . Sundance soils were mapped in the lower Sukunka River

valley, and in the proposed Tumbler Ridge townsite area . The Sundance association has been

previously mapped in the Peace River areal .

Modal soil development is Brunisolic Gray Luvisol for the association . SU2

component is commonly mapped in the Study Area in areas lacking Luvisolic development . SU3

soils occur in higher elevations where a podzolic horizon (Bf) can develop . SU7 and SUB are

mapped where Gleyed soils and Gleysolic soils occur respectively . Sundance soils differ from

Jarvis soils in that they are not gravelly .

Sundance soils occur in the Boreal zone . Lodgepole pine, aspen, and occasionally

white spruce, are the dominant trees .

SOIL PROFILE
SUI ; BRUNISOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- pinkish gray ; sandy loam

- yellowish brown ; sandy loam

- brown ; loamy sand

- yellowish brown ; sandy loam

- grayish brown ; loamy sand ;

calcareous

- -SOIL
ASSOCIATION UO'1.INANT ASSOCIATED Of " 7N '9
LOWONENT SOIL Sj :L ORAINM OEOR7 .

~Sul Brunisolic Gray ~ ~ well Drained " IOOae
Luvisol

SU2 Brunisolic Gray Well Drained .IOOcn
Luvisoi

-------'---------°-- -°----'-------'-- ---- .. . .----°----'- '-----"--------
oe9raded Eucric Well Drained '100i:ia
Brunisol

5113 Brunisolic Gray Yell Drained ~lDDc .
Luvisol

_______ .___________ .__ -------_----------- ------------------ _ _____ .._ ._______

Ibdzulic Gray well Drained >100cw
Luvisol

$U7 BrunisoHc Gray Well Drained " IOOn
Luvisol

GI eyed SrunisoHc ImperfecUy >100caa
Gray luvisol O,,ined

3u8 erunmsolic Gray uen oralned " looc.
"'- Luvisnl
---------- --------- - -------------------- _ .___ .______________ ------------------

Glaysolics Poorly Oral ned '100cm

1Soi1 Survey of the Peace River area in B.C . Report No . 8. B .C . Soil Survey, 1965 .



Refer to Jarvis Association for cross-sectional diagram .

PLATE 23 : SUNDANCE ASSOCIATION (SU)

Sandy fluvial materials above present-day
floodplains are mapped as SU in the Boreal white
spruce zone .

(Photo by T .K . Ovanin)

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Sundance (SU)

Agriculture . Low capability . Droughtiness is main limitation .

Forestry . Moderate capability . Low water retension capability of the sandy textured soil
results in moisture deficiencies .

_Ungulates_ . Moderate capability for moose, mule deer, and elk . Forage quantity is main
limitation .

Recreation . Very high to high carrying capacity . Coarse (sandy) textures may be limiting .
Removal of vegetation may result in wind erosion .

Engineering . Slight limitations . Frost action is the only major limitation to use .
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SMOKY ASSOCIATION (SY)

Smoky soils were mapped in the Alberta Plateau and Rocky Mountain Foothills on

gentle to strong slopes (2-25%) between 2000' to 4000' elevation . The parent material is a

clay to loam continental or cordilleran till with 0 to 30% coarse fragments . These soils are

poorly drained, usually due to seepage waters collecting in the area . The soils are mapped

north of the Muskeg Lake area .

The modal soil development for the association is Orthic Gleysol . SY3 soils are

mapped in wetter areas, where Humic Gleysols have developed . SY10 soils are used in wetter

environments where a relatively thick peaty horizon occurs . Smoky soils are usually mapped

in small depressional areas surrounded by either Edson, Moberly, or Fellers soils . Snipe

soils are also Gleysolic, but occur on lacustrine materials .

Smoky soils occur in the Boreal white spruce zone . Black spruce is the dominant

tree, however, due to poor drainage conditions .

SOIL PROFILE
SYj 1 ORTHIC GLEYSOL

- decomposing organic matter

dark grayish brown ;
sandy loam ; gleyed

brown ; sandy loam ;
gleyed

light olive brown ;
- clay loam ; gleyed

- light olive brown ;
clay loam ; gleyed ; calcareous

SOIL ---
ASSOCIATION DOMINANT ASSOCIATED DE^TH TO
COMPONENT SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE aEUCOCK

SYl Orthic Gleysol Poorly Drained >100cR

SY3 OrtMC Gleysol Poorly Drained >IOOCw

Orthic Hoaiic Vwrly Drained >100an
Gleysol

SYID 0rthie Gleysol
--------------------- --------------------

I Poorly Drained
----------------------

' >100c.
----------------- . .

~ Orthic Gleysal ~ Poorly Drained

t

>100cm
-Deaty Chase
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SMOKY , S NIPE AND FELLERS SOIL ASSOCIATIONS
Elevation
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I
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SUITABILITY FOR USE : Smoky (SY)

Agriculture . Low capability . Excess moisture is major limitation .

Forestry . Low to no capability . Poor drainage on these soils restricts forest growth .

Ungulates . Moderate to high capability for moose . Forage quantity is main limitation .
Some habitat exists for mule deer .

Recreation . Low carrying capacity . Poor drainage and fine textures are limiting .

Engineering. Severe limitations . Poor drainage, steepness of slope and frost action are all
limiting factors .
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TRI CREEK ASSOCIATION (TC)

Tri Creek soils occur in the Alberta Plateau Benchlands and Rocky Mountain

Foothills on level to gently sloping (0-5%) topography between 2000' and 3500' elevation .

The soils have developed on clayey lacustrine material . Tri Creek soils were previously

described in Albertal .

Tri Creek soils are dominantly Orthic Gray Luvisols . TC3 soils are used in wetter

environments, where Brunisolic Gray Luvisols occur . TC7 is mapped in areas where drainage is

restricted and Gleyed soils have formed . Dickebusch soils are similar to Tri Creek, but

differ in terms of texture and soil development .

Tri Creek soils occur in the Boreal zone . Lodgepole pine, aspen, and occasionally

white spruce are the dominant trees ; willow, alder, viburnum and shepherdia are common

shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
TCI;ORTHIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- brown ; silty clay

- pale brown ; silty clay

- light olive brown ; clay

- dark grayish brown ; clay ;
calcareous

- olive gray ; clay ; calcareous

9on
ASSOCIATION WNINANT ASSOC ATED DEPTN TD
CONA,ONENT SOIL ISO L DRAINAGE III .,K

T61 OrtMC . Noderetely " IO0an
Gray Luvisol I Well Dralned

TO ~~ Orthlc Moderately > 10orm
Gray Luv5sol

-------- .-------_-- ------------_-___._-_
Well Orained

__-_-_ ._ ._---------
. . _____-_.-___- ---------- _ ._

Brunisotic Moderately 'IOOcm
Gray Luvlsol Well Drained

TV orthlc Moderate I 100C. J--- Gray Luvisol---
_---------__ ._--___-_

.- .-_ Welt D=alned---
_-__ . . .

.------
._--_-__- . . . .

GIeyed OrtN1c laperfectly 'IOOC Im
Gray Luvlsol Dralned

1Soil Survey and Land Evaluation of the Hinton-Edson Area . Report No . 31 . Alberta Soil
Survey, 1972 .
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Elevation
(ft.)

3500

MOBERLY

3000~

250d

TRI CREEK SOIL ASSOCIATION

TRI CREEK i OETCA ; TRI CREEK ~ MOBERLY

TC 7 ~ TC I ~ ~ TC3

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Tri Creek (TC)

Agriculture . Moderate capability . Adverse climate is main limitation .

Forestry . Moderate to low capability . A dense clay horizon in the fine-textured soil restricts
root growth .

Ungulates . High capability for moose . Moderate capability for mule deer and elk with snow
depth as main limitation .

Recreation . Moderate carrying capacity . Fine textures, and a drainage restricting horizon
limit the capacity.

Engineering . Moderate to severe limitations . Frost action and soil texture are the limiting
factors .
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TRIAD CREEK ASSOCIATION (TD)

Triad Creek soils occur in the Rocky Mountain Foothills and Rocky Mountains on

level to gentle slopes (0-5%) between 2500' and 3500' elevation . The parent material is

loamy sand to sandy loam fluvial and glaciofluvial deposits that have from 0 to 70% coarse

fragments . The materials are usually calcareous below 50 cm in depth . Fluvial terraces in the

upper Sukunka valley is an example of where the association has been mapped .

The modal soil development is Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzols . TD2 component occurs in
drier environments, usually in lower elevations, where some Brunisolic soils have developed .
TD4 soils are slightly finer-textured (loam to sandy loam) and contain Luvisolic development .
TD7 soils are used in areas with imperfect drainage . Triad and Ovington Creek soils are
similar with respect to parent material and soil development, but differ in vegetation zone .

Triad Creek soils occur in the SubbOreal zone . Lodgepole pine is the dominant tree

due to rapid drainage and fire history ; white spruce and alpine fir also occur .

SOIL PROFILE
TD4;PODZOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

_ pinkish aray ;
gravell'v sandv loam

_ dark brown ;
very gravelly sandy loam

dark yellowish brown ;
' very gravelly loamy sand

_ dark yellowish brown ;
very gravelly sandy clay loam

olive brown ;
' very gravelly sand

--_ -^SOIL
ASSOCIATION DOMINANT assoaATEO .-~Tn To
COMPONENT SOIL S .IL O,AINAGE 2EOC-CY.

TOL `Orthic Hunn ' ^ Yell Drained '100cm
Ferria 7odzol

TD2~. Orthic Humo- Well Drained >IOOcm
Ferric Padzol Rapidly Drained

D1,r1d1d Well Drained >100C .
Dystric Brunisol

TD4t Orthic Hunn- Well Drained IOOcm
---- .Perric Podzol

---------- ----°-----------'-°----- -°"--~----------'

=

- ---------'-'-'------
Brunisolic Gray Moderately >I00cm
Luvisol : we

11
Drained

Fodzolic
Gray Luvisol

TD7 Drthic Dumo- Well Drained >IDonn
Ferric 1'odzol

Gteyed Orttdc Imperfectly >100n.
M-- Ferric Oreined
vodzol ;
Gleyed Brvnisolic
Gray Lvvisol

"TD6 Is, finer textured .
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Elevation
(ft)
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TRIAD CREEK AND KINUSEO SOIL ASSOCIATIONS
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NORTH 10

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Triad Creek (TD)

Agriculture . Low capability . Stoniness, and adverse climate are main limitations .

Forestry . Moderate capability . Low water retention in the soil results in a moisture
deficiency limitation .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose . Snow depth and forage quantity are main limitations .

Recreation . Very high to high carrying capacity . Coarse textures may be a limitation .

Engineering . Slight limitations . These soils have no major limitations to use .
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THUNDER MOUNTAIN ASSOCIATION (TH)

Thunder Mountain soils occur in the Rocky Mountain Foothills and Alberta Plateau

Benchlands on moderately to steeply sloping (5-30%) topography between 3500' to 4000'

elevation . The soils have developed on shallow morainal material with physical

characteristics reflecting the underlying sandstone and shale bedrock . The texture is

gravelly sandy loam to loam ; the soils have a relatively low pH .

The dominant soil development is Brunisolic Gray Luvisol . The TH4 component is

coarser, with minor soils lacking a horizon of clay accumulation (Bt) . TH5 and TH6

components have minor and major soils with lithic contact respectively . TH7 and TH8

components are used where Gleyed and Gleysolic soils occur respectively . Hambrook and Onion

Creek soils have similar soil development, but have developed on calcareous glacial till .

They also differ from Thunder Mountain soils in texture and pH .

Thunder Mountain soils are located in the Subalpine zone . Lodgepole pine,

Engelmann spruce, and alpine fir are the dominant trees . White rhododendron and vaccinium

are common shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
THI ; BRUNISOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- light brownish gray ; gravelly
sandy loam

- dark yellowish brown ; gravelly

sandy loam

- brown ; gravelly loam

- dark grayish brown ; gravelly clay

- very dark grayish brown ; gravelly

loam

- very dark grayish brown ; gravelly

loam

SDIL
~ OMINANT ASSOCIATED DEPTH TOASSOCIATI0N

COMPONENT
D

SCIL SOIL DRAINAGE BEDROCK

THI Brunisolic Well Drained >50c.
Gray Luvisol

TH4 " Brunisolic Well Drained '50-
Gray Luvisol
-------------- ------------------ _______ .___________---------

Degraded DystricDegraded Well Drained .50C.
Brunlsnl

TINS Brunisolla Well Drained >50ce
Gray Luvisot

- ---------------- __. . .

. .. . . . . . . . . ... . .. . ..

----------------

Llthic Brunisolic Well Drained < SOCm
Gray Luvisol

THG L1thlc Well Drained 50ae
Bruisolic
Gray Luvisol
-------------- _____ ._ ._.___________

Brunisolio Well Drained >50a.
Gray Lurisol

TH7 Brunisolic Well Drained >50a

.. . . .. . Gray Luvisot
-----------__ ________________ ._____ - .

. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .__ ----------------

Gleyed Brunisol ImPerfeatly " 50w
Gray Luvisol Oral ned

TH8 Brunisolic Yell Drained '50m
Gray Luvisol

--- ------------------
'
------------------------ --------------------- ------------------

GleysoHcs Poorly Drained " SOu

TH4 " is coarser teatured.
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Elevation
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SUITABILITY FOR USE : Thunder Mountain (TH)

Agriculture. No capability . Adverse subalpine climate is major limitation .

Forestry. Low capability . A short growing season, and possibly moisture deficiencies are
limiting .

Unjulates . Low capability for moose . Forage quantity and snow depth are main limitations .

Recreation . High to moderate carrying capacity . Fine textures and slope may be slightly
limiting .

Engineering . Slight to severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are limiting
factors .
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TURNING MOUNTAIN ASSOCIATION (TM)*

Turning Mountain soils are located in the Rocky Mountain Foothills and Rocky

Mountains on moderate to steep slopes (5-30%) between 3500' to 5500' elevation . The parent

material is a gravelly sandy loam to loam morainal material . The material is generally

calcareous below 100 cm in depth . Turning Mountain soils have been mapped on forested slopes

between Quintette and Turning Mountains . _

The modal soil development is Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol . TM2 component occurs in

drier environments, where Brunisolic soils have developed ; this component often borders with

Robb soils . TM3 soils occur in higher elevations bordering the krummholz subzone, where an

Ah horizon often develops . TM4 component is finer textured (silt loam to loam) with

Luvisolic soils developing . TM5 is mapped where significant inclusions of Lithic soils

occur . TM7 indicates areas where drainage restrictions (usually due to underlying bedrock)

result in Gleyed soils . Turning Mountain and 6eauregard Mountain soils are similar with

respect to soil development, but differ in texture .

Turning Mountain soils occur in the Subalpine zone, forested subzone . Dominant

trees include Engelmann spruce, alpine fir, and lodgepole pine . White rhododendron and

vaccinium are common shrubs .

SOIL PROFILE
TM4 ;PODZOLIC GRAY LUVISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- light gray ; gravelly loam

- dark brown ; gravelly loam

- brown ; very gravelly sandy clay

loam

- dark grayish brown ; very gravelly

sandy clay loam

- very dark gray ; very gravelly

sandy loam

~

SOIL
ASSOICIATI0N DOMINANT ASSOCIATED DEPTH TO
COF~m1ENT S0 IL SOIL DRAINAGE BEDROCK-

TM1 . Orth1c Numo-

-

4e11 Drained > 50cm
Ferric

'c"
01

TM2 Orthic Hum- Neil Drained .50c.
Ferric Podzol

------------------------- ----------------------- ------------------- -----------------------

Degraded Oystric Well Drained " 50cn

TM3 : Orthic Hum-

erunisol

Well Drained >50 .
Ferric Podzol

5omhric xumo- Weil Drained 50m
Ferric Podzol

TMa Orthtc Hum- Well Drained
I Feric Padzol
-------------------------- ----------------------- _-________________ . __.. . ..~~-_ .

Podzolic Gra Well Drained +50c.
Luvisol ;
Brunisolc
Gray Luvieol ;
Luvic Hum-
Ferric Podzoi

TM5 Orthic Numo- Well Drained >50a
Ferric Podzol

__-------- ------------------------
'

--------------------
------------ .. ..- .-----

Lithic Orthir Well Drained < SOaa

.
Hum-Ferric Porzol
-__ _--- .t . . . ._

TM7 Orthic Hum- Yell Drained s5UCn
Ferric Podzol---------- --------------------- - ----------------_ . . .__ . . . . .---------- . ._ ._1

Gleyed Orthic Imperfectly > SOcm
Hum F1r1ft Drained
Podzo ~1

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Turning Mountain (TM)

Agriculture. No capability . Adverse subalpine climate is major limitation .

Forestry . Low capability . A short growing season limits tree growth .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose . Snow depths and forage quantity are main limitations .

Recreation . High to moderate carrying capacity!. The rating depends upon the slope .

Engineering. Slight to severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are the limiting
factors .

*
Refer to Robb Association for cross-sectional diagram.
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TONEKO ASSOCIATION (TO)*

Toneko soils occur in the Rocky Mountain Trench, and occasionally in the Rocky

Mountains, on level to moderate slopes (0-9%) below 3500' above sea level . The soils have

developed on 15 cm or greater sandy fluvial veneer over a gravelly sandy loam to very

gravelly loamy sand fluvial deposit . The fluvial or glaciofluvial material is usually

terraced, but sometimes is ridged (eskers), kettled, or humnocky . The soils are

non-calcareous for at least 100 cm . Toneko soils have been mapped in the very southwest

portion of the study area along the Parsnip River .

The soils are dominantly Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzols . T07 component is mapped where

significant inclusions of Gleyed soils occur . Toneko and Ramsey soils are similar except for

thick sandy fluvial capping on the Toneko soils .

Toneko soils occur in the Subboreal zone . Lodgepole pine, alpine fir, and white

spruce are the dominant trees .

SOIL PROFILE
T01 ; ORTHIC HUMO-FERRIC PODZOL

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Toneko (TO)

SOIL
ASSOCIATION
COtMONENT

DOMINANT
SOIL

ASSOCIATCO
SOIL Ci1AINAGE

DEPTH 70
OEOPACG

TO1 Orthia HUmo-
Ferric Podzol Well Drained 100cm

T01 Orthic Humo- Well Drained 100c.
Ferric Podzol

-- --------------------- -------

----- ----- _ -------

Gl eyed Orthic

J

Imperfectly > IDOL.
Numo-Ferric Podzol

-

Drained

Agriculture . Low capability . Droughtiness, stoniness, and adverse climate are main limitations .

Forestry . Moderate capability . Poor water retention in the coarse-textured parent material
may result in moisture deficiency .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability . Snow depth is major limitation for other ungulates .

Recreation . Very high to high carrying capacity . Coarse textures may be limiting .

Engineering . Slight limitations . Frost action is the only major limiting factor .

*
Refer to Ramsey Association for cross-sectional diagram .
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TSAHUNGA ASSOCIATION (TS)

Tsahunga soils occur in the Rocky Mountains on strongly to excessively sloping

topography (greater than 9%) above 5500' elevation . The soils have developed on gravelly

silt loam to very gravelly sandy loam colluvium derived primarily from limestone and dolomite

bedrock, but occasionally from sandstone, shale, or conglomerate . These soils are

subject to periglacial (cold-climate) processes like cryoturbation (frost churning of soils),
nivation, and solifluction .

The modal association member (TS1) has Lithic Orthic Regosol and Lithic Orthic

Turbic Regosol soil development . The TS4 component is mapped in areas with deeper soils

having Brunisolic development . The calcareous bedrock from which Tsahunga soils have

developed distinguishes them from Palsson and Gable Mountain soils . Sheba Mountain soils in

the krurtmholz subzone are often mapped downslope of Tsahunga soils .

Tsahunga soils occur in the Alpine zone . Heather, vaccinium, mosses, and lichen

are some of the dominant plants .

SOIL PROFILE
TS I ; LITHIC ORTHIC REGOSOL

- decomposing organic matter

- very dark grayish brown ; gravelly

sandy loam

- very dark grayish brown ; gravelly

loam ; calcareous

- limestone and dolomite bedrock

rI SOIL Y ~
I ASSOCIATION :A`IC :A.ti' I ASS^.`, :AT[4

CoworrtRT I SOIL

TSI Lithic Orthic

Re
gosol

-----------------------

Lithic Turbic
Orthic Regosol

, Tsa Turbic Orthic
Regosol

---------

Lithic Iurbic
--- Orthic Regosol-

Turbic orthic
Relanic Rrunisol

oRA I : .:ar

Mode at ly
4n11 DraIned--------------------

Moderately
Well Drained

o~nr~ Ta
ci~ :ac

" 50<.
________ . ._ .____

< soa.

Moderately 1 >soc.
-----Well

-Or'
ined

---------- --------------------

Moderate! y `50c.
---- Well Drained--]-------- . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . ..

f "SOc.Moderately
Well Drained
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Refer to Sheba Mtn . Association for cross-sectional diagram .

PLATE 2L( : TSAHUNGA ASSOCIATION (TS)

Colluvial materials derived from limestone
in the Alpine tundra zone are mapped as TS .
TS1 soils are lithic, while TS4 components contain
some deeper materials .

(Photo by T . Cooper)

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Tsahunga (TS)

Agriculture . No capability . Adverse climate are main limitations .

Forestry . No capability . Alpine climate and shallow soils prevent tree establishment .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for goats and caribou . Snow depths and forage
quantity are main limitations .

Recreation . Very low carrying capacity . The soil sensitivity results from periglacial (cold
climate) processes, shallowness to bedrock and slope .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Shallow depth to bedrock, steepness of slope and frost
action are all limiting factors .
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WINDFALL CREEK ASSOCIATION (WF)

Windfall Creek soils occur primarily in the Rocky Mountain Foothills, and rarely in

the Alberta Plateau Benchlands between 2000' and 3500' elevation . Topography is gently to

strongly sloping (2-25%) . The soils have developed on active, non-calcareous, sandy loam to

loamy sand fluvial materials with 0 to 70% coarse fragments . These materials are subject to

flooding . The soils have been primarily mapped in the lower Sukunka valley on fans emanating

from tributary streams .

The modal soil is a Cumulic Regosol . WF2 soils occur on slightly raised terraces
which flood less frequently and have Brunisolic development . WF7 is mapped in areas
with imperfect drainage due to high seasonal water table . Windfall Creek soils are often
mapped by Oetca soils along the Sukunka River.

Windfall Creek soils occur in the Boreal zone . White spruce and cottonwood are the

dominant trees . Red-osier dogwood, viburnum, horsetail, and alder are some of the common

plants .

SOIL PROFILE
WFI ;CUMULIC REGOSOL

- decomposing organic matter

- very dark grayish brown ; loam

- very dark grayish brown ; sand

- black ; buried humus

- very dark grayish brown ; loam

- very dark grayish brown ; gravelly
sandy loam

- very dark grayish brown ; very
gravelly sandy loam

SD1L
ASSOCIATI0N
C011P0nEhT

DOMINANT
SOIL

ASSOCIATEDSDIL L'lAiNAGE
oEPTH ' IO
6 :7t:0t!

WF1 Cueulie Regosol Moderately >IOOcn
Well Drained

WF2 Cumulic Regasol NodKately '100' .

----------------------- ----------- __ .______
Well Drained

---------------------- {--------------------------

e EutriaDegrade Well Drained >1D0c .
Brunlsol ;
Orthlc Eutric
Brvnisol

WF7 Cumulic Regosol ~ H ratyod e >IOOan

------------- ----

_. . .

-

._. . ._____________
edWel l D

r

Gleyed Cumullo Imperfeatly >1WamI
Regosol- Orainea
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SUITABILITY FOR USE : Windfall Creek (WF)

Agriculture. Low to moderate capability. Flooding, stoniness, and adverse climate are main
limitations .

Forestry . High capability . Capability for black cottonwood is high where flooding is
not too restrictive.

Ungulates . Very high capability for moose . Moderate capability for mule deer and elk,
with forage quantity and snow depth being the main limitations .

Recreation . Low carrying capacity . Flooding hazards limit the capacity .

Engineering. Severe limitations . Flood occurrence is the major limiting factor .
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WHATLEY ASSOCIATION (WH)*

Whatley soils are located in the Rocky Mountain Foothills and Rocky Mountains on

the east side of the Continental Divide between 2000' and 4000' elevation . Topography is

depressional to very gently sloping (0-2%) . The parent material is organic, comprised mainly

of sedge peat .

Soil development is primarily in the Mesisol Great Group . Mitska soils are also

organic, but differ in that moss is the main peat . Whatley soils differ from Eaglesham soils
by vegetation zone, and from Chief soils by texture .

Although Whatley soils occur in the Subboreal white spruce - alpine fir zone, very

poor drainage prevents tree establishment . Sedges, willows and other shrubs comprise the

dominant vegetation .

SOIL PROFILE
WHI ; TYPIC MESISOL

mesic textured organic material

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Whatley (WH)

Agriculture . Low capability . Excess moisture, and adverse climate are main limitations .

Forestry . No capability . Very poor drainage is a severe limitation to tree growth .

Ungulates . Low to moderate capability for moose . Forage quantity is main limitation .

Recreation . Very low carrying capacity . Very poor drainage and organic textures severely
limit recreational uses .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Poor drainage and soil texture are the limiting factors .

*
Refer to Mitska Association for cross-sectional diagram .
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WENDT MOUNTAIN ASSOCIATION (WT)*

Wendt Mountain soils are located in the Rocky Mountains on slopes greater than 15%

between 3500' and 5000' elevation . The soils have developed on gravelly sandy loam to clay

loam colluvium . The colluvium is calcareous and overlies dolomites, limestone, sandstone, or

shale bedrock . The soils have been mapped on south-facing slopes in the upper Sukunka

valley .

The modal soil development is Degraded Eutric Brunisol . WT2 component in drier

environments, usually steep south aspects, have Orthic Eutric Brunisol soils ; WT3 in higher

elevations or north aspects have Podzolic and Dystric Brunisol soils . WT3 usually grades

into Horseshoe or Hedrick soils upslope . WT4 soils are finer textured (clay loam to silty

clay loam) with Luvisolic development . WT5 and WT6 are mapped where Lithic Degraded Eutric

Brunisols are minor and major components respectively of the map area .

Wendt Mountain soils occur in the Subalpine zone, forested subzone . Lodgepole

pine, Engelmann spruce, and alpine fir are the dominant trees .

SOIL PROFILE
WTI ; DEGRADED EUTRIC BRUNISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- dark yellowish brown ; gravelly

clay loam

- strong brown ; very gravelly silt

loam

- brown ; very gravelly clay loam

- dark brown ; very gravelly clay
loam ; calcareous

SOIL
ASSOCIATION DOMINANT ASSOCIATED DEGTH TO
COI90NENT SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE BEDROCK

WTI Degraded Eutric Well Drained >50 .
Brunisol

WT2 Degraded Eutric Well Drained >50na
Brunisol

________________-___ _____________

---------------------

________________

Drtnio Eatrlc Well Drained >sacn
Brunisot

WT3 Degraded Eutric Well Oralned >SOao
Brunisoi

.______________---____ ---------------------- --_________________ . . -- ._-______________

Begraded Dystric Well Drained >50am
Orun15o11
OrtR1a Hano- .
Eerric Padzol

WT4' Degraded Eutrlc Well Drained >50ao
Brunisol

-------------------------------------------- -----------------'- ------------------

Brunisolic Gray Well Drained >50-
S
.1

Luvi

WT5 Degraded Eutric well Drained > 50M
Brunisol

------------------- _.. . -. ._ ._______________ .. ._-_-__--___________ ._- __________________

LitiMic Degraded Well Drained <50c.
Dystric Brunisol

WT6 Litnlo Degraded ~ Well Drained <50om
Eutric Brunlsot

__-------------- _----- ________________---_ -------------------- -------------- -----

Degraded Euuia Well Drained 'Sk. '
Brunisol :
OrtR1c
Eutric
BrunisoT

"NT4 is finer textured .

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Wendt Mountain (WT)

Agriculture. No capability . Adverse subalpine climate is main limitation .

Forestry. Low capability . A short growing season limits forest capability .

Ungulates . Low capability for moose, goat, and caribou . Forage quantity and snow depths are
main limitations .

Recreation . Moderate to very low carrying capacity . The rating depends upon the slope of the
particular unit .

Engineering . Severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are the limiting factors .

*
Refer to Hedrick Association for cross-sectional diagram .
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ZONNEBECKE ASSOCIATION (ZB)

Zonnebecke soils occur in the Alberta Plateau Benchlands and the Rocky Mountain

Foothills on very steeply to extremely sloping (>30%) topography between 2000' to 4000'

elevation . The soils have developed on sandy loam to silty clay loam colluvium which

overlies sandstone or shale . Coarse fragment content varies from 10 to 40% ; the material is

usually non-calcareous . Zonnebecke soils have been mapped in the lower Sukunka valley and

around the Muskeg Lake area .

The modal soil development is a Degraded Eutric Brunisol . ZB2 soils occur in drier

environments, usually south facing slopes, where Orthic Dystric Brunisols occur . ZB5 and ZB6

are mapped where Lithic soils are minor and major components of an area respectively . ZB11

is mapped on non-forested south-facing slopes with grass and shrub vegetation . Zonnebecke

and Suprenant Mountain soils are similar except with respect to vegetation zone . Moberly,

Fellers, and Septimus soils are commonly mapped near Zonnebecke .

Zonnebecke soils occur in the Boreal white spruce zone . Lodgepole pine and aspen

are the dominant trees . Shepherdia, kinnikinnick, twin flower, and grasses are common

plants .

SOIL PROFILE
ZB I ; DEGRADED EUTRIC BRUNISOL

- decomposing organic matter

- yellowish brown ; loam

- yellowish brown ; loam to clay

loam

- yellowish brown ; gravelly loam

- brown ; gravelly silty clay loam

SOIL
ASSOCIATION OCNINANT

AS

SOi.IATED DEPTH TO
COMPONENT

~

SOIL SOIL DRAINAGE BED,UCK

Zal Degraded Eutric Yell Drained >SOaa
Brunisol

Z82 Degraded Eutric Well Drained 50.
Brunisol

------------------------ ---------------------- -------- ._.___________ ______. . ._______ . .__. . ._

Orthic Eutric Well Drained >50cm
Brunisol

iZB5 Degraded Eutric Well Drained >50.
Brunisol

--------------------- _--- ---------------------- ----------------------- ----------- .______ . . ._____

LX
c Oegraded Well Drained so.
c Brunisot

226 Lithic Degraded Wall Drained <SOcai
Eutric Brunisol

__________ ._____________ _ ._._ ._________ ._.___ __ . . .. ._ .________ . ..__ __.__ .. . ._____ ._._ .___. ._

Degraded Eutric Well Drained >50n
. Bruniiol

iZB11 Lith c Orthic Well Drained <50.
iEutrc Brunisol

-- ---------------------- ___. .___________. .___ ---------------------- ---- _._ . ._______ ._. .__ . .

Orthic Nelanie Well Drained >5ft .
Brunisol

0rthic Eutric well Drained >50cm
Bronisot
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Refer to Horseshoe Association for cross-sectional diagram .

PLATE 25- ZONNEBECKE ASSOCIATION (ZB),
SOIL PROFILE

Soils developed on drier, south-facing

slopes often lack an eluvial (Ae) horizon, and
are mapped as ZB2 .

PLATE 26 : ZONNEBECKE ASSOCIATION (ZB),

SOIL ENVIRONMENT

ZB2 component typically has seral lodgepole
pine and aspen that are widely spaced with a dense
herbaceous understory .

LEGEND FOR CROSS-SECTIONAL DIAGRAMS*

Vegetation Symbols

Trees - conifer L_Y~ A aspen

- deciduous

- Krummholz

Shrubs

Herbs

Sedges and Grasses

Mosses

g p

Y' WS white spruce

B birch

bCo cottonwood

a1F alpine fir

lp lodgepole pine

bS blackspruce

eS En elmann s

e .g . .

rZ'7l = lodgepole pine

ru

Lichens ~0~+ W = aspen

Cross-section Patterns

Lacustrine

SUITABILITY FOR USE : Zonnebecke (ZB)

tigricu lture< Low to no capability . Steep topography and stoniness are main limitations .

Forestry . Low capability . These well drained soils on moderately steep to very steep
slopes often have moisture deficiency limitations .

Ungulates . High to moderate capability for moose, mule deer, and elk . Suitable forage is
only slight limitation, depending on aspect .

Recreation . Low to very low carrying capacity . Slope and fine textures limit the capacity .

Morainal

Fluvial

Col luvial

Organic

Bedrock

* See p . A13 for
List of Abbreviations
for Soil Classification

* See p . A13 for List of Abbreviations for Soil Classification

Engineering . Severe limitations . Steepness of slope and frost action are the major limiting
factors .



SOIL INTERPRETATIONS FOR FORESTRY *

~ Key for forest capability ratings on p . Cll .

Methods used to develop interpretations and their limitations are explained in Volume One, Chapter Four .
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SOIL INTERPRETATIONS FOR FORESTRY

SOIL DOMINANT LIMITATIONS EROSION
ASSOCIATION FOREST CONIFEROUS FOR NINDTHROW LIMITATIONS FOR HAZARD
COMPONENT - CAPABILITY TREES REGENERATION HAZARD LOGGING ROADS (% SLOPE)

Abbl llountain alpine fir, Moderate : Slight Moderate : Low
,1B 1,2 white epruce frost action, brush eubgrade, frost

comp. . action

Y ~

3s ------------------ ------------- ----------
Ag l "S Moderate : Moderate:

wet wet, subgrade, frost
action

Barton
2BT 1 alpine fir, Moderate : Slight Moderate to Severe : Moderate,

�M white spruce
-

frost action
------------------------- ---------------------_

- alope= frost action__ . .
_ ___

(<60%)
to

wS High
BT 5,6 we5 Moderate : Moderate : Moderate to Severe : (>60X)

frost attion rooting depth ,lope, depth to bed-

-------------------
rock, frost action

----

BT 11 ]E none
Sever. :

N.A . Severe : .
avalanching, brush avalanching, elope
coop .

Becker Mountain Severe : . Moderete
BC 1 slope (G60%)

_________ ]Rp none N.A . N.A . ------ ------_-_________
S

to
High

BC 6 evere: (>60X)
slope, depth to bed-
rock

Bedneati
BD 1 2

2S
J alpine fir, Moderate : Moderate : Moderate : Moderate

, w5 ~
white spruce frost action, brush texture subgrade, frost action (<5%)

a1F . we5 comp .

----
____-_---________

to
High

D 7 2S _ 45 Moderate : Moderate :
(>5X)

E
w5 wS texture, drainage eubgrade, frost
aIF we5 ectlon, wet

ED g
3-C ~

Moderate : Moderate to Severe :

VS bS textpre, drainage we[, froat action,

.as subgrede

Beauregard Mountain
BG 1,4

5H - 4H
eS eS alpine fir, Moderate : Slight Moderate : Low (<9X)

a1 F a1F Engelmann spruce frost action frost action, slope to
--------- ModModerate

BG 5,6 Moderate : Moderate to Severe :

e5 depth to bedrock depth
t r~.IF actlonlope, frot

a1F

BG 7 4H - 5H Moderate : Moderate "
eS as wet froat action, wet
.IF IF

B
luelLake
RE 3 Engelaa spruce, Severe : Slight Sev re : High

w

.S
alF alpine fir frost action -f ost action, sub

alF grade
------___-_

BE 5,6 _ ~H
5PM "R

Moderate to Severet
depth to bedrock,

Severe :frost action, sub -
wes was texture grade, depth to bed-

a1F a1F rock

BE 7 f~H _ t'H
~tf

Moderate : Severe :
be5 texture, rooting froet action, su -

was depth, wet grade, wet
alp

Bulley
BL 1 4

4S
white spruce, Moderate : Moderate : Moderate : Low (<9%)

, ~
alpine fir frost action _ texture, rooting aubgrade, frost to~S .

depth action moderate
- (>9%)

BL 3 5M
weS "
a1F

------------------

BI 5

-------_______

5M

_____

Moderate to Severe : Moderate : Moderate :.
wag froet action, brush texture, depth to eubgrade, frost action

a1F
__ __

comp . . bedrock depth to bedrock
-_-_

BL 7

__ __vs

4 S Moderate : !b'derate:
texture, rooting frost action, wet,

was depth, wet subgrade

BL g ^ `v ()S - / Moderate to Severe : Moderate to Severe :

wS bS wet, texture, wet, froat action,

was rooting depth ..grade
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SOIL DOMINANT LIMITATION EROSION
ASSOCIATION FOREST CONIFEROUS FOR WINDTHROW LIMITATIONS FOR HAZARD
COMPONENT CAPABILITY TREES REGENERATION HAZARD LOGGING ROADS (S SLOPE)

,BMulmone 41

wS white spruce, Slight to Moderate : Slight Severe : Low
lp lodgepole pine, brush Comp . flooding

-------- _--------_-- -------------------- alpine fir ---------------- ------------------------- ___

BM 2 4' - 5P Slight Moderate :S
floodingng

______----------------- --------------

BMBM 7 I - S Slight to Moderate : Severe :

--- -------------------
.S S

-----LP _----------
Wet

______-________------
flooding, wet

------___________-____

BN 8 1{S - ~S Slight to Severe : Severe :
wF Wet flooding, wet

Chief
CF 1,3 7w none N.A . N.A . Severe : Low

wet, flooding,
subgrade

Crum Mountain
CM I,2 white spruce, Moderate : Moderate : Moderate : Low (<9Z)

~M
M

alpine fir frost action texture frost action, to,
4 - 5 subgrade Moderate

____________________ wS weS __------------------- ----------------------- (>9Z)
CM 5 ve5 a1F

ifoderete : Moderate :
texture, depth to frost action, sub-
bedrock grade, depth to

bedrock

Devereau 4D _ SM
DU 1,3 H D white spruce, Severe : Moderate to Severe : Severe : Moderate

WS tA lodgepole pine brush comp ., texture, rooting frost action, (<5I)
tA v5 frost action depth subgrade to

High
DU 8 7D - /H Moderete to Severe : Severe : (>Sx)

tA bS texture, rooting frost action . sub-
depth, wet grade, wet

Dezaiko
DZ 1 7S l

a1F
Enge mann spruce,
alpine fir

Moderate :
frost action

Slight Moderate to Severe :
slope, frost action

Moderate
(<60X)________-______ " to

DZ 3 High
.IF (>60X)
as

-------------- -- -------- - -----------------------

DZ 5 5S - 6R Moderate : Moderate to Severe :
a1P

was
depth to bedrock slope, frost action,

aIF depth to bedrock___-___________
DZ 6 6R - 5H Severe : Severe :

veS eS depth to bedrock depth to bedrock,

--------------------_ a1F aIF slope
-___-_____

DZ 11

E

7 none Severef N.A . Severe :
brush tomp ., avalanching, elope,
avalanching depth to bedrock

Dickebuech
DB 1,2 white spruce, Severet Moderate to Severe : Severe : Moderate

. lodgepole pine frost action, brush texture, rooting frost action, (<5x)
4M comp . depth nubgrade to

___________________
WS __-----+------------ -----________ __

'

---
_ High

DR 4 tA Moderate to Severe : lloderate : (>5x)
brush comp ., fro.t frost action
action

DB 7 iD
A - 5p Severe6 Moderate to Severe : Severe :
.S S froet action, brush texture, rooting frost action, sub-

_________________ -----------------
-

to, depth.depth, Wet
___ _-- -- -- - -

grade, wet
-

DB 8 5D 7H

_ - - - -- --

Moderate to Severe :

------------_______

Severe :
w5 b5 vet, texture, front action, wet,

rooting depth subgrade

Do-en 5M
DK 1,2,4 D white spruce, Severe : Moderate : Severe : Moderate

wS alpine fir frost action brush texture, rooting froat action, (<5X)
tA comp . depth subgrade to

High
DR 7 LID - SD (>SZ)

u wS
tA m



SOIL DOMINANT LIMITATION EROSION
ASSOCIATION FOREST CONIFEROUS FOR WINDTHROW LIMITATIONS FOR HAZARD
COMPONENT CAPABILITY TREES RECENERATIB7 HAZARD LOGGING ROADS (X SLOPE)

Dominian ~S
DO 1,2,3 GS alpine fir, Moderate : Slight to Moderate : Moderate : Low (<9X)

aIF white spruce froet action `etionfrost to
---- -----_----------_

---
_________ Moderate

DO 5

VS

2S - ~ Slight to Moderate : Moderate :

alp a1F depth to bedrock frost action, depth
to bedrock

DO 7 ~

-------------------------

Slight to Moderate :

----------------______

Moderate :

------
wetwet

-___------------------
frost action, wet

---

DO 8 S Slight to Severe : Moderate to Severe

.

"

alp wat wet, frost action

wdrie 5H
DC 1,2,3 we5 Engelaann spruce, Severe : Moderate : Severe : Moderate

alp alpine fir frost action texture frost action, (<5X)
, sub

grad
. to

High
>5S

Eagleshan
EC 1 ' ]W none N .A . N.A. Severe : Low

wet subgrade, frost
ection

Edson
ED 1_3 4m white spruce, Severe : Severe : Severe : Moderate_ - -------- ,

lodgepole pine frost action, brush texture, rooting subgrede, frost (<9x)
ED S S comp . depth action to

Nigh
ED 7 M -

t4D ~A
>9X)

wS wS

---_-__~-_
1F

_ --

ED 8

- ----

Ijp - 6"W

-_--_______----

Severe : Severe :
texture, rooting subgrade, frost actionvS bS depth, wet wet

Fellers (~M
FE 1 SS white spruce, Severe : Severe : Severe : Moderate

1P alpine fir frost action, brush tex[ure, rooting frost action, (<9X)
-------------- --------- comp . depth subgrade to

3S(~M HighFE 4,7 -
wS wS (>9S)
1?

Five Cabin Creek IN .
PC 1,4 . ~fiS Engelnsnn spruce, Moderate : Slight to Moderate : Moderate : Low

1P alpine fir frost action rooting depth frost action
-------- -- -- lodgepole pine

PC 3

~
eS

~ _---__---------
PC 5

-- _--

I Moderate :S
froat action, depth

-^-- --- Y --A-

to bedrock

-- -------PC 7 55 Hod re ate: Moderate^w
IF__ _----

rooting depth, wet frost action, wet
___-----------

FC 8

,W.

/-V Moderate to Severe

.

~ ,
frost action, wet

Footprint
4M 5}I

FT 1,7
-

weS D Engelmenn spruce, Severe : Moderate : Severe : Low (<9S)
1P eS alpine fir frost action rooting depth frost action, to

alp lodgepole pine subgrade Moderate
>9X

Cable Mountain
CM 1,4 7C none N.A . . N.A. Sev re

H < e
.

action, depth
frost

( 30Z)
to bedrock to

High
>30x

Gunderson ~~ -
5~CN 1,3,4

,,
vs'a black spruce, Severe : Severe : Severe : LowI

bS bs
I

white spruce
I

wet, brush comp .,
I

wt . rooting depth
I

wet, frost action
froet action



SOIL DOMINANT LIMITATION EROSION
ASSOCIATION FOREST CONIFEROUS FOR WINDTHROW LIMITATIONS FOR HAZARD
COMPONENT CAPABILITY TREES REGENERATION HAZARD LOGGING ROADS ( ; SLOPE)

Hanibrook
MR 1 Engelmnn spruce, Severe :: Moderate : Moderate to Severe : Low (<9Z)

lodgepole pine, frost action texture, rooting frost action, sub- toH
S alpine fir depth grade ModerateD

(>9S)
was

MR 4 1P Moderate to Severe :
frost action

----- -_--____________

HB 5 S

H

Moderate co Severe :H
depth to bedrock,~S

1P frost action, sub-
grade, wet

HB 7 45 - 5p Moderate : Moderate to Severe :

.as

.
texture, wet, frost action, sub-

IF
tooting depth grade, wet

HB-8

-__-_-_- ---------
H

v.e S
1P

Hedrick ~HHK
1,7 WfS Engelmnn spruce, Moderate : Slight Moderate to Severe : Moderate

. aIF alpine fir frost action froac action, (slope) (<60X)
to

High
HK 5 Moderate : Moderate to Severe : (>601)depth co bedrock frost action, depth

________-______-
_51

6H.1
bed=ok,vlope

--- -to

-HK 6 aIF giP Severe : Severe :
depth to bedrock dePth to bedrock,

slope, (frost action)

He ltalander
HO 1,4 Engelmnn spruce, Moderate : Slight Moderate : Low

~1 alpine fir frost action froat action---
lodgepole pine -------------

--------------
----___________

HO 7 wiP Slight to Moderate : Moderate to Severe :
wet froac action, wet

Hominke
NHA 1,4 ] none N.A . N.A . Severe : Low

wet, subgrade,
flooding, frost action

Horaeehoe
HS 1,2,4 r Engelmnn spruce, Moderate : Slight Moderate to Severa : Moderate

IF alpine fit, frost action elope, frost action (<60S)
--------- --------- lodgepole pine to

HS 3 ~
High

a (>60X)
=S

HS 5 ~ - 6H Moderate : Moderate to Severe :R
depth to bedrock slope, frost action,

1P e1F depth to bedrock

-HS 6 6R - 2
Severe : Severe

5 depth to bedrock depth to bedrock,
a1F IF slope, (frost action)

_-_-

HS 7

~

~ Moderate : Moderate to Severe :
wet, rooting depth slope, frost action,

wet

Ieperial Creek
IC 1 white spruce, Severe : Mod-rate : Severe : Moderate

lodgepole pine, frost action tooting depth, frost action, (<9x)
alpine fir texture (eubgrade) to

' _-_-----________ __ -----I___-__--------__ Severe

IC 5,6 4M

8 D

Moderate : Severe : (>9x)

~

tootin de th, frost action, sub-~S
was depth to grade, wet

bedrock
------------------------ -------------------------

IC 7 Moderate : Severe :

texture, rooting froet sction, sub-
depth, wet grade, wet

i



SOIL DOMINANT LIMITATION EROSION
ASSOCIATION FOREST CONIFEROUS FOR WINDTNROU LIMITATIONS FOR HAZARD
COMPONENT CAPABILITY TREES REGENERATION HAZARD LOGGING ROADS (X SLOPE)

4,~ -.Iarvia
JR 5,6

'+
1P Ip lodgepole pine, Slight Slight Slight Low
wS YS .. .... . . . __ white spruce _ -------------------------

JR 1,2,3 Slight to Moderate : Slight to Moderate :
4M -- wet= rooting depth (frpat action), (wet)

_____------------_ 1P
JR 7 wS Moderate to Severe : Moderate to Severe :

depth to bedrock----------- depth to bedrock
-______________-____

JR 8

_____________

411 7(f~~
S -

,

Slight to Severe : Slight to Severe :
"° wet, rooting depth (wet), frost action

IF

Kenz1e
KZ 1,3

.�,
/b"S black spruce Severe : Severe : Severe : Law

wet wet, rooting depth wet, aubgrade

Kinuseo
K

i
0 3,4 lodgepole pine, Slight Slight Slight Law

weS white spruce,
alpine fir

KO 5 /1M MIP - 5R
Slight to Moderate : Slight to Hoderate :

weS lp
depth to bedrock depth to bedrock

wS
__ ------------------------ ------_"---------------- -----

KO 7

------ ____
IM
P

. Slight to Moderate : Slight to Moderate : Slight to Moderate :
brush comp . wet wet .

was

Knudsen Creek
K 1 5S Engelmann spruce, Moderate : Moderate : Severe : Low

alpine fir frost action rooting depth flooding, (froet

------------- ---
lodgepole pine -- action)

-------------- -Z -

I M- Moderate :
s floodlng, frost

1P
--------------

action
-__----------------

KN 7

-------S______

~1

-----------------------

Moderate to Severe :

---

Moderate : Sever

.

e"
frost action, brush tooting depth, wet flooding, (frost
comp . actian), (wet)

g 5IS - 7.W Moderate to Severe : Severe :
bS rooting depth, wet flooding, wetneas,

(frost action)

Lean-To 4M
LT I ws white spruce, Moderate : Slight Moderate : Low (<92)

wes lodgepole pine, frost action frost action to
_________________-_ ------___----- alpine fir ---------------------- -------------- -________ Moderate

LT 5 L11'1 _ 55M

wewS

Moderate : Moderate : 9(>X)

aS 1Fwe
de th to bedrock

-------

frost action,
depth to bedrock .

------------__--__

LT 7

---_WS_____

4M

-----

_---S11 ht to Moderate : Moderate :

rooting depth froet action, wet
weS

Lodge
LG 1,2,3

/IM
~3S white apruce, Severe : Moderate : Moderate to Severe : Low (<9X)
1P lodgepole pine froet action, texture, rooting froet action, (sub- to

(brush comp .) depth grade) Moderate
------------------- ___-------------

_----_- ----------_-
(>9I)

LG 7 /1M ;Sd5~- WS
Moderate : 'MOderate to Severe :

IF
texture, rooting
depth, wet

froet action, (sub-
grade), (wet)

-------------------
g

-------
Il _ 7l`'

,75

Moderate to Severe : Severe :

P bS1
wet, texture frost action, wet,

(subgrade)

Herrick
Mc 1,4

SN
¬S Engelmann spruce, Moderate : Slight Moderete to Severe :: Moderate
&1F alpine fir frost action

(Slop ),
frost action 060%)

-_________ . . to_- ________-_______

3

aF__

~ -
Nigh
('60X)MC -

MC 5 5H - 6H
g R

Slight to Moderate : Mod, rete to Severe :

.IF as
depth to bedrock (elope), frost action,

depth to bedrock
a1F



SOIL DOMINANT LIMITATION EROSION
IASSOCIATION FOREST CONIFEROUS FOR WINDTHROW LIMITATIONS FOR HAZARD

COMPONENT CAPABILITY TREES REGENERATION HAZARD LOGGING ROADS (X SLOPE)

Miekle Creek
ME I bCO white spruce Moderate : Slight to Moderate : Severe : Ww

brush comp ., frost rooting depth I flooding, (frost
action action)

----------------------

MEME 2

-------_________

- 4

------

Moderate to Severe :

-------------- -___-

SbGo
1P------_____----- _-__------------------ ---------------------

flooding, frast ection
_

ME 7 bCo - 3S Moderate to Severe : Moderate : Severe :
, brush comp ., frost rooting depth, wet flooding, (frost

action action), (wet)
----------------------

ME 8

---------------_

-

----_------____--_____

Hoderate to Severe :

--------

Severe :
bCo pg wet, rooting depth flooding, wet, (frost

Action)

Misinchinka
MS 1,4 alpine fir,' Severe : Slight Severe : Moderate

Engelmenn spruce frost action frost action, (slope), (<30X)C
~R (subgrade) to

aIF _-_---------------- Severe

MS 6 Moderate : Severe : (>30X)
depth to bedrock frost action, depth

to bedrock, (slope)

Mitska
MT 1 ~ bla k S S S Lc spruce evere: evere: evere: ow

" wet, frost action wet wet, subgrede

Yoberly
HO 1,2,3 white spruce, Severe : Moderate to Severe : Moderate to Severe : Low (<9S)

lodgepole pine brush cpmp ., texture, rooting frost action, to
frost action depth subgrede Moderate

_,__,_----------- (>9Z)

4MO Slight Moderate :
M
4D

frost action
----------------

MO 5 ZS Moderate to Severe : Moderate to Severe :
texture, rooting frost action, depth
depth to bedrock, aubgrade

M
5M
n - 4

HO 6 lp ws Severe : Severe : "

v5 1P depth to bedrock,
texture

depth to bedrock,
frost action,

_____--_ . -_- -_ _-__------_-_-
subgrade

_---__-

MO 7

~ -

OD - 3S Moderate to Severe : Moderate to Severe :
texture, rooting frost action . sub-

' depth, wet grade, wet
------ -__--------_ _-lp--------- -_-__--_

MO 8 4p - ~ Moderate to Severe : Moderate to Severe : .

v5 bS texture, wet, rooting frost action, wet,
subgrade

McGregor ZS
HG 1 bCo white spruce Severe : Moderate : Severe : Low

brush comp . wet, rooting depth flooding, (wet)

MG 8 2S - i

_--

Moderate to Severe : Severe :
bCO wet, rooting depth flooding, wet

lbkua Creek 2S
i

MU 1 wS white spruce, Moderate : Moderate : Severe : Lw
. Alpine fir brush comp . rooting depth

_____---------------
flooding

------------------__

MU 2 ?s- 3s Mod rate : Moderate :w~;
rooting depth flooding

KU 7 ZS Moderate : Severe :
rooting depth, wet flooding, (wet)

Monkman CreekMK
1,2 white spruce, Moderate : Moderate : Severe : Low

4I alpine fir brush comp . rooting depth flooding
g

MK 7 lp Moderate : Seven:
rooting depth, wet flooding, (wet)

~-_------------

!K 8

lp

I - bs Moderete : Severe :
rooting depth, vet flooding, wet

i



SOIL DOMINANT LIMITATION EROSION I
ASSOCIATION FOREST . CONIFEROUS FOR WINDTHROW LIMITATIONS FOR HAZARD
COMPONENT CAPABILITY TREES REGENERATION HAZARD LOGGING ROADS (x SLOPE)

Moxley
!DC 1 65 black spruce Severe : Severe : Severe : Low

wet, brush comp ., wet, rooting depth wet, floodlng,
froat action subgrade

Myhon
MI 1 none N.A . Slight Moderate to Severe : Moderate

(slope), (subgrade) (<60X)
~ 7

E
,

_
_______________________ ____________.

igh
Ml 4 es N .A . Severe : (>60X))P

------- ----------------
avalanche, slope

--- --

MH 7 Slight to Moderate :
No

derate to Severe :
wet (elope)

Neuman 4M
NE 1,3 IP lodgepole pine, Slight Slight Slight Low ,

_ wS white spruce

Oetca
OE 1 bCo white spruce Moderate: Moderate : Severe : Low

brush comp ., rooting depth flooding
___------__-------------------- frost action .

OE 2 bCo - 4S Moderate :

IP flooding
-----------__-____ -

OE 7

----_-----------

b0o - GS

-------------------------

Moderate "

---------_______________

Severe :
=ooti=g depth, wet flooding, (vet)

----------------------- ---------------

1 7W

- __

OE 8 -bCo Moderate to Severe : Severe :
.

_
rooting depth, wet flooding, wet i

_______________-_-_ ._------------------

OE 11

-------------

7

-__ ________________

none

-----------------------

N.A .

-----------------___

N.A .

__-----

Severe :
flooding

Onion Creek
ON 1,3 Engelmann spruce, Moderate : Moderate : Moderate : Low (<9X)

~H
5

alpine fir, frost action rooting depth frost action, elope to
---------------------

.
lodgepole pine ------------------------ ---- __________ Moderate

ON 5

Fa

a5 Moderate : Moderate : >( 9X)
depth to bedrock, frost action, slope

-------------------- ---------------
rooting depth

---------------_______ _____-________________

ON 7 ,lp 4S Moderate : Moderate :

as

rooting depth, wet frost action, slope,

_----------------_- .IF- ---- -------------------
wet

---------__----------------

ON 8 ~ -
rs Moderate to Severe : Moderate to Severe :

IS

wet, rooting depth wet, frost action, .
a1F slope

Ovington Creek
zOV 1,2,3,4 w Engelmann spruce, Moderate : Slight Moderate : Low
lp alpine fir, frost action, froet action

~
lodgepole pine brush comp . ___ _____~_______

OV 8
S

- ~ Sl ight to Moderate : Moderate to Severe :w
lp wet, rooting depth front action, wet

Pelsson
PL 1,3 none N.A . N.A . Severe : Moderate

----------- -__-_-_ 7R
- front action, slope (<3oX)

to
lPL 6 Severe : High il

(>30I)fro
.
t action, depth

to bedrock, (slope) '.

Paxton Mountain
I

PX 1 alpine fir, Severe : Slight Severe : Moderate
C Engelmenn spruce froet action froet action, slope

7R ''
PX 5,6 a1F Moderate to Severe : Severe :

depth to bedrock frost action, depth
to bedrock

PX 11 none N.A . N.A . Se, ,
f
ro:

t action .



SOIL DOMINANT LIMITATION EROSION
ASSOCIATION FOREST CONIFEROUS FOR WINDTNROW LIMITATIONS FOR HAZARD
COMPONENT CAPABILITY TREES REGENERATION HAZARD

I
LOGGING ROADS (X SLOPE)

Portage Creek I
PT 1,3 4M lodgepole pine, Slight Slight Slight Low

__-_----__ IP. s rucewhite p ------------------_ ..

PT 7 wS Slight to Moderate : Slight to Haderate:
wet, rooting depth I wet '.

Qufntette 511 I
QT 1,3,4 weS Engelmann spruce, Mode-tl :

I
Slight i Moderate to Severe : ~ Moderate

1P alpine fir, frost e0tlon I (slope), frost action ~ (<60X)
-------------___--_ .-__ __-_____ lodgepole pine

-_--_---
h_____-_---------------- co

QT 5 5N - ~N I Sllght to Moderate : Moderate to lever, : Severe
weS
1P wl? ~ depth co bedrock

,

I (slope), froac action, (>60X)

I depth to bedrock 1
------------------ --___ _________ ---- ---------------------

QTQT 6

'I

6R w~S Moderate : ~ Severe :
eS )P depth to bedrock I depth to bedrock, I

.IF
elope

f
I---

-Y
4M

~
II IRMI wbite spruce, Slight Slight Slight Lo . -

--------------- --------------- alpine fir,
----' ----_----_~----_--_RM 7

N S4S - l.ndgeyole pine Slight to Moderate : ' Slight to Moderate :
wet ~ vet

Re act
~-i

j
RR 1,2 - alpine fir, Severe : Slight . Severe : M,derate

-------------- -----

~R

Engelmann spruce frost action frost action, elope I (<30X)
----------------

--
-_-. .._~

-------------------------
-to .

RR 5,11 aIF Slight to Moderate: ISevere : Severe
(>30X)depth to bedrock frost action, depth

I to bedrock, slope

Suprenant Mountain H
~

alpine fir,
ST 1,3 S white spruce, Moderate : Slight Moderate to Severe : I Moderate

~

)P lodgepole pine, frost action, brush (slope), frost action (<60X)
____________ coam . ____;--------

-
______ toF-~--~-~~-- ---

ST 5 M R~ - 6M I

8

Slight to Moderate :
I

I Moderate to Severe Nigh: >p
IF

i depth to bedrock 60X)(slope), depth to bed- ( "l
weS --------------------

1
rock, frost action i

STST 6 I 6M Moderate to Severe : ~ Severe : I
,

IF IF
I ~ depth to bedrock : depth to bedrock,

'L waS (elope), frost ection i
I .

Suav Mountain
'

M5
SQ 1,2 ,3,4 w5 white spruce, Hod,

rate :
Slight Moderate to Severe : ! Moderete

1P
I

lodgepole pine frost action, brush (slope)= frost action i (<60X)--_-----
.__ I comp . _----------------- -____

-
_

ISQ S I 5R I i Slight to Moderate : Moderate co Severe : i (>60X) I
Hijh

'

dept h to bedrock (slope), depth to

-__IF _____

-----
--

____________--_

__-_
bedrock, froat actlon L

-_---_--
1

SQ 6 ~ 6~ - 9.1 ~ ~ Moderate to Severe : Severe :
dapth to bedrock ~ Idepth to bedrock,

-------'------ ~ ~ (elope), frost action

,SQ 7 5M ~ ~ Slight to Moderate : Moderate :

IF ~ wet, rooting depth slope, wet, frost I
i ection

ISpieker Mountain

S

1,2.3
5,M

white spruce, mod:ratef
hbt ti

Slight
I

Moderate to Save,. :
Moderate(slope), frost action `~IF^ lodgepole pine,

alpine fir I

c
to ruson,

comp . t---__-___-___r y
~ ( 602)

~------------ __-_-- --- toto '

SP 5 I 5H 6R . I Slight to Moderate : HiModerate to Severe : "
I >vS ` depth to bedrock

(
(slope), depth to

I IP ~ bedrock, froet action I
weS

r_---------------
_-----_- ____________

ISP 6 Moderate to Severe :
d kth t b d

Severe :
d th t b d k

i IP ~ .
o e rocep eep o roc ,

(slope), frost action

----------------~__ we5_____--
-____ __ _ ________-______

I
g
4~ I ~

Slight co 1loderate : Moderate :
SP 7 ,.S�.S - , wet, rooting depth slop e, wet, frost

I

IF I,

- action~

rRobb '

- -

IN
' 4 I

RB 1,2,3,4 ~ we5
.

-1P-----

Engelmann spruce .
~alpine fir

;InlodgePole e .

moderate ; i
frost action I

.

Slight

~

Moderate : Low (<9X)
frost action, (slope) to

_ Noderete

~RB S i

N

~ - 6R Slight to moderate : P9X)Mode rate :w
IF

1

depth to bedrock
fro.

t action, depth

------------------~ e-__-__ _L__1

~
I

--__------
to bedrock, (slope) I

---------------------

N
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ASSOCIATION FOREST CONIFEROUS FOR WINDTHROW LIMITATIONS FOR HAZARD

COMPONENT CAPABILITY TREES REGENERATION HAZARD LOGGING ROADS (X SLOPE)

Robb
(cont.)

H
- e Engelmann spruce, Moderate : Low (<9x)

6
alpine fir, frost action Moderate to Severe : Severe : toa1F 1P lodgepole pine depth to bedrock depth to bedrock, Moderatee5 (frost action), (>9x)

(slope)
-_--~_--_---

7
_-_-__~_S-_-_

~ Slight to Moderate : Moderate :
wet, rooting depth frost action, wet,

1P (e1ope)
r------_---___--

RB 8

----_--_-_

IS rs
Moderate to Severe:

IF
wet, froet ecCion

Septic- ]E ,21
-SS 1,3 ~RIF lodgepole pine, Moderate to Severe : Slight Severe : High

1P white spruce active slope erosion, slope
vS brush comp .

Sheba Mountain
7CSB

1,
4,6 'R alpine fir, Severe : Severe : Severe : Moderate

a1P Engelmenn spruce frost action depth to bedrock frost action, depth (<3pX)
to bedrock, (elope) to

High
>30x

Sewky
7W

- SW
SY 1,3,10 H black spruce Severe : Severe : Severe : Low

bS wS wet, frost
action, wet, rooting depth wet, frost action

tL brush comp .

Snipe 7~`~ ~
- S S e: Severe : LowSN 1,2,3 b5'H

bS
black spruce evere:

wet, frost action,
ever

wet, rooting depth wet, frost action
tL brush comp .

SundanceSO
1 ,2,3 �, lodgepole pine, Moderate : Slight Moderete : Low

~ white spruce bruah comp ., froet action1

wS
froet action ---------------------- --------__-__--___-

SU 7 Slight to Moderate : Moderate :
wet frost action, (wet)

----- ----___--___-

SU 8

--WS

~ - ~ Moderate to Severe :
froet action, wet

Tri Creek 4M - ~1

D ~DTC 1,3 lodgepole pine, Severe: Moderate : Severe : Moderate
w5 w5 white spruce frost action, brush rooting depth frost action ( ~S%)
tA tA co.p . to

-----------
_-

High

TC 7
- ~

4- Moderate : Severe : psx)
CA w5 rooting depth, wet frost action, (wet)

tA

Thunder Mountain
IN 1,4 weS lodgepole pine, Moderate : Slight Moderate : Low (<9X)

1P Engelaunn spruce, frost action subgrade, frost to
alpine fir ection, (slope) Moderate

--------------------_ _

IN 5 ~ - ~ Slight to Moderate : Moderate :w
depth to bedrock subgrade, frost

1P a1F ection, depth to
1P

------------------------ bedrock
---------------------------------

IN

- ------ --_-GSs-
M Moderate to Severe: Moderate to Severe :

depth to bedrock depth to bedrock,
a1F 1F subgrade, frost
1P

-------- ----
-------- action---------------- ------- -----------7 ----- ---WSS

M srate:Mod Moderate :
' wet subgrade, frost

. action, wet

---------------IN g ------

---__--_

~ _ ]W Moderete to Severe :w
aa wet, e bgrade,e

frost ction

Tlooki
00 1 Severe : Moderate

alope, instability (<60X)
7R none N.A . N.A . to
E High00 6 Seve re : (>60X)

elope, instability,
depth to bedrock
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SOIL DOMINANT LIMITATION EROSION I

ASSOCIATION FOREST CONIFEROUS FOR WINDTi1ROW LIMITATIONS FOR HAZARD
COMPONENT CAPABILITY TREES REGENERATION HAZARD LOGGING ROADS (S SLOPE)

Toneko
To 1 4M _ 3S white spruce, Mod rats ; Slight Moderate : Low

_______ WS wS alpine fir,
lodgepole pine

frost action
------__--__~____

frost action

TO 7 . Slight to Moderate : Moderate :
wet frost action, wet

Tried Creek
TD 1,2,4 white spruce, Slight to Moderate : Slight Slight to Moderate : LOW

'lp
lodgepole pine, frost sqtion frost action
alpine fir

--A_

vTD 7 was Slight to Moderate : Moderate :
wet frost action, wet

Turning llountafn SN
li M d Low (<9S)TM 1,2,4 weS

1P
Engelmann spruce,
alpine fir

Moderet" :
frost eCtion

ghtS arate:o
frost action, (slope) to ,.

--------
J-_-

- , Moderate I.
(>9x)

TM 3 a

TM 5 5H Slight to Moderate : Moderate :
was depth to bedrock frost action, depth
IF to bedrock, (slope)

? ._V~ S

Slight to Moderate : Moderate :
wet frost action, wet, _

elope

TsahungaTS
I N.A. Severe : Moderate:

frost action, (slope), (~30I)
depth to bedrock to

7C
none N.A . High

R (>30X)
TS 4 N.A. Severe :

frost action, (elope)

Wendt Mountain
WT 1 ,2,3,4 was lodgepole pine, Moderate : Slight Moderate to Severe : Moderate

.IF Engelmann spruce ; frost action froet ection(slope), (<60S)
alpine fir _ _ to

WT 5 ~ - (~

we

Slight to Moderate : Moderate to Severe : Nigh
(>60X)

a1P elf
depth to bedrock (slope), frost action,

depth to bedrock

WT b

V~

Moderate to Severe : Severe :

.IF a1P
depth to bedrock depth to bedrock,

elope, (frost action)

Whatley
WN 1

.,W
7 none N .A . N.A . Severe : Low'

wet, flooding

Windfall Creek
WP 1 bCo white spruce Moderate : Moderate : Severe : Low

brush caap ., rooting depth flooding
' frost action

WE 2 1 _ 2S Moderate : Moderate :
bCo .S rooting depth

_-_-____
flooding

__

WE 7
i

_ 3W5b
Moderate : Severe :

Co v rooting depth, we[ flooding, .(vet)

Zonnebecke ~
Sli h rate to Severe :Mod ModerateZg 1,2 1P

wS
lodgepole pine,
white spruce

Moderate :
brush comp ., frost

g t e
(elope), frost action (<60I)

_~ action --- [o

ZH 5 ~ - ~
P

Slight to moderate : Moderate to Severe : High
(~60%)depth to bedrock (elope), frost action,

wS 1P depth to bedrock_
------

2B 6

-------

~ - ~ ' Moderate to Severe : Severe :

IP w5
depth to bedrock depth to bedrock,

(slope), frost action

ZH 11 6R Severe : Slight to Moderate : Severe :
brueh tomp ., depth to bedrock elope, (depth to
(frost action) , bedrock)

tA
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KEY FOR FOREST CAPABILITY RATINGS

There are seven capability classes based on their inherent ability to grow

commercial timber . The classes are based on a productivity range representing total

tree volumes (no merchantability factors have been included) .

Example Classification

Capability class - Limiting subclasses

Indicator tree species

a) Capability Classes

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

1 : 111 - 130 cubic feet per acre per year growth
2 : 91 - 110 cubic feet per acre per year growth
3: 71 - 90 cubic feet per acre per year growth
4 : 51 - 70 cubic feet per acre per year growth
5 : 31 - 50 cubic feet per acre per year growth
6 : 11 - 30 cubic feet per acre per year growth
7 : 0 - 10 cubic feet per acre per year growth

drought or aridity
adverse climate
rooting depth restricted by a dense or .compacted soil

actively eroding soils

low air and soil temperatures, short growing season
inundation (flooding)
excessive lime levels
soil moisture deficiency
stoniness
rooting depth restricted by bedrock

combination of soil factors
soil moisture excess

C) Species

a1F - alpine fir

tL - tamarack

1P - lodgepole pine
tA - trembling aspen
bCo - black cottonwood

layer

bPo - balsam poplar

bS - black spruce

eS - Engelmann spruce
wS - white spruce
weS - white and Engelmann spruce hybrid
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SOIL INTERPRETATIONS FOR WILDLIFE *

* Methods used to develop interpretations and their limitations are explained in Volume One, Chapter Four .
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SOIL INTERPRETATIONS FOR WILDLIFE

SOIL COMMON SERAL RATE OF FORAGE UNGULATE a UNGULATE
I

UPLAND

A
So
S CIAVON

VF
Ch

C
OR LIMAX SUCCESS [ON QUANTITY

.to
CAPABILITY GAME BIRDS

AND THEIR
v, CAPABILITY COMMENTS

Abbl
Mouncain White Spruce ; Climax Nonsal- Low- Moose ; W i Moderate Spruce Grouse : In-Live fluvial fan . Snow depth

AB Alpine Fir Fast Mnderate Moderate llmitatlone for ungulates other
than m008e .

Bercon Alpfne rir ; Climax Normal Low Moose ; S ; Low Spruce Grouse : Colluviun derived frum fIn,-gralned

BT ~ White Spruce, Hoderete metamorphic bedrock . Burnfng whl .h
exposes soil surfacn may reeu1t h .i
surface erosion . Snow drpeh ]Smii-

i
ations for ungulates other than
moose .

Bednesci Alpine Fir ; Climax Normal- Moderate Moose i S ~ Low- Spruce Grouse : Fine-textured ]acustrine material,

BD Wh1ce Spruce ; Fast Moderate Moderate prone to gullyfng in Rucky Mcn .

Vaceinium ; '
Trench . Snow depth limitations

Alders i likely for most wincertng unguLCO
.

Beauregard Engelmann Climax Normal- Low Moose ~ S i Low Spruce Grouse : Morainel (till) material in

Muuntain Spruce ; S1ow Caribou ; y ; Low- Low Alpine Zone . Snow depth limit-

BG Alpine Fir ; Moderate ationa .

Rhododendron;
Alders .

Becker
Lichen ;Shrubs. Edaphic Slow Very

i
Goats ; Y i Low Talue slope in Alpine Zone .

Mountain Climax Low important escape terrain for goats .
BC

Blue Engelmann Climax Normal Low Moose i S i Low Spruce Grouse : Colluvium derived from fine-graine d

Lake Spruce ; Goat ; y ~ Low Low-Moderate slItetone bedrock . Burning which

gE l .odgepole Caribou ; y ~ Low-Moderate exposes so11 surface, may result

Pine; ~ in aurface erosion . Snuw depth

Alpine Fir ; i limitations .

Rhododendron ; i
Vaccinimn ; i
False
Hellebore .

B lley Lodgpole Pine, Late N - .1 Moderate s ModerateMoose Spruce Grouse : ~bh .re .], Zonfal i: S,Morainal materi

BL
White ,

Spr

17 . . . .

,
Caribo Y L.w- .odar .c. Moderate-High

" ,~n i .
1
di'i

d, , ,, t id,
c t '

Al.ine II- Cli---

S . .w d p
th

I
Imitations

Alder,,
V

ecin
a I . .

iB,llmoose White Spruce; Climax Normal Moderate Moose W i Moderate- Ruffed Grouse : Floodplain material .
BM Alpine Ftr Mule Deer I S ~ High Low-Moderate ;

Lodgepole ~£ne ; ~ i Low- Spruce Grouse :
Cottonwood; i i Moderate Low-Moderate
Aspen. i

i
~Chief Willows; Ednphic Moderate- Moose i W i Low-High Organic fen material common in

CF Sedges . Climax High i Rocky Mountain Trench .

Crum Lodgepole Late Normal Moderate Moose I S I Moderate Spruce Grouse : Morainal material in Subboreal Zone
Mountain Pine ; Seral- Carl. . ~ Y i Low-Moderate Moderate-High on east ef.de continentel . divlde .
CM White Spruce ; Climax i

I
Srtow depth

limitation .
likely for

Alpine Fir ; most wintering ungulates .
Pi r ;
Alder; ~ i
Vaccinium "

i

Devereau Aspen ; Fire Slow High
i

Moose ~ W ~ High Ruffed Grouse : Lacustrine materia1 prone to g~ .lly~
DU

Lodge
pole Ssclimax Mule-Deer ~ S i Moderate Moderate-High ing in Boreal Zon in Alb is

Pine ; White .~ 5 i Low-Moderate . Plateau Plain . . Burning on moderate
Belsam Tailed slopes may result in surfacelopes
Poplar ; Deer i ~

:

Shepherdia ;
Viburnum ;
Rase; ' I
(cultivated
fields) " i

Dexeiko Engelmann C limax Normel- Low Moose i S ~ Low Spruce Grouse :
Co

lluvium derived from fine grained
DZ 1 ,3,5,6 Spruce; Slow Caribou i Y i Lo-Moderate Low metamorphic bedrock in Alpine

Alpine Fir ; i ~ Zone . Snow depth
limit

ati,ne for
Whice most ungulates .
Rhododendron;

i

Alder. I 'i___ ________-_ _-_______-_ ___________
----------------

-----------

---------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------
DZ 11 (Avalanche eral Slow Moderate Moose i S ~ Moderate Snow avalanche chutes .

tracks) Goate I S i Low-MOderete
Alder)
False Hellebore,
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SOIL COMMON SERAL RATE OF FORAGE ONG LATE EUR ULA
U

UPLAND
A

SOC
S IATION VECETATION OR CLIMAX SUCCESSION QUANT17Y

C, CS
PE ES APABILITY CANE BIRDS

AND THEIR
CAPABILITY COMMENTS

Dickebusch Aspen ; Fire Slow High Moose ; W ; High Ruffed Grouse : Lacustrine materials, prone to

OR Cottonwood ; Disclimax Mule-Deer ; Y ; Moderate Moderate-High gullying, occurring in Boreal
White Spruce ; Elk ; Y ; Moderate Zone . Burning o n moderate al P'a
Lodgepole Pine ; may result in surface erosion .

Alder ;
Viburnu"
Purple Vetch,
Red-Osier Dogwoo d;
Sheperdin.

Dokken Lodgepole Late Seral- Normal Moderate Moose ; S ; Low-Moderate Spruce Grouse : Lacustrlne materials . prone m

DK Pine; White Climax Caribou ; Y ; Lw Moderace gullying, occurring in Subboreal
Spru

;
Zone . Burning o moderate slopes

Al pine Fir ; may result in severe erosion .
Vaccinium .

Dominion Alpine Fir ; Climax No &I- Moderate Moose ; Low-MOderete Spruce Grouse : Morainal (till) material in Sub-
DO Whice Spruce ; Faat Moderate boreal Zone located in Rocky Mtns .

Vac cinium ; Trench . Snow depth limitations

Alder . likely for most wintering ungulates

Dudxic Alpine Fir : Climax Normal Low Moose ; S ; Lw Spruce Grouse : Lacustrine materials, prone to

DC Engelmann Lov gullying o c curring in Alpine

Spruce ; Zone . Burning on moderate elopes
White may result in severe surface
Rhododendron . erosion . Snow depth limitations .

Eegleshae Sedges ; Edaphic Low Moose ; S ; Low-Moderate Organic fen material .

EG
Willows .

Climax Caribou ; Y ; Low

Ed.
.
. Asp n ; Fire Slow High Moose ; Y ; Moderate-High Ruffed Grouse : Fine-taxtured morainal (till)

ED Cottonwood ; Disclimax Mule Deer ; S ; Moderate High auterial in Boreal Zooe . Burning

Lodgepole which resulce in exposure of soil
Pine . surface may result in surface

erosion on moderate to steep slope .

Fellers Aspen ; Fire Slow High Moose i Y i Moderate-High Ruffed Grouse : Fine-textured morainal (till)

PE Cottonwood ; Diaclimax Mule Deer i S i Moderate High auterial in Boreal Zone . Burning

Lodgepale which results in exposure of soil

Pine . surface may result in surface
erosion on moderate to steep slope .

Five Alpine Climax Normal Low Moose i S i Low Spruce Grouse : Inactive fluvial and glecio-fluvial

Cabin Fir ; Engelsann Low terraces in Alpine Zone . Snow

Creek Spruce ; White depth imitations for wintering

PC Rhododendron . ungulatee .

Footprint Alpine
Climax

I
Normal Low Moose ~ S ~ Low Spruce Grouse : Morainal (till) material in

FT Fir ; Engelmann 6ow Alpine Zone . Snow depth limitation .

Spruce;
Lodgepole
Pine ; White
Rhododendron .

Gable Alpine Climax Slow low- Goat i Y ~ Low-Moderate White-tailed Colluviel material derived from

Mouncain vegeution Moderate Caribou ~ Y ~ Low Ptarvigan : fine-grained metamorpbic bedrock
GM Low-MOderate in Alpine Zone . Snow depth limit-

etione
.x . apt

for sites exposed
by wind . Value to wildlife depend-
ent upon proximity of escape and
ochnr suitable terrain .

Gundereen Wlllowa ; Edaphic Normal Low- Moose ~ Y i Low-Moderate Spruce Grouse : Gleyeolic (poorly drained) soileON
Black Climax Moderate Mule Deer ~ S ~ Low Low-MOderate developed on fluvial material in

Spruce; Elk ~ S i Lw Boreal Zone .
White Spruce ;
Alders;
Mosaca"

Hembrook Alpine Climax No-.I Low Moose ~ S ~ Low Spruce Crouse : Morainal (till) material I
1HE Fi

r
; I- aitationgAlpine Zone . Snow depth l

!:, nE,g,
for wintering ungulates .

S
ru

p ;
Lodgepole
Pine ; Whiae
Rhododendron .

e W - Winter S - Summer Y - Year-round
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SOIL COMMON SERAL RATE OF FORAGE UNGULATES ~o UNGULATE UPLAND

ASSOCIATION VEGETATION UR CL IMA% SUCCESSION QUANTITY SPECIES i CAPABILITY GAME BIRDS
AND THEIR

' CAPABILITY COMMENTS

Hedrick Engelmann Climax Normal Low Moose ; S ; Low Spruce Grouse : Colluvial material in Alpine

HK Spruce ; Goat ; Y ; Low Low-Moderate Zone . Snow depth limitations

Lodgepole
Car

ibau ; Y ; Low-MOderate except for sites exposed by wind .

Pine ; Value to goat and caribou depending
Alpine on proximity to escape terrain and

Fir ; other suitable habitats.
Rhododendron ;
Vaccinfum
Felse
He13ebore .

Holtalander Alpine Climax Normal Low Moose ; S ; Lw Spruce Grouse : Inactive fluvial and glacio-fluvial

HO Fir ; Low material in Alpine Zone . Snow

Engelmann depth limitation . for most winteriR;

Spru e ; White ungulates.
Rhododendron .

Hominka Sphagnum Edaphic Normal Low- Moose i S ; Low Moderate Organic bogs in Alpine Zone .

HA Mosses ; Climax Moderate Caribou i Y ~ Low-Moderate
Alder
Grasses .

Horseshoe Engelmann Climax Normal Low Moose ; S ~ Low Spruce Grouse : Colluvial material in Alpine

HS 1 ;3,4,5,6 Spruce ; Co.[ i Y i Law Low-Moderate Zone . Snow depth limitations

Lodgepole Caribou ; Y ; Low-Moderate except for sites exposed by wind .

Pine ; Value to goat and caribou depending
Alpine n proximity to other euitable

Fir ; habitat or escape terrain .

Rhododendron;
, Vac clnium ;

False
Hellebore.

HS 2 (South Seral Slow Moderate Goat i Y i Low-Moderate Blue Grouse : Colluvial material in Alpine Zone .

aspect) Moderate Saw depth limitations except for
Lodgepole sites exposed by wind . Value to

Pine ; goat and caribou depending on

Shruba ; proximity to other suitable habitat

Grasses . ' or escape terrain .

Imperial Lodgepole Late Seral Normal Moderate Moose ~ S ~ Law Spruce rouse : Very ahellow moreinal material over

Creek Pine ; Climax Caribou ~ Y i Low-Moderete Moderete deeply weathered siltstone bedrock .

IC - White ~ Burning on moderate to steep slopes

Spruce ;
i

~
may result in surface erosion if

Alpine ~ .oil surface exposed .

Fir ;
Sheperdis ;
Alders ;
Vaccinium.

Jarvia Lodgepole Fire 111, Very Low Moose ` S ; Low Spruce Grouse : Gravelly glacio-fluvfal material in

JR Pine; Dieclimax Mule Deeri S Low Moderate Boreal Zone . Burning may result in

White Caribou ~ Y ~ Moderate leaching of nutrients and lower

Spruce
i . productivity of eite Suitable

(regen) ; ~ ~ t lkely to re-browae species ao i

KinnLkinnick ; ~ ~ generate of
tar

fire, e thicket of

Twinflower
; ~

~

lodgepole pine returns instead .

Sheperdia ; i
Moseee .

Kenzie Black Edaphic Low Moose ; S i Low-Moderate Spruce Grouse : Organic bog in Boreal Zone .

KZ Spruce ; Climax Caribou i Y j Low Moderate

Tamarack ; i
Sphagnum i i
Masee9 ;
Labrador- i i
tea ;
Willow.

Kinuseo White Fire Slow Low Moose i S ~ Low Spruce Grouse : 1nactive fluvial and glscio-fluvfel

KO Spruce ; Dfeclimax ; Mod, rete materisl in Subboreal Zone,
seat
of

Lodgepole
I

~ the continental divida .

Pine ;
Alpine I i
Fir ; I
Kinnikinnick ;
Sheperdla .

a W - Winter S - Summer Y - Year-round
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SOIL COMMON SERAL RATE OF FORAGE UNGULATE UNGULATE UPLAND
ASSOCIATION VEGETATION OR CLIMAX SUCCESSION QUANTITY CAPARILITYSPECIES CAME BIRDS

l~~lll AND THEIRuuuu
. CAPABILITY COMMENTS

Knudsen Alpine Cl faux Normal Lov" - Moose ~ S L.w-MOderatn Spruce Grouse : Flondpleln meterlele In Alpine

Creek Fir ; Moderate Low-Mndernte Zone . nnuw depth limitations .
KN Engelmann

Spruce ;
Alders ;
Vaccintum ;
White
Rhododendron .

Leen-To Ladgepole Late Seral Normal Moderate Moose i S ~ Moderate Spruce Crouse : I Murninal (till) matrrial In Sub-'I
LT Pine ; - Climx Caribou , Y ~ Low-Moderate Hoderate-High boreal Zone, loceted msinl.y in

lil ;lt+ ~ Upper Sukunka River Valley . Snow

Spr-, depth limitations likely for most
Alpine wintering unp,,Iatcs .
Fir
Alders ;
Vacclnium .

~~ r

Lodge Aspen ; Fire Slow High

`

Moos. ~ Y ~ Moderate-High Spruce Grouse : Morainal (till) material in Boreal

LG Cottonwood ; Dlscltmax Mule Deer ~ S ~ Low Low-Moderete ; Zone .

Wh1te Elk ~ S ~ Low Ruffed Grouse :
Spruce ;

+
Moderate

Willows ;
i

Alde+n, i

McGregor Black Serel Slow High Moose i W ~ High Spruce Grouse : Floodplain deposits in Rocky Mtn .

m, Cottonwood ; , I Low ; Trench . Snaw depth limitations
Alder ; j Ruffed Grouse : likely for most wintering ungulate

Willow ; ~i Moderate other than moose .
Red-Oe1er
Dogwood ; i
White i
Spruce . ii

Me rrick Engelmann Cliux Normal Low Moose ~ S ~ Low Spruce Grouse : Colluvisl eaterials in Alpine

MI: Spruce ; Goat ~ Y ~ Low Low-Moderate Zone . Snow depth limitations
Lodgepole Caribou i Y ~ Low-Moderate except for sites exposed by wind .

Pime ; Velue to caribou end goat dependin

Alpine ~ n proxteity to escape .1-in and

Fir ; other suitable habitats .

Rhododendron ;
Vaccini+u

Falae
Hellebore .

Miekle White Climax Normal Moderate- Moose ~W ~ High Ruffed Grouse : Floodplain deposits in Boreal Zone .

Creek Spruce ;
Nlab

Mule Deer ~'S ~ Moderate Moderate ;
ME Aspen ; - Spruce Grouse :

Alder . Low-Moderate

MSsinchinka Crowberry ; Clieax Slow Low Moo me ~~ S ~ Low Moderate White tailed Colluviim derived from fine-grained

MS Heathers ; Y ~ Low-ModerateCaribou ~ Ptarmigan : metaeorphic bedrock in Krusnholz

Vaccinium;
,

Goat . ~~ Y ~ Low-Moderate Low-Moderate ; Subxone . Snow depth limitetions

Stunted . Blue Grouse : except for sites exposed by wind .

Engelmann b--Moderate Value to wildlife dependent upon

Spruce ; ~ proximity of escape terrain and

Alpine other suitable habitats .

Fir . 1
i

Mitaka Black Edaphic Low Moose
Mod

e :
Spruce

Grou Organic bog in Subboreal Zone, east

HT Spruce ; Clisiax
Carl" .. Mod r .t: t:Y d

r .t:
L. Mo

.
ide continental divide .

r -k ;T
.
.: ,

Sph 8

M' :dorL br
tea .

i

Mob*rly Aspen ; Firs Slow High Moose ~ Y ~ Moderate Spruce Grouse : Morainal (t111) materie1 in Boreal

MO Cottonwood ; Disclimex Mule Deer ~ S ~ Low Low-Moderete Zona . On ateep
slope

., burning

- White Elk S ~ Low Ruffed Grouse : which results in exposure of eoil

Spruce ; Moderate surface, may result in aurface

Willows ; eroaion .

Alder .

Mokus White Cl leax Nornal- Moderate moo .. ; W ; Moderate Spruce Grouse : Floodplain deposits in Rocky Mtn .

Creek Spruce ; Fast Moderate Trench and west eide of Rockies.

NO Alpine Snow depth limitetions .

Fir .

Monkoan White Climate Normal High Moose ~~ W ; High Ruffed Grouse : Floodplain deposit. in Subboreal

Creek Spruce ; Mule Deer ; S ; Moderate Lw-Moderate ; Zone, east side continental divide .

MR Alpine Spruce Crouse :

Fir ; Low-Moderate

Lodgepole
Pine
Aepen
Cottonwood .

e W " Winter S s Summer Y - Year-round
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SOIL
COMMON

SERAL RATE OF FORAGE UNGULATE UNGULATE UP
A
S
S OCIATION

'FATI
VEGLrAT ON

I
OR CL MAX

S
UCCESSION QUANTITY

S
PECIES CAPABILITY CAME BIRDS

AND THEIR

i CAPABILITY C0MMENTS

Moxley Black Edaphic Normal Low Moose 1 S L .-Mod.r.t. uce Grouse :Sp Org nlc ba l, S bb rcal Z.n,, car
uS

r.c . ;
p

C,,.x Lew .. .n v (
aid :

c
t
in ' .

l di
'd,

is .
Spbagn,m Parsnip and Hominka give, area) .
Mosses ;

1Lebrador ' i
Los.

Myhon (Avalanche Seral Slow Moderate
i

Moose ~ S i Moderate Snow avalanche chu[ea . nov depth:
pBl tracks) Goat ~ S i Law-Moderate

c .
Ve1velimitations for wSnter

.

Alders ; ~ co goat dependent on proximity to
False ~ escepe cerrafn and other it ...
Hellebore. i

i
habi[et .

Neumann Lodgepole Fire Slow Very Low Moose i S i Lw Spruce Grouse : Glecio-fluvial and inactive fluvial

NE Pine ; Discllmax Mule Deer ~ S ~ Low Maderace meterfals in Boreal Zone .
White Caribou i Y ~ Moderate
Spru
Kinnikinnick ;
'1lainflower ; i
Sheperdla ; i
Lichen . i

i

0etcs White Climax Normal High Moose i N ) Very High Ruffed Grouse : Floodplain deposits in Boreal Zone
OE Spruce ; Mule Deer i S I Moderate High (Se . Sukunka River) . OEI1-browse

Cottonwood ; Elk S ~ Moderete quenofty variea from nil to very
Red 0sier ~ high, habitat open and adjacent to
Dogwood ; . ~ river .
Alder ;
Horsetails ; i
Viburnum .

Onion Alpine climax Normal Low Moose I S ~ Low Spruce Grouse: Morainal material in Alpine Zone .

Creek Fir-, , Low Snow depth limitations .

ON Engelmann
Spru
Lodgepole
Pine ; White
Rhododendron .

Oving[on Alpine Climax Normal Low Moose S ~ Low Spruce Grouse : Inactive fluvial and glsclo-fluvial

Creek Fir ; i Low material in Alpine Zone . Snow
OV Engelmann depth limica[fons .

Spruce ;
Wh1te
Rhododendron .

Palseon Alpine Climax Slow Low- Caribou i Y i Moderate White-tailed Colluvial material in Alpine Zone .
PL Vegetation Moderate Goat Y i Low-Moderate Ptarmigan : Snow depth limitations except for

Low-Moderate sites exposed by wind . Velue to
i goat and caribou dependent o
; proximity of eecepe terrain and
I other sultable habitat .

Paxcon Crowberry ; Climax Slaw Lw Moose ~ S i Lw-Moderece White-tailed Moreinal (cill) material in

No untein Xea[here ; Cost: ~ Y i Low-Moderate Ptatmlgen : Krummholz Subzone . Snow depth
P% Vaccinium ; Caribou Y i Low-MOderete Low-Moderate ; limitations except for site.

5cunced Blue
G-"'

expoaed by wind . Velue co wild-
~ .%~.Low-ModerateLow- 11£e dependenc on proxlmfoy of

Spruce ; ~ escape terrain and other euitable
Alpine i . habitats,
Fit ; white

,

Rhododendron .

Portage Lodgepole
Fire

Slow Very Moose S i Lw Spruco Grouse : Inactive fluviel end glacio-fluvlal

Creek Pine ; white Discllmax Mule Deer~ S i Low Moderate meterf.ele . Burning
may

r
euIt

1 .n
PT Spruce Caribou Moderate leeching of nutrient ., thus

(regen) ; lovering Productivity . Dense
Kinnikinnlck ; thickets of

led
gepole pine commonly

Twinflower : ~ result from fire .

Sheperdfe ;No gas .

Quincecce Engelnenn Climax Normal Low Moose S i Law Spruce Grouse : Colluvial material derived from

QT Spruce : Goat ~ Y ~ Lw Low-Moderate conglomerate f.n Alpine Zone .

Lodgepole Caribou ~ Y i Low-Moderate Snow depth limf[ations except for
Pine ; aitee exposed by wind .

Alpine
Ieir :

Rbododendron ;
Vacelnium ;
Felee

tHellebore .

- Wince S ~ Summer Y- Year-ound
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SOIL COMMON SERAL RATE OF FORAGE UNGULATE UNGULATE UPLAND
ASSOCIATION VEGETATION 0R CLIMAX SUCCESSION QUANTITY SPECIES ~o* ~ CAPABILITY GAME BIRDS

~

AND THEIR
CAPABILITY COMMENTS

Ram
.
ey Lodgepole Late Serel- Normal Low Moose ~ S ~ Low-Moderate Spruce Grouse : Glacio-fluvial materials In Rocky

RM Pine ; Climax .
.delete

Mtn . Trench are a . Snow depth

White limitations for most wintering
Spruce ; ungulate. other than moose .

Alpine
Fir
Twinflower . "

Robb Alpine Climax Normal Lw Moose ~ S ~ Low Spruce Groue : Morainal (till) material in

RE Fir; Low Alpine Zone . Snow depth llmi-

Engelmann tations .

Spruce ;
Lodgepole
Pine ; White
Rhododendron .

Reesor Crowberry ; Climax Slow Lw Moose ~ S ~ Low-Moderate White tailed Colluvial material in Krummholx Sub-

RR Heather ; Caribou ~ Y ~ Low-Moderate Ptarmigan : zon e . Snow depth limitations except

Vaccinfum; ,Goal . ~ Y ~ Low-Moderate Low-Moderate ; for sites exposed by wind . Value
Stunced Blue Grouse : to wildlife dependent upon proxim-
Engelmann Low-Moderate icy to escepe terrain end other
Spruce ; suitable hebitats .
Alpine
Fir.

Septimus Lodgepole Fire Slow . Moderate- Mooae ~ W ~ Low-Moderate Ruffed Grouee : Very steep, colluviel material in

SS Pina ; Dlsclimax Very Slow High Elk ~ W ~ Moderate-High Moderete-High Boreal Zone . Burning which reeulte
Aepen ; and Mule Deer ~ W ~ Moderate-High - in exposare of soil eurfece mey
Sheperdia ; Edaphic result in surface e r osion and sedi-
Kinnikinntck . Climax entation of adjacent streams .

Sheba Crowberry ; Climax Slow Lw Mooee ~ S ~ Low-Moderate White tailed Colluvial material in Krummholr Sub-

K. untein Heather ; Caribou ~ Y ~ Low-Moderete Ptarmigan : .-Snow depth limitation.

SB Veccinium; Goats ~ Y ~ Lou-Moderete L--Moderate ; except for sitas exposed by wind .
Stunted Blue Grouse : Value to wildlife dependent upon
Engelmann Low-Moderate proximity to es cape terrain and

Spruee, and other suitable habitats .

Alpine
Fir;
White
Rhododendron .

Smoky Alders ; Fdaphic Normal- Moderate- Moose ; Y' ~ Moderate-High Ruffed.Grouee : Gleysolic (poorly drained) eoil .

SY Black Climax slow High Mule Deer ~ S ; Low Low-Moderate developed o morainal material in

Spruce ; Boreal Zone .

White
Spruce ;
Mosses ;
Ledum;
Willow .

Snipe Black Edephic Slow High Mooee ! W ; High Ruffed Grouse : Gleysolic sofls developed on

SN Spruce ; Climax Mule Deer ; 5 ~ Noderete Moderate lscuetrine meter1s1 in Boreal Zone .

Willow ;
Alders ;
Asp n .

Spieker White . Climax Normal 6ow Moose ! $ ! Low Spruce Grouse : Colluvial material in Subboreel

Mountain Spruce ; Maderate Zone o ,at aide of continentel
n e

SP Alpine
Snow depth limitations .divide

Fir ;
Vaccinium ;
Alders .

ntSu np White Climax Normal Low Moose I- Spruc : Grouse : Colluvial material in Subboreal
t :ZM

in
O

Spr . .

t
Mode r Zone on cast aide of continental

ST Alpine divide . Son. depth limitation. .

Fir,

Alder. .

Sq
- -It

Climax or Normal
Low-

Moose Low-Moderate
Sprule

Grouse : Collovi*1 material in Boreal Zone .

o rainunM :e ;
Sp

ru Fire Moderate ModeleraSO
Lodgepole Disclimax
Pine
Asp en .

Sundance Lodgepole Fire Slow Moderate Moose ; Y ; Moderate Spruce Grouse : Sandy glacio-fluvial and inactive

SO Pine; DEselimax Nute Dear ; Y ; Moderate Low-Moderate ; fluvial material in Boreal Zone .

Whitc Elk Moderate Ruffed Grouse :

Spruc Moderate

A. n ;
Viburnum ;
Sheperdfa . .

* W " Winter S - Summer Y - Year-round
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SOIL GOIMON SERAL RATE OF FORAGE UNGULATE ; y i UNGULATE UPLAND
ASSOCIATION VEGETATION OR CLIMAX SUCCESSION QUANTITY SPECIES ; ~ ~ iCAPABILITY GAME BIRDS

AND THEIR
CAPABILITY COMMENTS

Thunder I Alpine Climax Normal Low Moose ~ S :Low Spruce Grouse : Shallow morainal (till) materiel
Mountain Fir ; Low . in Alpine Zone . Snow depth

TH Engelsann limitations .
Spruce ;
Lodgepole '
Pine
White
Rhododendron .

Tlooki Lichen ; Edaphic Slow Very Goats i Y :Low Talus material in Alpine Zone .
00

Alder .
. Climax Slow Important escape terrain .

Toneko Lodgepole Late Seral- Normal Low Moose i S :Low-Moderate Spruce Grouae : Glacio-fluvial macarinl in Rocky

TO Pine ; Climax Moderate Mountain Trench area . Snow depth

White limitations for moat wintering
Spru , ungulates except moose .

Alpine
Fir ;
Twinflover.

Tried White Climax Normal Low Moose i S iLow Spruce Grouse : Inactive fluvial and glacio-fluvial

Creek Spruce ; Moderete material in Subboreal Zone on

TD Alpine east side continental divide . Snow
Fir ; depth limitations .

Lodgepole
Pine .

Tri-Creek Aspen ; Fire Slow High Moose i W Nigh Ruffed Grouse : Fine-textured lacuetrinc material,

TC Cottonwood ; Disclfmax Mule Deer i Y !Moderate Moderate-High prone to gullying, in Boreal Zone .
' White Elk i Y :Moderate Burning on moderate elopes may

Spruce ; result in surface erosion .
Lodgepole
Pine ;
Alder ;
Viburnum
Sheperdia ;
Purple Vetch ;
Red Osier
Dogwood .

Turning Alpine Climax Normal Lw Moose i S iLOw Spruce Grouse Morainal (till) siaterial in

Mount .
I
.

Fir ; Lw Alpine Zone . Snow depth limi-

TM Engelmenn tatfons .
Spruce ;
Lodgepole
Pine ;
White
Rhododendron .

Tshahunga Alpine Climax Slow Low- Goat i Y lLow-Moderate White-tailed Colluvial material in Alpine Zone .

TS Vegetation Moderate Caribou i Y :Low Ptarmigan : Snow depth limitation. except for
Low-Moderate site . exposed by wind . Value to

wildlife dependent
on

other suit-
able habitat nearby .

Wendt Engelmenn Climax normal Low Moose i S :Low Spruce Grouse : Colluvial material !n Alpine
Mounceia Spruce ; Goat ; Y ;Low Low-Moderate Zone . Snow depth limitations,
WI Lodgepole Caribou ~ Y :Low-Moderate except for sites exposed by wind .

Pine ; Value to wildlife dependent on

Alpine proximity to other suitable
Fir ; habitat .
Rhododendron ;
Vaccinium ;
Falee
Hellebore.

Whatley Sedges ; P.daphic Normal Low Moose i S :Low-Moderate Spruce Grouse : Organic fan in Subboreal zone on

WH Willows . Climax LOW e ast aide divide .

Windfall White Climax Normal High Moose ~ W i Very High Ruffed Grouse : Active fluvial fans in Boreal
Creek Spruce ; Mule Deeri S i Moderate High Zone .
WF Cottonwood ; Elk i S i Moderate

Red Osier
Dogwood ;
Alder;
Viburnwm ;
Hureeteils .

a W - Winter S - Summer Y - Year-round
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SOIL
ASSOCIATION

COMMON
VEGETATION

SERAL
OR CLIMAX

RATE OP
SUCCESSION

FORAGE
QUANTITY

UNGULATE UNGULATE
SPECIES CAPABILITY

UPLAND
GAME BIRDS
AND THEIR
CAPABILITY

COMMENTS

Zonnebecke Lodgepole Fire slow High Moose i .W ~ Nigh Ruffed Grouse:
Co

lluvial Material in Boreal Zone .
Z.B 1,5,6 pine ; Disclinax Mule Deer ~ W ~ High-Moderate Moderate-High ZB11

on
south-facing, gras "and

Aspen ; Elk ~ W ~ Moderate-High Blue Grouse : slopes with shrubs (le . Sukunka
White Moderate end Pine River Valleys) .
spru ce ; (Higher
Sheperdfa ; elevations)
Kinnikinnick . ,

---- -------- -------------__ ____________ ___________ __________ ______ _____________________ _________________ ____________________________________

ZB 11 Saskatoon Fire Very Slow High Mule Deer ~ W ~ High Ruffed Grouse : Colluvial material in Boreal Zone .
Berry ; Discli"x Elk ~ N ~ High Moderate 111,

n
outh-factng, grassland

Crassea ; *lopesvich ehrubs (fe . Sukunka
Sheperdia . and Pine Valleys) .

" W - Winter
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SOIL INTERPRETATIONS FOR RECREATION *

* See p. E6 for explanation of carrying capacity symbols .

Methods used to develop interpretations and their limitations are explained in Volume One, Chapter Four.



E1

SOIL INTERPRETATIONS FOR RECREATION

Degree and Kind of
Soil Limitation for . .. Recreation

Association Campgrounds 6 Trails 6 Carrying
Component Picnic Sites Paths Capacity

Abbl Mtn.
Sli ht Z Ta2

AB 1,2 Slight , g

IAB 7 Moderate : Moderate :
3
Sw2

He t Wet Ts2

Berton
BT 1,2 Severe : Moderate to Severe 4 Ts4- 5Ts5

Slope Slope Sf2

BT 5,6 Severe : Moderate to Severe (} Sk2 5Ts5
Slope, depth Slope, depth Sf2 Sk2-3

BT 11 Severe : Severe : 5 La
slope, avalanche Slope, avalanche Ta4-5

Be
cker Mtn. Ts5

BC 1 Severe : Moderate to Severe 4 S63 -5 Sp3
Slope, CP Slope, CF Ts3-4

BC 5,6 Severe : Severe : Ts5
Slope, depth, Slope, depth, 5Le
avalanche avalanche Sk3

Bednesti Moderate : Moderate-. 3 Sf2
BD 1,2 Text Text

HD 7,8 Moderate : Moderate : 3 Sv2
Wet, text Wet, text Sf2

Blue Lake TO Ts5
BE 1,3 Severe : Moderate to Severe 3 Sf2- 5 Sf2

Slope, text Slope, text Ss2 Ss2

BE 5 6 Severe : Moderate to Severe Ts3 Ta5,
Slope, depth Slope, depth 3 Sk2-5 Sk2

Sf2 Sf2

T83 Ts4
BE 7 Severe : Moderate to Severe

3 Sv2-4 Sw2
Slope, wet Slope, wet Sf2 Sf2

galleyBL 1,3,4 Moderate to Moderate : Sf2
Severe : Slope, text 3 Ss2
Slope, text Ts2-3

BL 5 Moderate to Moderate :
Severe : Slope, depth, Te3
Slope, depth, text 3 Sk2
text Sf2

BL 7,8 Moderate to Moderate : Sv2
Severe : Wet, text, slope 3 Sf2
Slope, vet, text, . Ts2-3

Bullmoose
BM 1 Severe : Severe : 4 H13

Flood Flood

BM 2 Moderate : Moderate : 3 H12
Flood Flood

BM 7,8 Severe : Severe : 4 H13
Flood, vet Flood, wet Sw2

Beauregard Mtn.
BG 1,4 Moderate to Slight to Ts2 - 3Te3

Severe :
,

Moderate :
Slope, text Slope, text

BG 5,6 Moderate to Slight to 'Te2-3
Severe : Moderate : Sk2-3
Slope, depth,

Slope
, depth,

text text

BG 7 Moderate to Moderate : Sw2
Severe : Wet, elope, text Te2-3 '.
Slope, wet, text

Chief ^
CF 1,4 Severe- Severe : . 5 SO

Text, wet Text, wet So3

Soil Degree and Kind of

Association Liaitation for ... Recreation

C.ponent C.Pgrounde 6 Trails 6 Carrying
Picnic Sites Paths Capacity

Crum Mtn.
CM 1,2 Moderate to Moderate : 3 Sf2

Severe : Text, slope Ts2-3
Slope, text

CM 5 Moderate to Moderate: Ts3
Severe : Depth, slope, text 3 Sk2
Slope, depth Sf2

Devereau
DV 1,3 Severe : Moderate : 3 Ss3

Text Text Sf2

DV 8 Severe : Moderate to Sa3
Text, wet Severe : 3 Sw2

----------- ---
Text, vet

--
Sf2

---------

Dezaiko
DZ 1,3 Severe : Moderate to 4 Ts4- 5 Ts5

Slope Severe :
Slope

DZ 5,6 Severe : Moderate to 4 Ts4 _
Slope, depth Severe : Sk2-3

Slope, depth 5 Ts5
Sk2-

DZ 11 Severe : Severe : 5 La
Avalanche, slope Avalanche, slope Te4-5

Mckebusch
DB 1,2 Severe : Moderate : 3 SO

Tezt Text Ss2

DB 4 Moderate : Moderate : 3 Sf2
Text Text Ss2

DB 7,8 Severe : Moderate to SO .
Text, vet Severe : 3 Sw2

Text, wet Ss2

Dokkenv---- -
DR 1,2,4 Mo derate : oderate: 3 Sf2

Text ext Ss2

IHC 7 Moderate: oderate: Sv2
Text, vet ext, vet 3 Sf2

Se2

Dominion
Do 1,2,3 Sligbt to light to 2 TO - 3Ta3

Severe : derate :
Slope Slope

Do S erate to light to 3 Ts2-3
Severe : Moderate: Sk2
Slope, depth Slope, depth

Do 7,8 Moderate to Moderate : 3 Sv2
Severe : Wet Ts2-3
Slope, vet

Dudzic
DC 1,2,3 Mo d-rate : Mo derate : 3 Sf2
---~_- Text eat

Eaglesham
EG 1 . Severe : Severe : 5 Sv3

Text, vet Text, wet So3

Edam
ED 1,3 Severe : Moderate: Ss3

, Text, slope Text 3 Sf2-3
Ts2-3

ED 5 Severe : Moderate : Se3
Text, elope, Text, elope, 3 Sf2-3
epth depth Sk2

ED 7,8 Severe : erate to Sa3
Text, wet Bevere :re 3 Sw2_

wet Sf2-3



`E2

Degree and Kind of
Soil Limitation for . Recreation

Aasociation 6Campground Trails 4 Carrying
Component

:,
Picnic Sitee Paths Capacity

Fellers
F8 1 Moderate to Moderate : Sf2

Severe : Text, slope 3 Ss2
Slope, text Ts2-3

FE 4,7 Moderate to tloderate: Sv2
Severe : Wet, text 3 Sf2
Wet, text, slope Ss2

Five Cabin Ck .
PC 1,3,4 Slight Slight 1_ .1 Ts2

PC 5 Moderate : Slight to Sk2
2Depth Moderate : Tal-2

Depth

PC 7,8 Moderate : Moderate : 3 Sw2

------------- Wet----------------- Wet-------------- -----------
Footprint
FT 1 Slight to Slight to Te2 Ta3

2 -3Severe : Moderate : Ss2 Sa2
Slope. Slope ,

FT 7 Moderate : Moderate :, Sw2
3- Yet, slope Wet Se2

Gable Mtn.
GM 1,4 Severe : Severe : Lp

Slope, frost, Slope, frost 5 Sk3
depth depth Ts3-5

Gunderson
GN 1,3 Severe : Severe : 4 SO

Wet Wet

GN 4 Severe : Severe : SO
4Wet, text Wet, text Sf2

Hambrook -__------
HS 1 Moderate to Slight to Sf2

Severe : Moderate : 3 Ts2-3
Slope, text Slope, text Se2

H8 4 Slight to Slight to .L Ts2- 3 Ts3
Severe : Moderate : Se2 Ss2
Slope Slope

HB 5 Moderate to Slight to Sf2
Severe : Moderate : 3 Sk2
Slope, depth, Slope, depth, Ts2-3
text text

HH 7,8 Moderate to Moderate : 3 Sw2
Severe : Wet, text Sf2
Slope, text,
wet

Hedrick
HK 1,3,4 Severe : Moderate to 3 Ta3 5 TeS.

Slope Severe :
Slope

HR 5,6 Severe : Moderate to 3 Ta3 5 US
Slope, depth Severe : Sk2-3 Sk2m3

Slope, depth

HK 7 Severe : Moderate to 3 Ta3 4 Te4
Slope, vet Severe : Sv2 Sv2

Slope, vet

Iloltalander Ta2HO 1,2 Slight Slight 1- 2

I10 4 Moderate : Moderate : Sf2 ,L
Text Text

HO 7 Moderate : Moderate : Sw23wet Wet

1lomi
:~ ::~.4HA ~Se r,. J~eve

r-' 1
S,35Wet, text et, te xt SO

Soil Degree end Kind of
Limitation for . . . RecreationAssociation

Component campgrounds 6 Trail: 6 Carrying
Piic Sites Path a Capacity

Horseshoe
HS 1 ,2,3,4 Severe : Hoderate to 3 Ts3 5 Te5

Slope Severe :
Slope

HS 5,6 Severe : Moderate to 3 Te3 5 Ts5
Slope, depth Severe : Sk2-3 Sk2-3

Slope, depth

HS 7 Severe : Moderate : Ts3 Ts4 '
3 4Slope, wet Slope, vet Sw2 Sw2

Imperial Ck .
IC 1 Moderate : Moderate : Sf2

3Text, slope Text Ss2

IC 5,6 Moderate : Moderate : 3 Sf2
Text, slope, Text, depth Sk2-3
depth

IC 7 Moderate : Moderate : 3 Sf2
' Wet, text Wet, text Sv2

IJarvis
IJR 1,2,3 Slight to Slight to Sc2

1 - 2Moderate : Moderate : Ts2

I

CP CP

RI~ 6 M Sli h Sk2 3J 5, oderate: g t to -
3Depih, CF CF, depth Sc2

JR 7,8 Moderate : Moderate : 3 Sv2
Wet Wet Sc2

Kenzie
K2 1,2,3,4 Severe : Severe : 5 Sv3

Text, wet Text, vet So3

KZ 6 Severe : Severe : 5 Sv3
Text, vet, depth Text, wet, depth

________
SO

Kinuseo
KO 1,3,4 Slight to Slight to Sc2

Moderate : Moderate: 1 - Z Ts2
CP CF

KO 5 Moderate : Slight to 3 Sc2
Depth, CF Moderate: Sk2

Depth,'CF

KO 7 Moderate : Moderate: 3 Sw2,
Wet, CF Wet, CF Sc2

Knudsen Ck .
~ KN 1 Severe : Severe : 4 H13

Flood Flood

KN 2 Moderate : Moderate : 3 H12
Flood Flood

IN 7,8 Severe : Severe : 4 HO
Flood, wet Flood, vet Sw2

Lean-To
LT 1 Slight to Slight to .1 Te2- 3 Te3

Severe : Moderate :
Slope Slope

LT 5 Moderate to Moderate : 3 Ta2-3
Severe : Slope, depth Sk2
Slope, depth

LT 7 Moderate : Moderate : 3 Sv2
list, slope Wet Ts2

Lodge
LG 1,2,3,4 Slight to Slight to

2
Te2- 3 Ts3

Severe : Moderate : Ss2 Ss2
Slope Slope

LG 7,8 Moderate to Moderate : 3 SW2
Severe : Wet. text Ta2-3

- Weq text, slope
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Degree and Kind of
Soil Limitation for . Recreation

Association Campgrounda 6 Trails 6 Carrying
Component. Picnic Sites Path . Capacity

Merrick
MC 1,3 Severe : Mode rate to 3 TO-5 Ts5

Slope Severe :
Slope

!IC 4 Severe : Moderate to Ta3 Ts5
Slope Severe : 3 Sf2 - 5 Sf2

Slope '

HC 5 Severe : Moderate to TO Ts5-53S
1
ope, depth Severe :

,
Sk2 Sk-

Slop ., depth

Meikle Ck .
HC 1 Severe : Severe : 4 H13

Flood Flood

ME 2 Moderate : Moderate : 3 H12
Flood Flood

ME 1,8 Severe : Severe : 4 H13
------ Flood, wet- Flood, w=+- S-2~---

Misinchinka
MS 1 Moderate to Moderate to 3 Ts2-3 5 Ts5

Severe : Severe : Lp Lp
Slope, frost Slope, frost
heaving heaving

MS 4 Severe : Moderate to 4 Lp - 5Ts5
Slope,

frost
Severe : Ts2-4 Lp
Slope, frost

MS 5,6 Severe : Moderate to 4 Lp Ts5
Slope, depth, Severe : Sk2-3 5 Lp
frost Slope, depth, Ts2-4 Sk2-3

frost

Mitska
MT 1 Severe : Severe : 5 SO

Text, =et Text, wet -- SO

Moberly
MD 1,2,3,4 Moderate to Slight to Sf2

Severe : Modeiate : 3 Se2
Slope, text Slope, text Ts2-3

MO 5,6 Moderate to Slight to Sf2
Severe : Moderate : 3 Sk2-3
Slope, depth, Slope, depth, Ta2-3

. text text

NO 7,8 Moderate to Moderate : Sw2
Severe : Wet, text 3 Sf2
Slope, et, text -- Ts2-3 -----

McGregor

-^--

MG 1,8 Severe : Severe : 4 Hi
Wet, flood -- Wet, flood ---- Sw2

Mokus Ck .
MO 1 Severe : Severe : y H13

Flood Flood

MU 2 Moderate : Moderate : 3 H12
Flood Flood

MU 7 Severe : Severe : 4 H13
Flood, wet Flood, wet Sv2

Monkman Ck .
MK 1 Severe : Severe : 4H13

Flood Flood. ,

MK 2 Moderate : Moderate : 3 H12
Flood Flood

MK 7,8 Severe : Severe : 4 HO .
Flood,=t~-- F3=d, vet ~ Sw2 -_----

Degree and Kind of
Soil Limitation for . Recreation

Association Canpgrounde 6 Traila 6 Carrying
Component P£enic Sitee Paths Capacity

Moxley
M% 1 Severe : Severe : 5 SO

Text, wet . Text, wet SO

tlyhon
MH 1 Severe : Hoderete to 3 Tn3-5 Te5

Slope Severe : Su2 Su2
Slope

MR 4 Severe : Severe : La
Slope, avalenche Slope, avalanche 5 Ts3-5

Su2

MH 7 Severe : Moderate to Ta3 Ts4
Slope, wet Severe : 3 Sw2-4 Sw2

' Slope, wet Su2 Su2

Neumann
NE 1,3 Slight to Slight to 2 Sc2 - 1

Moderate : Moderate : Tsl-2
CP CF

Oetca
OE 1,11 Severe : Severe : 4 H13

Flood Flood

OE 2 Moderate : Moderate : 3H12
Flood Flood

OE 7,8 Severe : Severe : 4 H13
Flood, vet Flood, wet Sw2

Onion Ck .
ON 1,3 Slight to Slight to 2 T82- -Z TO

Severe : Moderate : Ss2 Ss2
Slope Slope

ON 5 Moderate to Slight to Sk2
Severe : Moderate : 3 Te2-3
Slope, depth Slope, depth Ss2

ON 7,8 Moderate to Moderate : 3 Sw2
Severe : Wet

--'- Slope,
wet

---~ ---Ovington Ck. -
OV 1,2,3,4 Blight to Slight to .L Sc2 _ 1

Moderate : Moderate : Tsl-2
CF CF

OV 8 Moderate : Moderate : 3 Sw2
Wet-~-- - Wet -~~---~- Sc2

Y----

Palaeon
PL 1,3 Severe : Severe : 4 Lp -5 Ts5

Slope, frost
'

Frost, slope Ts2-4 Lp

PL 6 Severe : Severe :
Depth, slope, Frost, slope, 5 Ts2-5
front ~ depth---7- Sk3 -YV----~

Paxton Mtn.

~

PB 1,11 Moderate to Moderate : 3 Lp
Severe : Slope, frost Ta2-3
Slope, frost

PR 5,6 Severe : Moderate : Lp Lp
Depth, elope, Depth, slope 4 Sk2 - 5 Sk3
front froet Ta2-3 Te2-3

Portage Cc.
PT 1,3 Slight to Slight to Sc2

1- 2Moderate : Moderate : Tsl-2
CP CP

PT 7 Moderate : Moderate : 3 Sw2
Wet Wet



sail
Ase:ociaefon
Component

Qu1ntette
QT 1,3,4

Raasey
RM 1

RM 7

Severe :
Slope, CF

Moderate to
Severe :
Slope, CF

Severe :
Severe : I Hoderare to
Slope, depth

Slight to
Moderate :
CP

Reesor
RR 1,2 Moderete to

Severe :
I Slope, froet

RR 5,11 Moderate to
Severe :

I "depthSlope,
fro,t

Robb
R8

1,
3,4 Slight toI

Severe :
Slope

RB 5,6 Moderate toI
Severe :
Slope, depth

RD 7,8 ~ Moderate :

W
e

Dfoderete to
Severe :

I Slope, froet

Slope, depth

Slight to
lfoderate :
CF

Moderate : I Moderate :
Wet I Wet

Septiaue
SS 1,3 Severe : Severe :

------ ~ Slope Slope-
-i-_____---------]--

Sheba Mtn.
SS 1,3,4,6 Severe : Moderate to

Depth, slope Severe :
frost Slope, depth

froet

Smoky
SY 1 Severe : S. are;

Wet, text Wet, text

SY 3 Severe : Severe :
Wet, text I Wet, text

Severe :
Wet, text

Severe :
Wec, text

Sw3
4 Sf2
Su2

SY 10

Snipe
SN 1,2

SN 3

Spieker Mtn.yl
ISP 1,2 ,3

SP 5,6

Moderate to
Severe :

, Slope, "depth,
frosty

-----------

Slight to
Moderate :
Slope

Surprenant
Mtn.
ST 1,3

Lp Ts5
4 Ts2-4 -5 Lp
SO Su2

Lp Ts 5
4 T.2-4 -5 Lp
Sk2 Sk2

Moderate :
Wet

Severe : Sw3
Wet, text I 5 So2

Ts5
Sm2

Lp Ta5
4 Sk3 -5 Lp

Ts2-4 Sk3

Severe :
Wet, text

Severe :
Net, text

Severe :
Slope

Severe :
Slope, depth

Severe :
Wet, text

Moderate to
Severe :
Slope

Squaw Mtn.
SQ 1,2,3,4

Q 7

Sundance
SU 1,2,3

SU 7,8

Tri Ck .
TC 1,3

Sf2

Sw3
y' Sf3

-ASu2 -Y--

C 7

Thunder Mtn.
TH 1,4

SO
3 Sw2
SO

Toneko
To I

6 Severe :
Slope, depth,
avalanche

Moderate to
Severe :
Slope, CF

Moderate to
Severe :
Slope, depth,
avalanche

Slight to Slight to

CF CF

I
Moderate : Moderate :

TO 7 I Moderate :

Triad Ck .
TD 1,2,4

Moderate to
Severe :
Slope, depth

Wet, CF
Moderate :
Wet, CF

Slight to I Slight to
Moderate : Moderate :
CF CF

Moderate : Moderate :
Wet, CF Lliet, CP

Sw3
3 Se2
-- Te2-3 ---

La
5 Ts4-5
Sk3

Sp 7 Severe : Moderate :
Slope, depth Slope, wet

et



Degree and Kind of

So',,
Liuitation for . . Recreation

Meociation Campgrounds 6 Trails 6 Carrying
Co,ponmt picnic Sit" pathe Cepacity

Turning Mtn.
TM 1,2,3,4 Slight to Slight to 2 Ts2-3Te3

Severe : Moderate : "
Slope Slope

TM 5 Moderate to Slight to 3 Sk2
Severe : Moderate : Te2-3
Slope, depth Slope, depth ,

TM 7 Moderate : Moderate : 3 Sw2 ,,
Wet, slope Wet Te2-3

_---

Teahunga
TS 1,4 Severe : Severe : LP

Slope, depth, Slope, depth, 5 Sk3
frost frost T

.
2-5

Wendt Mtn.
IiT 1,2,3,4 Severe : Moderate to 3 TO - 5Ta5

Slope Severe :
Slope

WT 5,6 Severe : Moderete to 3 Ta3 -5Ts5
Slope, depth Severe : Sk2-3 Sk2-3

Slope, depth

Whatley
WH 1 Severe : Severe 5 Sw3

Wet, text Wet, text So3

Windfall Ck .
WF Severe : Severe : 4 H13

Flood Flood

WF 2 Moderate : Moderate : 3 H12
Flood Flood

WF 7 Severe : Severe : 4 H13
Flood, wet Flood, wet Sw2

---------
Zonnebecke

-

ZB 1,2 Severe : Moderate to 4Te4 _ 5 Ta5
Slope, text Severe : Sf2 Sf2

,

" Slope, text

ZB 5,6,11 Severe : Moderate to 4 TS4 - 5 Te5
Depth, slope, Severe : Sk2-3 Sk2-:
cext Depth, slope
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LEGEND FOR RECREATION CARRYING CAPACITY RATINGS*

Biophysical Carrying Capacity Classes

Class 1 -Very high

Class 2 - High

Class 3 - Moderate

Class 4 - Low

Class 5 - Very low

Biophysical Limitations

S - Soil limitations

b - stoniness

c - coarse textures

f - fine textures

k - shallow to bedrock

m - rapid drainage

o - organic matter

r - rockiness

s - impervious soil horizon

w - imperfect to poor drainage

Hi - Flooding hazard limitations

Ts - Topographic (slope steepness) limitations

La - Avalanching limitations

Lp - Periglacial limitations (e .g . severe frost churning)

Example

Carrying
capacity
class

--
I
Sf2

~ 3TsP

Limitation

Severity of limitation

* adapted from Block and Hignett (1976) ; see Table 4.9, p . 47 in Volume One .



SOIL INTERPRETATIONS FOR ENGINEERING *

Methods used to develop interpretations and their limitations are explained in Volume One, Chapter Four .
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SOIL INTERPRETATIONS FOR ENGINEERING

DEGREE AND KIND OF LIMITATION FOR: SUITABILITY AS A SOURCE OF : I
Soil Septic

SOIL TEXTURES i

Associati.on Tank
Ab tion Shallow

Dwellings
Without Local Roads Borrow

Sand
and

Potential
Frost UNIFIED

Component sorp
Fields Excavations Basements And Streets For Fill Gravel Topsoil Action CDA AAS110 Range Dominantl

Abbl Mtn.
AB 1,2 Moderate : Moderate : Slight to Slight to Fair : Poor Good to Fair : M-H 41-1 A-4 to SM SC, ML

WT, slope WT, slope Moderate : tbderate : texc, frost slope, text A-2-4 bD .,CL
slope, frost slope, frost

AB 7 Severe : Severe : Moderate : Moderate : Fair : Poor Good to Feir : 11
WT WT, wet wet, frost wet, frost wet, frost, slope, text

text

Barton
BT 1,2 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Poor to Poor : M-li dl-1, A-4 GM,f :C, SM

slope slope slope slope, frost Poor : Unsuited slope gAl-gl A-2-4 SM,SC
. alope, frost

BT 5 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Poor to Poor : M-H
slope, depth slope, depth slope, depth slope, depth, Poor : Unsuited slope

frost slope, deptl+
frost

BT 6 Severe : Severe
:

Severe : Severe : Fair to Poor to Poor : M-H
s1ope, depth slope, depth slope, depth slope, depth, Poor : Unsuited slope

frost slope, dept%
frost

BT 11 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Poor to Poor : H-M
slope, depth slope, wet, slope, wet slope, frost, Poor : Unsuited slope

WT wet slope, wet,
frost

Beauregard
Mtn.
BG I Slight to Slight to Moderate to Moderate to Good to Poor Poor : M-11 dl-s1, A-2-4 GM,GC Sm

Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair : CF, slope gdl-gal SM,SC
slope, perm slope slope, frost slope, frost text, frost

BG 5 Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Good to Poor Poor : M-H
Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair : CF, slope
slope, depth, slope, depth slope, depth, slope, depth, text, depth,
perm frost frost frost

BG 6 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair : Poor Poor : M-H
depth, slope, depth, slope depth, slope, depth, slope, depth, text, CF, slope
pern froat frost frost

BG 7 Severe : Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fair : Poor Poor : H
perm, slope Severe : Severe : Severe : wet, text, CF, slope

wet, slope wet, slope, wet, slope, frost
frost, frost

BG 4 Slight to Slight to Moderate to Moderate to Good to Poor Poor : H 01-gdl A-4 SM,SC Sm
Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair : CF, slope GM
slope, perm slope slope, frost slope, frost frost

Becker Mtn.
BC 1 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Good Poor : L v91

a-
A-1, GP,GW GP

slope, pern slape, text slope, stony slope, stony slope slope, CF cobble A-3
land type

BC 5,6 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Good Poor : L
slope, depth, slope, depth, slope, depth, slope, depth, slope, dept slope, CF
perm text stony stony

Bednesti
BD 1,2 Severe : Moderate : Moderate : Moderate to Fair to Unsuited Fair : H E1-Acl A-4 to ML,CL MI:CL

perm wet frost Severe : Poor : consistence A-7

text, frost text, frost

BD 7 Severe : Severe : Moderate : Moderate : Fair to . Unsuited Fait : H
perm, WT wet frost, wet wet, text,frost Poor : consistence

text, frost

BD R Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited Poor to Fair : H ,
perm, WT wet, WT wet, frost wet, text,frost text, wet, wet, consist-

frost ence

Blue Lake
BE 1,3 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Unsuited Poor : H Ecl-Ac, A-7 _MH, ML-CL

slope, perm slope, text slope, texts slope, frost, Poor : gEcl-gAc ML,CL,
frost text slope, text SC

BE 5,6 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Unsuited Poor : H
slope, depth, slope, depth slope, depth, slope, depth, Poor : slope, text,
perm text, frost text, frost slope; dept depth

text, frosc
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DEGREE AND KIND OF LIMITATION FOR: SUITABILITY AS A SOURCE OF :
tiS SOIL TEXTURESSoil

i i
cep

Tank Dwellin s S d P ionatAssoc
Co~ponent Absorption Shallov

g
Without Local Roads BOrtow

an
and

otent al
Frost UNIFIED

Fields Excevetioas Basenents And Street : For, Fill Grevel Topsoil Action CDA AASHO Range Dooinant

Blue lake
(cont .)

BE 7 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Unsuited Poor : H
slope, WT, slope, wet slope, vet, elope, vet, Poor, slope, text
pere tezt, froet text, frost nlopo, vet,

textT frost

gulley
BL l,3 Moderate to Moderate to Slight to Slight to Fair : Unsuited Poor : M-H cl-1, A6 C,I9 . SC

Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : text, frost CF,alope gcl-gl A-4
_

slope, pem slope, text slope, frost slope, frost

BL 5 1loderate to Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fairt Unsuited Poor :
Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : text, depth. CF, slope M-B
depth, slope, depth, slope, slope, depth, frost
pem text frost

BL 7,8 Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fair to Unsuited Poor : M-H
Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poorf CF, vet,
WT, slope, vet, slope, vet, slope, vet, slope, vet, text, slope
per~ text frost frost, frost

BL 4 Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to FairF Unsuited Poor : M A=6 SC,ML SC
Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe :

text
~ frost CF, slope cl-1 A-4

_

slope, per>t slope, text slope, frost slope, frost

Bullmose
RM 1 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Good, Poor Poor : L-M sl-ls A-2-4, SM,SC S11

flood, Paris flood flood, frost flood, frost frost thin topsoil I A-2 GM

BM 2 Moderate to Moderate to Severe : Moderate to Goodt Poor Poor to Fafr : L-M
Severe : Severe : flood, frost Severe : front thin topsoil
flood, WT, flood, WT flood, frost
pero .

BM 7,8 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Poor Poor : M-ll
flood, WT, flood, WT, flood, vet, flood, vet, Poor : thin topsoil,
pe- wet frost frost vet, frost pet

Chief
CF 1,4 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited Poor : H f Pt Pt

WI - Wf, wet vet, text, vet, text, wet, text, vet, text
frost froet frost

Crua Mtn.
CM 1,2 Moderate to Slight to Slight to Slight to Fair to Poor to Good to Fair : M cl-1 A-4 ML-CL SM-SC

Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited slope, CF gel-gl
_

_SM-SC
slope, pen elope slope, frost slope, frost text

CM 5 Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Mode-t. to Fair to Poor to Good to Fair : M
Severe : Severr. Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited slope, CF
depth,

slope,
depth, slope depth, slope, depth, slope, depth, text

pera frost frost ,

Devereau
DU 1,3 Severe : Moderate : Moderete : Moderate to Poor. Unsuited Fair to Poor : H c-4. A-7 ML,CL CL

pem vet frost Severe : text, frost consistence,
frost, text text

DU 8 Severe : Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Poorl: Unsuited Fair to Poor : H .
pem, WT Severe : Severe : Severe : vet, text, wet, consia-

vet wet, frodt vet, text, frost tence, text
frost

Do zaiko
DZ 1 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Modekate to Poor Poor : M g/1-g.1 A-4 SM,SC SM-SC

slope slope, text slope slope Sevete : slope. CF A-2-4
elope

DZ 5,6,11 Severe : Severe : Save-: Severe : Moderate to Poor Poor : M
slope, depth slope, depth, slope, depth Slope, depth Severe: slope, CF

text slop~e, depth

Dickebusch
DS 1,2 Severe : Severe : Moderate : Moderate to Fair to Unsuited Fair to Poor : H c-/c A-4 DB ., ML

pere text, wet frost Severe : Poor: consistence, T-77- CL
frost, text text, frost text .

DB 7,8 Severe : Severe : Moderate to Moderate to Fair to Unsuited Fair to Poor : (1
Paris, NT text, wet Severe : Severe : Poor: wet, con.is-

wet, frost vet, frost, vet � text, Lents, text
tezt frost

_-

DB 4 811ght Slight Moderate : derate : Fair: Poor Good

1

Hr /1-fel A-4 SM,?II. SM
frost froet froat A-2-4
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DEGREE AND-KIND OF LIMITATION FOR: SUITABILITY AS A SOURCE OF :

Soil Septic
SOIL TEXTURES

Association Tank Dwellings
Wi h dsl RL Borrow

Send
and

Potential
Frost UMFIED----Co~ponent Absorption Shel1ow outt

'
oca oa

Fielde Excavetions Basements And Street . For Fill Gravel Topsoil Action CDA MSHO Range Dominant

Dotken
DK 1,2 Moderate to Moderate : Moderate : Moderate to Fair to Unsuited Fair : H Acl-fsl A4 ML, ML

Severe : wet, text frost Severe : Poor : text A-6 ML-CL
perm frost, text text, frost

DK 7 Severe : Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fair to Unsuited Fair : N
Pam, WT Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : ~ text

wet, text wet, frost wet, frost, wet, text,
text frost

DK 4 Severe : Moderate : Moderate : Moderate : Fair to Unsuited Fair : N /cl-(c A-6 CL CL
petm wet, text frost, text text, froet Poor : text

text, frost

Dominion
Do 1,2,3 Slight to Slight to Slight to Slight to Fair : Poor Fair to Poor : M 1-sl, A-2-4 SM,SC SM

Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : text, frost CF, slope gl-gsl.,op .
slope slope, frost slope, frost

DO 5 Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fair : Poor Fair to Poor : M
Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : text, frost CF, slope
slope, depth slope, depth slope, depth, slope, depth, .

frost frost

DO 7,8 Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fair to Poor Poor : M-H
Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : CF, wet, slop
wet, alope wet, slope wet, frost, wet, frost, wet, frost,

slope slope slope

Dudzic
DC 1,2,3 Moderate to Moderate : Moderate : Moderate to Fair : Unsuited Good tb Fair : H fal-A ±~-4 ML

Severe : text frost Severe : text, frost text
Pam text, frost

Eagleshau
EG 1 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited Poor : H n Pt Pt

WT WT, wet wet, text, wet, text, . wet, text, wet, text
frost frost frost

Ed on
ED 1,3 Severe : Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Poor : Unsuited Fair to Poor : M-H cl-c A-7 (9I,M1, Cl.Pam

Severe : Severe : Severe : cext, frost text, consis- A6 CL
slope, text slope, frost

slope'
text, tance

frost

ED 5 Severe : Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Poor : Unsuited Feir to Poor : M-H
perm, depth Severe : Severe : Severe : depth, text, text, coneie-

slope, depth, slope, depth, slope, depth, froet tance
text frost frost .

ED 7,8 Severe : Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Poor : Unsuited Fair to Poor : M-H
perm, WT Severe : Severe : Severe : wet, text, wet, text,

wet, text, wet, frost, wet, text, frost consiatance
slope slope frost. slope

Pellers .
FE 1 Severe : Moderate to slight to Moderate to Fair: Unsuited Fair to Poor : M-H Ac1-cl A-7 CL, ML

perm, slope Severe : Severe : Severe : text, slope elope, text ML
text, alope slope slope, text

FE 7 Savere : Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fair: Unsuited Fair to Poor : H
perm, WT, Severe : Severe : Severe : wet, text slope, text
slope wet, text, wet, slope wet, text,

slope elope

FE 4 Severe : Moderate to Moderate : Mod rate : Feir : Unnulted Fair to Poor : H cl-c A-7 CL,ML CL
perm, WT Severe : wet wet�text wet, text text

wet, text

Five Cabin
CJc .
PC 1,3,4 Savere : Slight to Slight . Slight Good Good to Poor : L-M sl-la to SM,SP GM

pern Severe : Poor CF vgsl-v GM,GP
text

PC 5 Severe : Moderate to Moderate : Moderate : Good to Good to Poor : L-M
perm, depth Severe : depth depth Fair : Poor CF

depth, text depth

PC 7,8 Severe : Moderate to Slight to Slight to Good to Good to Poor : M
perm, WT Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Poor CF, wet

' wet, text

we

t wet wet
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DEGREE AND RIND OF LIMITATION FOR: SUITABILITY AS A SOURCE OF : SOIL TEXTURES
Soil
il

Septic -

o Tank Dwellings
B

Sand
d

Potential
Frost UNIFIED

Component Abwrptlon Shallow Without
'

Local Roads orrow an
i C A AASHO R ina tDo. Fields Excavations Basements And Streets For Fill Gravel Topsoil onAct D ange nm

Footprint
FT 1 Severe : Moderate to Slight to Slight to Fair : Poor to

"
Good to Poor : M-H al t0 A-4, t4 .,CL ML

pern, slope Severe : Severe : Severe : sloper text, Unsuited depth, slope cl-al A-6, SM,SC

slope, text . slope, frost slope, frost frost A-1

FT 7 Severe : Moderate to Hoderate to Moderate to Fair to Poor to Good to Poor :
"

H clsl,

pern, WT, Severe :Sever : Severe : Severe :Sever:: Poor : Unsuited depth, slope gcl-gsl
slope

:
wet, wet, slope wet, wt, ,lope,
tex[ fros[ frost frost .

Gable Mtn.
GM 1,4 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Fair to Poor : H al-Al, A-2-4 GM ,GC OH

depth, slope depth, a1ope depth, slope, depth, slope, Poor : - Unsuited CF, slope 9-vg SM,SC
frost frost slope, fros t

Gundeream
GN 1 3 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Poor Poor : H sl,ls A-4 SH,SC SM,

WT wet wt, frost wet, frost wet, frost wet A-2-4

GN+4 Severe : Severe :~ Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited Poor : H /1-bc A-4 ML,C1. ML
Wt wet wet, frost wet, frost vet, front wt A-6,7

Haobrook
HB 1 Moderate to Moderate to Slight to Slight to Fair : Poor to Poor : M-H cl-1 A-4, lU.,CL !0.

Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : text, frost Unsuited CF, slope gcl-gl A-6 SM,SC

slope, perm slope, text slope, frost slope, frost

HB 5 Moderste to Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Feir : Poor to Poor: M-H
Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : text, depth, Unsuited CF, slope
slope, depth, slope, depth, slope, depth, ;lope, depth, frost
perm text frost froet

HB 7,8 Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fair to Poor to Poor : ~ H
Sevare : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited CF, wet, lop.
WT, slope, wet, slope wet, slope, wt, slope, wet, text,
Pam frost frost frost -- ~- - -- - -----

HB 4 ~ Slight to I Slight to Slight to

--

Slight to

-

Fair$ poor to Poor : M 1-IX SM,SC SC

Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : text, frost Unsuited CF, slope gl-gls ML

slope slope slope, frost .-lope . frost

Hadrick
H[ 1 3 Severe : Savers : Severe : Severe : Fait to Unsuited Poor : M al-1 A-6,4 SM,SC SM-SC

,
slope slops elope elope Poot : CF, slope gel-gl GC

slope

HL 5,6 Severe : Save� Severe : Severe :
Fair

to Unsuited Poor : M

slope, depth slope, depth slope, depth slope, depth Poor : CF, slope
slops, depth

HR 7 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Unsuited Poor : H-H
,lope, WT elope, war slope, wet slope, wet

poor ; CP, wet,
slope, wet slope

HE 4 Severe : Savors : Severe : Severe : Pair to Unsuited Poor : M-H /1-1 A-6,4 SN,SC SC

slops slope slope slope Poor : CF, elope g/1-gl GC
slope

Holtslande
2NO 1 Moderate to Moderate : Slight : Slight : Good : Fair to Fair to Poor: M al-le: SM,GM GM,

Severe : text frost frost front Poor CF ,
g

1-81. Sp,GP

peM

HO 7 Moderate to lloderata: Moderate : Moderate : Fair : Fafr to Fair to Poor : M-H
Severe : wet, text wet, from t wet, frost wet, frost Poor CF, wt
pet~ . WT

NO 4 Moderate : Moderate : Slight Slight : Good : Fair to Fair to Poor : M /l,g0l SM,GM SM

porn text froat frost frost Poor CF SP

Hostinka
IIA 1,4 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited Poor : U f Pt Pt

WT wt, WT wt, text wt, text wet, text wt, text

Horseshoe
HS 1,2,3 Severs : Savars : Severe : Severe : Moderateto Fafr to Poor M g.1-gl A-2-4 SM,SC SM-SC

elope alope_ slope slope SeVere : Poor A-4 CM,GC
slope

HS 5,6 Savere : Severe : Severe : Severe : Moderate to Poor to Poor H
slope, depth slope, depth slope, depth slope, depth Severe : Unsuited

slope, depth .

u
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DEGREE AND KIND OF LIMITATION FOR: SUITABILITY AS A SOURCE OF: SOIL TEXTURES
Soil Septic

Association Tank Dwellings
B

Send
d

Potential
Frost

UNIFIED
Cosponent Absorption Shallow Without Local Roads orrow an

Fields Excavations Bssements And Streets For Fill Gravel Topsoil Action CDA AASHO Range Dominant

Horseshoe
(cont.)

HS 7 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Moderete to Fair to Poor M-H
slope, WT slope, wet slope, wet slope, wet Severe : Poor :

, slope, wet slope,
wet

HS 4 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Moderate to Fair to Poor M gal-gls A-4 SM,SC SM

slope slope slope slope Severe : Poor : GM,CC
slope elope

Imperial Ck
IC 1 Severe : Moderate : Slight to Moderate to Fair : Unsuited Fair : M cl-/cl A-4 SC,CC ML-CL

perm, slope text, slope Moderate : Severe : text, frost text, slope A-6 GM

slope, froet text, frost, A-7 for (ML-CL
slope . B hori- for

tons) B hori-

IC 5,6 Severe : Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fair to Unsuited Fair : M zone)

perm, depth, Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : text, slope
slope depth, slope depth, slope, depth, slope, depth, text

text frost frost
frost

IC 7 Severe : Moderate to Moderate : Moderate : Fair to Unsuited Fair to Poor : M-H
perm, WT, Seveze : wet, slope, wet, slope, Paor : wet, text,
slope wet, slope, frost text, frost wet, text, slope

text frost

Jarvis
2JR 1 3 Severe : Moderate to Slight Slight Good Good to Poor: L gal-gle A-1 GP,GW CP,,

perm Severe : Pair CF vgsl- A-2-4 GM ,SP
text vgls

JR 5,6 Severe : Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fair to Good to Poor : L
pam, depti Severe : Severe : Severe: Poor : Fair CF ,

depth, text depth depth depth

JR 7,8 Severe : Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fair to Good to Poor : L-M

perm, WT Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Fair CF, wet
wet, text wet wet wet

Kenzie
KZ 1,3,4,4 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited Poor : H m Pt Pt

WT - . WT, wet wet, text, wet, text, wet, text, wet, text

- . froet frost frost

Kinuseo
KO 1 3 Severe : Moderate to Slight Slight Good Good to Poor : L gsl-gla A-1 G_P GP,

pern Severe : Fair CF vgsl- GM,SP

text vgls

KO 5 Severe : Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fair to Good to Poor : L
perm, depth Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Fair CF .

depth, text depth depth depth "

KO 7 Severe : Moderate to Moderate : Moderate : Fair : Good to Poor : 1-M
perm, WT Severe : wet wet wet Fair CF, vet

wet, text-

" KO 4 Severe : Moderate to Slight Slight Good Good to Poor : L gel, A-1 GP,SP GP

Pa- Severe : Fair CF vgel GM
text

Knudsen Ck .
KN 1 Severe : Severe: Severe : Severe : rood Good to

POor :
CF, thin top- L=M al-1a A-1 GM,GP SP

flood flood flood flood Fair soil , to A-2-4 SM,SP

KN 2 Moderate to Moderate to Severe : Moderate to Good Good to Poor to Fair :
~. thin top- ~M

vgel-
vgls

Severe : Severe : flood Severe : Fair soil
flood flood '- flood -

Poor :
KN 7,8 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Good Good to CP, wet, thin M

flood, WT flood, wet flood, wet flood, wet Fair ' topsoil

Lam-To
T I ht toSli ht toSli Slight to Slight to poor : Poor to Poor : M 1-al, A-1-b _SM,SC SML g

Severe :
g

Severe : Severe :, Severe : text, slope Unsuited CF, slope gl-gel
_

ML

slope, perm elope, text slope, frost slope, frost

LT 5 Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Poor : Poor to Poor : M

Severe : Severe,: - Severe : Severe : depth, text , Unsuited CF, slope

a
ope. depth,
!

slope, depth, lope, depth,
;

lope, depth
slope

ra
p text

, t r..t

~T 7 Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to- Moderate to Poor : Poor to Poor : M-H
Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : - wet, text, Unsuited CF, slope
WT, elope, wet, . slope, elope, wet, slope, wet, slope .
perm text frost frost
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DEGREE AND HIND OF LIMITATION FOR: SUITADILITY AS A SOURCE OF : SOIL TEXTURESSoil
il

Seytic
T k D lli Pst onAseoc

Component
m

Absorption Shallow
ngawe

Without Local Roada Borrow
Sand
and

otential
Frost UNIFIED

Fields Excavations Basements ' And Streete
For

F111 Gravel Topsoil Action CDA AASHO Range Dominant

Lodge
LG 1~2,3 Moderate to Moderate to Slight to Slight to Fair : Unsuited Poor : M-H c-1 A-4, CL,ML !0.

Severe : Severe : Severe : Sevcre : text, frost CF, slope A-6
perv, slope slope, text slope, frost slope, froat ' gc-gl

_

LG 7,8 Severe : Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fair1 Unsuited Poor : M-H
perm, WT, Severe : Severe : Severe : wet, text, wet, CF, slope
slope wet, slope, wet, slope, wet, slope, frost

text froet frost '

LG 4 Severe : Moderate to Slight to Slight to Fair Unsuited Poor : M - A-4, CL,tO. ML
pe~, slope Severe : Severe : Severe :

:
text, frost CF, slope g,c-1 A-6

_

,lope, text alope, frost slope, frost

Merrick
MC 1,3 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Fair to Poor : M sl-1 A-6,4 SM,SC, SM-SC

slope slope slope s1ope Poor; Poor CF, elope g.1-gl A-2-4 GC
slope

MC 5,6 Severe : Severet Severe : Severe : Fair to Poor to . Poor : M
slope, depth slope, depth slope, depth slope, depth Poort Unsuited CF, slope

slope, dept

MC 7 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Unsuited Poor : M-H
slope, WT elope, wet ale, e, wet slope, wet Poart CF, wet, slop

slope, wet

MC 4 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Unsuited Poor : M-H t41-1 A-6,4 SM,SC, SC
slope slope slope slope Poort CF, slope g/1-gl cc

s1opR

Meikle Ck .
1f5 1 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Goodt Poor Poor : L-M al-1e A-2-4 GM,SI1, SM

flood flood flood, frost flood, frost frost thin topsoil to A-4 SP
gsl-81 .

me 2 Moderate to Moderate to Severe : Moderate to Goodt Poor Poor : L-M
Severe : Severe : flood, frost Severe : frost thin topsoil . -
flood, i7f flood, WT flood, frost

ME 7,8 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Poor Poor : M-N
flood, WT flood, WT flood, wet, flood, wet, Poor : thin topsoil,

froat frost wet, frost wet

Misinchinka
MS 1,4 Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fait to Poor to Poor : H gal-g/1 A-4 ML,SM, SM-SC

Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited CF A-6 SC
slope elope, text slope, froet slope, froat elope, frost

!6 5,6 Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fair to Poor to Poor : }I
Severe : Severc: Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited CF
elope, depth elope, depth, slope, depth, slope, depth, slope, de

text frost frost frost ,

Miteka
MT 1 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : poor : Unsuited Poor : H a Pt Pt

WT WT, wet wet, text, wet, text, wet, text, wet, text
frost frost frost

Moberly "No
1,2,3 Moderate to Iloderate to Slight to Slight to Fai¢ : Poor to Poor : H cl-1 A-4, ML,CL, ML,CL~

Severe : Savere : Severe : Severe : text, frost Unsuited CF, slope gcl-gl A-6 SM,SC
slope, pem slope, text elope, frost slope, frost .

!O 5,6 Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fair to Poor to poor : H
- Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited CF, slope

slope, depth elope, depth, slope, depth,lope, slope, depth, depth, text
par~ text

;
frost frost

MO 7,8 Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Moderate to Fair to Poor to Poor : H
Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Uoauited CF, wet,
I7T, elope, wet, slope, wet, slope, wet, alop. wetl text, slope
pera text frost frost frost

MD 4 Slight to Slight to Sllght,to Slight to FeiX: 'Poor to Poor : M-H al-cl A-4 SM,SC, ML,SC
Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : tex~, frost Unsuited CF, slope gel-gel ML,CL
slope, pem slope slope, frost elope, frost

McGregor
MG 1 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fai : Unsuited Poor : H /1-fel A-6 ML-CL ML-C1.

flood, WT flood, WT, flood, wet, flood, wet, tex~, wet thin topsoil
wet fro

.
t frost

MG 8 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Unsuited Poor : It
flood, WT flood, WT, flood, wet, flood, wet, Poor : wet, thin .

wet frost frost text, wet
top

eoil

R
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Mokus Ck .
MU 1 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Good : Poor Poor : L-M sl-la A-1 GM,GC, GM,SM

flood, perm flood, text flood, frost flood, frost frost soil
CF. thin top- gsl-gle A-2-4 GP,SM

KU 2 Moderate to Moderate to
~

Severe : Moderate to Good : Poor Poor to Fair : L-M
Severe : Severe : flood, frost Severe : frost CF, thin top-
flood, pem flood, text flood, frost ' soil

MU 7 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Good to Poor Poor : M-le
flood, pen, flood, text, flood, wet, flood,wet, Poor : CF
WT Wt frost frost wet, fro.t

Monkman Ck .
!8C 1 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe :

-
Good Good to Poor : L-M ls-sl A- I C P, GP

flood, perm flood, text flood, frost flood, frost Poor CF, thin top- to A-2-4
U
SM,SP

soil vgls-
MR 2 Moderate to Moderate to Severe : Moderate to Good Good to Poor to Fair : L-M vgsl

Severe : Severe : flood, frost Severe : Poor CFtop-thin
flood, perm, flood, text flood, frost s

.,,

WT

MR 7,8 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Good to Good to Poor : M-H
flood, pena, flood, text, flood, wet, flood, wet, Fefr: Poor CF, wet, thin .
WT WT frost frost wet topsoil

MO-1 .y
M% 1,4 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited Poor : H f Pt Pt

WT WT, wet wet_ tnxt wet, text wet, text, wet, text
frost frost fro.t

Myhon
!OH 1 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Pair to Poor to Poor : M-H gsl A-2-4 ML CL, SM-SC

slope, pera slope, text slope, frost slope, frost Poor : Unsuited slope, CF A-4 SM,SC
slope, frost

MH 4 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Poor to Poor : H-H
slope, depth, elope, depth, slope, depth, slope, depth, Poor : Unsuited slope, CF
perm text frost frost slope,depth

froet

NH 7 Severe : Severe : Severe : Sevem: Fair to Poor to Poor : H
slope, pem, elope, wet, slope, wet, slope, wet, Poor : Unsuited slope, CF
WT text frost frost slope, wet,

frost -

Neusann
NE 1,3 Severe : Moderate to Slight Slight . Good Good to Poor: L g.1-gls A-1-A _SP-SM SPPa.

Severe : Fair CF to
text vgsl-

vgla

oatca
OE 1 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair: Poor Poor : M-H s1-1s A-4 SN,14. SH

flood, pem flood flood, front flood, frost text, frost thin todsoll A-2-4

OE 2 Moderate to Moderate to Severe : Moderate to Fair : Poor Poor to Fair : M-H
Severe : Severe : flood, frost Severe : text, frost thin topsoil .
flood, Perm flood flood, frost

OE 7,8,11 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Poor .Poor: " M-H
flood, WT, flood, WT flood, wet, flood, wet, Poor : , wet, thin
perm frost frost frost topsoil

onion Ck .
ON 1,3 Slight to Slight to Slight to Slight to Good to Poor to Poor : !1 1-/1 A-4 SC,SM, SC

Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair : Unsuited CF, slope gl-gol ML
slope slope, text slope, frost slope, frost slope. frost

ON S Slight to Slight to Slight to Slight to Good to Poor to Poor : M
Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited CF, slope
slope, depth elope, depth, slope, depth, slope, depth, elope, dept

text frost frost' frost

ON 7,8 Slight to Slight to Slight to Slight to Good to Poor ta Poor : M-H
Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited CF, elope,
elope. WT elope, wet, slope, wet, slope, wet, elope, wet,

; o
wet

text frost front r t

Ovington Ck .
OV 1,2,3 Severe : Slight to Slight : Slight : Good : Good to Good to Poor : L-M el-le A-1-a SM,SP, GM

perm Severe : frost frost froet Poor CF to A-4 GP, GM
text vgsl- A.2-4 _GP-GM

vgls
OV 8 Severe : Slight to Slight to Slight to Good to Good to Good to Poor : L-H

Pam, WP Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Poor CF, wet'Y
-

-----------

wet, text wet, frost et, froet
-------

wet, frost

4OV Moderate to Slight to Slight : Slight : Good : Good to Good to Poor : L-M sl-ls -A-2-4 SM,GM, SM
Severe : Moderete : froet frost frost Poor CF gel-gls SP
pem text
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Septimue
SS 1,3 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Variable Poor : Variable ariable Variable Variable Variable

slope slope slope slope slope slope

Sheba Mtn.
SB

1.
3,4,6 Severe : Severe : "Severe : Severe : Poor : . Poor to Poor : 11 g.1-g{1 A-4 ML-CL, ML-CL

depth, slope depth, slope, depth, slope depth, slope, depth, slope Unsuited CF, slope SM,SC
text frost

Smoky
SY 1,3,10 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited Poor : H c-1 A-6 ML,CL CL

perm, WT, wet, WT, wet, slope, wet, slope, wet, text, wet, text A-7
slope elope frost frost frost

Snipe
SN 1,2,3 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited Poor : H c-/c A-6 CL,ML CL

perm, WT wet, WT wet, frost wet, frost wet, frost wet, text A-7

Spieker Mtn
SP 1,2,3 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Fair to Poor : M gal-gl A-4 SM,SC SM-SC

slope slope slope, frost slope, frost Poor : Poor slope, CF
slope, frost

SP 5,6 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Poor to Poor : M
slope, depth elope, depth slope, depth, slope, depth, Poor : Unsuited slope, CF

frost frost slope, depth
frost

SP 7 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Poor to Poor : M-H
slope, WT slope, wet slope, wet, elope, wet, Poor : Unsuited slope, CF

frost froat slope, wet,
frost

Suprenant "
Mtn .

ST 1,3 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Fair to Poor : M gal-gl A-4 SM,SC SM-SC
slope slope slope, frost slope, frost Poor : Poon elope, CF

slope. frost

ST 5,6 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Poor to Poor : M
slope, depth slope, depth slope. depth, slope, depth, Poor : Unsuited slope, CF

frost frost elope, depth
frost

Squew Mtn.
SQ

1,
2,3 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Fair to Poor : M gl-g .1 A-4 SM,SC SM-SC

slope slope slope, frost slope, frost Poor : Poor slope, CF
slope, fro.

SQ 5,6 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair to Poor to Poor : M
slope, depth slope, depth slope, depth, slope, depth, Poor : Unsuited slope, CF

free t frost slope, depth
frost

SQ 7 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe: Fair to Fair to Poor : M-H.lop.
, WT

alope
, wet slope, wet, slope, wet, Poor : Poor slope, CF

frost frost slope, wet,
frost

Sundance "SO
1,2,3 Moderate : Slight or Slight : Slight : Good : Fair to Good or Poor : M sl-Is A-4 SM SM

Pam Severe : frost frost froet Poor text
text ,

SU 8 Moderate to Slight to Slight to Slight to Good to Fair to Good to Poar : M-H
Severe : Severe : Severe: Severe : Poor : Poor wet, text
perm, WT wet, WT, text wet, frost wet, frost wet, frost

Tri Ck.
TC 1,3 Severe : Moderate : Slight : Moderatg : Fair : Unsuited Poor : H c A-6, 1${�CL ,ML

perm text frost text, frost text, frost text A-7

TC 7 Severe : Moderate to Slight to Moderate : Fair : Unsuited Poor : H
pem, WT Severe : Moderate : text, wet, text, wet, text, wet

text, wet wet, froet frost frost '

Thunder Mtn
IN 1 Slight to Slight to Slight to Slight to Fair : Poor to Poor : M-H sl-1 A-4

a'
ML . SC

Severe : Severe: Severe : Severe : slope, text, Unsuited elope, CP gel-gl A-2-4 _SC
slope slope . elope, frost slope, frost frost

TH 5,6 Slight to Slight to Slight to Slight to Fafr to Poor to Poor : M-H
Severe : Severe: Severe : Severe : Poor : Unsuited slope, CF
slope, depth slope, depth allpe, depth, slope, depth, slope, depth

frost froet froat

TH 7,8 Slight to Slight to Slight to Slight to Fair to Poor to Poor : H-M
Severe :

Sever
Severe :: Severe : Severe : Poor : Unauited slope, vet,CP

wet, slope
:

wet, wet, slope, wet, slope wet, slope,
frost __, froat - text, frost
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Thunder Mtn
(cont.)

IN 4 Slight to Slight to Slight to Slight to Fair4 Poor to Poor : M-H .1-gal A-4 ML,CL ML
Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : slopo, text, Unsuited alope, CF
alope slope , slope, frost slope, frost froet

Tlookl
00 1 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Poor : L vgsl- A-3 GP GP

slope, perm alope, text elope elope elope slope slope, CF vgls A-1 GM

00 6 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Poor : L
slope, depth, elope, depth, slope, depth slope, depth slop*, depth elope, elope, CF
perm text depth

Toneko
TO 1 Moderate : Slight or Slight : Slight : Good ; Good to Good or Poor : L-M A-2-4 SM,GM SM

Pam Severe : frost frost frost Poor text 8.1-gla A-4
text

TO 7 Moderate to Slight to Slight to Slight to Good to Good to Good to Poor : M-N
Severe : Severe : Moderate : Moderate : Fair t poor vet, text
pere, WT vet, text wet, froat vet, frost wet, frost

Triad Ck.
TD 1,2 Severe : Slight to Slight Slight Good Good to Good to Poor : L Is-al A-1- GP=GC, GP

pers Severe : Poor CF vgle- SP,SM
text vgsl

TD 7 Severe : Slight to Slight to Slight to Goodlto Good to Good to Poor : L-M
Pam, WT Severe : Moderate : Mnderate : FairC Poor CF

text, wet wet, frost wet, frost wet

TD 4 Severe- Slight to Slight Slight Goodl Good to Good to Poor : L-H sl-1 A-1-b GP,SM, GP
Slight : Severe : Poor CF .

vg'
I- SP

pev text vgl

Turning M n.
TN 1,2,3 Moderate to Slight to Slight to Slight to Goodlto Poor Poor : M-H gal-gl A-3 GM-GC, GM-GC

Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Feir,: CF, slope vgel- A-4 SM,SC
slope, pen slope,

test
slope, f

.at
slope, frost elope, fros t vg1

1M 5 Moderate to Slight to Slight to Slight to Good to Poor Poor : M-11
Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor, CF, slope

- slope, depth, slope, depth, elope, depth, slope, depth, slope, deptt~
peae ts:t frost frost front

IN 7 Moderate to Slight to Slight to Slight to Good to Poor Poor : H-M
Severs : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fair,: CF, slope
slope, wet, slope, vet, slope, vet, slope, vet, slope, vat
per>t pe- frost frost frost

1M 4 Moderate to Slight to Slight to Slight to Good to Poor Poor : M-H g/1-gl A-4 GM'GC, GC
Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : FaiG : CF, slope vgAl-vgl A-2-4 SM,SC
slope, pers elope, text elope, frost alope, front alope, frost

Taahunga
TS 1 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Pootl: Poor Poor : M gal-g/1 A-2-4 _SM,GM SM

depth, elope, depth, slope, depth, slopa, depth, elope, depth, *lop,, CF, slope vgsl- A-4
pert text frost frost froet , vg/1

TS 4 Severe to Moderate to lloderate to Moderate to Fair to Poor Poor : M
Moderate : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : CF, elope
slope, depth, slope, depth, e1ope, depth, slope, depth, slope, depth '
pet~ teat ;-at frost frost

Wendt Mtn.
WT 1,2,3 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : airito Poor : Fair to Poor : M gc1-201 A-1-b GM-GC rM-SC

.lope, pers slope, text elope, frost slope, frost slope, fros t Poor CF, elope vgcl- A-4 SP-SC
vgal

WT 5,6 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fa1q to Poor to Poor : M
slope, depth, elope, depth, slope, depth, elope, depth,;lope, Poor : Unsuited CF, elope
Pam text fro.t slope, depth ,

front

WT 4 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Fai{ to Poor to Poor : M gcl-g/cl A-4 SM,SC SM-SC
slope slope, text slope, frost slope, frost Poor : Unsuited CF, elope vgcl-

sloe, frost vg/cl

Whatley
WH 1,4 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poo;: Unsuited Poor : H ~ Pt Pt

WT WT, vet vet, text, cxt, text, vet text, wet, text
froat _ fro;, ' fro~t
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Windfall Cic
WF 1 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Good Good to Poor : L-M .1-10 A-1-a GP GM, SP

flood, petm flood, text flood flood Poor thin topsoil to A-4 SP,SM
vgal-

WF 2 Moderate to Moderate to Severe : Moderate to Good Good to Poor to Fair : L-M v IsB
Severe : Severe: flood Severe : Poor thin topsoil
flood, perm flood, text flood flood

WF 7 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Good Good to Poor : L-M
flood,

WT,
flood, WT, flood, vet frost Poor thin topsoil

perm text

Zonnebecke
ZB 1,2 severe ; Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Fair to Poor : M-H /cl-1 A-4 CL-t9., ML-CL

elope slope slope, frost slope, frost slope Poor alope, CF g/C1-gl A-2-4 SM,SC

ZB 5 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Poor to Poor : M-II
elope, depth slope, depth slope, depth slope, depth, slope, depth U.-ited slope, CF

frost frost frost

ZB 6,11 Severe : Severe : Severe : Severe : Poor : Poor to Poor : " M /1-l A-2-4 ML, ML-CL
elope, depth slope, depth slope, depth, elope, depth, slope,depth Unaufted slope, CF, g/1-g.1 A-4 SM,SC

frost froat froat depth
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